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'YE SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH AND THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE’    
ANDHRA CHRISTIAN COLLEGE, GUNTUR-522001 

            For more than a century and a quarter Andhra Christian College, Guntur, the premier seat 

of higher learning, has been catering to the higher educational needs of the youth and needy in an 

exemplary way without any regional, religious, gender and caste bias across a wide spectrum of 

disciplines. The institute, under the management of Andhra Evangelical Lutheran Church, has 

seen several generations of students, many ups and downs in its cherished history and is now at a 

crucial stage of its service to the cause of higher education in the backdrop of global and regional 

changes and challenges that have occurred in the higher educational front.  

            This series of Memories and Memoirs was started by Prof. Sri. Kamaraju Anil 

Kumar-Sri. KAK, as he is known in AC. College. He is a distinguished alumnus (1957-’61)  of 

the great temple of learning-the Andhra Christian College, a celebrated teacher (1963-1989) in 

the same institute, a Brahmo-turned idolater, a well known personality in the circles of Satya Sai 

Devotees and official translator of Sri. Satya Sai Baba for well over two and a half decades. He 

has a razor sharp photographic memory, unflinching love for his alma mater-the Andhra 

Christian College, unparalleled respect for his teachers, great admiration for his colleagues and 

friends and a special affinity for his students and a unique brotherly affection towards his most 

loving colleague Dr. T. Alexander Rajabhushanam-Dr. TAR of Zoology.  

 After leaving Andhra Christian College for Puttaparthi, Dr. TAR was always a 

motivator for Sri. KAK to visit Guntur. 

            With the sudden demise of Dr. T. Alexander Rajabhushanam, who was close to many, 

among whom Sri. KAK is the foremost, he felt orphaned and dumbfounded.  From his sorrow 

sprang up the obituary on Dr. TAR, which he posted on AC. College Alumni Whatsapp 

Group Wall. This was followed by his many reflections, recollections, reminiscences and 

memoirs about his teachers, colleagues and friends on the Alumni Group Wall.  That initiated 

many a student and staff, both past and present, from different niches to pour out and share their 

feelings and reminiscences about the great personalities who have inspired, motivated, guided 

and shaped the lives of several generations of students in the College and nostalgia of their 

College days. 

            This series, like any great effort, started as a trickle, turned out to be a mighty stream to a 

good number of people associated with the College to carry, renew and refresh their 

rememberances, to pay gratitude to their alma mater and obeisance to their teachers.  

 However, this series pertains to the period spanning from mid 1950s to the first decade of 

the new mellenium, as a great majority of the contributors to the series belonged to that period in 

the annals of the College.  

           This series has many things to offer to the present generation of stakeholders of the 

College. It is a fitting tribute paid to a towering, iconic institute in the field of higher learning in 

Telugu land.  

          This opens a window in to the past for all those interested not only to have a ringside view 

of the events and visualize the bygone days of glory but also to shape themselves into worthy 
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MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-1 

 (On the sudden passing away of Dr. T. ALEXANDER RAJABHUSHANAM of Zoology) 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT! 

 Where are you? Where have you gone suddenly, Alexander? With whom should I talk 

on phone for hours Alex? It is too bad and sad to bear the separation! Who will tell me the latest 

news of my dear AC. College hereafter? I am orphaned and thrown into isolation and loneliness. 

Who will listen to my jokes and enjoy my imitation of my teachers and colleagues every time?  

 I miss you raa Alexander! Tears are rolling as I type these lines feeling your absence raa 

Alexander! You are the main incentive to visit Guntur. Now, none! Our association dates back 

to 1962 from our Andhra University days. Can anyone imagine me away from you? Wherever 

there is Anil Kumar, there is Alexander and vice versa. We are always together in all 

committees of our College and also staff meetings. Iron grill at the entrance of Zoology 

Department helped us to lean on and converse both in the morning and evening. All used to 

watch us, laugh hilariously and wonder what we talked so long every day. If any third one 

watched, he/she knew that they had no place to talk to. So we had exclusive conversations. What 

was the theme? Glory of our College and staff! I miss you raa, Alexander. You are with me. I 

know you came to Puttaparthi with family only to see me. The two sides of the coin are 

inseparable, so also Anil and Alex. 

 I miss you as much as your family members. You are resting on the lap of our Lord. He 

must be patting you saying "Well done, my boy!" 

 Lives of great men remind us to make our lives sublime. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-2 

on Dr. ALEXANDER RAJABHUSHANAM-Dr. TAR Continued 

STYLE IS THE MAN-ALEXANDER! 

 BSK. Roy, K. Anil Kumar, MVLN. Koteswara Rao are highly conscious of their 

dress. Dr. MG. Thomas-Dr. MGT is our hero. Whenever we have a new dress, we used to 

appreciate each other and often times our style has won the praise of our Dr. MGT. Even new 

pair of shoes, neck tie, terlin shirt, zodiac ties, and ambassador shoe made us feel elegant, 

dignified and presentable. Alexander is very particular and fond of good dress. The dress gives 

confidence. Dress and address is our life style. 

 Alex likes suits. Three piece suits. I attended his wedding at Eluru. I attended the 

reception of the wedding of his son in Stall School premises. God has blessed him with 

wonderful, ideal children. His wife Vijayasheela, a good student and a good teacher too, is very 

well known to me and I liked their hospitality every time I visited them. 

 Alexander and Stanley Babu of Zoology get into the classroom like cricket bats man. 

Alexander with his hands full of chalk pieces and a duster teaches one full hour nonstop. 

Teaching is his life. 

 Alexander is deeply religious and an active member of Church of South India-CSI. I 

attended midnight service in CSI on New Year celebration. 

 Alexander is a cricketer. When Sri. Azariah was the warden of Wolf Hall he played and 

won the match. 
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 Alex liked Papayya Sastry gàru, Madhavarama Sarma garu, Suryanarayana Bhanu 

garu and Sattar garu of Urdu. 

 Alexander is a diamond, a multi-faceted personality.  

 He lives in the hearts of his students, memories of his friends as a role model. 

 Alexander you are really, really GREAT! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-3 

WE ARE UNIQUE 

 Dr. T.  Alexander Rajabhushanam-Dr. TAR, Sri. B. Roosevelt Raja Bhushanam-

BRRB, Sri. CVL. Narasimha Murthy-CVLNM, Sri. RRS. Sundara Das-RRSSD, Sri. J. 

Abraham-JA, Sri. MVLN. Koteswara Rao-MVLNK, Sri. GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao-GVLNS, 

Sri. K. Hanumantha Rao-KHR, Sri. T. Srinivasan-TSN, Sri. Muzeer, Sri. Krupanidhi, Sri. 

S. Muddu Krishna-SMK, Sri. C. Jaya Rao-CJR, Sri. G. Rama Mohana Rao-GRMR, Sri. T. 

Radha Krishna Murthy-TRK belong to the same generation. Our relationships, friendships, 

tastes, temperaments, commitment are the same. We are very intimate. I can say confidently out 

of three decades of my association, that strong ties/ bond never existed before and after. Till 

today we are connected. 

 Alexander is the nucleus. We are not merely employees. We are a family indeed! 

Alexander and I only talk about the uniqueness of our generation. We are proud of you Alex! 

The College is privileged to have you on the faculty and students are blessed to have you as their 

teacher. You contributed to the esteem stature of the institution. Praise the Lord for this beautiful, 

monumental, exemplary gift of God in the name and person of Dr. Alexander, the great! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-4 

 I was in shorts and a blue shirt with stripes, standing in long line in front of Principal's 

room. It was for the first time I stepped into the glorious temple of learning AC. College. My 

mother, Smt. K. Sarojini Devi, an alumnus of AC. College sent Venkayya, her office peon to 

assist me. After some time, came out of his chamber, a tall, elegant, dignified personality. He just 

passed by the long queue and just stared at me. It was first time I saw him. My legs were 

shivering for no reason.  

 He at once asked "Are you Sarojini's son?”  

 “Avunandi �����", I softly replied with shaking voice out of fear.  

 "What admission you want?”  

 "PUC- Bi. P.", I replied.  

 “Did you bring the application form and fees?” 

  "Yes, Sir. Mother sent her peon with me."  

 "Come out of the queue. Go straight, pay fees. Tell Sarojini that you are admitted."  

 That is Dr. TS. Paulus-Dr. TSP, the great, who saw my mother in me and gave 

admission.  
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 In the meantime, Dr. Paulus gets a phone call from his wife, Mrs. Vijayamma Paulus, 

"Sarojini koduku vachadu. Seat icheyyandi- ��	
� ���к� ������� ��� ��������." My 

mother rang up and spoke to her being her student in Stall Girls School. That’s how I walked 

into our College. That is Dr. Paulus, his sharp memory and quick action! 

 This happened in 1957. Glory to my alma mater! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-5 

 Once, AICC sessions were held in the premises of AC. College. All delegates across the 

country attended. PM, Union ministers, CMs, State ministers, all VIPs attended. It was for two 

days.  

 On the last day, it was to conclude at 5.00 P. M. But somehow it was delayed. Believe me 

or not, the then Principal, Dr. TS. Paulus made a phone call from his bungalow asking them to 

vacate and clear the campus. That is Dr. TS. Paulus, the man with guts and courage. A staff 

member (name withheld), turned up late to the College. He happened to be the son of our 

College supervisor. He was to take class in the upstairs of Physics Department. Dr. TS. Paulus 

stopped his car in the portico. Mr. Ibrahim, verandah Principal, opened the door. Dr. TSP got 

down and noticed this staff member going to his class late. He immediately sent a word to him 

"let him not come to the College from tomorrow.” I remember his name also which is not that 

important. But the episode shows what an ironman he is and his priority to punctuality. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-6 

 He never liked any one saying AC. College, nor has he said so any time. He insisted all 

to say Andhra Christian College. At one time, a few decades ago, he was the neighbour of my 

grandparents who lived in Kannavarithota. My grandfather Sri. Palaparthi Narasimham garu 

is a Brahmo missionary and a legend in Brahmo circles. 

 In later years, my mother was his student. I remember his visits to our house at 

Arundelpet. He always used bicycle. He mostly used cotton suits with a neck tie. Little did I 

realize that one day I would be appointed by him as a lecturer in Botany! HE IS NONE OTHER 

THAN Dr. JB. Williams, former Principal. Neatly dressed, quite tall, bald, yet very presentable, 

full of wit, retort, humour, highly intelligent and eloquent, Dr. JB. Williams is an able 

administrator. Only three appeared for the interview for two posts in the Department of Botany. 

Two appointed are Anil Kumar and Sri. AS. Krishna-ASK. We two are best friends of 

enviable standards. This was in the year 1963 on June 15th. Sri. B. Roosevelt Raja 

Bhushanam-BRRB and Sri. Abdul Mujeer joined in the same year. Three of us are confirmed 

in 1966. BRRB always addressed me as Mama- ���� and my wife Atta- � �! .  Sri. Mujeer 

after his graduation served as a Demonstrator in Chemistry, so also TSN. They did PG in the 

following year. CVLNM served as a Demonstrator for one year. CVLNM is more than my own 

brother. We know each other since 1957. 

 More about Dr. JB. Williams in the next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-7 

 Dr. JB. Williams, former Principal, has a tinge of romance and ready wit and sarcasm in 

his conversations and talks. Please enjoy some of them. 
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 Once, he said that he got a witty reply from a student for his question "Why did you join 

AC. College?” while giving a talk in the fully packed Assembly Hall.  The boy is reported to 

have said "Because it is a coeducational institution." All burst into hilarious laughter. 

 Sri. MLN. John, Dr. N. Isaac and Sri. Vallabhajosyula Madhusudan RAO-Sri. VMR 

are his contemporaries. When I joined, on the first day, as a Lecturer in Botany, I went to his 

chamber. Sri. MLN. John was there. Dr. Williams said to Sri. MLN. John in Telugu "Jaanu! 

Ee abbayi evaro thelusa? Mana Sarojini koduku- "#�$, % �&'() *��	  +,�-.? �� ��	
� 
���к�."  I also noticed him whistling. "Aa rojullo mana College beauty sarojini-/ �	0,12  �� 
�.,3
 &4567 ��	
�." I felt nervous, shy and embarrassed. I know that she must have been so as 

I look at her photos of her College days.  

 Once I faced a similar situation at a staff meeting. In his effort to motivate and inspire 

lecturers, he said that they should prepare well. He went on to say "As a lecturer, I used to 

prepare for one full week to impress 4 girls in my class and Sarojini, Anil kumar's mother is 

one." You can well imagine my situation when all turned to me.  

 As he walks and goes to his office, we will see him in all smiles. Once at a function in the 

Recreation Hall, he said "I am glad that Glatz is with us. You know Glatz is ‘she’". Glatz 

served as a missionary and adviser to girls and indeed a very nice lady. Perhaps Dr. Williams 

did not want anyone go by the name and think Glatz is a man. Loud laughter resounded all over. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-8 

 Dr. JB. Williams, and Dr. N. Isaac, both former Principals were very intimate friends. 

Dr. Williams jokes publicly on the bachelorhood of Dr. Isaac. 

 That year Armstrong of USA landed on the moon. Everyone was talking about this. Dr. 

Williams walking to his office met Rev. Kleiner, Bursar of the College and joked "Kleiner! 

You Americans may land on the moon. But I challenge, can you get Dr. Isaac married?" All 

laughed.  On another occasion in the Recreation Hall at a meeting addressing staff, Dr. 

Williams said "Ladies, gentlemen and Dr. Isaac". Wah! What smiles adorned on the lips of 

everyone!  

 On another occasion, after retirement, Dr. JB. Williams visited our College as a guest 

speaker.  

 At the portico, he saw Dr. Isaac and asked him in Telugu "yenti IsaAC. College 

pettavantaga?-8�69 :"; �.,3
 <=6'> ��6?.? Entadi-8�6@A?"   

 Dr. Isaac replied "Yes, Dr. Ambedkar College at Tarlupadu." Dr. Williams said "Isaac 

is great name. I do not know about your College."  

 Then he has put another inconvenient question. "Isaac mee College lo girls vunnara-:"; 
B �.,3C,1 DE2F G�6'�.?"  

 Dr. Isaac replied "yes, one girl by name Nirmala."  

 See what Dr. Williams said "Isaac, it is not too late. You may try now."  
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 One central cabinet minister happened to visit our College. Sri. Y. Rosayya is against 

Congressmen. He is speaking against congress party. Dr. Williams rushed into staff room and 

said "Rosayya! You only speak in the staff room and not before great people." Sri. Rosayya 

garu followed Swathanthra Party at that time. 

 Dr. Williams the great is a jovial man and a towering personality. He smiles and smiles 

with all problems all around like anybody. He never showed up. No moods at any time. This is 

the message conveyed to every one-to be happy irrespective of circumstances. 

 Dr. JB. Williams owns a house in 6th Line, Brodiepet, Water Tanks Road, close to 

Lutheran English Medium School. I met him at his residence and I found him dictating some 

notes to steno. I mean and wonder at his hard work.  

 While walking on the main road near Taluk Office, he said that everyone should wake up 

early in the morning. You may not believe, he even quoted a song from Muthyala muggu-

�H �5, �HDHI  film Muthyamantha pasupu mukhamantha chaya-�HJ5�� � K�LKM �Hх��J 
O��.  

 While making a reference to Sri. GL. Benny, former Principal, Andhra Lutheran College 

of Education, Dr. Williams said "Benny! You see Chikkadu Dorakadu-PкQ�� @RSк��." It is the 
title of the film’ Chikkadu Dorakadu-PкQ�� @RSк��’ directed by Vittalacharya. Sri. Narala 

Channa Reddi, Head of the Department of Botany was very very close to Dr. Williams. May 

his example inspire us in the years to come! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-9 

 No one, either in the past or in future, would ever see a Principal who ruled AC. College 

like an emperor. He is quite tall, stiff, dignified, royal and second to none in the whole state. He 

is a member in UN Delegation representing our country. It was long ago, he wanted a University 

at Guntur. His car is enough for everyone to shiver. No one dares to stand in the vicinity, if he is 

around. A British type of man, outstanding member in the senate of Andhra University! He is 

of the stature of Dr. DJ. Reddi. of Guntur Medical College. Discipline is his breath. None 

could question him and his decisions. Who is he? Dr. TS. Paulus, the great and only one, second 

to none. Dr. Paulus taught Philosophy.  

 In those days Prof. Thyagaraj of Gudivada College, Sri. I. Ranganayakulu of 

Narasaraopet, Sri. Subbaiah of Anakapalli College, Mr. Ragland of Tenali College, Mr. 

Mathews of Loyola College, Sri. Subrahmanyam of Eluru College were most distinguished 

personalities. I just mentioned the towns and not the names of respective Colleges. Why I 

mentioned these names? They were on the faculty of AC. College excepting a few. My mother, 

Smt. K. Sarojini Devi, M. A., L. T., was the student of both Dr. Paulus and also his wife Mrs. 

Vijayamma Paulus in Stall School. Sri. Vallabhajosyula Subba Rao, a great linguist scholar, 

former Principal, Hindu College, Guntur also served in our College.  

 Dr. Paulus and Vallabhajosyula Subba Rao garu are contemporaries. My mother was 

the student of both of them. Sri. Subba Rao garu said in 1957 at a large meeting "if Guntur is to 

have a University, Dr. Paulus will be the Vice- Chancellor and I will be his Registrar." 
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 You may kindly note that Sri. Vallabhajosyula Madhusudan Rao of our Chemistry 

Department is the brother of Subba Rao garu. His son was a lecturer at our College, later he 

joined American Cultural Centre Library located above today’s Royal Sports building, where 

Allahabad Bank Branch was at one time. OK. Enough for now. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-10 

 Have you met a walking Library? Have you known a moving Encyclopedia? Yet so 

simple, humble and approachable! A ready reckoner and many hesitate question him. He simply 

walks the distance, stands at the portico and when informed that "the day is Wednesday" he 

replies "Oh! Assembly, this morning!" He goes straight to the College Assembly Hall and 

speaks eloquently, extempore quoting at least 20 to 30 books. Who is that scholar and a stalwart 

in English Literature? He is none other than Sri. J. Paulus –JP! 

 Dr. Rajaratnam, former faculty member and presently a very big man in church circles, 

internationally, at a felicitation meeting in honour of his visit, said WHAT JP-Jaya Prakash 

Narayan TO INDIA, IS OUR JP-J. Paulus TO AELC. Sri. Rajaratnam served as the Warden, 

Heyer Hall also. His wife Mrs. Gloria Rajaratnam served as School Asst. in Govt. Secondary 

Training School located in Collectorate compound, where my mother Smt. K. Sarojini Devi 

served as the Headmistress for 18 yrs. Mrs. Rajaratnam was there for some time. Incidentally I 

may mention Mrs. JB. Williams also served in that School as a School Assistant. 

 Sri. J. Paulus wears dhoti, shirt and a cotton coat. He carries an umbrella and wears 

chappals. He has a good complexion, very healthy and smokes CHUTTA/Cigar-tobacco-

TL6>/�U?.EVWX ?.к�. Very stubborn and straight forward gentleman. 

 Sri. J. Paulus encouraged me by sending me to every College leading our College team 

for Intercollegiate Debating Competitions. Sri. Y. Rosayya, who is a scholar himself, consults 

Sri. J. Paulus.  

 His son, if I am right, is Prof. Dr. Prakasa Rao, Department of Physiology, Christian 

Medical College, Vellore. That boy stood first in academics throughout his career from school to 

Medical courses. May be genetic. His wife, Mrs. Dhanyamma Paulus is a very pious lady. His 

daughter, if I am no wrong, is Swarajya Lakshmi. They own a house near Medical College and 

at Dr. Amareswar Rao's house, who was also our alumnus. I suppose Sri. Rayappa of 

Chemistry stayed there. 

 More of Sri. J. Paulus, our former Principal in the next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-11 

 One missionary was addressing faculty and a few special invitees on the subject 

Comparative Religions. In the course of the talk, he said that many receive ‘aid’ from USA and 

thus many welfare schemes are taken up. At the end of the talk there was a Question and Answer 

session. Now look at the question posed by Sri. J. PAULUS, the man of letters! "Is ‘aid’ a 

help?" It took some time for the guest speaker to answer. The subtle difference between ‘aid’ and 

‘help’ is so nicely put by Sri. J. Paulus. It is imperative that ‘aid’ need not be a help. THAT IS 

JP, the scholar!  

 At another meeting, referring to so many Colleges that have come up in the later period, 

Sri. JP said, “Andhra Christian College is an Akhanda Jyothi and out of this many lamps are 
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lit.” It meant, our College is a pioneer. On another occasion, Sri. JP used a term ‘EPISTATES’, 

which as he puts that which keeps you on a higher pedestal, on the top over others. That is JP, 

the scholar! As I know, he loved simplicity and humility.  

 He met in front of his office, then Chairman of College Governing Body, an American by 

name, Mr. Nabert. He dressed very well, cream colour suit, not old but middle aged. Later Sri. 

JP Commented "Is he an actor or a pastor?" So open, free and frank is our JP! He is so confident 

of his Madras Christian College background that made him say openly "one M.A. from Madras 

is equal to two doctorates from America." This he said in front of those with a Ph. D. from USA. 

 He thoroughly knows church constitution, many reports of commissions on education 

appointed by Govt. of India like Radhakrishnan Commission and Kothari Commission. He 

quotes freely with all confidence and authenticity. Sri. JP, Sir!  You are great, your memory is 

unequalled! 

 Once when students went on strike, he stood at the gate and loudly said pulling up his 

sleeves; he challenged the mob, "Come on! I am ready! Come on." His courage is amazing! He 

used to address Sri. CN. Devadanam, the then office manager, "Devayya". 

 JP, the scholar, epitome of knowledge with perfect character, be our role model! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-12 

 Have you heard of a silver tongued orator? Have you met anyone until now who is slim 

and trim throughout his life? He is very much sought after to address all prominent functions. Do 

you know? There is music and melody in his modulation as he speaks addresses and teaches. 

Have you heard him any time? He raises his shoulders typical of him, American style and toes 

like the British as he faces huge audience taking them to heights of excellence particularly when 

he teaches William Shakespeare. Are you blessed any time to listen to him? Who is that 

matchless silver tongued orator and the best teacher? He is the unique great teacher, speaker and 

personifies perfection, Dr. MG. Thomas-Dr.MGT. To be his student is a blessing! To listen to 

him is a feast!! To come to know him and been spoken to him is a privilege!!! To serve in the 

College during his term is a merit!!!! 

 More of Dr. MGT in the next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-13 

 Would you believe when I share with you my own feelings in 1957 as a first batch PUC 

student? Dr. MGT (Manukonda George Thomas-if I am right subject to correction) took moral 

instruction classes in Room No. 14, adjacent to the room of the Head, Department of Zoology. 

Classes are always full with hundred percent attendance. I used to watch Dr. MGT with awe and 

admiration. I noted the colour of his suit, matching bow and shoe as well. The shirt is so 

perfectly ironed and the bow is so meticulously kept and that made him most well dressed man. 

 I, for one, have not come across till now, with 49 yrs of service and aged 75, a person of 

the type of Dr. MGT, whose dress is gorgeous. He is the inspiration to many. Have you watched 

his style of walking? Stiff, straight, with books and attendance register on one hand and a duster 

on the other. As he walks, I feel a Prince with confidence and courage walking. KNOWLEDGE 

IS POWER-The classroom is his kingdom. So he always had a royal feeling and look. 

 When once he enters into the classroom, latecomers turn back as he will never allow 

them to get in. We were in 2nd year Degree and Dr. MGT got married that year. In Room 

No.11, on the table, we kept roses and wrote on the board in colours WELCOME TO Dr. 
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THOMAS. Dr. MGT looked at the flowers and read what was written on the board. He smiled 

so lovingly, pouring out his affection and said ‘Thank you, God bless you!’ That is Dr. MGT! 

Watch as he begins to write. He will push the cap of the pen with fingers gently. There is style in 

every gesture of Dr. MGT. 

 He taught us ‘AS YOU LIKE IT OR WHAT YOU WILL’. I very well remember him say-

Duke Orsino is happy with the thought of love more than being in love. Thought is certainly 

more than action. As he explains Viola, you just see her. That's how he portrays. Feste, the 

Gester, Malvolio, a clown stand in front of you as MGT explains. This he taught us when we 

were in 1st year Degree in 1958.  

 In the 2nd year Degree, he taught us ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA, Shakespearean 

tragedy. Wah! He makes most beautiful Cleopatra, the Egyptian Nile stand in front of you. You 

don't hear the sounds of the College bell as you are lost in ecstasy almost transported to the other 

world. If any notice comes from the office, brought by any one of our College attenders like 

Lazarus/ Gopaiah/ Avvamma/ Maremma/ Subbaiah-we felt like pushing him/her out as it is a 

disturbance. They too hesitated to get in and take some time. 

 Dr. MGT is the best teacher I ever met either at the College level or university for that 

matter. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-14 

 History records and posterity recognizes by virtue of rich contribution that any one makes 

to an Institution. This way Dr. MGT has a special place in the annals of our College. It was 

MGT who installed that outstanding statue-St. George and the Dragon at the main gate, 

brought from Kerala, if I am right.  

 The bell tower in front of the portico was raised in his tenure. A face lift is given to the 

entire campus. Garden in front of the library, garden towards the left side of the Assembly Hall, 

Triangle garden close to steps taking you to the Department of Botany are all taken up during 

his regime besides planting avenue Mast trees (Asoka trees) at the entrance and also in the 

annexe campus. Sri. MVN. Satyanarayana Rao-MVNS of the Department of Botany has 

given all his time and energies even on holidays to develop these gardens at the initiative of Dr. 

MGT.  

 Staff tour to AJANTHA, ELLORA was arranged by Dr. MGT. Our College had a week 

long Science and Arts Exhibition attracting huge crowds every day, especially in the evening 

sessions with music by our College orchestra, led by Sri. Lazarus, if I am correct, an excellent 

highly talented singer presently working in our Law College. Then Bhuvana Vijayam-���� 

���	, a literary program in Telugu with stalwarts in Literature with Dr. MGT in the place of 

KRISHNADEVARAYA took place during that period. It was held in the open air place on the 

dais in front of the Physics Department.  

 In the College Assembly Hall, Dr. MGT conducted an unprecedented academic session 

with all the staff coming in procession accompanied by band wearing academic robes and adorn 

the chairs on the dais. It was only Dr. N. Isaac, a Gandhian, who came in his usual dress of dhoti 

and lalchi. Believe, it was a sight for Gods and it gave a look of convocation of any prestigious 

university. That is MGT! The way he celebrates Teachers’ Day is first of its kind. 
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 Dr. MGT’s remarks towards the end of any talk by the guest speaker, excels the 

presentation by the speaker himself. I remember an event. It was the time when Amarendra 

garu, a renowned speaker and a writer, both in English and Telugu was felicitated by Sri. CVN. 

Dhan, Director of Ravi Tutorial College. Dr. MGT presided and Sri. V. Luther Isaac was the 

speaker. Amarendra Garu spoke on Walt Whitman and incidentally, he got Ph. D. for his thesis 

on Whitman's works. It was held in 3rd Line, Brodiepet in front of Ravi College. All staff from 

all Colleges attended. Sri. V. Luther Isaac said "ELISHA prayed and prayed and ultimately 

became prayer himself. So also, Dr. Amarendra wrote on poetry and has become poetry 

himself. Now it was the turn of Dr. MGT who started by saying "Sri. CVN. Dhan, chief 

organizer of this felicitation meeting, Mr. Luther Isaac the speaker of the day and Dr. 

Amarendra who is felicitated, all the three are my students." Then Dr. MGT spoke much more 

interestingly, eloquently, authentically on Whitman, the controversial writer, than Amarendra 

garu, who got doctorate for his thesis on Whitman. That is Dr. MGT! 

 My prostrations to you Dr. MGT, the unparalleled, unbeaten, irresistible, eloquent 

orator, who inspires me even today as I start my lecture. YOU INSPIRED, MOTIVATED AND 

MADE ME WHAT I AM AS A SPEAKER. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-15 

 He hails from Brodiepet. He comes to College on a bicycle. Clad in Gandhian style-dhoti 

and a lalchi, very simple and exceptional in every way. He taught History for decades and later 

served as the Principal of our College. He is none other than Dr. N. Isaac. His style of 

functioning is very special.  

 He has strong likes and dislikes. He happens to be a bachelor and more interested in 

service, particularly rural, such as Perecherla and Tarlupadu. He regularly visited these places. 

Sri. Ranjan Babu of Department of Philosophy, Sri. M. Rajagopal Rao, Head of the 

Department of Philosophy are very close to him. He has a special corner for Sri. B. Roosevelt 

Rajabhushanam-BRR also as BRRB took lot of interest in religious activities of our College.  

 His walking style is interesting. Catching hold of dhoti with one hand, and the other hand 

stretched straight, head bent is typical of him. I used to imitate his gestures both walking style 

and his smile. Dr. N. Isaac is very well known among historians of this country and he had a 

role in MOHENJO-DARO EXCAVATIONS and research associated with it. 

 He is revered by many for his celibacy, Indian style of dress that too Andhra style-

Panchakattu-K�Tк6Y> , simplicity and service mindedness.  

 I was his student in 1957 in PUC and so also Sri. CVLNM of Botany Department. He 

took classes in Botany Lab of today, but a classroom then. He dictates notes in a very peculiar 

way. Point 1, under that capital A, under that small, a, then point 1. He does not miss the link till 

the end.  

 He admonishes in his own way. One Mr. Venkateswar Rao from Kavali was our 

classmate in 1957. Dr. Isaac found him doing some mischief. He comes down from the dais and 

tells him "look! If you are like this, Kavali ke thirigi vellalsivathadi-�.�Z�[ \�]?] ^_`abZc��!@A” 
(you have to go back to Kavali). 
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 Somehow, Dr. Isaac and Dr. MG. Thomas did not sail together. When Dr. MGT 

arranged the opening exercise for the academic year with staff walking to the dais wearing 

academic robes as in convocation of any established university, it was only Dr. N. Isaac who 

joined the procession in his own dress-pancha and lalchi-K�T ,�e�, as usual.  

 On the previous day, Dr. MGT announced the modus operandi of the whole function at 

the staff meeting.  

 When it was the matter of dress code, Dr. NI said "No! I come in my regular way."  

 Note what Dr. MGT, man of letters, said "Yes! Dr. Isaac you may. The British crown 

shall shine by the guilt of opposition."  

 How gracefully Dr. MGT took it and expressed in a literary way! 

 Dr. Isaac had a soft corner for girls (more so good looking girls). Once due to inclement 

weather College declared a holiday. Notice board was kept in the portico.  

 A few Strock Hall girls came fully drenched in the rain and enquired if it is a holiday.  

 Dr. Isaac tells them "College yadaki poddi-�.,3C �����f Wg @Ah . (Where does College go? 

Yellandi-)ijb���. (you may go)"  

 After a few moments, a PG student, daughter of a doctor, got down from the car at the 

portico and enquired if it were a holiday.  

 Dr. NI said "digabaku, thadisipotavu. Eyyala holiday-@AD&'к�, J���UWg  ��M� ���5j 
ke�� (do not get down, you will be drenched. Today is a holiday)”.  

 At another time, Dr. NI was talking to a tall fair student-Zoology main (name snipped). I 

was late to the College and went to him pleading my guilt. Dr. NI said (yellandi. mee class 

adakada!-)ijb���. B�.2 l /�к@�! (you go. your class is there). This gave me an impression 

that he did not like to be disturbed. I also remember, at a Community Christmas program 

organized in the open space in front of Library, Dr. NI was welcoming guests. When it came to a 

lady doctor (name snipped), he started staring at her until she is seated.  

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS -16 

 Dr. N. Isaac's expression, pronunciation, lip movement and gestures are very special. A 

gentleman comes to his office for admission to his son. He being a big man is offered a chair to 

sit. Dr. NI enquires and shows his concern. You know, the Principal's chamber has a door 

leading to the verandah. Dr. NI simply walks away through that door. The man sitting on the 

chair waits and waits and informed at the end that Principal left for Perecherla. A delightful, 

tactful escape!!! 

 At a staff meeting Sri. G. Krishna Das-GKD of Physics Department has put a question 

to Dr. NI "What is to be done when there is pressure for admission?"  

 Dr. NI replied "Put that pressure under pressure." He replied quite calm and cool.  
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 As ill-luck would have it, during his regime, salary disbursement was delayed, sometimes 

for one, two or even three months. Sri. G. Ramamohan Rao-GRMR of Telugu Department 

asked him "Sir! When are we going to be paid?" 

 Dr. NI replies thus "aagandi-/D��� (wait) kharchupettukuni padaipotharu-хSm�<=6Y> к�� 
W.�+nWg  �Sm (you will spend the money and get spoiled)”. 

 Dr. N. Isaac arranged a felicitation meeting in the year 1975 when I left for USA having 

been selected by Rotary International, GSE Program. He came to station to bid farewell along 

with many students, friends, colleagues and Rotarians.  A very kind, generous gesture indeed! 

 Dr. Chigurupati Nageswar Rao was the President of Rotary Club and Mr. Srinivasa 

Murthy (son of bar at law, Sri. Seshatalpasai) was the Secretary. Among our faculty Sri. 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao-GVLNS is the Rotarian to the spirit and letter. 

 On the whole, I can say, my association with Dr. NI is not quite comfortable and I would 

even say, unlucky to win his favour. 

 There was a meeting with Dr. Chandran Devanesan from Madurai who made faculty to 

discuss on 'Self Evaluation Program’. I was directed by our group to read out the report. The 

resolutions read out did not please Dr. NI and he might have thought that they are my personal 

views. The misunderstanding continued for long and so I could not contribute much to the 

College during this period. But he did not do any harm or utter a word of resentment any time. 

Thanks for his benevolence. 

 Dr. NI is a man of integrity, individuality, discipline, exemplary character and a 

resourceful person. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-17 

 It was a celebration of Christmas at Heyer Hall. Dr. S. Anantham was the chief guest. 

He picked up the invitation and started explaining the correct usage of words. There, on the 

invitation it was printed "Mrs. C. Mary Devadanam has consented to distribute prizes. Dr. 

Devadanam has kindly agreed to preside." Now follow his remarks. "Consent has to be used in 

respect of superiors. Agree has to be used for equals. So it should be Dr. Devadanam has kindly 

consented and Mrs. Devadanam has graciously agreed." 

 On another occasion Dr. TAR and I were going for a walk. It was 3rd Line, Brodiepet. I 

just asked Dr. Anantham "How are you, Sir?"  

 Dr. Anantham said "I am fine. I have enough to meet family expenses and medical bills. 

I have no intention to work anymore now."  

 Such was his nature, above ‘sound of coins’. Dr. S. Anantham has a robust, royal 

personality and is deeply religious person.  

 May his memories inspire everyone! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-18 

 In conclusion, I want to share what Dr. Anantham said at a meeting while speaking on 

the language. ‘Coffee Powder-�.o� Wp�EqWX ��’ we say. But in respect of wheat flour we say 
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‘Godhuma Pindi-?	rL� <U���.’ Both are powders. One is ‘powder- Wp�EqWX ��’ while the other 
is ‘pindi- <U���’. Similarly to say that she gave birth to a child we say ‘aame kanindi- /st 
к��@A’. But to a dog we say ‘kukka eenindi- к�кQ %��@A’ though the process is same. 

Outwardly two words seem same. But in usage one has to be accurate. Decades passed, but I 

recall what he said while speaking. That is the true quality of a teacher whose influence is ever 

lasting. Hats off to Dr. Anantham garu! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-19 

 Janab Abdul Sattar of Urdu of our College is very popular among Urdu writers. He is 

authority in GAZALS. A friendly, ever smiling man Sattar Saheb will be remembered by his 

students and colleagues forever. Wearing a Pyjama, long sleeved shirt, chewing pan Abdul 

Sattar's appearance in staff room draws everyone's attention. He moves with every one, seniors 

and juniors alike. My salutations to you Sattar Saheb! You are liked by everyone and most non-

controversial. This is the way one is remembered! 

 Sri. Suryanarayana Bhanu of Hindi is unique. His books, essays, articles are well read 

by all students and lovers of Hindi literature. He was invited by northern universities as a visiting 

Professor. Above all Sri. Pisapati Suryanarayana Bhanu was invited by late Prime Minister 

Indira Gandhi and she was amazed to know his depth in Hindi literature. 

 Dressed in glittering whites Dhoti/Pancha- uv\qK�T, full sleeves white shinning bright 
long shirt and Uttareeyam-GJ!�w�� on the left shoulder, wearing gold rimmed glasses and 

nicely combed parting hair, Bhanu garu greets everyone and talks smilingly with everyone. A 

perfect gentleman to the core! Bhanu garu is an eloquent speaker and a prolific writer in Hindi. 

 My prostrations to Sri. Pisapati Suryanarayana Bhanu garu. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-20 

 A tall, elegantly dressed, disciplinarian par excellence, stiff but soft, a man of few words, 

typical in every way and reserved but approachable, devoted to duty, devout and dedicated 

gentleman to the core is our respected Dr. G. Samuel garu-Dr. GS.  

 He served in various capacities, Head of the Department of Natural Sciences and then 

Zoology after bifurcation, and Principal of our College. Dr. Samuel is very brilliant in 

academics. He is the proud product of Andhra University, Vizag. His styles of walking, teaching 

are very special.  

 Out of admiration, I keenly observed him both as a student and a teacher. I imitate him 

and used to make our colleagues feel his presence. In suits, Dr. GS looked majestic and 

dignified. In the afternoons he wore half shirts/slack shirts well ironed with the first button open. 

He was wearing a shining shoe. With one hand kept behind and the other straight, he walks in a 

stylish way. Straight with chest up speaks of his straight forwardness. He takes his class in Room 

14, Zoology Department most necessarily. He gets into the classroom in a royal way. Dr. GS 

is very good in English. Pin drop silence pervades throughout that one hour. As he takes 

attendance he is again special. He calls one by one by name and not class number. 
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 Sri.. CVL. Narasimha Murthy-CVLNM is his favourite student. Dr. GS sometimes 

dictates his lecture notes very fast. CVLNM keeps pace with him. We then copy from CVLNM 

notes. 

 Rest in next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-21 

 Dr. GS got his Ph. D. from USA in a record time of two and half years! Do you know 

that? He is a professor by all standards. Dr. GS’s handwriting and his diagrams on the board are 

inimitable. Two attenders carry the black board with the diagrams drawn by him multicolored 

and fix it on the tripod wooden stand. Then he enters into the classroom. I bet you will never find 

a teacher like Dr. GS who draws diagrams full size like flexies/wall posters.  

 He teaches with a soft voice. The way as he speaks, every sentence ends in a special way. 

There is some rhythm in his flow of sentences. Every morning, after prayer session, he takes a 

round with Sri. BRRB in the garden attached to Zoology Department As he comes close to his 

room Sri. Sangeetha Rao or Sri. Isaiah almost runs to open the room and then Dr. GS sits on 

the chair. He has a bell on the table to summon the attenders.  

 To get into his room is a privilege. He gives assignments to students to be done in 

summer holidays. Diagrams in the record must be perfect to be blessed with his signature. No 

compromise at any cost in perfection. When you get the record certified by him, it is really an 

achievement!  

 He is authority in Chick Embryology. His lectures and notes on classification of 

Arthropoda, Social Insects, Mouthparts in Insects, Classification of Mollusca, Respiration in 

Mollusca, his notes on Coral Reefs, Sacculina bicolor, Peripatus etc are permanently etched in 

our memory.  

 I know his family. His son is a very famous doctor in PALAKOLLU who came to see me 

when I had been there for a lecture. 

 May God bless his children and grandchildren! That’s our GS, the unique! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-22 

 The whole of Guntur knows him. He has a number of admirers all over. A very rare 

personality in every way. To be corrected by him and to talk to him is a privilege. To be scolded 

by him is an opportunity. His gestures, style and even riding his bicycle wearing cotton suits are 

remembered by everyone that comes in contact with him.  

 He carries in his bag a flask and a water bottle. His coat, like any one, has two pockets. 

What does he carry? Shakespeare's dramas editions books like Verity, Deighton, Warwick, and 

John Milton's works. For him, Milton is second to none.  

 He is of the British pattern in pronunciation and taste. He doesn't tolerate 

mispronunciation, no matter whoever might be. He bluntly, openly, loudly chides and corrects 

him right on the spot. He has very strong, uncompromising views on writers, politicians, 

policies.  

 He is one among the very few with equal excellence and scholarship both in English and 

Telugu.  
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 As he rides his bicycle he shows directions wherever there is a turn on the roads. He is a 

product of Presidency College, Madras of which he is proud of. He served for a very very long 

time in the Department of English. By invitation, persuasion and repeated requests by Dr. 

Kasaraneni Sadasiva Rao garu, a Bhishmacharya in surgery, he served as the first Principal of 

JKC College, Guntur. Who is he? He is none other than Sri. YR, Yalavarthy Rosayya garu. 

 More in the next. 

 In fond loving memories of Rosayya garu, ever in memory of that man of letters.. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-23 

 Sri. Y. Rosayya garu-YR stayed for a long time at 6/4 Arundelpet, a walking distance 

from our house in 7/3 Arundelpet. My parents and grandparents, from 1957 to 1961, if I do not 

return home on time, they know that I am with YR at his residence. The front room has 

almairahs full of books, perfectly kept and maintained as in a best Library. He picks up a book in 

seconds for reference and use. I am hundred percent sure that no one has that library with such a 

large collection of books both in English and Telugu. Books are his property and literature is his 

breath.  

 I have learnt many things from him. For instance, reading a newspaper… Read page wise 

not disturbing the folds and at the end leave the paper as it is delivered fresh at the doorstep. 

Fasten the answer book and additional sheets in such a way that the knot is towards the end so 

that the examiner can turn pages easily. One has to leave margin and mark question number 

clearly while answering each. Late coming is a sin.  

 He serves plantain/banana fruits at home and chocolates to whosoever that visits him. 

With the result, I can say I consumed maximum, as I was with him every day at home for four 

years.  

 Oxford Dictionary is so dear to him like a scripture. COD-Concise Oxford Dictionary, 

POD-Pocket Oxford Dictionary are always on his lips. Milton is a saint to him and none equal 

John Milton. A step above is, he says that one should read Milton sitting in a religious way. You 

can't lie down and read Milton relaxed. A staff member (name snipped) visited him and wanted 

Oxford Dictionary. Sensing that he smoked he called his son to bring water and insisted that the 

staff member should wash his hands, rinse his mouth to be eligible to touch Oxford Dictionary. 

 One has to be neat, with the hair combed well and the shirt buttons fixed and not even 

one to be left open. If any one does, be that a student or staff member, calls him back and says 

"Button your shirt". If any one comes to the campus not properly dressed and combed, 

irrespective of the age, Sri. YR would call him back and say "Are you from Railway Station?" 

 He does not want anyone walk along the verandah while classes are going on. If anyone 

found walk that way he calls him into the classroom and publicly admonishes him by saying 

"Are you viceroy of England? Don’t you have manners?" 

 More in the next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-24 

 There are three easy-chairs, wooden, with facility to have legs stretched on wooden 

planks. They are in the left hand side corner of the staff room of our College. Only three occupy 

these chairs, none else. They may be vacant. No one dares to sit on those three easy chairs. Who 

are the three-Sri. MLN. John garu, Sri. Y. Rosayya garu and Dr. MĢ. Thomas garu. They 
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commanded such a respect that no one would go near them excepting seniors like Dr. C. 

Devadanam, Sri. J. Paulus, Sri. S. Jacob. 

 Of the three, two are most intimate; Sri. YR and Dr. MGT. You know, near Non-

resident Student Centre, our College Canteen is located. One day Sri. YR and Dr. MGT 

while going to the canteen are found in a heated argument. I was watching. What do you think 

the matter? Politics? No.. Seniority? No. It is on a character from ANDREA DELSARTO 

written by Robert Browning. Dr. MGT says that Andrea deserves every sympathy being a 

deserted lover. Sri. YR with a serious face standing in the midst of the path differs with Dr. 

MGT saying "Nothing. Andrea does not deserve any sympathy." That is their involvement in 

literature.  

 Sri. YR in 1957 taught us figures of speech in English like simile, metaphor, synecdoche, 

pun, oxymoron, malapropism, and irony etc; still ringing in my ears. Sri. YR likes Samuel 

Johnson, John Ruskin, William Wordsworth, Keats, Coleridge, Hazlitt etc. He was teaching 

in 1957 Room No.3 Gray's elegy ‘SHORT AND SIMPLE ANNALS OF THE POOR’ and what a 

parallel he brought between Gray and Telugu writer Joshua’s ‘SMASANA VATICA- шyz.� 

^.69к’! Gray says "All this glory lead but to the grave" while Gurram Joshuva says ‘prakruthi 

ranganuna enthalesi renuvuli krusinchenu gada kummari vani sare py- K{к|\ S�D�H� *�J,3�U 
�[}H�MZ~ к|���+�L D@� к��y�]^.� -.�� <=n.’  

 Browning writes ‘the curfew tolls the knell of parting day’ while Nannaya Bhattu in 

Mahabharatham says ‘vadima mayukhamul galgu vadu aparambudhi grunke-���� 
��4х�H� D,�I  ^.�� �K�.�&HuA DH� ���’ a description of the twilight evening. This is taught 
by him in 1957. Dr. MGT freely quotes Gurram Joshua ‘kavi kokila- к~���f,’. In 1959 Dr. 

MGT taught us ‘ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA’ in Room No. 6. And the same is taught by Sri. 

YR in Room No. 11 to B. A. students. That being leisure, I attended both B. A. and B. Sc. 

classes listening to MGT and YR next period. Wah! What a feast!! Dr. MGT in his poetic style, 

dramatic style and Sri. YR dramatizing every character like Pompe, Caesar shouting at times 

furious, outstanding, spectacular, is a sight for Gods, a greatest blessing in life being their 

student, cherishing memories for life time.  

 Sri. YR likes Mahakavi Thikkana in Telugu poetry and Panuganti Narasimharao, 

Kuchi Narasimham Pantulu and Chilakamarthi Lakshmi Narasimham-their prose. He is 

against Congress party. He likes Hon’ble Sri. Srinivasa Sastry for his Standard English.  

 As the Principal, JKC College, he refused admission to a student recommended by the 

Correspondent of the College. He strongly opposed private tuitions. He likes punctuality and 

scholarship.  

 He always favoured British editions. Once I was carrying Ramanathan’s Text cum Guide 

on ‘PARADISE LOST BOOK 9’. We were in Room No. 11. He saw the book, took it away 

forcefully which fell in front of the Assembly Hall, which I collected-the worn out book! He 

liked and loved me. My God! I see you Rosayya garu right now in front. You are in my heart 

and inspire me to love literature more and more. 
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 In ever loving memory of Guruji.. Sri. Y. Rosayya garu with tears of joy and gratitude. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-25 

 The only man with a Ph. D. and authored a book read by Degree students all over the 

state, as it is the only standard book, and a disciplinarian with no compromise, a man of honesty, 

integrity, individuality, a researcher and unbelievably best teacher and above all highly devoted, 

dedicated, egoless, selfless Christian-who is that great man of our cherished memory? He is none 

other than Dr. Ch. I. Varadanam-Dr. ChIV, M. Sc., Ph. D., Head of the Department of 

Chemistry, who succeeded Sri. GVS. Rama Rao garu. Dr. Varadanam stayed in 6/13 

Brodiepet, while his predecessor Sri. GVS. Rama Rao garu stayed in 1/3 Arundelpet. Sri. 

GVS. Rama  Rao garu wrote and published ‘A MANUAL ON QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS’. 

 Dr. Varadanam garu always carries a leather bag. Most of the staff in the Department 

and also former students of Chemistry from our College must have been his students. He is so 

innocent, like a child, he expresses his opinion openly. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-26 

 Dr. Varadanam has not complained against anyone. He surrendered to God. He taught 

us Organic Chemistry in Room No. 7. Somehow he has a liking for Maths, Physics and 

Chemistry students. We, the biology fellows, are next to them. Our faculty members CVLNM, 

Riaz Hussain and Rani Sarala are our classmates. Though I am not proud of it to state the fact, 

Rani Sarala always scored marks in Chemistry more than all of us. We envied her helplessly.  

 Dr. Varadanam’s lessons on ISOMERISM, BENZENE RING and some names like 

KEKULE and EMIL FISCHER and the tabular form to explain the differences between Primary, 

Secondary and Tertiary Alcohols etc are still remembered by all of us.  

 He focuses on every one. If he finds any one inattentive, he will go to his seat and scold 

him. That’s all his love for his students.  

 One period we had in the gallery hall of Physics Department by the side of the steps. 

Dr. Varadanam gave us some home work which I did not do. I was at the back, hiding to escape 

his notice. But he caught me. He took the trouble to climb all the steps and stood in front of me. 

He went on shouting "Where have you gone? What have you done last night? The story did not 

end there. After a month he saw my mother on the Railway platform, Guntur and told her 

‘Sarojinamma! nee koduku chadavatledu. Home work cheyytledu. Bapayya ki cheppu- 
��	"��y� � ���к� T��6�2 �L� ��� �EQ �+�56�2 �L� &'K�5�f �+KM�’. My father and Dr. 

Varadanam know each other from their College days at Lucknow. 

 If any student is found looking at girls in the class he will loudly say ‘nuvvu ammayilani 

choosthunnavu- �L�M� ���y),� T$�L! ����M’. He will never do that in his lifetime.  

 Once he met a senior faculty and said "You are better than me. I lost my wife and at least 

your wife is sick (name snipped)". Such a child like, clean, pure, innocent man is our beloved 

Dr. Varadanam garu.  

 Once, attender Fakruddin brought for him Orange fruits, kamala phalam-к�,� �,�. 
He took out peeling and went round the lab and one mischievous fellow, now a Rtd. Vet doctor, 

ate some part of it. Dr. Varadanam returned and said ‘Fakruddin indulo thonalu thakkuvaga 
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vunnayi. sarigga choochi konali-�к�� @�h�, ���L,1  ��,� Jк�Q�D �M���)� ��]?.I  T$P ���Z’. 
That is his innocence!  

 Dr. Lakshman Rao, MD, Cardiologist was his student. He was the Chief Guest for 

Science Association. Dr. Varadanam, in his introductory remarks said "Dr. Lakshman Rao is 

a great doctor. Daily many patients pass through his hands." All laughed. But Dr. Lakshman 

Rao expressed his appreciation and thanks to Varadanam garu and not in the least felt 

offended.  

 Dr. ChIV loves everyone and vice versa. He loved the College so much that he 

continued to take Bible classes for students.  

 Nothing matters to him other than CHEMISTRY and nothing interests him other than the 

HOLY BIBLE. He will call all demonstrators before every class and makes sure that every 

student does the practicals perfectly. 

 Two outstanding features of this great man are-Duty and unwavering, unflinching faith in 

God.  

 We are happy and grateful to you, Sir, most respected Varadanam garu for all that you 

did for the College in every way and for the scholarship you instituted to benefit deserving 

students. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-27 

 Do you know that he is the first Head of the Department of Botany?  Have you seen him 

as NCC officer? Do you know that he is the Chairman of College Celebrations Committee for a 

long time? Who is he? He is none other than NCR-Narala Channa Reddi garu!  

 He hails from Papinenenipalli near Giddalur of Prakasam District. He is the product of 

Andhra University. Sri. NCR was very close to Dr. TS. Paulus and also Dr. JB. Williams. On 

occasions, he wore Jodhpur coat/Prince coat. His intimate friends are Sri. M. Rajagopal Rao 

garu, Head, Philosophy Department, Sri. M. Brahmanaiah garu of Physics Department, 

Sri. Basaveswara Rao garu of Maths Department, Sri. Ramana Reddi garu of Philosophy 

Department and Maj. CN. Frederick garu of Zoology Department. He is highly tactful and 

calculative in his approach. NCR was also close to Dr. MGT. He taught us from 1957 to 1961. 

He is an expert in teaching CRYPTOGAMS. 

 Sri. MVN. Satyanarayana Rao-MVNS of Botany followed him like a shadow and 

implicitly implemented all his plans. He and Mrs. Suseela Mahanthi garu were classmates in 

Andhra University. Among Heads of the Departments NCR is close to Dr. GS.  

 He published Text Book for PUC students. His influence in political circles made him 

say to Sri. JP that he would get the matter raised in State Assembly, being related to a leading 

politician, Sri. Kandula Obul Reddi garu from Kurnool.  

 As ill luck would have it, I failed to win his love and affection though in the later part he 

started liking me. But one thing is, we never had any ‘one to one’ arguments and I always 

greeted him with due respect. We may differ, yet there are cordial relationships. He is a jovial 

person and a good conversationalist, quite friendly to everyone. He had appreciation to my talks 

and I know his family very well. He is a very good organizer. He is an able administrator. He 
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keeps his neck up as he walks. He has little difficulty in pronouncing ‘sta- �>’. Instead of saying 
‘style- �=�>�’ he says ‘shta- �>’ ‘shtyle- �=�>�.’ So it is ‘shtigma- �U>?.y’ instead of ‘stigma-�U>?.y’. We 

had one lesson on Ustilago, a fungus. A mischievous fellow wrote on the board…. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-28 

 Sri. NCR-Channa Reddi garu has several firsts to his credit. It was he who got ceiling 

fans installed in the Department. Others followed. NCR again is first to procure a Typewriter 

exclusively for the Department by calling it ‘plant labeler’. He is again first to have Fridge 

sanctioned for the Department under the title ‘Plant Preservator’. It was he who got expensive 

EPIDIASCOPE for the Department. He started Museum with Herbarium and got an appointment 

sanctioned for its maintenance and development. 

 Mr. Vijaya Rao and later Mrs. Jayashri, daughter of Sri. S. Jacob, served in the 

Department taking care of Museum and Herbarium. It also served as audio visual room for 

Degree students. Mr. Vijaya Rao, if I am not wrong, is now in Nagarjuna University. Coming 

back to an incident in Room No. 15, a fellow wrote on the board mentioning USTILAGO, a 

fungus that causes Smut Diseases ‘Ushtilago, Mushtilago, Dishtilago’ to draw the attention of 

every one that NCR says ‘shta- �>’ for ‘sta- �>‘ He came into the classroom and saw that on the 

board. He said "who is that ‘shtudent- ��> �+��? instead of saying ‘student-�$> �+��‘.  

 He supported a very senior man, a prospective principal, openly. Sri. J. Paulus was the 

principal then. At a staff meeting convened in Room No. 8, a proposal was made by the person 

supported by NCR. In fact, NCR did not hear the proposal as he was talking to somebody. But 

he got up and said "I second xxxxxxx proposal and support." JP is very sharp and immediately 

asked "What is his proposal?" NCR couldn't reply. All laughed. A funny incident to laugh in a 

lighter vein!  

 Sri. N. Channa Reddi garu is the architect of Botany Department. But for him the 

Department would not have been equipped like that. He has guts to support and courage to 

oppose openly.  

 He is excellent in planning. Sri. NCR, for many years after I left, most necessarily visited 

us. He is a man of magnanimity. He arranged a meeting, later dinner at Sankar Vilas as a 

farewell party on the day I left. I could not control my tears while speaking at the meeting 

because of emotional attachment for the institution for three decades.  

 Sri. NCR admired, appreciated and congratulated me every time we met as he is aware 

of my contribution to Sai Mission at various levels, provincial, national and international.  

 Sri. NCR well maintained his health by taking long, brisk walks every day. He left and 

joined ‘Reddi's College’ and returned back to our College as he could not continue for want of 

compromise on principles.  

 Sri. NCR in the later period after retirement used to visit Sri. Gollamudi Anjaneyulu 

garu, Rtd. Head, Department of Zoology in 7/4 Arundelpet and Sri. Kesanupalli 

Satyanarayana garu, Rtd. Lecturer in English, Hindu College in 5/4 Arundelpet. This way he 

visited Arundelpet and on the way he necessarily stopped by at our residence. 
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 NCR! You are known for your loyalty, vision, creativity, planning and leadership. You, 

NCR Sir, are very popular and engaged private tuitions on a large scale in combination with Sri. 

Jasthi Venkateswarlu-Sri. JV at one time in Lakshmipuram. We have those memories and 

indelible impressions of our period in our College. Our loving homage to you, Sir! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-29 

 A very tall gentleman with a long face enters into the class room-Room No. 7, comments 

‘labham ledaya- ,��� ,3���’-meaning you are useless. He asks questions calling every one by 

name. He concludes by saying ‘labham ledaya- ,��� ,3��� ‘no use. He greets and reciprocates 
with a broad smile. The notes he dictates is excellent. It is more than reading a text book. Tall, 

elegant, nicely dressed, carrying books in his left hand and most often slack shirts/half sleeves 

yet always in shirt/tucked in with a duster and chalk pieces on the other hand, our dear Sri. 

MAP-Sri. M. Amrutha Prasada Rao is our lecturer who taught us ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 

 He is in NCC-artillery section. In uniform you wouldn't find a better suited person in 

NCC than our MAP Sir.  

 He remembers every one and accosts by name. Sri. MAP is one of our illustrious 

teachers totally committed and dedicated. His notes are still in my memory-Paraffins, Olefins, 

Aldehydes, Sabatiers Method, Wurtz Method, Molecular Formula-Aluminum Carbide on heating 

with nascent Hydrogen Produces Paraffin. His notes are comparable to sugar cane juice. We will 

never forget him, his lessons and notes for life time. That is our MAP Sir!  

 He is a deeply religious man. He is an active evangelist. He visits private homes to pray 

and preach gospel. His children are our students. He and family stayed in 2nd Line, 

Nagarampalem where Prof. Gummadi Joseph, Physiology Professor in Medical College and a 

little farther Sri. Ananda Rao and Naomi teacher stay. They are in laws of Dr. Jyothi Raju 

garu. Naomi teacher is my mother's classmate in Stall Girls’ School. 

 My reverential pranams to you, Sir, MAP garu with thanks and gratitude! 

 Ever your loving student.. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-30 

 A very soft, perfect, gentleman to the core! He cares for dress and meticulous and 

conscious of looking good. Shoe should shine. Tuck up/or tucked in shirt, its fold should be 

perfect. He has a smiling face. He is very friendly. He belongs to the Department of Zoology 

and served as the Warden, Wolf Hall. Now I am sure you will make out. Who is he? Sri. 

GETA-George Edward Thomas Azariah garu!  

 His father served as a Headmaster in McLaren School, Kakinada. In1958 he took us on 

biological study tour. Believe me; he served personally snacks and tea to all students and a few 

other teachers that followed. I attended his wedding in North Parish Church, Heyer Hall 

compound. He married a student from Govt. College for Women by name Ahalya Subhashini, 

subject to correction. It is one of the largely attended weddings. Above all, three men of letters, 

giants, made speeches: Dr. S. Anantham, Dr. MG. Thomas and Prof. AF. Thyagaraj, 

Principal, ANR College, Gudivada. 
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 Mr. Chandran, Mr. Charles Wesley and Mr. BRRB were residents of Wolf Hall then. 

Sri. Azariah is innovative and creative. He arranged Cricket match on Wolf Hall grounds. We 

were all invited. 

 A big shamiana was raised with chairs. Commentary was also there. Breakfast, lunch, tea 

and cool drinks were served as scheduled. Sri. Azariah is a very good teacher, approachable and 

his dissections in the lab are superb. 

 Sri. Azariah joined Noble College, Machilipatnam as the Principal. He must be enjoying 

his retired life. Sri. Azariah is an admirer of Dr. MGT. He is an able administrator. We are 

lucky to have been associated with him in our College. Dear Azariah garu, I pray God to bless 

you and family. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-31 

 How is it possible to look very fresh at the end of the class? How to see that chalk piece 

powder does not colour our hands? How to maintain same voice throughout the lecture? No 

shouting no rising of the voice-how to give lecture that way? He is Sri. JV! 

 Sri. Jasthi Venkateswarlu garu, Department of Chemistry is very special. He taught 

us Physical Chemistry in the room where presently Maths Department is located. It was probably 

in the year 1959. Sri. JV was always in whites, slack /half sleeves shirt and white pants.  

 JV garu has a smiling face. I never saw him angry or upset with any. He is a reserved 

gentleman and responds to the point. His closest associates may have a different experience.  

 Sri. JV is a very popular teacher. His lectures on Osmosis, Plasmolysis, Hess law of 

summation, former Berzelius Hypothesis, later Avogadro’s Hypothesis, Dalton’s Atomic Theory 

and the revised theory are fresh in my memory. What a lovely, impressive, ideal teacher is Sri. 

JV!!  

 A man of perfect character and values is an example to learn and emulate. He hails from 

Kopparru village close to Guntur.  

 He engaged private tuitions, teaching Physical Sciences in combination with NCR who 

taught Biological Sciences. They were very very successful during our student days. Believe me; 

students from other sections go to him for tuition and not from his own class. Why? His interest, 

style of teaching, notes are very much same at both the places. No difference at all! He is a very 

principled, straightforward man. He stayed in Lakshmipuram in the same lane where NCR 

stayed. 

 He spent most of the time in the Department. He was invited by the management of JKC 

College, Guntur to head the Chemistry Department. Sri. YR-Principal, Dr. S. Anantham-Vice 

Principal, Sri. AS Krishna-Botany Head, Sri. Subbaiah-Physics Head, Sri. Rammohan Roy-

Telugu Head-all are from AC. College only.  

 How true it is what Sri. JP of our College said at one time in the Assembly Hall! Sri. J. 

Paulus garu-Principal said that AC. College is Akhanda Jyothi and many candles are lit from 

it, shedding light in all parts of the country. That is AC. COLLEGE!  

 The JKC picked up very good name in the in the earlier period itself when compared to 

other Colleges founded during that year. Why? How? They are AC. College products. Norms 

and precedence are established by these illustrious gentlemen in the same way as AC. 
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COLLEGE, their parent institution. Mr. Koteswara Rao-Head, Zoology, JKC College is also an 

AC. COLLEGE Brand. So the training they had, great people they worked with, made them 

shape the College within a short time. This is the rich legacy, heritage and inbuilt culture of our 

College which made any past student or a teacher very successful and exemplary in every way.  

 Sri. JV is very simple and humble apart from being a best teacher. He settled in USA 

long back and visits Guntur and his friends and relatives. I understand that he raised huge funds 

to help financially backward students. He is healthy, looks and talks as before.  

 May God bless you, your family, children and grandchildren! 

 In fond memory… 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-32 

 It is very rare to come across a multidimensional, multitalented, multifaceted, creative, 

innovative gentleman who is also a best teacher by his own right and merit. An eloquent speaker, 

who knows to win the hearts of everyone and a man of wide range contacts and highly influential 

with richness of exposure and experience, is our dear Dr. P. Prabhudas garu, most popularly 

known as Dr. PPD.  

 I was his student in 1957 and he taught us Chemistry and again in our 1st Year Degree, 

Physical Chemistry. He was very popular and taught many batches of students and engaged 

private tuitions. Later due to his multifarious activities, he discontinued coaching at home.  

 Our class was in Room No. 4, corner room on the ground floor. Dr. PPD dramatizes 

CHEMISTRY. He enacts CHEMISTRY such that lessons turn alive and we will never forget 

him and his teachings. He was the Head of the Department and later served as the Principal. He 

was in charge of canteen for some period.  

 A very jovial man, always sportive has grown from stature to higher levels in positions 

and popularity. His impressive presentation on periodic table in Chemistry is unforgettable. He 

will make elements come alive and stand in front of you. He dictates notes which excels any 

standard textbook. It is so simple but fetches you ample marks.  

 He speaks eloquently, emphatically and impressively. His gestures, standing posture and 

the pause he gives while deferring with anyone at the staff meetings deserve our attention. Sri. 

GG. WARREN and Dr. PPD presented opposite views and at a time contested against each 

other. Both of them were sarcastic, ironical and at the same time spoke with due respect to each 

other and maintained the decorum and the dignity at all staff meetings. All could know what they 

meant but the two never spoke on individual grounds. Sri. G. George Warren is not an ordinary 

man. He is very authentic, authoritative and speaks unambiguously. I, for one, always thought 

that they would have made their career as most ideal parliamentarians of those days like SA 

Dange, Madhu Limaye, Vajpayee, Hiren Mukherji, VK. Menon. I am hundred percent sure 

that I am not joking and exaggerating. Without Dr. PPD and Sri. GGW staff meetings are dull 

and disinteresting. 

 Dr. PPD enjoyed the support of Dr. MGT and all used to feel that Dr. PPD was the 

chief adviser to Dr. MGT. Dr. PPD played a key role when Arts and Science Exhibition was 

arranged when Dr. MGT was the Principal. Dr. PPD occupied all positions of prestige in 

AELC.  
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 Dr. PPD got his Ph. D. from Temple University, USA. At Saraswati Mandir, attached to 

the Hindu College High School, Dr. PPD was felicitated along with Dr. GS and Dr. 

Amarendra, and all the three got Ph. D. almost same time. I was fortunate to speak on that 

occasion and I still have that photo with me.  

 Dr. PPD was first to become Chairman, Guntur Municipality from College teaching 

community. Dr. PPD was felicitated at Sri. VENKATESWARA VIGNANA MANDIR. He was 

given civic reception and all organizations viz., educational, political, service, government, and 

private participated, garlanded him and paid rich tributes. I in my own humble way spoke on that 

occasion.  

 Dr. PPD is a self made man of astounding guts and amazing managerial techniques. He 

is an expert in MAN MANAGEMENT. Dr. GS and Dr. PPD differed with each other with all 

the honour and mutual respect. They were never low and cheap. They knew how to agree to 

disagree. Both as teachers and leaders they are illustrious and are outstanding. Everyone has a 

message to convey and subject to teach.  

 Dr. PPD's daughter works with us now in our College in Chemistry Department. Dr. 

PPD left behind happy memories among his students and associates. That is Dr. PPD! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-33 

 I am unlucky as I couldn't be his student, since he taught MPC students. But we stayed in 

the same locality. Both his daughters Ms. Uma and Rajyalakshmi, if I am not wrong, are my 

students. His brother Pardhiveswar Rao, subject to correction, retired as the Head of the 

Physics Department at PALEM and his son is also a retired Head of the Department Physics-

Narasimha Rao in Gorla Hanimi Reddy College at Guntur. That grand senior man is Sri. 

CVP-Chivukula Vara Prasada Rao, popularly called CVP.  

 He stayed at 6/4 Arundelpet-Donka Road, close to Brindavana Kshetram. For a long 

time, Sri. Y. Rosayya garu stayed opposite his house. Later Sri. YR shifted to Brodiepet.  

 Sri. CVP is very loyal to the institution. He is a stern disciplinarian, a methodical man 

and I can say confidently that to CVP, work is worship.  

 Mostly he wore cotton full suits with a neck tie. He used bicycle to commute. Somehow I 

feel that CVP is of the British type, very formal and highly conscious of his position. His style 

carries dignity and prestige. He never called any one without prefix ‘Mr.’ At Hyderabad near 

Nampalli, we three, I, Sri. CVP and Sri. C. Jaya Rao stayed in the room when we had been 

there for Spot Valuation. CVP was first to get up and get ready including polished shoes. He 

says every time "Mr. Anil Kumar," "Mr. Jaya Rao" even in the early hours of the morning. He 

commanded respect among students and teachers. 

 He engaged private tuitions at home. I was told that he teaches from cover page till the 

last page of the textbook. 

 He is a serious man as I know him. He confined to the Department totally and never 

visited any Department any time on the campus. I also never saw him sitting anywhere other 

than his chair-Head of the Department.  

 A committee was set up for PUC admissions. Sri. M. Brahmanaiah garu was the 

Chairman and I was one in the committee. Dr. MGT was the Principal at that time. I wanted a 

clarification from Sri. MB. I went to the Department of Physics and Sri. CVP was in the lab 
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upstairs. I just said "Sir! I want Sri. MB for some clarification." CVP immediately said loudly 

before students "Brahmanaiah can't come as he is in the class." To save my skin in front of 

students, I went close to him and uttered a lie."Sir! Principal wants Sri. MB." Then immediately 

Sri. CVP said loudly in the same tone as before "Brahmanaiah you may go." That was his 

obedience to the chair.  

 After retirement he has become deeply religious, observing rituals, reading Sanskrit 

slokas, mantras, maintaining a record. He is most sincere with a stature and respect. We are 

privileged to have known him.  

 Sir, we should learn from you how to be dignified, well dressed, sincere and dedicated to 

duty! We are proud of you and we pay our reverential homage to Sri. CVP-Head of the 

Department of Physics. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-34 

 Do you know this? I am more than sure that most of you do not know. Today corporate 

Colleges are minting money by offering EAMCET coaching. Prior to that Vignan, Vikas, etc 

also prospered in EAMCET. But RAVI COLLEGE is the earliest and the first to start Medical 

Entrance Coaching. 

 Why am I writing all this? I want to let you know the brain behind this. Believe it or not, 

AC. College man is behind this. You may call him the father of today’s EAMCET or the then 

Medical Entrance Coaching. You may agree or not. It is a fact. Who is that brainy man, architect 

of this entrance coaching from our College? All my contemporaries know this truth. He is none 

other than Sri. RCR-Rudravarapu Chalapathi Rao of the Department of Physics.   

 One evening, he sat with Sri. CVN. Dhan, Director RAVI COLLEGE at Brodiepet, 

Guntur and designed the whole project. He worked out logistics also to run the course, modus 

operandi like duration, schedules, time tables, hour-wise remuneration to teachers, and 

examination pattern.  

 Later RCR came out with another plan organizing CRASH COURSE for these students 

for 15 days. Thus Sri. RCR is the chief architect; nay father of Entrance coaching that has spread 

widely like a Banyan tree, statewide. Result is Chaitanya, Narayana Colleges, whatever is 

coming up in the recent years.  Sri. CVL. Narasimha Murthy, Sri. K. Hanumantha Rao, Sri. 

RRS. Sundar Das know it well and will agree with me, having been associated with this since 

inception.  

 It is a matter of pride to have Sri. RCR as the strategist of this Entrance tests. Hats off to 

RCR, Department of Physics of our College! He also authored books on Physics, particularly 

for Entrance students. RCR is a very friendly, resourceful, well read, cultured, decent man who 

is down to earth, very humble in spite of his thumping success and popularity. 

 Some more on RCR in the next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-35 

 I am a biology student. So I have not been blessed with an opportunity of being a student 

of RCR. But, as his colleague, worked with him closely in all committees of our College.  
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 He wears a slack/half shirt, mostly white and seen wearing slippers. Sri. RCR carries 

with him a bag with extra pan he chews as he uses pan every day at intervals. He comes to 

College and returns home in a RICKSHA.  

 Sri. RCR necessarily visits ANANDA BHAVAN close to bridge down, Brodiepet. He 

maintained an account there and writes on a book the day's bill. ANANDA BHAVAN is the 

favourite hotel for AC. College faculty. Right from Dr. MGT, Sri. YR, Mr. MVLNK, Mr. 

KHR, Mr. T. Srinivasan-TSN, Mr. S. Muddu Krishna-SMK, Mr. Turlapati. Radha 

Krishnamurthy-TRK, Mr.CVL. Narasimha Murthy-CVLNM to name a few frequented 

Ananda Bhavan.  

 Sri. RCR carries with him besides the small bag with pan, the day's English news paper. 

He served as the Chairman on the committee in charge of Prizes distributed at College 

Anniversary. RCR was also in charge of Vegetarian section at College dinners. Sri. GKD 

assisted by Sri. Hanumath Sastry of Physics improved the standards, quality-wise and also 

quantity of Veg section of our College dinners.  

 Sri. RCR mingles freely with everyone and jokes. He engaged private tuitions on a large 

scale at home, taught Medical Entrance students both at home and RAVI COLLEGE, besides 

regular work at our College. He never looked tired and exhausted. The throat was never sore or 

any jarring sound. He enjoys teaching. He is always cool and calm and never raised voice.  

 RCR is known all over the state as he taught Medical Entrance students for many years. 

We all enjoyed his company and have fond memories of association with him.  

 Well done Sri. RCR! May your example inspire everyone and work tirelessly like you 

and committed to duty! We are really proud of you, Sir! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-36 

PUDIVADA PROFILES 

 Pudivada is a village close to REPALLE in Guntur District. AC. College has every 

reason to feel proud of these Pudivadians-if I may say so, for the love and respect for them. One 

rose to the level of the Principal of our College. He is a genius as Sri. JP puts it "AYYA! 

AYANA CHALA THELIVIGALAVADU. Body antha burre (brain)- ���5 /�� ��,� 
 +Z~D,^.��. &'�� �� � &H�[�". Sri. YR calls him "Chebrolu man". He has two Master's Degrees 

and a Ph. D. from New York and Columbia Universities-USA, if I am not wrong. He is Dr. C. 

Devadanam-Dr. CD.  

 Dr. Chebrolu Devadanam garu, M. A., M. A., Ph. D. is a reserved person wearing 

slack/half shirt, always in whites. However, we have seen him in dark suits on special occasions. 

As he has a good personality, he looked majestic and dignified in suits. He stays in 6th line, 

Brodiepet. He is a great scholar and an authority on World History and Indian History. He is a 

man of very few words and did not socialize much. But he is respected by everybody. Dr. 

CD sits close to Sri. YR. 

 We had no chance to be near those three chair men on relaxing chairs in the corner of the 

staff room, occupied by Sri. MLN. John garu, Dr. MGT garu and Sri. YR garu. But I could 

hear them talk on politics. Dr. CD softly provokes Sri. YR and YR response-we know, serious 

and fully involved. 
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 They are intellectuals. We are batchas-boys in front of them. Dr. CD is seen in smiles 

and broad smiles and he seldom laughs loudly. All history students love him and respect him. He 

gave us two lectures in 1957.  We had Civics and History also in those days. The practice then 

was, never a class was let free, when a staff member is on leave. Further there was a notice board 

with names of staff on leave. A substitute was always sent, so that none can roam or loiter on the 

campus. When Dr. NI was on leave, Dr. CD engaged our class.  

 I vaguely remember that he has a good sense of humour too. His smiling, walking style 

and holding his handkerchief are typical and special. Once he proposed a vote of thanks at an 

Anniversary Function. There were many in the list. Dr. CD started “Firstly I thank Dr. ---, 

Secondly I thank Dr.-----” and the list continued until he had to say “sixteenthly I thank Dr.---

and seventeenthly.” I left blanks as I do not remember all the names. Dr. CD did not miss 

anybody, so meticulous and articulated.  

 All his intelligence is inherited by all his children. Each one has many Degrees, for 

instance Dr. Pushparaj (Zoology Department), I think has Degrees in Law too. All are soft 

spoken and accomplished. Dr. CD is a gift to our College from PUDIVADA.  

 His daughter in law, Dr. Mary Ratna Sree, is first Ph. D. holder in Botany 

Department. A very nice lady, modest, very humble, efficient and respectful to all seniors, 

cultured and well mannered.  

 Dr. CD and his family will be remembered by all of us. 

 Other PUDIVADA profiles to follow. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-37 

PUDIVADA PROFILES (Contd.) 

 Looks very rude and crude. But very good at heart. May shout, but soft in relationships. 

Very strict towards students, uncompromising. He does not step out of the Department any time. 

He is Mr. JA-JALADI ABRAHAM, a Pudivada man. He is always free, frank and fearless. He 

does not mind to speak bitter truth.  

 He and Mr. RRSSD-Raja Raymond Singh Sundar Das spent two years in AJMIR for 

postgraduate studies where they met Prof. Bendapudi Sundara Siva Rao, who is an Andhra 

University brand and went on lien there. They also could meet Ms. Nazma, a former student of 

our College, who did her Ph. D. under Prof. Siva Rao garu.  

 Mr. RRSSD and Mr. JA are very close, intimate friends. Almost every day in the 

Department of Botany there used to be a friendly, heated, serious argument between Mr. JA 

and Mr. MPR-M. Prasada Rao. Mr. MPR hails from Ikkurru village close to Narasaraopet, if I 

am not wrong. Both are equally free, frank, outspoken and take firm stand on each side. But God 

has given Mr. RRSSD as the peacemaker. He only could pacify them. From the next moment 

both are best of friends. Thus, though being friends yet one can differ. That way RRSSD played 

the role of an umpire in this friendly match between MPR and JA.  

 JA is best in training students in Practicals. JA is obedient and honours the chair but he 

does not hesitate to express his views at staff meetings at the departmental level. Mr. MPR is 

also more or less same type. But they are harmless and even helpful. They are same both in and 

out and never diplomatic or political. 
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 I am interested in public speaking from my school days even. That made Sri. JP and Dr. 

MGT nominate me as the Director of Literary and Debating Association for several consecutive 

years. This made me train our boys and lead them to all Intercollegiate Debating Competitions.  

Boys come to me though at times someone else is the Director.  

 Mr. Premsagar was the director that year. The boys who won the trophy did not thank 

me on the dais in the Assembly Hall, may be by mistake. Both the winners came to see me in the 

Department. Mr. RRSSD and Mr. JA happened to be there in the staff room. RRSSD and JA 

shouted at them for their mistake in not expressing thanks to me. They almost kicked them out. 

That was their love for me.  

 Another time, a father of a student came to the Department and started shouting at me for 

not placing his son in the first place in the debating contest. He even charged me on silly 

communal grounds, which is not there in the blood of our family for generations. RRSSD and 

JA happened to be there and noticed all these false charges. They both got up and chased him 

until he left, shouting that his son had no existence in the competition but for me and that they 

were noticing how I groomed the boy over the years. That love both had towards me.  

 We went on study tours and enjoyed immensely. RRSSD used to give me clarifications 

whenever I approached him for explanation on spiritual teachings. This helped me in my 

presentations.  

 We at times had window views of the scenes happening in the General Hospital 

compound which is just behind the Department. My colleagues in the Department always stood 

by me, supported me, encouraged me and even felt proud of me by congratulating every time 

after my talk either at the College or elsewhere. They are God's gift to me. May God bless them 

and their families! 

 Mr. Yobu, Department of Zoology and Mrs. Suvarna Kamala, Department of 

Chemistry are from PUDIVADA. They are friendly and greeted with respect wherever and 

whenever we met. May God be with them and their families! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-38 

 A military major engages a class. In uniform, he equals any senior military General. The 

type of talking or teaching is calculated, timed and to the point. He only smiles and is never seen 

conspicuously laughing or speaking aloud either in a private conversation or in a group. At the 

same time, he is a very good teacher. His presence makes the surroundings disciplined and 

remained silent. He never shouts but soft and emphatic and direct.  His is a base voice. He keeps 

both the lips little closed and teeth almost tight and expresses clearly, doubtlessly and firmly. He 

is none other than Maj. CN. Frederick, Head of the Department of Zoology (Rtd.).  

 He is quite friendly but keeps respectable distance. Thus he is closely distant or distantly 

close. Thus no one takes him for granted or can take lenience or extra liberty. He demanded 

respect and commanded respect. It is a matter of pleasure meeting Maj. CN. Frederick every 

time, any day.  

 He stayed at Arundelpet when I was doing my Degree and he was a bachelor. He married 

Dr. Lalitha (if I am not wrong) who worked in KUGLER HOSPITAL, GUNTUR and has 

earned a very good name. Thus both of them, our Major cum Professor and his wife are equally 
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popular. Maj. CN. Frederick settled in USA and his children too I believe are well settled in 

USA by the divine grace. 

 Maj. CN. Frederick at one time decided to return to India and settle in CHIRALA, his 

native place. His determination to renovate and make BAER HOSPITAL in CHIRALA back to 

its form and glory speaks of his love for the native place, spirit of service, sacrifice and 

patriotism.  

 Maj. CN. Frederick comes to GUNTUR obliging invitations for weddings. He is an able 

administrator. Thus Maj. CN. Frederick is an ideal man of whom we feel proud to be his 

students and the institution and its founders will bless him and family. 

 Major Sir, yours lovingly. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-39 

 I have never seen a man commanding respect while sitting in his office. Though there is a 

chair by the side of his table, all, even Heads of the Departments preferred to stand, talk to him 

and get the work done, seek his advice and benefited. All Principals sought his advice and 

guidance on all matters. No file or paper moved in the office without his perusal and approval as 

he will see all aspects of the contents. In drafting, he is an expert. He treats as the person 

deserves to be treated. He knows everyone by name and performance. 

 He was given a grand farewell on the day of his retirement! His words, made in public, I 

still remember: "Some are happy that I am retiring. Some are unhappy that I am retiring. All 

previous Principals appreciated my work as they know work." The then Principal and he did not 

sail together. That is the retort and wit of that man.  

 He wears dhoti, shirt and a coat, carries an umbrella and always seen in chappals. He 

stayed in the College campus at the bungalow adjacent to Non-Resident Student Centre. He is 

Sri. CN. Devadanam garu, Office Manager of our College. The post he held got recognition 

and prestige because of him. Sri. CN. Devadanam proved that it is the person that makes the 

post prestigious and not the other way round. 

 He almost controlled administration and won the appreciation of all College community. 

Sri. CN. Devadanam  garu is from Chirala-A CHIRALA CHAMPION. 

 Young staff members are mostly seen around him. He moved with all the love and 

brotherhood. To be very specific, Mr. RRSSD and Mr. JA are very close to him. They assisted 

him also when required. He is Mr. DB. Franklin who succeeded CN. Devadanam garu as the 

Office Manager of our College. All youngsters called him "Anna" and thus he was very 

approachable, obliging and friendly. His handwriting is good, particularly in preparing cheques. 

Mr. DB. Franklin later served as the Deputy Registrar of Nagarjuna University and he 

maintained very good relationships with faculty of his erstwhile institution. We have very loving 

memories of our association with Mr. DB. Franklin. He hails from CHIRALA, a Chirala 

champion! 

 Then we have a man from the Chemistry Department.  He is Mr. DJ. Kanaka Raju-

Mr. DJKR. He is short, wearing pants such a way that socks are seen and the shirt sleeves up 

and folded at arms. He is a close friend of mine and also many. If many could get a chance to 

become Heads of the Departments, it is because of untiring, determined efforts of Mr. Kanaka 
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Raju only. It was he who was mainly instrumental for the introduction of ROTATION of 

headships. He is a Chirala man. 

 Mr. N. Chiranjeevi, Department of History was in the office and later in the History 

Department as faculty member. He served as the Warden, Heyer Hall. He married Kasturi 

madam, if I am not wrong, a lecturer in English, Govt. College for Women and is the daughter of 

Prof. Abraham of Madras Christian College at Tambaram. 

 Sri. N. Chiranjeevi was very close to Dr. N. Isaac, Sri. N. Chiranjeevi settled in USA 

long back. His brother Mr. Hiram Raju served in the Department of Maths in our College. 

Both the brothers are friendly and jovial. They hail from CHIRALA. 

 Thus CHIRALITIES contributed their might for the growth of our College. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-40 

TENALI  TOPS 

 A genius! A man of wealth of knowledge! A disciplinarian both at home and College. 

Reserved, but allows you to come close. Serious when comes to subject and teaching. His 

English is of olden days, yet humorous, that is subtle. He commuted every day from Tenali. He 

is Sri. G. Krishna Das, popularly and endearingly called GKD.  

 Sri. G. Krishna Das is an Andhra University product. In Physics, he is a genius. Physics 

Department knows his depth in subject. He taught many batches of students offering free 

coaching when approached. He taught Physics even for a few students from Iran, as in those 

years Iranians studied at our College besides other Colleges.  

 A matter of pride, a feather in his cap is that he was the student of Prof. S. 

Bhagawantham, an internationally reputed Physicist.  

 I remember one incident. At a felicitation meeting of a faculty member (name withheld), 

when it was mentioned that the gentleman did very well working for a doctorate, Sri. GKD said 

"the fact that you accomplished is enough to say the worth of your achievement". All laughed at 

the subtle humour.  

 Sri. GKD is a very frank, plain, open person. He is the other name of discipline. His 

children studied at our College. Sri. GKD is a man of academic excellence. The Department is 

benefitted by his valuable services.  

 He carries a bag, wears slack shirt, wearing chappals. He has curly hair. With due respect 

and honour to Sri. GKD, I would say his hairstyle looks like the most famous artist BALLARI 

RAGHAVA. 

 May God shower His blessings on your children and grand children. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-41 

TENALI TOPS (Contd.) 

 Our College has such a vast campus and the TOWER is the special attraction. Front view 

is spectacular. The departments are beautifully located and independent. We can say there are a 

few Colleges with that richness of space and grandeur. The whole campus beautification is taken 

up by Dr. MGT as the Principal. I mentioned those in my write-up on Dr. MGT.  
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 A very interesting thing is Dr. MGT wanted greenery, lawns and gardens. Thus he had 

plans to give a facelift to the whole premises. He instructed Sri. N. Channa Reddi-NCR, the 

Head of the Department of Botany, to expedite his plan. Sri. NCR immediately wanted Sri. 

MVN. Satyanarayana Rao-MVNS to plan and execute. Sri. MVNS planned by dividing into 

sectors like front area, library, quadrangle by the side of the assembly hall, triangle garden by the 

side of the steps leading to the Department of Botany and a garden adjacent to the Department 

of Zoology.   

 Sri. MVNS has a master brain. He ordered plants, saplings and has set everything ready 

for plantation project. Believe me, day in and day out including Sundays and holidays Sri. 

MVNS spent all his time and energies and could complete the task in a record time. Sri. MVNS 

is a committed man with a spirit of dedication. He is selfless and very simple and humble. He 

never claimed to have done anything. We know in the Department his tireless efforts and the 

spirit of sacrifice. He was totally immersed and got identified with this task. Dear MVNS Sir, we 

have to learn from you what focused attention is! 

 Sri. MVNS is the other name for sincerity, honesty, integrity and individuality. Sri. 

MVNS is quite handsome, fair in complexion with a pointed nose. He wears a full shirt tucked in 

and his footwear chappals. He comes to College on his bicycle. The ideas of NCR and the 

execution by Sri. MVNS are responsible for the beautification of the campus and the 

development of the Department of Botany.  

 Sri. MVNS has very limited contacts and friends. He enjoys jokes and has a good sense 

of humour. Sri. MVNS is creative and quite friendly. Sri. MVNS--M-Mathukumalli; there is 

one by name Sri. MVN. Subba Rao garu, a great philosopher and a follower of Brahmo Samaj. 

Sri. MVNS has no affiliations nor aware of it. He will fold his shirt sleeves just one fold so that 

it is below elbows. He uses glasses for reading purposes. His son Madhu did his Ph. D. in 

Physics, Nagarjuna University. His daughter Sudha did her Degree and also B. Ed. Both are 

married and settled. It is decades ever since I met them.  

 Sri. MVNS is an all rounder as he knows household work also unlike me, a zero in that 

field. I once commented that "MVNS is house oriented." Immediately Prameela madam of our 

Department said "Anil Kumar is street oriented. "Prameela is known for her ready wit. Sri. 

MVNS is a good teacher and takes care of students in Practicals methodically.  

 Sri. MVNS is good in drawing, stitching, repairing electrical and electronic gadgets. He 

is very mild and soft. He is very friendly and helpful. All students love him and he loves them 

equally. 

 It is most unfortunate that Sri. MVNS and Smt. Suseela Mahanthi got into a scuffle and 

even had to go to a court of law and finally by God’s grace the matter was settled amicably, 

peacefully. It was only a testing time or a bad time and both were basically good. Why I 

mentioned this unpleasant situation? The reason is to let you know the individuality and integrity 

of MVNS. During that bad period, he was suspended and had not received any pay. I arranged 

some payment, not much, just peanuts, to correct papers of students of RAVI COLLEGE 

appearing for the entrance examination. He politely refused. Then I came forward and requested 

him to accept some amount as loan. He refused. My God, that period is a nightmare to me till 

this day! How he and his family withstood that time, I can't even imagine!! Almost every day, I 

met him in the night after completing coaching classes in RAVI COLLEGE.   
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 Here I should say and admit openly how our students (Mr. Ravindrakumar and Mr. 

Ganapathi batch) stood by him as a tower of strength. They met AELC legal adviser Sri.. 

Katrapati Narasimham garu, a resident of 4/3 Arundelpet, Public Prosecutor Sri. 

Vishnubhotla Prasad garu, a resident of 2/1 Brodiepet and even Sri Mandali Venkata 

Krishna Rao garu, the then Education minister who came on a visit to our town only to get Sri. 

MVNS reinstated. Every day they spent hours and hours with MVNS. At one time, I had to risk 

my job as Sri. NCR could sense that I was behind Sri. MVNS, hundred percent supporting him. 

We had a strategy to meet the situation and entirely by God's grace that MVNS could come out 

of this. My concern was that he was the only breadwinner in the family. He had neither contacts 

nor influence in the town. It was his dutiful nature, commitment to the College and the loyalty 

won the grace of God. 

 When Ravindrakumar (former student and ardent lover of our College and his teachers 

and a retired faculty from Chirala VRS & YRN College) met MVNS at his residence at Tenali, 

MVNS received him as his family member, which Ravi narrated to me two days ago with almost 

tears of love and gratitude. THAT IS THE TRUE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A STUDENT 

AND A TEACHER. 

 MVNS Sir, we are proud of you and sweet memories of our association and staff room 

daily jokes, particularly in the company of Mrs. BSP-our dear PRAMEELA madam. May your 

family be blessed by God! 

C. Ravindrakumar writes: 

Sir,  

 What a brilliant narration! Tears, I do not know whether they are of joy or sorrow, in a 

state of extreme emotion, rolled down my cheeks towards the end while reading your narration.  

 By the time I got admitted into our College, that was on 3rd August 1970, to be precise, 

the campus had already been beautified. None of our classmates was aware of the role of Sri. 

MVNS in the campus beautification project then. It is only through your memoirs that I have 

come to know about this fact.  

 Sri. NCR, the HOD of Botany, had already left for North Carolina University, USA for 

his doctoral studies and during his absence the Department was headed by Sri. MVN 

Satyanarayana Rao garu. It was in our final year degree that Sri. NCR returned from the USA 

in1974. Sri. NCR taught us Plant Physiology during 1974-75.  

 We stood witness to the most unfortunate incident that occurred between Sri. MVNS and 

Smt. Suseela Mohanty, in the verandah of our Department, on that fateful summer midday. We 

were waiting there for the University practical examination of our senior students to conclude for 

collecting our certified records from the Department. Having known the kind and gentleness of 

our MVNS garu; and since we had no interaction whatsoever with Smt. Mohanty garu, either 

directly or indirectly in classroom or laboratory either as a teacher or otherwise, we could not 

contain ourselves for the discourteous, rude treatment meted out to Sri. MVNS garu by Smt. 

Mohanty madam. We, under your guidance, did whatever was thought to be just and reasonable 

without worrying about the consequences that might befall. Your support in the whole episode, 

risking your service matters with a hostile Principal (Dr. NI was the Principal then) in the chair, 

stand testimony to your stand for justice and your steadfastness to the values you believed in. 
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Your lending a helping hand to your teacher, if I am not wrong, cum colleague in the times of 

crisis, speaks volumes about your kind nature.  

 Thanks for referring to our batch in general and a few of our names in particular in this 

episode of memoirs. 

 We are always proud to be the alumni of our Andhra Christian College, which has 

taught us everything. 

 Under COSIP, as Botany main students, how we were involved in our departmental 

activities like organizing a library , false roofing the staff room etc and the involvement of our 

teachers like Sri. RRSSD garu remain fresh and green in our memories. 

 My pranams to my great TEACHERS! 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes: 

 Thank you, Ravi. That unfortunate event made us come closer understand each other. We 

met almost every day at night and plan for the next day, like strikes, stopping students at the gate 

including meeting the minister. Poor MVNS is helpless alone and you joined hands and just 

handful of us could organize strikes. Dr. NI and NCR know that I am supporting. NCR said in 

the staff room that he knows the man behind this and that he is risking his job. But I did not mind 

as we can't leave him in the middle. You guys are powerful instruments and MVNS could come 

out of the problem. But you boys come first in this battle. Thanks once again Ravi. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-42 

TENALI TOPS (Contd.) 

On Sri. MVLN. Koteswara Rao by GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao 

MODUKURU VENKATA LAKSHMI NARASIMHA KRISHNA KOTESWARA RAO 

 He has 3 sisters Vajramani, Gayatri, Durga Aditya Kumari. He brought up all of them 

single handedly after early demise of his father. He performed their marriages in an excellent 

manner and all are now well settled. They used to say that he is not a brother but their father. 

 He first joined ACC in Maths Department, but after one year lost job and joined 

College at Tenali. Because of good fortune of students of our College, he again came back or 

else College would have lost a great maths teacher. 

 Though small in stature, he is able to command respect from the students. He used to 

engage tuitions and many students of other Colleges were also his students. He was remembered 

by many students after long years also for his method of teaching, making the tough subject 

Mathematics a lively one. He used to give many examples from movies, sports etc. 

 He is always in pleasant moods and carries it to any place he goes-classroom, staffroom, 

sports field etc. He used to be in charge of students’ cricket for many years. Dr. MGT used to 

call him 'Nawab of Pataudi'. He took much interest in staff cricket tournaments. He is the 

opening batsman along with Sri. GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao-GVLNS. He is also a slow left arm 

bowler. On and off the field, he used to crack jokes and most sought after like Sri. K. Anil 

Kumar-KAK, Sri. RS. Partha Sarathi-RSPS. 

 He took charge of College time table from the able hands of Sri. PS. Somayajulu garu-

PSS. He prepared College time table for many years (along with Sri. GVLNS). He is the most 
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sought after person during the preparation period of time table. Many lecturers come with odd 

favours and he obliged many a time. 

 If he is in staff room, everyone gathers round him and enjoys his jokes. If Sri. K. Anil 

Kumar-KAK, Sri. RS. Parthasarathi-RSPS, Sri. V. Subrahmanyam-VS (of Zoology) are 

also there—Oh, it's a great treat to watch! Those days are memorable days!! 

 His first sister's son developed a talent to imitate Senior NTR encouraged by mama 

MVLNK. MVLNK introduced him into films as child artist. MVLNK also acted in one or two 

scenes in one of them. 

 Now he is in HYDERABAD enjoying his stay with his son. 

 He is in Facebook much to the delight of his old students and friends and gives quiz 

questions on movies, maths etc. 

Anil Kumar Kamaraju writes:  

 Mr. MVLN. Koteswara Rao is our contemporary. Mr. K. Changal Rao (Economics) 

Mr. Sarma (Politics) and Mr. Prasada Rao, if I am right (Maths) are good friends. Mr. 

MVLN. Koteswara Rao, Mr. B. Samuel Kuldeep Roy-BSK. Roy, Dr. T. Alexander 

Rajabhushanam-Dr. TAR and K. Anil Kumar never came to College without properly 

dressed, matching zodiac neck tie, terlin shirt, Ambassador Shoe shining. His hairstyle and walk 

is like a cricketer. A very jovial man and many like his company. He and Sri. GVLN. Sanjeeva 

Rao-GVLNS did time table work and were in great demand. Sri. MVLN. Koteswara Rao and 

Sri. GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao are like BAPU-RAMANA of Telugu film industry, music directors 

Shankar-Jaikishan, Lakshmikant-Pyarelal of Hindi films.  

 Their presence is a must in PRIZE DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE, and counting of 

votes at the time of Science Association elections that takes place in the Degree Lab of Botany 

Department while Sri. RRS. Sundar Das, Sri. BR. Raja Bhushanam, Dr. T. Alexander 

Rajabhushanam controlled the enthusiasts. I thought that better the write-up prepared by Sri. 

GVLNS be directly put as it is as he has done much better than what I would have done. Thanks 

GVLNS for your generous friendly gesture! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-43 

HOMAGE TO Sri. LRK-Sri. Lakkaraju Radhakrishna Murthy garu 

 Sri. LRK is no more. He is the retired Head of the Department of English. Sri. LRK is a 

very popular teacher. Sri. PS. Somayajulu garu- Sri. PSS and Sri. LRK are very close and 

intimate. They served as the chief advisers to all Principals and staff on administrative matters 

and service conditions.  

 Sri. TBR (Sri. T. Bhaskar Rao garu-Sphurthisri) and Sri. LRK are (with due respect 

and adoration to both of them, if I may say so) two in one. LRK addressed TBR as "Bavayya-

&'���5 ". TBR stayed with him and family. 

 Tall and very handsome LRK is known to me since 1957. He wore white shirt tucked/ in 

shirt with no belt but he used buckles. Later he started wearing white slack shirts. He was 

wearing shoe and later used chappals. He is famous in teaching Poetry. His pronunciation style 

and voice are very special. He is highly cultured, most non-interfering, non-controversial, perfect 

gentleman.  
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 He was very close to Sri. J. Paulus, former Principal. In Telugu Department Mr. G. 

Ramamohana Rao-GRMR, Mr. T. Kotaiah-TK, Mr. Lincoln and Mr. T. Radha Krishna 

Murthy-TRK used to move with him and received guidance. Sri. LRK is very well known for 

his sincerity, commitment and loyalty.  

 I would like to share with you what I observed at one time. The stage in front of the 

Physics Department was to be raised and a pacca/permanent dais was to be made. This was 

entrusted to LRK. Sri. LRK took two electricians Mr. Krupa Rao and Mr. Johnny to assist. 

They worked day in and day out, skipping lunch and spent till late hours in the night until the 

work is completed. He spent his money also for these helpers for their lunch, tea, snacks and 

dinner. His determined, focused attention to see it is completed is commendable.  

 He prepared felicitation addresses presented to distinguished visitors to our College. He 

was also in charge of College magazine and dramatic association. 

 He is highly reserved and has always been a man of few words. He is very helpful to 

whoever approached him. 

 Sri. LRK's wife Mrs. Swarajya Lakshmi garu retired as the Head of the Department of 

Telugu, Govt. College for Women. Sri. LRK has three sons and a daughter. Mrs. S. Sasibala, 

his daughter is the Principal, Govt. College for Women. His son in law Mr. S. Koteswara Rao 

is with Nagarjuna University and a man of service. I know the whole family since long.  

 Sri. LRK associated with Sai mission and contributed a lot, particularly toiled hard at the 

time of construction of SANTHI SUDHA, located in ZP compound. LRK is a silent worker, 

never sought any recognition or publicity or any post of office anywhere. 

 May we draw inspiration from his life and work which is an apt tribute to him! 

C. Ravindrakumar writes:  

 Though not untimely, after all, LRK Sir had seen 1000 full moons; I believe, in his 

demise, ACC fraternity has lost another shining star from its galaxy of stalwarts of yesteryears, 

whose toil and dedication brought laurels to our alma mater. Your tribute to the departed soul of 

LRK Sir has rightly brought out the sterling humane qualities of him to the fore and to the notice 

of all the members of our ACC Alumni group.  

 Though we were not fortunate enough to have been taught by such giants like Dr. MGT, 

Sri. LRK etc we were lucky enough to have studied during their prime time of service, when our 

College was at its best in every field of education.  

 I had an opportunity of meeting Dr. Smt. Sasibala, daughter of Sri. LRK Sir, when she 

was working at my place as the Principal of YA Govt. Degree College for Women. It was during 

my interaction with her that I came to know about her ACC roots and relations. Though she 

worked here for a short period, she had left her indelible imprint and it was during her short stint 

that the College got reaccredited by NAAC.  

 I pray to the Lord to bless the departed soul with peace and eternal bliss. 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

 I was student of Sri. LRK. I enjoyed his teachings very much, specially dramas of 

greatest English writer Shakespeare. Sir is a very good friend of my father Sri. MB. I pray to 

God to give strength to the bereaved family. May his soul rest in peace! 
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David Rajkumar Kolagani writes: 

 My heartfelt tributes to a great soul Sri. LRK. He taught me English drama in my 

Degree. He did not simply teach but he enacted those scenes with his beautiful voice and 

modulations. We have the privilege of listening to the great masterpieces of Shakespeare-

Twelfth Night and Julius Caesar. I still can visualize Mr. LRK in his whites both outside and 

inside. May the good Lord comfort the bereaved! 

Ganapathi Chavali writes: May his soul rest in peace! 

My heartfelt condolences to the family members of Sri. LRK. 
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MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-44 

TENALI TOPS (Contd.) 

 He is very tall and stiff. I would say he is reserved. His teaching is appreciated by all his 

students. He was the tutor in the Department of English, when I was the student (1957 to 1961). 

Later he did his Masters in ANDHRA UNIVERSITY, Visakhapatnam. Two of his classmates, 

Prof. Prasad son of Prof. Raghavachari, Eye Specialist, serving as the Professor of 

Marathwada University and Mr. Gnanaiah are known to me. 

 By the time I joined service he was a full-fledged lecturer in the Department of English. 

To the extent I know, he is a man of few words and limited contacts. With all my appreciation 

for his imposing personality I humbly, respectfully, say his hairstyle is specially fit for ‘Bryl 

cream’ advertisement. The hair is so well organized that he is seen adjusting it often. He is Sri. 

B. Chandra Paul-BCP, who served as a lecturer, Head of the Department, and later rose to the 

position of Principal of the College.  

 Sri. BCP, as he is well known and called is the best friend of Mr. Keller of the same 

Department. I visited BCP in Kannavarithota when Mr. Chiranjeevi was his roommate.  

 He ensures discipline in the campus and in the classroom. I necessarily visited Mr. BCP 

whenever I happened to be at Guntur particularly to meet Mrs. BSP, his wife and also our 

colleague in the Department of Botany. Mr. BCP, Mr. Premsagar, Mr. Chiranjeevi, and K. 

Anil Kumar got married in the same year; Dr. MGT, as the Editor of our College magazine, 

that year published in the magazine, under the caption ‘WEDDING BELLS’. Mr. BCP had a 

friend by name Mr. Venkateswar Rao, a Rtd. ITO, best known to me with whom Mr. BCP 

mentioned many good things about me. They have three daughters, well settled and happily 

married. 

 Mrs. B. Susan Prameela-BSP has two sisters and a brother, if I am correct. Her father 

served as the Treasurer, AELC. Mrs. BSP is most respected, beloved colleague of us in the 

Department. You may not believe that we, Sri. MVN. Satyanarayana Rao-MVNS, Mr. CVL. 

Narasimha Murthy-CVLNM, Mr. RRS. Sundar Das-RRSSD, Mr. M. Prasada Rao-MPR, 

Mr. J. Abraham-JA, Dr. Ratnasri., Mrs. Leela and Mrs. Vasantha, mingled as ONE 
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FAMILY. In a way, I can say there were no secrets or anything personal. I stand corrected, if I 

am wrong, one sister of BSP madam is ANILA and the other one is SUNEELA. Anila, a Physics 

Lecturer in St.Theresa’s College, Eluru  married Sri. GG. WARREN's eldest son, who is an 

officer in Andhra Bank. 

 Prameela madam is the other name for modesty, and simplicity. Prameela madam is 

Indian womanhood personified. Prameela madam is a very efficient lecturer. Her drawings, 

handwriting are excellent. Prameela is a very good conversationalist. She has a very good sense 

of humour, ready wit and retort. She appreciated me as I imitated Dr. JBW, Dr. NI and Dr. GS 

every time and she replied in the same way in the same tone as I did including gestures. It has 

always been fun and frolic to everyone around.  

 Believe me or not, we in the Department felt always at home and to be true, even more. 

Time flew just like that every day. A holiday was boring since we miss the company of our dear 

colleagues.  

 I, as you know, have many engagements, addressing several gatherings at several places 

in and around Guntur. When I am found in a new suit, well dressed Prameela would 

immediately comment "EE ROJU meeting St. Joseph’s College or Govt. College for Women- % 
�	0 B69�� �=)�� "��=�c �.,3C ,3@� D�S�st�� �.,3C �E ~st�." She meant that my special 

dress indicates that I would be addressing girls. In a way she may be correct also.   

 Prameela madam is an artist as she made toys out of vegetables displayed during 

exhibition. BSP madam is always first to compliment and congratulate me after every lecture. 

Staff room with Mrs. Prameela is full of life and laughter.  

 She is a very sincere teacher. All students like her and appreciate her. I feel with no 

prejudice that Mrs. Prameela is the role model and should be to everyone. She is never found 

serious and upset. She never raised her voice anytime. We feel a family member in her. 

Prameela madam smiles and makes all smile. If bliss is God, we can say Prameela madam is 

divine. I can write many more as it is an endless saga of love, life and laughter. 

 We thank God for blessing the Department with the company and services of Prameela 

madam. We pray God to bless BCP, BSP and their children. 

 Then, I know very little of another Tenali man by name Mr. SRT. Prabhakar-SRTP. 

He belongs to the Department of Chemistry. He commuted every day from Tenali. 

 He is soft and mild and seen always carrying a bag with him. He greeted me with a smile 

every time we met. 

K. Hanumantha Rao writes: 

Dear Anil, 

 I am seeing all the Memories sent to me. Wah! What a fantastic photographic memory 

you have! You are taking back all the students and staff associated with AC. College during the 

period of 1960-1990’s to those glorious yester years with your graphic description of events, 

persons and personalities to relive their joyful days and enjoy in armchair sittings. We all had 

joyful and memorable days in the College and earned respect in the society as staff of that great 

College. I strongly feel we would not have been like that if we were from some other College. It 
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is a great opportunity and pleasure to work with stalwarts like Dr. MGT, JP, Dr. NI, Dr. PPD, 

Dr. GS, CVP, GKD RCR, MB, PSS, LRK, Jammalamadaka, Papayya Sastri garulu and 

many more. We lived like a family, with affection and respect towards each other, without ever 

having the thought of religion coming in between us. Every one of us contributed our little bit for 

furthering ideals of our College. 

 On the personal side, a great opportunity was given to me by the special officer MM 

Rahaman and Principal BCP, when I was Head, to get new courses to the College. I,with the 

help of Sri. Stanley Isaiah of English Department succeeded, under great adverse conditions, 

in getting Computer course for Physics, Microbiology for Zoology, Biochemistry for Chemistry, 

Rural Development course at the time of V. C. Simhadri. The then Heads, Sri. CVL. 

Narasimha Murthy-CVLNM, Sri. T. Srinivasan-TSN, Sri. BR. Rajabhushanam-BRRB, 

Sri. MVLN. Koteswara Rao-MVLNK, all cooperated with me in that endeavor. I feel not to 

boast of, that is the great achievement in my life which gives me great satisfaction that I could 

also do my little bit. I bow my head in gratitude, when I pass in front of the College for all that 

has been given to me. 

 Many more I expect from great orator and narrator Anil. 

C. Ravindrakumar, writes: 

Dear Sir,  

 Your Memories and Memoirs-44 is again a very special one to me. I had the opportunity 

of being the student of Smt. BSP, Sri. BCP and Sri. SRTP, whom you referred to in this edition 

with whom I have special memories. 

 My respect and reverence to Smt. BSP is special; ever smiling, never cursing, mother-

like BSP madam endeared herself to one and all. During the years 1970-‘75, she along with Sri. 

JA, used to take our practical classes in Botany. Perhaps, Sri. JA's harsh, tough and loud voice 

in contrast to Smt. BSP's soft, gentle and low voice made us adore Smt. BSP more. She used to 

appear as personification of softness, and motherhood, as rightly pointed out by you. Even her 

looks towards her students used to be so kind, pious, pure and mother-like. We never ever heard 

a single harsh word coming from her in spite of our omissions and commissions, as students. 

Equally good was another madam Smt. C. Suvarna Kamala-CSK of Chemistry. Whatever I 

have attributed to Prameela madam is equally applicable to Suvarna Kamala madam also. 

 Coming to Sri. B. Chandra Paul-BCP Sir, he taught us English, along with Sri. ND 

Rajendra Prasad-NDRP Sir during 1972-‘73, in the newly annexed class rooms of erstwhile 

LMP School building, in our First Year B. Sc. Though he had big moustaches, we never used to 

see the ferocity in him, a good-hearted gentleman teacher.  

 I have a special liking for Sri. SRT Prabhakar-SRTP Sir. He taught us Intermediate 

Chemistry in the only classroom, next to the staircase, in the upstairs of Chemistry 

Department. The sounds and din emanating from the fast moving vehicles on the Women's 

College Road, just on the backside of our classroom, used to dominate Sri. SRTP's mild voice 

and with that, little could we hear him, though we take seats in the first few rows. Myself being 

an ANR fan, I had encountered a tricky situation in Naaz Apsara Theatre on the release day 

evening show (first show) of 'Srimanthudu' movie; Sri. SRTP was seen occupying a seat just on 

the back of our row. As an Intermediate student from a village, I used to fear a lot for my 

teachers. One can imagine my plight in the theatre till I left the theater at the end of the show! I 
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was with my uncle, a few years elder to me, in the theatre. On another occasion, while climbing 

up the stairs of Chemistry Department, I happened to overhear Sri. SRTP and Sri. J. 

Bhavabhuti Sarma-Sri. JBS discussing about an ANR starrer movie 'Prema nagar'. This 

endeared Sri. SRTP close to me, since we both liked the same cine hero. 

 Thank you, Sir, for making me remember my revered teachers through your Memories. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-45 

A CREST JEWEL 

 We know of experts, distinguished persons, and popular teachers in their field of 

specialization. We also come across a few that keep a distance between them and the rest. I mean 

that all are not capable of mingling freely with every one, senior and junior alike. He did full 

justice to his job. He is the friend of everyone and almost impossible to decide who is close to 

him. In Telugu there is a popular song "Andari bandhuvaya Ayodhya Ramayya- ����] 
&�rL��� ��r5 �.���5 "-meaning Rama of Ayodhya is related to everyone. He is like 

that! Young among the young and quite elderly amongst seniors. He is Sri. Mandali 

Brahmanaiah-MB of the Department of Physics.  

 Sri. Brahmanaiah garu is from Andhra University. Somehow, we, the students of 

BIOLOGY are weak in Physics. It is a tough task for the teacher and a challenge to students. 

Probably of Maths component, biology boys can't match MPC students. This, I say basing on my 

own days as a student. Today it may be different. But Sri. Brahmanaiah garu is the favourite 

teacher to all Biology students. His voice is typical when he rises.  

 He had LAMBRETTA scooter that he newly purchased that year. He would not 

acknowledge the greetings/namasthe- ����!  /good morning while he was riding the scooter as he 

was newly learning practicing driving. Later he is as good as anyone and changed the brand of 

his scooter.   

 His voice is heard in the neighbourhood as he teaches Physics. A very friendly 

Brahmanaiah garu has endeared himself to all students and faculty. A very successful period as 

a teacher and he engaged private tuitions on a large scale in combination with Sri. N. Channa 

Reddi-NCR / ASK (Sri. AS Krishna, Botany Head, JKC College, who spent three years in our 

institution).  

 Sri. MB at times was seen with his shirt tucked in and in the later period preferred slack 

shirts. He is a man of discipline and never lenient to anyone. He was always a trusted person, 

loyal and obedient to authorities.  

 Sri. MB served as an NCC officer and so frequented his fellow officers like Sri. M. 

Rajagopala Rao-MRG, Maj. CN. Frederick-CNF, and Sri. N. Channa Reddi-NCR. 

 Above all I can emphatically say that there is almost none in the staff who have not been 

benefited or guided by him either for fixation/regularization/arrears/ any such service matters. 

HE IS ABLY, EFFICIENTLY, LOVINGLY, OBLIGINGLY, PLEASINGLY ASSISTED BY 

Sri. C. Jaya Rao-CJR of Physics Department. Right from UGC Scales they stood by 

everyone. Every staff member has to be thankful and grateful to these FRIENDS OF 

EVERYBODY. In fact, a regular Finance/ Accounts Department is maintained, managed and run 
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by these dedicated selfless experts in the staff room of the Physics Department. In a way it is 

AG's Office in our College. Sri. CJR continued throughout even after retirement till this day 

extending services to everyone with love. Sri. M. Brahmanaiah knows typing. I know he spent 

till late hours in the night serving the entire faculty in all matters of pay scales and financial 

benefits. 

 He never carries any tinge of revenge or anger or hatred towards anyone. Further, he 

forgets immediately when he shouted with anger at anyone, a very noble quality! He settled in 

Brodiepet, Guntur and a good neighbour to Sri. Yalavarthy Rosaiah garu and Sri. M. 

Rajagopala Rao garu. Sri M. Koteswara RAO garu, as a teacher, proved to be a worthy son 

of a worthy father and has endeared himself to everyone on the campus. 

 Our grateful and reverential respects and gratitude to Sri. Mandali Brahmanaiah garu. 

G. Ramakrishna  writes:  

 Thank you. I remember Sri. Brahmanaiah garu. I stayed in AC. College for a short 

duration of 2 years long, long back. Your narration is bringing those great personalities live and 

it is as if I am watching them live now. 

Mandali Koteswara Rao, writes: 

Dear Sir, 

 Thank you very much for your excellent writing on Sri. M. Brahmanaiah-MB, a very 

popular teacher in Physics. Usually, for biology students, Physics subject is a hard nut. But once 

heard from Sri. MB, it can be easily cut, meaning made so simple. For securing a seat in 

Medicine, Physics plays a key role; Sir, once you told me that if any student did some mischief 

in lab, Sri. MB used to utter ‘you fellow, I will throw you out of the window’.  

 My father was my guru, friend & philosopher, who guided me when I joined as Lecturer 

in our great AC. College. He used to tell me to go to class well prepared and to be very loyal to 

the INSTITUTION. I followed the same during my 35 years service as a teacher. May his soul 

rest in peace! 

 Thank you, dear Sir, for writing so nice on Late Sri. M. Brahmanaiah. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-46 

BHIMAVARAM BUILDERS 

 I go to College on my cycle as usual. At the portico near the steps I hear a very senior 

faculty member humming a tune. It is not a popular cinema tune. I understand that it is of his 

own. In a hurry to sign in the register I rush to the office and walk into the staff room. There 

again I hear somebody humming. I understand it is sarcastic and critical conveying his dissent 

and obnoxious feeling towards someone. This is the meaning of what he is humming. He is 

absolutely right in saying so. But all do not have guts to express. He is always in whites-wearing 

a slack shirt and equally bright white pants. It is as though the dress is washed in electric dry 

cleaners or extra starch applied while given a wash. He has a thin hair, snub nose and good 

height. The hairstyle is such that it is combed up and it is wavy. I never saw him in moods or 

serious. He always jokes. He is Sri. G. George Warren garu of Political Science. A very 

senior, most respected, scholarly, perfect gentleman and an ideal teacher.  
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 He is a first rank holder from Andhra University and a contemporary to Sri. L. Bullaiah 

garu former Vice Chancellor, Andhra University. Though Sri. Warren is outstanding in 

academics, he determined to serve in our College, otherwise he would have been like Sri. 

Bullaiah garu, his classmate in an exalted position.  

 Sri. G. George Warren garu taught CIVICS to us in 1957-58-First Batch PUC students 

in Room No. 7. As a teacher he has endeared himself to everyone. Listening to him is a treat. 

The hour simply flies unnoticed. George Warren garu speaks excellent chaste idiomatic 

English and has very good command over the language.  

 He is straight and focused. We do not have to study at home if we listen to him in 

attention and concentration. Most of us are of the same opinion. Thereafter, I noticed him speak 

at staff meetings with guts and authority. He is authentic in his statements. Once he referred to 

ROBINSON's interpretation of Church Constitution, not known and never heard even.  

 His wife worked for some time in St. Joseph’s, Kannavarithota and is a very good lady 

and talks courteously, smilingly and lovingly.  

 Two of his daughters are Bi. P. students. Sri. AS. Krishna, who worked in our College 

and later shifted to JKC College, came as a Practical Examiner in Botany. Naturally there are 

several students who are duly recommended so that they would get high percentage of marks as 

weightage was given to Practicals at that time. Mr. ASK is my best friend as many know. I just 

pointed at Warren Sir's daughter appearing for exam that morning. Do you believe what Mr. 

ASK said "Warren gari ammaya- ^.��� ?.�] ���y��! Then she is my candidate. Had Warren 

been with us the whole College would have danced round him! She is my child."  

 Sri. Warren breathed his last most unfortunately due to electric failure and oxygen 

supply while he was hospitalised. I remember the body lying in state in Room.No.1 for all the 

visitors to pay their respects. That is the respect and love he commanded among all known to 

him.  

 His son, Mr. Nirmal Kumar,  presently working as a lecturer is a very good, brilliant 

boy and always stood first in Elocution and Debating Competitions. It is nice to meet him every 

time I visit our College.  

 Our reverential homage and gratitude to George Warren Garu with prayers to God to 

bless his children and grandchildren. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-47 

BHIMAVARAM BUILDERS (Contd.) 

 He is tall and can be said handsome by virtue of his features and personality. A very 

interesting feature is he looked in the same style on the day of retirement as he joined service as 

a lecturer. He maintained his body slim and smart. We see him always tucked / in shirt though 

occasionally seen with neck tie and full dark coloured suit. Soft spoken, well mannered, very 

polite, non controversial, decent, cultured person, stayed in Wolf Hall for some time. I think he 

is interested in playing Badminton. He enjoys fun and jokes. He is a good teacher indeed. He is 

none other than Mr. B. Roosevelt Raja Bhushanam-BRRB. We joined our College on the 

same day, 15th June 1963 when Dr. JB. Williams was the Principal.   
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 Sri. Roosevelt hails from PALAKOLLU near Bhimavaram, West Godavari. Sri. 

Roosevelt stayed in a rented room behind MGH School, Brodiepet. His roommates are Mr. MV. 

Subba Rao (he was with us and later went to Andhra University) Mr. Satyanarayana Murthy 

(served as a demonstrator in our College later went to join Syndicate Bank) and Mr. 

Chenchaiah (Chemistry Demonstrator later joined College at Tenali). At that time, Mr. AS. 

Krishna was with us in the Department of BOTANY. We necessarily met every day. We go on 

bicycles up to Bishop Bungalow along the Ring Road and sit close to DN Murthy Bungalow. 

Being bachelors all topics are thought of including fair good looking girls. BRRB and ASK have 

lights to their cycles. I do not have. So ASK and BRRB kept me in the middle and focused their 

lights straight and thus I was never caught by the police for riding without light.  

 The wife of BRRB is equally tall and they made a beautiful pair. His wife worked in 

Govt. College for Women. They stayed in 2nd Line, Nagarampalem, probably as a tenant at 

Prof. Gummadi Joseph's house, a Prof. from Guntur Medical College.  

 I was first to get married among us. That being ASHADHA MASAM- /�.  ����, my 

orthodox in laws family had to keep my wife with them and she could not join me. She worked 

in St. Joseph's Convent, Kannavarithota for a year as a Hindi teacher where she met Mrs. 

Warren garu and Mrs. R. Jacob Poornachandra Rao garu-RJP who settled in USA and 

served as a lecturer in English, NCC officer and also Warden, Wolf Hall. During lunch time that 

year, I used to go to St. Joseph's Convent to meet her and have a cup of coffee in SAFAI Hotel 

on the Main Road, Nagarampalem near the central circle. This came to the notice of BRRB and 

he teased me like anything "Entira mamaa attani theesukuni hotel ke vacchava?- 8�69�. ���� 
�J!� ¡�Lк�� �¢6� �f ����^.? " This he continued for many years. He always called me 

MAMA- ���� and my wife ATTA-�J! .  

 We all worked together in close quarters, unity, friendship, and love. Be that anniversary 

function or student elections, we are a team comprising Dr. TAR, CVLNM, RRSSD, JA, 

MVLNK, GVLNS, KHR, SMK, TSN and took immense pleasure in organizing functions and 

meetings. Sri. Roosevelt is deeply religious. He organized College Christmas choir, daily prayer 

sessions in our Assembly Hall; assisted by Mr. Nirikshan Rao of Chemistry Department. Sri. 

Roosevelt has learnt playing on Piano. Mr. Charles Wesley of Philosophy Department was 

close to him. When all of us meet, there used to be loud laughter, mutual teasing, and exposing 

little weaknesses, though negligible. 

 Sri. Roosevelt along with Mr. K. Christopher did his M. Phil. under Prof. 

Satyanarayana Murthy of Nagarjuna University. Prof. Murthy's wife RAMANI garu served as 

a lecturer in BH College for Girls, 2nd Line, Brodiepet, Guntur.  

 Sri. BRRB should be a role model to everyone in his dress, devotion and duty. He 

headed PG section of Zoology Department and served after retirement also. If I am not wrong, 

he was the Head of the Department and later Vice Principal of our College. I know his son and 

daughter.  

 May God bless his children; and we thank God for blessing us with his association and 

friendship. 

Rajiv, S/o Sri. BRRR writes: 
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Respected Sri. Anil Kumar, 

 The memoirs you have shared about my father Mr. BR. Rajabhushanam made me 

relive the bygone years of our life in Wolf Hall, watching the staff of our College play ball 

badminton in the Wolf Hall hostel grounds, our College Choir, Christmas and Anniversary 

celebrations.  

 The way you are framing your memoirs which brings out the glorious past of our College 

is fascinating and captivating. Your memory of the way a person used to dress, the kind of 

footwear a person used to wear and remembering the conversations that took place between 

people decades back even to the minutest detail is AMAZING sir.  Thank you for taking the time 

to write the memoirs of our College most of which we the alumni as students are not aware off. 

The voluminous information that you are providing is touching as well as inspiring sir.  And 

above all it is presented in the only way Mr. Anil Kumar knows i.e. as CHARISMATIC AND 

EXQUISITE as he is. 

 It is because of dedicated, committed and altruistic people like you and many others, who 

were willing to spare their time, energies and expertise that AC. College has become such a great 

institution which educated, guided and helped in moulding thousands of students to enhance their 

lives and careers over a century. 

 Thank you for the memories which will be cherished forever by every Alumni of our 

College. 

 Sharing makes you bigger than you are. The more you pour out, the more life will be able 

to pour in. 

Regards, 

Sri. KV Raju (Special Officer, a Govt. nominee who served our College) writes: 

Dear Anil kumar, 

 I wish I too would have worked in AC. College when you were there. 

 Very good memoirs, a tribute to those who made the great AC. COLLEGE GREATER. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

[This is an add-on supplement to Sri. K. Anil Kumar's 'Memories & Memoirs- 47'] 

"&'�(���, )�� �*+ ��  �, ���-., �/01 ��	23 ���к4� �4 )к4 �5�672��." ~ 89����4 
34:11 

 He was a Zoology teacher by vocation, but a native children Missionary by volition! 

That in brief, depicts the entire life of Sri. BUSI ROOSEVELT RAJABHUSHANAM 

(BRRB) garu!  

 He was my teacher in B. Sc. and my MENTOR all through!  

 Punctuality and sincerity, hard work and honesty were his hallmarks!  

 Being the son of a Policeman, discipline in personal life & submission to authorities 

flowed naturally in his blood.  
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 He indeed was a JEWEL IN THE CROWN OF JESUS, THE KING OF KINGS, as 

his name implies!   

 Here was one man who did full justice to his teaching inside the College and preaching, 

specially the Sunday Schools, outside the College, all over AELC! 

 On the day of his superannuation, I went to his home to greet him first. Sir suggested, 

why don't we pray? We both knelt down and offered praise and thanks to God. No sooner had we 

finished praying, than the land phone rang. It was Rev.G. Emmanuel, the President of AELC on 

the other end. He declared, 'Congratulations! You are RETIRING, YET NOT RETIRING 

TODAY!!  We have appointed you as the HOD of PG Zoology!’  

 Later that morning President Emmanuel personally attended the formal retirement of 

Mr. BRRB as the ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL of the College and praised him for his wonderful 

services rendered to the Church in general and the College in particular, and then he announced 

sir's continuation in the PG Department without a single day's break!  

 Mr. BRRB meticulously developed the PG Department and continued in that capacity 

till the morning of November 12, 2010, when an attender came to his home to fetch the keys of 

the PG Department, sir had already gone to his heavenly home!  

 I was sir's Associate Director of the Religious Activities Department that conducts the 

'Morning Devotions' every day, 'Bible classes for Christian students & Moral Education classes 

for non Christian students' every Tuesday (an extra half-hour culling 5 minutes from each of the 

regular six periods, and  without altering the starting & closing times of the day), 'Sunday school 

on Sunday morning for all Hostel students', 'Monthly Christian staff meetings', Retreats, Conduct 

of Competitions for Youth Sunday, Gospel Day and Reformation Day in consultation with the 

Student Chaplain and on..on !  

 Later when I became the Director myself, Sir was still available on the campus. Let me 

stress one important thing here. Although AC. College is a Christian College, Christianity is 

never thrust on any one. But, ample opportunities were given to any willing individual to know 

about the LORD & His WORD! 

 Two things are permanently etched on my memory connected with sir. The first one 

concerns the staff tour during 1969-‘70. Somewhere in Karnataka the front tire of our bus 

suddenly burst with a loud noise on a long culvert without railings. The bus violently swaggered 

and stopped just inches from the edge of the culvert and the flowing stream underneath. Sir was 

the first to get out, gathered all of us, knelt down on the very road, in full view of the halted 

traffic and thanked the LORD for preserving all of us!   

 The other incident was during the period when sir was the warden of Wolf - Hall. It was 

summer vacation time.  Sir and family were leaving for Coonoor to attend Sunday School 

Teachers' Training camp. I was not married at that time. Sir asked me to hold the fort during his 

family's absence, to stay in the warden's Quarters during night time! Normally I don't get up once 

I go to bed. But that night, I suddenly woke up as if someone nudged me up. I got up went to the 

bathroom. Immediately there was a terrible explosion like noise, dust engulfed the entire 

Warden's Quarters! It took about 5 minutes for the dust to settle down and to comprehend as to 

what happened. A large portion of the thick plastering from the roof came crashing down, 

believe me, right on the bed where I was sleeping moments ago. I knelt down and thanked the 

LORD again for sparing my life.  
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 What Robert Raikes is for the Sunday School movement in the world, Mr. BRRB was 

for AEL Church! Additionally, I read in the biography of 'Father Heyer', the founding father 

of AEL Church, that he started 74 Sunday Schools in USA, travelling on horseback, before he 

came to India.  In like manner, Mr. BRRB started or revived more than double that number 

travelling on his Chetak (Interestingly, Chetak is the name of Chhatrapati Shivaji's horse!) One 

must watch sir as he leads the Sunday School kids in various Churches. The dignified Mr. 

BRRB instantly transforms into a singing, dancing & jumping child!  

 Christian kids everywhere love him and affectionately call him 'The Sunday School 

Uncle'. Each Sunday was a busiest day for him. He starts the day with the morning student 

service, organizes west-Parish Sunday School, attends College Sunday School, eats a quick 

lunch and goes on his Scooter, with one senior student on his pillion seat, to 3 or 4 villages, each 

time  different ones. He carries sweets, balloons, whistles etc all purchased from out of his own 

pocket for distribution. He returns tired but determined to join and lead the choir in the Evening 

English Service!  What a dedication! What a devotion!  

 Mrs. PC. Rajeswari Kumari garu was the ideal wife of Mr. Roosevelt garu and shared 

all his dreams and aspirations. Theirs was a love marriage, as is mine. They addressed each other 

as ‘daalaa’ (a special form of abbreviation for ‘darling’, I believe).  Madam is endowed with a 

melodious voice. She sings sweetly and speaks elegant English!  On every Christmas Candlelight 

Service in St. Matthew’s Church, she did the role of the narrator from start to finish so finely. 

 She started her career as a graduate demonstrator in Chemistry, like me. We all – madam 

from Guntur Medical College, Mr. B. Solomon Sudhakar, Mr. Syed Riaz Hussain & me 

from AC. College, Mr. Narasimham & Mr. KM. Shah from Hindu College, Mrs. Tulasi from 

Maris Stella College, Mr. Ramanjaneya Raju & Mr. Satyanarayana Raju from DNR 

College, Bhimavaram - did our M. Sc. privately as teacher candidates. The Nagarjuna University 

permitted just one batch of graduate demonstrators with CBZ background to do M. Sc. 

Chemistry.  Thanks to madam, who was instrumental in getting this special provision for all of 

us! 

 Mr. Roosevelt Rajabhushanam garu was a man of equanimity; he was never tripped by 

success, nor was crushed by suffering. In fact, he endured a lot more than his fair share of 

sufferings. At one point in time, he appeared as the modern version of ‘JOB’ of the Old 

Testament!  But Praise God, for sir’s faith & fortitude in weathering all troubles! 

 In fact, you will find the following words inscribed on his tombstone: 

"I have fought a good fight. I have finished the course. I have kept the faith." ~ 2 Timothy 4:7 

 The epitaph also reads: 

'Here lies the man whose greatest joy was to carry the Gospel to children. 

His mission on earth fulfilled, resting with our LORD & SAVIOR!' 

 Wonderful words! No comment needed! 

 God bless the memory of Sri. & Smt. Roosevelt Rajabhushanam! 

 God bless their son Prabhu Rajiv (Lullu) and their daughter Dr. Rosy Krupa Rajitha 

(Mammu) & family ! 

 God bless Prof. Anilkumar!!  
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 God bless you all!!! 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

 Out of love I addressed Roosevelt as ROOSY. But he is Rosy boy by virtue of his life of 

his faith and love for God. There is no other place he associated with other than the temple of 

learning Vidyalaya and the temple of worship Church.  

 His lead and leadership have been together. He did and made others do. First to come to 

College arrange for daily worship program by distributing hymn books besides arranging 

speakers. I attended daily prayers many times. Some of the Telugu hymns are still ringing in my 

ears. When I visited College later I requested for rendition of certain Telugu compositions. His 

dedicated devotional commitment made him spare all his time and energy in arranging Christmas 

programs including practice of Carols and the pageant. The photo posted made me go back to 

those days of my sweet association with him particularly accosting me Are Mama.  

 Roosy is a well mannered, highly cultured, decent, disciplined, handsome, dutiful, perfect 

gentleman to the core. Thanks once again for posting his photograph; his hair style and smile are 

typical of him. I am grateful to you for reminding the past once again. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: V Thank you sirs V 

Prof. Prakash Babu , Pro Vice Chancellor, University of Hyderabad writes:  

Dear all, 

 Wonderful narration by K. David Nirikshana Rao garu on the life of one of my beloved 

teachers who mentored me not only in the studies but also how to interact with different people 

and to get work to be done.  

 He said we always show humane treatment with subordinates and they should work for 

us happily not by force. During my stay I was elected for the science College small post-

Treasurer; but because of Mr. Roosevelt that post was recognised more than President in 

subsequent years. As he was adviser for the elected body to guide in all activities during that 

year, he used to take me on his Chetak for various purchases. He used to stop before one shop 

and asked me to go and bargain but he stayed away always. He empowers and teaches how to 

bargain. If he had come with me I will never be able to learn. He used to pay small coins to 

workers and he used to say let them have tea and work happily. Even on the dais he taught me 

what to speak and how to speak. 

 I stayed in Heyer Hall, along with me, few of my friends used to go to his house for 

tuition in the morning. Since we are all from Telugu medium and village back ground, he took 

lot of care and taught us. Instead of taking fees he always feed us something or other in his 

house. At one stage we got some problem in the hostel and were asked to vacate in March to give 

it to today's EAMCET coaching classes who come to Guntur across state (for CVN. Dhan, Ravi 

College, Brodiepet). But he offered me to stay in his house, though we adjusted in the hostel 

itself. This shows his magnanimity. 

 Today I am here as a Professor, administrator and Pro Vice Chancellor, because of his 

mentoring and blessings. I wish he should have been alive to share my happiness.  

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes:  
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 Thank you immensely for beautiful and dutiful narration of our well known friend 

Roosevelt Rajabhushanam. You have taken all of us to good olden days, dear Nirikshan. 

Anita Susan writes: It's a blessing to remember Roosevelt sir and I deem it a privilege to be his 

student and to be his colleague. VV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 Thank you Prof. Prakash for your special inputs of Roosevelt sir's magnanimity! 

 Thank you Sri. Sanjeeva Rao garu for the appreciation & encouragement! 

 Hi Sai, Welcome to our group. I'll add your number to my Contact list. Say Hi to your 

dad for me! 

 Thank you again again Sri. Anilkumar garu for giving some of us an occasion & 

opportunity to share our respectful sentiments about our great teachers! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VVV 

David Rajkumar Kolagani writes :  

 It's a wonderful rendering of memories of my teacher and mentor Sri. BRRB by Sri. 

Nirikshan, Sri. Anil and by my student, now Prof. Prakash. What a gift the good Lord had 

granted to AC. College! I thoroughly enjoyed the close association with the entire family 

specially with sir. I learned the teaching technics from sir as I watched him in the class as student 

all the actions, histrionics and the simplicity with which he explained the lesson. We love you 

BRRB. 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

 Excellent narration on the life of one of the best teachers in Zoology Sri. BRR. Ever 

smiling, always with full sleeves shirt tucked inside moving very actively in the College campus 

& above all a Zoology teacher made the subject very very simple which could be digested easily 

even to an average student.  

 He taught practical spotters so simple with excellent memorable comparisons. That was 

Sri. BRRB's teaching methods which his Jr colleagues learned and imbibed. Any assignment 

entrusted to him by College authorities was completed successfully. I am so happy to be his 

student and colleague & more happy to work with him in Zoology Department. 

I thank everyone who wrote on one of my beloved teachers. 

Alexander Daniel Sunad writes :  

 Picture brings back so many fond memories of Sir of 35 years ago, when I was his 

student in B. Sc. Zoology. Thank you K. David Nirikshana Rao Sir for posting. 

KV Raju writes: 

Mr. Anil Kumar garu, 

 Adding Mr. Roosevelt Rajabhushanam to memoirs is much awaited. My heart swells 

with joy. Qualities of very very good manners, dedication to duty, commitment to work attracted 

me and I never hesitated to assign highly confidential, responsible duties which demand TRUST, 

deep knowledge, unbiased judgment on the  issue. He is second to none to handle any critical 

matter. Academic administration or Religion, in the best interest of the AC. College, he used 
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to be always with a very clean mind. HE NEVER HESITATED TO DIFFER & EXPRESS 

IT BOLDLY ON ACTIVITIES RELATING TO CHRISTIAN RELIGION, whenever my 

understanding was lacking clear perspective & vision. 

 His boldness in handling situations even in rough weather was highly commendable.   A 

WILLING WORKER, DECENT PUNCTUAL & perfect gentleman to the core are worthy 

attributes to him. He never even claimed his rightful privileges. Even in the time of medical 

emergencies. 

 He doesn't need rest. Change of work was rest for him. An able Vice-Principal, strict 

administrator with heart & character. 

 He guided me, guarded me, protected me, and accompanied me even in very late hours, 

to fill me with courage and confidence.   

 He is highly knowledgeable, was very obliging to me always. 

 My humble salutations to him. 

  I lost a trustworthy friend, philosopher & guide. I always humbly express without 

hesitation that he saw to my safety as special officer. I know all his family members, his wife, 

son, daughter & son in law very intimately. 

 Mr. Roosevelt "I never forget your services, to me & to AC. COLLEGE. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

��-.> S£!  

 B�[ �H�¤S!�,1 /S�¥����	 �.� B Wg �U>��c ��,� ��@A,1 DH��,�2  D4��к6Y> ��, 
DH����?. G�� ¦'^.,�, "#§ K�.,�, ��L�^.,� ¨кQ-.�] ¨j©2  ~�L,����, ��кQ,� ~<U� 
~�,��.ш�,1 (�� /,stª� D4� « ^.� B�) *DHSmJ��� % ��L¬J, ���S �|ш5� ��,��69 
*���]�� /k2 @���, /��@��� кZ?]-g! �@A. ���Lк� �4,� B��® �, <�{S} кZ?]�P�^.Sm B ¯W.6Y °� 
��~± ��w²} �.³ ?.Sm к´���� �� �¥W.{ ��. �H��L �H��L ��]�J ��@A -.69,3� ��69 sµ69 
sµu��M, ¯  J� ��L�^.,�L % ��r5�� @���. K�TLк��6� T@A~ /��@A���,� �� /ш. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-48 

BHIMAVARAM BUILDERS (contd.) 

 ‘Handsome is that handsome does’ is a popular saying. I meet him every morning in the 

staff room and walk together to our classrooms. The common topic of interest is Dr. MGT and 

Dr. NI former Principals of our College. He likes me imitate Dr. NI and he responds in the same 

Dr. NI style. He has a well built body, quite stiff and looks like a sportsman. I am told later that 

he is a football player. He goes to class room carrying books and lecture notes. I know and 

observed the respect he commanded from students. He is both proficient and efficient. He is seen 

wearing slack shirt/half shirt, tucked in and wears shoes. I remember him with a mustache. He 

belongs to the Department of Economics and rose to the position of Principal of our College on 

merit. He is Dr. Palaparthi Andrew-Dr. PA. 
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 He is very polite, soft spoken, mannered, friendly with a smiling face and non- 

controversial. One would like to meet and converse with him. As I know he is a self made man. 

He is basically an academic man. He is well settled and now a GUNTURIAN.  

 Dr. Andrew has three brothers in law. One is a pastor Sri. Sundar Rao garu and has a 

Doctorate in Theology from Wisconsin, USA. He is popular as a writer and speaker too. The 

other one is Sri. Ratna Joseph, my senior at our College. Mr. Ratna Joseph is the recipient of 

several prizes in his student days both in English and Telugu elocution and debating 

competitions and represented our College. After retirement as a lecturer in JAWAHAR 

BHARATHI COLLEGE, Kavali, he started on his own a school and is a successful man. He met 

me in Kavali and we reminisced our good old days. Another brother in law is Prof. Ratna Raju, 

retired Prof. and Head of the Department of Physics in ANDHRA UNIVERSITY. He is a very 

successful man throughout his career. He married Sathya Bala daughter of Sri. Thalathoti Jaya 

Rao garu (Brother of Dr. TSP, former Principal). She runs a reputed school, as I learn.  

 Dr. Andrew got his M. Phil. and later Ph. D. from Andhra University under Prof. DSN. 

Raju, who surprisingly is his own student! The doctoral thesis of Dr. Andrew is published by 

Astral International Publications, NEW DELHI and the books are sold like hot cakes. The 

publisher ordered for 1000 copies and took the copyright also. It is a matter of pride to all of us 

that one among us raised to that stature in academics. He has now taken to THEOLOGY. He 

published books and compiled them into a volume the title being SATHA SATHYA 

SUVARTHA SANDESALU- шJ �J5 �L^.S! ��@�z.,�   and another book SILUVA 

SUVARTHA SANDESALU- �,�� �L^.S! ��@�z.,�. Dr. Andrew got his Ph. D. in a record 

time of just 3 yrs. His wife was our direct student. 

 Well! Dr. Andrew, you have done your job excellently, diligently, and dedicated. We are 

proud of you Dr. Andrew and may God bless you and your family and may you reach greater 

heights in devotion and love for the almighty! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-49 

BHIMAVARAM BUILDERS (Contd.) 

 As we walk to our Department of Botany, nearing the steps on one side is the water tank 

close to the well. Under the water tank is a very small room with one table and chairs around. 

That is the staff room for the Department of English. Our friends of that Department are seated 

there either correcting compositions or preparing for the class poetry/prose/drama whatever. We 

can meet certainly Sri. Keller, Sri. M. Devaraju, Sri. Stanley, Sri. Mesheck, Sri. B. Chandra 

Paul, Sri. Prabhakar and Sri. Jaya Prasad and we can find them there only as they go straight 

from the office to their staff room and from there they go to their classes and back to the staff 

room.  

 I meet them once in awhile to share my experiences with Dr. MGT, Sri YR, Sri JP, and 

so on. Two most respected, dignified, decent, modest, very neatly and well dressed, lady-staff 

also are noticed and it is a good omen for the day when we meet them. The two good ladies 

represent the Indian tradition in their talk and interaction with anyone. They are Mrs. Sujatha 

madam and Mrs. Indira madam. I know them as colleagues. It is nice to talk to them as they are 

also admirers of Dr. MGT.  
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 Mrs. Sujatha madam's husband Mr. Arthur happens to be a colleague of my father in 

AL. College of Education. Mr. Arthur is a very decent, good mannered, gentleman with a 

smiling face and is one of the well dressed members of faculty in AL. College. I know him too.  

 The husband of Mrs. Indira madam is Dr. Marianna Srinivasa Rao, who served as a 

consultant in St. Joseph's Hospital. I met him also. I am happy to learn that the daughter of 

Sujatha madam is an IPS officer. They have a good name among students and teachers. Sujatha 

madam rose to the level of Principal of our College. She is very simple and soft, but I also come 

to know that she is a stubborn lady and a fighter for justice. It has always been a pleasure 

meeting them. They added grace to the campus.  

 Sujatha madam and Indira madam are also related and hail from BHIMAVARAM. We 

cherish memories of our association with them. We appreciate their valuable services and thank 

them. May God bless them and their families! 

 Dr. Prasada Rao of PG Department of History is my good friend and we discussed 

topics of mutual interest. Dr. Prasada Rao is soft and short, wearing chappals. I liked talking to 

him. He belongs to Bhimavaram. May God bless him and family forever and ever more! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-50 

A Small Break, Snippets-1 

 *In those days Matriculation examinations are held at the state level on our campus. Dr. 

JB. Williams is the Principal that year. Nearly 1500 to 2000 appear for exams. One day after the 

examination in the morning students are leaving the premises clapping, smiling, and laughing 

hilariously. Dr. JBW is standing in the verandah and remarked "Boys this is ANDHRA 

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE and not Mylapore. This is AC. College.” 

 *A function is held in Strock Hall and we are invited. Sri. J. Paulus is the Principal at 

that time. Chief guest Sri. JP has taken his place on the dais. A staff member is noticed by Sri. 

JP talking to a girl near hedge plants. He said from the dais "Anniversary is here not there. AC. 

College may have to rethink its policy on coeducation." 

 *Pay Scales are revised that year. A staff member just returned from USA has not been 

given his due place in scales. He brings it to Sri. JP's notice. Sri. JP says to him "See! How can 

you be a student in USA and a teacher here simultaneously? You are not eligible." 

 *The then Principal arranged reception on the occasion of his daughter's wedding. High 

tea is arranged in front of Staff Room in open space. The host, the then Principal said a few 

words thanking everybody. He asked his son in law, the bridegroom, to say a few words. That 

boy is young and evidently has no experience in public speaking. He said that "marriage is very 

useful and necessary." The host said "my son in law could know the use and the need to get 

married which I could know even after thirty years of married life." All laughed. 

 *Dr. JBW is the Principal then. Exams are going on. He has a suspicion that one staff 

member received commission while making purchases for the College anniversary. He comes to 

the Room No. 8. Looking at him he said "Terlin shirt chala bagundandi. Anniversary shirt kada!- 
6¶�]2� �E> ��,� &'DH������ /��Sc�w �E> к@��"       

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-51 

A Small Break, Snippets-2 
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 *It is exam time and Dr. NI is the Principal. It is Room No. 8. All are busy writing 

answers. I just came out of the room and stood in the corridor facing the Assembly Hall and it is 

time for the Principal to go on rounds. I have not found him. I am in a relaxing mood. At that 

time exactly in the opposite direction at the door facing open campus Dr. NI stood and said 

"Yeeda unnamandi. Adakadu- %� G�������, /��.�L" (I am here not there). I was shocked 

and I immediately greeted him. That is Dr. NI, an expert in hide and seek game! 

 *Somehow, as ill luck would have it, I was late for the invigilation work. I rushed to 

Principal's chamber and pleaded with Dr. NI the then Principal saying "Sir! I am sorry for the 

delay. I stand guilty."  See, Dr. NI reply "Yellandi. You sit excused andi.- *,2 ���� �H �U� 
*к´c·¸¹º   ���� " (you go you are excused). That is their retort. 

 *It was the time when Mrs. Mahanthi was under suspension. She met Dr. NI the then 

Principal to request him revoke the suspension and take her back. Dr. NI instead of talking on 

the issue started saying surprisingly "How are you Mrs. Mahanthi? How is your health? How is 

Dr. Mahanthi? How are children?" so by avoiding the question and the purpose of her visit Dr. 

NI so diplomatically handled the situation. Finally he said to her "chooddamaandi. 

Cheddamandi- T$@�h ����. ��@�h ����" (We look into the matter. We will do it). That is Dr. 

Isaac’s style of functioning. 

 *Mr. MVLNK has a good sense of humour and he enjoys humour. It was at the 

residence of Principal (bungalow). Christmas party was arranged. All staff attended. Mr. 

Willinder Kumar from Chinthalapudi, West Godavari, a lecturer found playing with children. 

Willinder said "I like children." MVLNK joked "Yes. It is evident. You love children more so 

Principal's (Dr. MGT was the Principal) children." Everybody enjoyed the joke and laughed. 

 *Sri. GKD-Sri. G. KRISHNA DAS garu had some property matters and had some 

litigation. Sri. GKD was presented with a suitcase on the day of retirement. MVLNK remarked 

it is correct gift, because our Sir "filed many suits at the court and cases to settle." All laughed 

and laughed starting from Sri. GKD garu himself. 

 Thanks for your time. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-52 

 The King's royal court is fully packed to four thousand and even more. The royal court 

hall is big, spacious, equipped and grand in its look. The gallery is occupied fully by ladies. The 

dais is wide, imposing and impressive. In the front row is seated at the centre King with RAJA 

GURUS on either side and in the front row are seated senior ministers and behind in a few rows 

are seated ministers as per the seniority and protocol. The blue curtain behind is quite big and 

huge, a sort of welcome to the assembled.  

 The king starts with a prayer and thereafter requests one of the Rajagurus to speak. In the 

next session the king requests another Rajaguru to address the gathering. In the subsequent 

sessions the rest of the cabinet seniors start addressing one after another every week. The court 

assembles every Wednesday for an hour. This is followed every year the seating arrangement is 

fixed. The entire scene is gorgeous, grand, royal with dignity, decorum and discipline. 
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 What is that royal court? Where is it? Who is the king and who are the RAJAGURUS 

and ministers? IT IS NONE OTHER THAN THE GRAND ASSEMBLY HALL OF ANDHRA 

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. The king is Dr. TS. Paulus, Principal of the College, well reputed, 

unparalleled and widely known as the best administrator, the embodiment of discipline and 

dedicated service.  As he walks you will notice royal dignity gesture and posture. Not even an 

ant is ready to face him. His car administrates and he can even rule from his official bungalow. 

All is cleared as he enters the College premises. 

 RAJAGURUS are two stalwarts, renowned scholars at the state and national level too. 

Their presence makes the ambience holy, academic and prestigious. They are revered Sri. 

Jammalamadaka Madhavarama Sarma garu (JMS) and revered Sri. Jandhyala Papayya 

Sastri garu (JPS). All most all of us are known because of the College. But Sri. JMS and Sri. 

JPS contributed to the richness, glory and grandeur of the College.  

 The two are picked by Sri. Telikicherla Venkataratnam garu in fifties, the then Head 

of the Department of Oriental Languages. He brought Sri. JPS from Amaravathi High School 

and Sri. JMS from local Oriental College. Dr. TSP appointed them without second thoughts 

immediately. Sri. T. Venkataratnam garu owned a house at 6th Line, Brodiepet near MGH 

School (that corner house).  

 Sri. Jammalamadaka Madhavarama Sarma garu in his dhoti lalchi and shawl with 

vermillion/kumkum dot and vibhuthi rekhalu on his forehead is a walking encyclopedia in 

Sanskrit. He speaks at every meeting in Sanskrit for a couple of minutes necessarily and he has a 

metallic commanding voice. Sri. JMS has titles DARSANACHARYA- �S»����S5, 
LAKSHANIKA SIROMANI- ,�²}¼к ��	�}¼. Brahmasri. Madhavarama Sarma garu is very 

well known in literary circles and among Sanskrit pundits.  

 Tall, with a dhoti, wearing slip on shoe, with a shawl, bald with little hair, any way soft 

voice and looks as though Telugu literature, more so poetry is walking all corridors of the 

College engaging classes-who he is? He is none other than Sri. Jandhyala Papayya Sastri garu 

(JPS).  

 JMS engaged B. A. classes while JPS taught B. Sc. students. I was privileged to have 

been his student in PUC in the year 1957, first batch and later 1st year and 2nd year Degree. I 

admire him, his poetry and oratory. The two gems are most precious in the crown of AC. 

COLLEGE. 

 All literary meetings all over the state are participated and contributed by these two most 

valuable precious diamonds of literature. All leading literary magazines worth the name carried 

their precious articles. I am nobody to comment or competent to say anything of their 

achievements and stature among scholars and standard of their renderings, be that poetry or 

prose. 

 Since I happened to be the direct student of Sri Jandhyala Papayya Sastri garu well 

known as Karunasri, I will share a few anecdotes in the next. What a fortune, privilege and 

blessing to have known them, taught by them and served as their colleague!  

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS -53 
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 It was Room No. 3 and 1st hour is to be engaged. A tall, grand, neither old nor young 

lecturer gets into the classroom. Dressed in traditional Andhra style, a dhoti and a lalchi, with a 

shawl not wrapped, but in perfect folds with both ends free hanging down his shoulders, wearing 

glasses, bald, not totally, since peripheral white hair still persists, holding books on one hand and 

dhoti the other hand, smilingly, gently steps onto the dais an elderly gentleman by name Sri. 

JPS.  

 Sri. Jandhyala Papayya Sastri garu engaged our class PUC in the year 1957. He started 

taking attendance in a very funny way. He just called No.10, No. 20, No. 40 and finished taking 

attendance. Why so? The class is not only attended 100% but also by all those who were having 

leisure at that time simply walked into the classroom. The class is over-flowing. The same was 

the case in the subsequent two years also in my Degree class. That is the charisma of Sri. JPS.  

 I am reminded of his poem that I learnt in my childhood. ‘BADIKI NADAVALEDU 

PATHAALU CHADAVALEDU, CHINNA PADYAMOPPACHEPPALEDU  RAJA RAJU 

BIDDARA NETI VIDYARTHI LALITHA SUGUNAJALA TELUGU BALA-&���f ���,3�� 
W.½.,� T��,3�� P��K�5¾K��+K�,3�� �." �.0 ¿�º�. �À69 ~@�5�]Á ,ZJ �LDH}"#, 
 +,�DH&',.’ The modern student can’t walk to his school, can't study lessons, can't recite a single 

poem and looks like the prince of Whales. I may be wrong in quotation since nearly 70 yrs ago I 

studied this poem.  

 ‘YEDDUNEKKE SIVUDU HAMSANEKKE PANKAJASANUDU..BADDHAKAMPU 

MODDU BALLA PAI NEKKERA LALITHA SUGUNAJALA TELUGU BALA-*�Lh �_��Q 
��M�� ����_��Q K�к"#��L�� &��к�KM ¾�Lh  &,2<=n�_��Q�. ,ZJ �LDH}"#,  +,�DH&',.’ I 
apologize if I quoted wrong as I already said it was recited 70 yrs ago. Bull was the chariot of 

Siva, swan was the chariot of Brahma, but to fellow who has not done his home work "standup 

on the bench" bench is the chariot.  

 There are none in TELUGU land who have not heard him. That day he was teaching his 

own composition KUNTHI KUMARI. Look how he dramatizes: Papayya Sastri is standing 

near a bush holding a camera and so could describe what was going on there. Part of the poem I 

read in 1957 I quote "gadi talpulu theesi mellaga digi vachuchunnadi snighdha sukumari 

kunthikumari D@A J,�KM,� ¡�U st,2 D @A?] �TL�TL��@A �U�D� �Lк����] к��¡к����]." Princess 
KUNTHI opens the door silently so as to walk out of the palace unnoticed. Where is the palace?" 

ADI OKA RAMANEEYA PUSHPAVANAMU. VANAMUNANDOKA MEDA �@A ¨к 
S�}Â� KM�����H. ���H��@Rк sµ�." It is a mansion located at the centre of a beautiful 

garden. Yes.. yes, we could recognize her, the princess, so beautiful, delicate, tender, soft lady 

princess KUNTI KUMARI." JPS is noticing all this watching. At the end, leaving the newborn 

KARNA in a golden basket into the Ganges, KUNTHI cries in total agony watching the child 

carried by the waves of Ganges in the golden casket. He says "nischala nireeha nirnimesha 

neerasa lochanamulatho �ш�, ��w� ��]�sµ� �S� ,1T��H, ¯" meaning: completely down, 

without closing eyelids, steady looks, and weak KUNTHI looks at the child. I know my 
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limitation in translating these which can't convey the depth of the composition. This was the 

lesson he taught us in Room No. 3 in the year 1957.  

 Again when I was doing my Degree First Year in 1958 JPS taught us a drama by name 

VENISAMHARAM-^À}Â��kS� written by BULUSU VENKATESWARLU. Where there were 

very hot, I mean highly romantic sentences, Sri. JPS just skipped off, of course, to our 

disappointment. The author used a word "maamaa cheppu cheppu ���� �+KM� �+KM�" meaning 

UNCLE TELL TELL ME. Here see how Sri. JPS taught "meeru rasetappudu cheppumu ani 

rayaali kani boots cheppulu rayaradu-BSm �.��6KM��� �+KM��H �� �.��Z�.� &46Y2 , �+KM�,� 
�.��.�L," without demeaning, offending the author, he said mildly you should write 

CHEPPUMU-�+KM��H and not cheppulu-�+KM�,� and boots-&46Y2 !  

 We had one classmate by name Dr. Sampoorna Rao who settled in CHICAGO decades 

ago. In the Second Year Degree class JPS was telling about KARNA. He went on to say 

"KARNA lost the battle Kurukshetra because of six curses- “naachetanu neechetanu 

varamadigina kunthi chetanu-----karnudeelge arguri chetan-����J�L, ���J�L, �S���?]� к��\ 
��J�L...кSmÃ ��,ÄI  /SmI �]��J�.” Beg your pardon if I missed or wrongly quoted. Karna lost the battle 

because of these six. To draw the attention of girls Sampoorna Rao said "AYYO PAPAM- 

��5 W.K�" What a pity it is! See the ready wit and retort of Karunasri "That Mahaaradhi 

Karna lost the battle once in KURUKSHETRA but this VIKARNA (he meant Sampoorna Rao) 

will lose two battles one in March and another September."  

 It was in Room No. 6 by the side of girls waiting room, Sri. JPS was engaging the class. 

One of our classmates by name Williams, a vet doctor now came late and stood at the entrance. 

Wearing short narrow Pants so that socks are visible was the fashion in those days. Williams 

wore new red coloured socks which he wanted girls to notice. He said "may I come in Sir!" Sri. 

JPS was teaching drama. First chapter is introduction NAANDI-���@A. JPS said 

"NAANDYANTHAMUNA KEECHAKA PRAVESAM-���5�J�H� �ÅTк K{̂ Àш�"-meaning at 

the end of NAANDI-���@A introduction KEECHAKA comes." Evidently Williams is 

KEECHAKA now a villain. He was never late to the class thereafter.  

 In 1957 JPS was describing RAYALASEEMA drought. It seems a student wrote on the 

board ‘AAKALI THO NAKA NAKA LADUCHUNNA RAYALASEEMA 

KSHAMA BADHITHULAKU SAYAM CHEYYANDI-/кZ ¯ �к�к,���TL�� �.�,��� 

ÆÇ� &'uAJÈ,к� -.�� ������’, meaning ‘help the drought stricken starving RAYALASEEMA 

PEOPLE.’ Another student came and erased the letter KA from AKALI /кZ. Then it becomes 

ALITHO /Z ¯-meaning wife and another fellow erased and modified KSHAMA ÆÇ� as 

KAMA �.�. Kshama ÆÇ� is drought KAMA �.� is lust. JPS entered and said ‘whosoever 
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must have written is a poet. I feel like presenting him with my book VIJAYASRI.’ Two boys 

met him at the end of the class telling JPS that the idea was one of the two while the other 

simply wrote on the board. He admonished both and sent them away. THAT IS Sri JPS, a man 

of ready wit and humour. 

 More in the next. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-54 

GUNTUR GIANTS 

 At a meeting in our College Assembly Hall Karunasri was speaking. Suddenly there was 

power failure. He had to resume his seat and continue soon after power supply. First thing he 

said was this that aroused increased curiosity and interest among the audience: "VASTHE 

PONIVI RENDU-���!  Wg �~ �����. POTHE RANIVI RENDU-Wg  � �.�~ �����. VASTHU 
POYEVI RENDU-��$!  Wg )Ê~ �����." He explained what he meant. VASTHE PONIVI 

RENDU-���!  Wg �~ �����-two if they come do not go. What are they? APRADISHTA-�K{@A�>  
(disrepute) and AVAMANAMU-������ (Humiliation). POTHE RANIVI RENDU-Wg  � �.�~ 
�����-two if they go do not return..What are they? MAANAMU-����H (character) and 
PRANAMU-W.{ }�H (life). VASTHU POYEVI RENDU-��$!  Wg )Ê~ �����-those that come and 

go are two. What are they? KALIMILEMULU-кZË,3�H,� (wealth and poverty) and 
CURRENT-к����. There was thunderous applause for a long time.  

 Karunasri went to a hotel with two other poets. When bearer came Karunasri said 

"kesari kesari kesari �[��] �[��] �[��]". The bearer brought three plates of KESARI �[��] sweet. 
Then Karunasri said not this I said "kesari �[��] (lion) ke sari �[ ��] (equals) kesari �[��] (Lion)," 
which means a lion kesari �[��] equals ke sari �[ ��] another kesari �[��] lion. 

 Karunasri composed a song rendered by our College orchestra written at the time of 

INDO-PAK war. ‘VIJAYA BHERI MROGIMPUMU RA VIJAYASRI VARI INCHUNU RA 

~"�¦Ì�] ÍÎ ?]�KM�H �. ~"�°� ��])�TL�L �.’ -meaning ‘beat the drums of victory you are 

sure to win.’ HIMAALAYAMMU VALE NILICHI KSHATRAVULA 

YAMALAMUNAKAMPUMURA-ÏÐ��,��H �,Ä �ZP ÆÇJ{�M, ��,�H�к�KM�H�.’ - 
meaning ‘be firm and steady like Himalayas. Fight and send enemies to hell.’ 

 KARUNASRI composed our College song ‘IDI OKA POOLA THOTA IDI 

VELUGULA RACHABATA-�@A ¨к KÑ, ¯6 �@A ^_,�DH, �.T&'6’ -This is a flower garden. 
This is the royal road of light. ‘IDI CHADUVULA VEDAJALLEDI PADILAMAINA PASIDI 

THOTA-�@A T�L�M, ^_�",Ä2 �� K@A,stª� K�U��  ¯6’-meaning this is the centre of learning that 

spreads knowledge safely. Indeed it is a garden of gold.  
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 I wish and pray that our College students should sing on every occasion as it is a 

beautiful composition. Music was done by Sri. T. Kotaiah of Telugu Department. Karunasri 

attended all rehearsals and this was recorded by AIR also.  

 Once Sri. MNR, Head, Telugu Department irritated both JMS and JPS. Then JMS 

said "look Maana Rao, what you are outside the four walls of the College you know. You also 

know what we are everywhere." Then Sri MNR remained silent. That is the level of their 

confidence. I had the privilege of sharing the dais with both of them on several occasions which I 

consider a life time achievement.  

 KARUNASRI talk is ‘kadalipakam-к�ÒW.к�’ plantain fruit juice while JMS talk is 

‘narikelapaakam-���]�[jW.к�’-coconut, so hard and tough. Karunasri’s son Dr. Babji was our 

student and retired as the Head of the Department of Telugu, HINDU COLLEGE, GUNTUR. 

While the son of Sri JMS, Sri. Bhavabhuthi Sarma served in our College as a Chemistry 

lecturer. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-55 

:�����4-:���;<=�4-55 

 C~J� ��S-.,� K������ �.�5�. ��L�^.,�, ��L�4JÈ,� к,&Ó �U� к,. �À�]�� 
�ÀSm�к��6Y�� W.½., �.S5z.,. K�TLк��6� <=�]?[ ��K�. @�TLк��6� J�]?[ :ш�S5�. ��� S�?., 
�¥SmTL, /��@v@�5����.  ��J|<U! , �� ¯�.�� Ë�P� :ш��.5,� ,3�M ,1к�,1. D�<=�� 
��-.Sstª�� ����J u+nS5� ¯, �=�ÁS5� ¯ ¨���L��к�,� J6Y> к��, �_6Y> к�� �P�� u�z.Z.  +,2� �S 
��JÈ, �Ô�.Q, �@� S�DH W.5��c, �L��?. �L~� �}?] к���W.<U69 ¯ G�� �,2� 06Y> , �,2�  B-.,�, 
кj2"���, �.j2"���, �+SD� PSm��M�, �L��J k�5�..�Õ �� >? ��(��@
�%�  A�
B2���C –

VMR ?.�] /kS5�. (���6Y2 ..Õ�] J�Hy�� -�. ш�E?.S� ^_n�L5,ÖкSm �R�к �	± ,1 G���^.Sm. ^.Sm, 
��y�.�,� �,&×6�>��Lк� ��L^_n� stZ\�]?]� B-., ¯ G���^.Sm.) �� �.,3C,1 ��Ë��> Ø ,Äк�SE 
?. ��,�DH �z.&'h ,к�<=n?. ���,�@A�P� /�S»�4�]! �� VMR F��.  

 �À�L T�L�Mк��6Y�� �	0,,1  A�
B2���C F��, JB. �3�GH F�� &'5��y�6� 
/��^.Sm. ^.�] ¯W.6Y >? MLN. �IJ F�� к´�� G���^.S� �� ��y?.Sm >? K  8 �L 


�MNOPQ� �+KM! ���^.Sm. P��] �z.&h�.,�W.6YJK� �L@�SÙ�.,� �=n�f,3 ^.�] ^.���. �.�. �fÒ2 
��H,´! , *ÚÛ� ��,�к ¯ K{J5²�)Ê5^.Sm.  �S���¦'�}�TJÈSm,�. �|�L�rLS¦'�U. 
��.��&Sm,�. >? VMR?. K{�U�L� ,Än� ���>E ?.�] ÜкQ �zÝ� ��5D}� @�ш^.5K!�?. G��J 
K��M,,1G���^.Sm. �к ..~@�z.,,1 �UÁSK��� ^.�] ��х5 �+K��кQS,3�L. *�,3� ��5 ��K�D, 
¦'D5z.Z >? VMR.  
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�� ��69Z2W.@� 8 �	D�, �ÔKM� �P��� -�.  �8R � : �SшT� ��C F�� �DISк� ^_n@�5��f ^_`Þ2 ^.S�. 
¨к-.�] /�� "VMR F�� �.2 l ,1 �À�L, ßKÑ�� �"§���.�}, кÚ�Û  �S�U�k�.�M �4�� <=� ,� 
^.�� ^.j2�. &42  ��; ,1 ��c, ��± ��; ,1 %�[��� ,�, ?w�� ��; ,1 ���D�àc ^À�� ^.j2�" ����Sm. 
% �H�M��],1 >? UVW-. ���, >? кX�Y  ��� ��5�^.��|\!,1 @A6>,� ���S�Å  +,��L.  (�zÝ��)         

 Z[�4\� ,]^_ 
08�	: P,кW.69 SÕ��{к���E, ~z.� �J �|²z.�! á �u�5Kк���, VRS & YRN 

�.,3
, â�., (/�r{ ��®ã�!� к`az., KÑS� ~@�5�]Á 1970-75) 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-56 

:�����4-:���;<=�4-56 

 �|\!�w �5 S-.��z.�! á �u�5Kк�,Än��, °� VMR K{�|\!  ��J{� -.ÏÐJ5�, ��?wJ�, /u�5\yк�. 
Shakespeare, Milton, Shelly ��69 �kST)J, -.ÏÐ �5�� ��MWg ш�K69>� VMR JSTL ^.�] 
ST�,�L G6o�f���^.Sm. Wg J����JÈ5� K{�U��  K@�5,�L �,^åк?. �+K�DZ?[^.S6. % ~��� ^.�] 
<U,2,� �+K�?.  +Z�U�@A.  

 ': E�\��� E... K�5� ¾�,�<=69>  ...  0<T к�<T V,`<T 
	V2a' ��À~ 
D�yJÈ! ?. ��À^.S6. �,�?[ 'к�� Pb\�c�  к�� 
�d'8e,'  ':-.F62�f,' ':,�f8	g[,' ':��h^к4	i 

VC�	j��k' K@�5,� VMR�f ��,� ��>�6. ��?wJ<U{�H,� VMR: '�\�l �,' 'V�кR� f�j-.,' 

' �2�m F�S �no2,' ':f�  	<� ��4,' 'j�0Eк-.F�� p2 �' ��69 �ÅS!�,�_���69� �¥����P 
W.���TLк��À ^.S6 �� VMR. K{\ 8��@A ���=�&E 31, �.\{ 12 D�.,�f ����w� ,3<U 67, ¿�Q6Y2  
����^.S6. W.J �	J,�L �SP �к�L��� �� J!?. C~�T��À^.S6. ��69,2W.@� ��к>Sm2 , ��
�Sm2  
�.�кQS,3�L. ��\ ^À{j2�,Ä q �r s��q�	 :t��*8e <\u,`(  �2%���%d'	g���5 �vEк\���� 
VMR. 

 �J!<�6,1 �Dæ �U�� ~D��� �DIS �U��� k,����LSm?. >? �-.	V3( ��d'	w��C ?.�]�69 
K{кQ "�6?. ����� �j©2 ���~. ¨к69 >? ��(��@
�%� 
�jxy��C ?.�]@A. (ÕSm �� �.,3C,1 ^.�[. Dr. 
TSP ���.e�L,�, ���ÏÐJÈ,�) ÏÐ��$ к`az., <U{�cW.�. %�� VMR к� -g �Sm,�M �Sm. ����v  
�,�2  VMR ?.�]@A. ^.�] �-.�.,1 *�_��� -.ÏÐJ5 ?	�Èç ,� "�]?[�6. �LK{�U��  @ADI" K���JÈ,� 
W.,ÖI �À^.S6. VMR k�5<U{�H,� к´��. �P�� �U��� W.6,�L G���]���^.S6. 
�."�Ïè��{�S�,1 �W.��>é�� ,,1 �.KMS�H�6Y�� <U,2, ¯ D��<���Lк� VMR ^_ê2�KM�� �кQ� 
G�� �.K,�@�Sm� <�S��?] � �J�� '��<�Sm �À��j©2 ' �� ���u��� �+W.��6. �к VMR �ë�.Sm?. 
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 '�Íy �À�[�� Kj©2 ..���y) кj©2  �,12  �À�[�� Kj©2 ..*Sm<=�[Q �+�fQj©2 ..*�,1� *�fQj©2 .. ,3,3J �&(�] 
�j©2 ' �� W.6 ���Lк����S6. ���S£ /���� ¯ G¿(J¿(&(��5S6.  

 W.½.,� �+K�6� �|\! . �.� K{�|\!  /��.»���L! �@A. C~J�.,� "#§ Kк� G�TLк��À,� ���L! �@A. 
-.\�к,  �\�к, -p�5, -.ÏÐJ5, ��?wJ Õ�.¥���)iª� VMR F��8e, �� к`az., S-.��z.�! á 
�u�5Kк��[}H5,Än� VMR F��8e ��"Z ì69�L! ����L. �� к`az., ��Ë��> Ø �u�5Kк�,��S£ ^.�] 
��È5,3! ^.Sm ¡�]� @A@Ah� -p��S5 K{\�,3! PS�.,� �Z��~ rSy�, �Å�]! K{\�ç ,�. Õ�� -X �J� 
���Lк��� VMR r�L5,�. �� к`az., �Å�]!�f�w6�,1 кZ�f JÈ�.) VMR. 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-57 :�����4 - :���;<=�4-57 

 ~@�5�,�stª, к`a�,�stª, �L��S�����H@��stª, �L~z., W.{ �D} ��zí¥Jstª 
�,�.Sm �� z	A� 86{|
�� к}~n�,1 ��^j��� K{�Hхstª�@A. ¨к K{кQ &'Sm,� ¡�]� îSm^.,,1 
�HT�6?. ���]� D��ï�."#,�, ^À�Ôк K{кQ к`az., KÑS� K{u�����Sm5, (Principals) PJ!Sm�M,�, 
TкQ?. �Sm�,1 ���]�� &,2,�, к��w�,�, ~�L5 �Q�JÈ, ¯ �."��.(Sm,� ½w~?. к�<U�L! �@A. 
D��ð�,��uAKJÈ, (Librarian)к� K{ �5к -pкS5� кZ��K&���@A. ^.�] �.�.5,�� �U&(�@A, �\ïL,� 
к,�6'��f Õ,�?. ���]�@A.  

 ��к� �P��, �À�L stP�� ,Än&Ì{�]�� Dr. K. Issac Madhusudan Rao ?.Sm. KIMR?. 
K{�U�L� ,�. ^.Sm �	F�(� -.p�6��	� ,1 G��KM��� ��к� ��?w� ¾�69 ���JcS� (1958) ,1  Non-
detailed text - Hardy ST� &Ó uA���Sm. JSm^.J �.,�,1 ,Än&Ì{�]�� ?. �UÁSK��º Sm. ��P �L�L! , ¯, 
��l r�]�P KIMR ��,� �ë�@�?. ����]� ��M�J� K,к�]���^.Sm. <=�h,,1 <=�h?., <U��,,1 
<U��?. ��,3 ���!J�� KIMR ?.�]@A.  

 ^.�] J���{?.�] <�Sm Axil ?.S�Lк��6'�L. ^.Sm JSTL �.,3C�f ��L! ��� ^.Sm.  KIMR ?.�] 
�¡�}¼  �
	<к4 ��� �� ��к� DHSm! . /st PUC,1 �� �ku�5�H,�. �.к��6� ��	 �=²�, &�ëшñ 
7th PUC ��Lк��6'�L, ��@A 6th PUC. J�.�J sµ�H B. Sc., /st B. A. ��5�U����H. �.� ��� 
�.2 �L,� �.�� ?. G���~. �� �ku�5�H,3 (classmates) ��� 
�� ���	 (oU
;c), ����� 0�d�HJ 

(��Ë��> Ø) CVLNM (&Ó 6�); �� ���.Z�L,�?. B. A. ,1 AL. College of Education Principal Dr. 

Rajendra Prasad ?.�] �¡�}¼, AL. College Office Manager �¡�}¼ V��x�K ?.Sm (ÕSm St. 
Joseph's College of Education,1 K���z.Sm), �� �.,3C �к��v�H -.p�6��	� к� �+�@A� >? n��� ?.�] 
�¡�}¼ �3Z��<�	 ?.Sm (ÕSm Stall School ,1 K���z.Sm) �.2 l sµ�c.  
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 �À�L / ���JcS� �.}Â хSm� ,3к���� College Magazine Boardк4 ���J �k �кF�?�	F 

�f�86{����. ��L� K{\W.@A�P�@A CVLNM. ���L�,2  ÕS� � ��к� �BK�LÁ ,�, /KM! ,�.  

 �к Dr. KIMR ?.Sm ��?.Smò � ~ш�~@�5,��,1 ��?w2ó ��W.��>é�� K{u�����Sm5,Än� �LK{�U��  
Prof. ���g���%�4 ��h  Ph. D. ���U��Sm. к�>K��, @�² ¯, K6Y> �, ¯ G��J �х�.,���Lк���^.Sm 
-�. KIMR. JSm^.J �.,�,1 ��?.Smò � ~ш�~@�5,��,1���] �w�E K�~ ��fQ�TLк��, / <U�y6 
WX { o=�E ?. K���z.Sm KIMR. /�� ��к� DHSm�M,� �+KM���6� �� ¯��?. G�6Y�@A.  

 CVLNM, RRSSD, BRRB, TAR, MVLNK, GVLNS �?�®�. �� � к�ÚÛ  ?.5��; �J!?. 
G@v 5?.,12  ���]�^.S�. Dr. KIMR ��yZ� ^.�.��к-.�] кZ<�^.Sm. ¨�QкQ ^.S� ¨�QкQ 
��W.��>é�� ^.Sm ����]�Å �.o� order �+��5Z. / K{�.S� JK�к Canteen,1 кZ��^.j2�. ��� 
����.¬,,1 Azariah (Zoology) к´�� W.,ÖI �À^.Sm. ��,� �� ?., 69{à ?. G��� KIMR ¨кQ�[ ��� 
J�., ^.�] ¯ <�{�?., T�L�M?. G���^.Sm.  

 ��?.Smò � ~ш�~@�5,��,1 G��?. *�������]�� �k����z.S� ~� /��@A����L. ��?w�,� 
WX ����, G��J zÝ�}¼,1 �,��� ^.�]�,2  "�]?]��� ��6Y�6'Sm. ���� �6Y�T?. �À��6� ^.�]�f <�{�. 

"What Anil?" ��6ô K,к�]���^.Sm. �� "�;c �� ¯W.6Y /��@A���^.Sm. <U��,,1 <U��, <=�h,,1 
<=�h , ,Än&Ì{�]�� K�~�[ DH�]!�KM, ?õS^.��  +P��  Dr. Prof. KIMR ?.�]� �y�]�$!  

���Q�]�L! ����L. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

 The following article is written by me - David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula (KDNR). I 

was a student of A. C. College during 1965-'69 (P.U.C & B. Sc.), a resident of Wolf-Hall in the 

same period and a member of the Chemistry faculty from 1969-2007. 

A LIVING LEGEND 

"Do you see a man skilled in his work? He will work for kings, not unimportant people." 

Proverbs 22:29 

 He was my teacher in A. C. College and in a sense, he still is! 

 He is the center of attraction wherever he is! A voracious reader, an excellent teacher, an 

intent listener, an affable friend, a captivating story-teller, an engaging conversationalist, an 

unstoppable joker, a talented voice-imitator, a sartorially stylish person, a skilled writer, an able 

administrator, a fluent speaker of chaste English & Telugu languages, an effortless interpreter 

from English to Telugu and with equal felicity from Telugu to English, a spell-binding orator, a 

much-sought-after international speaker on spiritual matters, a man of endless energy and 

boundless joy...what else and what not? You name any positive personality trait, he certainly has 

it! 
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 I guess he is now around 75 years, still active & vibrant as ever! Have you guessed who 

he is?  

 I will tell you, but not yet! Not today. Please wait for tomorrow! 

Ezra writes:  

 Sir, shall I tell his name? I am also his student. He is the best mimicry artist. Nice to see 

you on whatsapp sir.  

Thank you.  

Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

 Don't reveal it yet dear Ezra. Give me the privilege to do it in 10 hrs from now.  

God bless!! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

A LIVING LEGEND 

(The Conclusion) 

ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE: Gratitude for his Alma mater and the teachers that directly or 

indirectly shaped him to be the shining star that he is now is indelibly burned into his brain and 

he wears it on his sleeves! Mention the name of 'Andhra Christian College, Guntur or the name 

of any of his Gurus, he becomes like a man possessed. The ecstasy must only be seen to be 

believed! He begins to sing and dance, Yes D A N C E, totally disregarding the fact of who he is 

and where he is!  

              Divinely gifted with a golden voice and a gigabyte-sized evergreen memory, he 

recounts fascinating facts and amusing anecdotes about the College and its rich history to regale 

the audiences anywhere! I was thrilled to see him do a jig on the dais, as recently as Jan 12, 

2017, at the College Alumni meet attended by a galaxy of VVIPs and a large number of students 

of yesteryears. This dancing in the public, reminded me of king David dancing in the streets, 

before the Ark of the Covenant, engrossed in joyful worship (2 Samuel 6:14)! 

DEEPLY DEVOUT YET DOWN TO EARTH: Unless you ask him specifically, you will 

never know that he is such a deeply religious man. He doesn't wear the proverbial 'Holier than 

thou' look. Healthy humor is his forte. He is a moving encyclopaedia! Broach any subject and 

you will never be disappointed! 

WIDELY TRAVELLED AND VASTLY WISE:  As far as I know, he has visited more than 

108 countries, giving religious discourses. Devotees in India & abroad lap up the rivers of 

wisdom that come out of his mouth! He is the author of 20 books in English and 6 in Telugu! 

 It is becoming increasingly difficult for me to go on any further without revealing his 

name. So I reveal his name here & now! 

 Who else fits exactly into all the details mentioned above? This Living Legend is none 

other than, 

S R I * A N I L * K U M A R * K A M A R A J U * G A R U 

 He is the official translator of 'Sri. SATHYA SAI BABA' of Puttaparthi, conveying his 

message & mission to the non-Telugu speaking devotees around the world. He also worked as 
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the Principal of 'Sri. Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning', White Field Campus, Bangalore; 

later as the Professor of Bio-Sciences in 'Sri. Sathya Sai Deemed University', Prasanthi Nilayam 

campus, Puttaparthi.  

 Google his name, 'Anil Kumar Kamaraju', you will know how greatly popular he is all 

across the globe. You get loads of information - audio & video as well!   

 I should have mentioned in my self-introduction at the outset that I was a student of 

Biology in P.U.C., and of CBZ in my B.Sc. Later I did my P.G in Chemistry. 

 It is my good fortune to be his direct student, not just me but also my wife Mrs. Kempu 

Navaratna Kumari. In the recent ‘Alumni Meet' I mentioned above, as Sir was leaving the 

Assembly Hall, he happened to see us both at a distance in the audience, greeted us loudly by our 

names. We were overjoyed at this. Please find few photos of this event attached herewith. I 

recorded the video of Sir dancing on the dais but somehow it got deleted from my phone. If any 

of you present on that day have it, kindly post it!  

 In the year 2000, I was attending a refresher course in Chemistry at Krishnadevaraya 

University, Anantapur. During that time, I visited 'Prasanthi Nilayam' Puttaparthi, along with my 

batch mates. When I contacted sir regarding our visit, he arranged a volunteer to receive us, seat 

us in the front rows in the Darshan Hall. The hush and silence & the rapt attention of hundreds of 

devotees as Sri. Sathya Sai Baba was wheeled around in the aisles were stunning!  

 In fact, I also visited Tirumala, Madhura and other South Indian Temples during the 

College staff tours, thanks to my senior colleagues and friends like JB. Sarma garu, S. Muddu 

Krishna garu and GVLN. Sajeeva Rao garu. 

 At the beginning of this month I had a chance meeting with Mr. Mandali Koteswara 

Rao of the Zoology Department, where he mentioned about how Sri. Anil Kumar garu was 

posting his 'Memories & Memoirs' of the College, in the Alumni Whatsapp group. I was not in 

that group as my Whatsapp number is a different one, I normally use. I took from Mr. MKR the 

phone number of Sri. Anil Kumar garu, but even before I rang him up, Sir himself called me 

and emailed me all the 54 parts posted till then. It was beautifully written 'Chronicles of the 

College' that informs and inspires the later generations.  

 Having conveyed my initial impressions on 'Memories & Memoirs', I said, " Sir, you 

wrote about everyone, but who will write about you? His answer was, "No need. For, I see a part 

of myself in every person I wrote about." 

 At that very same moment, I determined in my heart to place on record my impressions 

about the Living Legend that Sri. ANIL KUMAR GARU is! Hence this article!! 

 May God bless Sir & his family and use him for the well being of the mankind! 

 Thank you all for your patient reading!! 

 G O D * B L E S S!!! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Dear Sri. Nirikshana Rao, Sir, 
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 What a marvelous and fitting tribute to a great personality! Sri. KAK sir is a 

personification of humility and simplicity. I haven't come across a better tribute than yours so 

far, Sir, VVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

 Thank you so very much Sri. C. Ravindra Kumar sir, for your appreciation & 

encouragement.  

 Anil Kumar Sir told me that you are the one who took time to convert all episodes of 

his 'Memories & Memoirs' into PDF form, and also typed the Telugu content,  so that late 

entrants to the WhatsApp group like me gets the benefit of going through the precious writings.  

Also it can reach anyone outside the Alumni group as well! 

 Your voluntary contribution is significant! 

 Well, we can even form into an 'admirers of Anil Sir' group! 

 THANK YOU  &  GOD BLESS YOU SIR !! 

Krupadanam Billa writes :  

 It's a fitting tribute to Sri. Anil Kumar Garu. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Anita Susan writes:  

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

C. Rommel <babalotusfeet@gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow...wow ...how true ....Respected Prof Anil Sir...loving Sairams to you.. 

Super Six by Prof. KDNR... what a sweet lovely write up by Prof David. NK, in the vocabulary 

of Gods! ...  

 Am writing this mail to seek your kind gracious permission to share this appended 

Article of Prof. David to a few close friends of mine. Thank you sir!  

 Rev Sir, ....how many tones of effort must have gone into God's Hands to make this Prof. Anil 

sir ... a physical miracle, who dances in footsteps of Swami,  makes Swami  and His 

devotees always blissful, and  who inspires and guides  hundreds of thousands towards God 

and Santhana Dharma Unity principles.   

 Our happiness, thanks and Sweetest Congratulations once again sir ... May Swami Varu 

continue to bless you, your sweet family, your every step and every effort!  

 Sir, Indeed you are 'An Eternal Legend in the Footsteps of Swami'!  

With deep respects,  

Rommel  

Camp USA 
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Dr. K Sarada Devi (1971-76) writes:  

Dear Sir, 

 Words are not sufficient to thank you and appreciate you for the great response you 

delivered for the outstanding and most eminent personality of our Alma Mater Sri. KAK garu.  

It is also my privilege to be his direct student.  

 When he was dancing on the Dias I felt the same feeling as you did.  

 If you have time pls. Forward the PDF memories and memoirs to Dr CNF.  He wants to 

read them.  

Regards. Sarada  

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: 

Dear thalli Dr. Sarada David Raju, 

 Greetings to you in JESUS' precious name!  

 Thank you for the appreciation. 

 Maj. Dr. CNF garu is in my FB friends list as - Nathaniel Chikkala - I will surely 

forward Anil Kumar Sir's 'Memories & Memoirs' to him. There is an elaborate mention about 

him in the section 'Chirala Champions'. Meanwhile if you have his email id please let me know 

to expedite the process.  

 God bless you thalli, 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-58 

:�����4-:���;<=�4-58 

 �TL�,1 �²�.,� ����?., WX �@Aк?. G�6'). Text books,1 �²�.,к�6� /�� �.�� 
�²�.,� 8Sк�?.�L ¡�UWg �M. ^.69�f u�6Y?.�À G�6'). �H �5,�2 ?. G�6') /�� �.�� �²�.,�. 
�.?]J�<=n��, &'2 ; &Ó Eº <=n�� �� �. �@� /�� K{ �5кJ. K{�U��  D��ð�,,1 &ö �y,��6'). �~ 
�KM}H,�� ?w)���~. /�� ?w�� &ö �y,� ��Jк� Jк�Q^À��.�L. ¨к -.�] �.�U��, ?w�U�� �+�]<� 
K{��[!,3�L. ��6� :c�+�k ��� :���4 z�� 2
B� �� cBd' *��j� Z���� �,. �KM}H,� 
K{ �5к�?. ?w�U� &ö �y,� �=nJ� %�� ?w�U� &ö �y,� T$�U �UDHI K��,�U�@�! &ö �y,�6� 
/6��L! �M,��.�M. ���\?GH ��� ��6. ^.��к,1 G�� ��6,� ^.�6� ��P@A.  +,�DH 
 �KJ{�� ¯ �.��!  �SÁ��.к����Wg JÈ�@�Í�� �� &'r. �� �L@�SÙstª� к`az., �u�5Kк�|\!,1 
�,��69 ��$! �]D, @A6>�L, ��J ����?. &ö �y,� ?w�D, ��SmÁ ��� T$�,3�L. �]6¶n��®Wg ) ��,� 
���Jc�.,Än�@A. �к �H��L T$-.! ��L���L. *��. :��%Vк�37? *��]@A / �h^VC�%	? *��] 
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к}~
	VK�  �@A? �����Sm../��À �� >? *�(� �5	к, ���E ��d'	0  ;���. Sri. CVLNM?. K{�U@A�  
�+�@A�^.Sm. &Ó 6� �u�5Kк zÝ��Èç ,�.  

 �кQ����P �.�6� ��к� ��J �&(�@A?.�À G�6Y�@A. ?õS�^.Tк� '���', ')��', Wg ), 

8к�T� K{�DstªWg JÈ�@�Í! '���', '���' �UÁ\�f ��L! �@�Í�� ����T�?. G�@A. Õ,Än��J�Sк� 
�� K�]ËJÈ, (limits),1 �À�L��� ��.5� W.69���,�À G�@A. ����.¬�L-.S�?. K�~��D� ���] � 
(usage of words) ²Ë�T���.  

 8Ë69 % �LD�, &'r ��6'�.? CVLNM, �5�B 1957 �L��� �ku�5�H,�. '��' �� 
<U,�TL���6sµJK� ��Ôк69,3�L. 8� �+�5�L? ���Lк�À �H��LD�À ²Ë�T��6Y����L. 
��È5,к�, ËJÈ{ ,к� �W.Sstª� <�{�?õS�� CVLNM ��6�! ��]��к�? /���69 ¯W.6Y c���C g��� 

��"�?.�À �uAк�?. G���).  Classmate / J�.�J colleague �)� CVLNM DH�]�P *�J 
�.�U��, �+<U��� ��,�L. KÑ�]! <�Sm ¯ �.к���� ���S� '���H	 ;E���' ��6'�. �.,3C,1, 
�4���]c67,1 �@� <U,�KM.  

 �� �.,3C,1 ��hS�4 ,Äк�SEc ?. ���.к ��	 ËJÈ{ �� K{̂ À������. /�� >?� z�C� >?к"#$ ' 

Sri. ASK ?. �LK{�U�L� ��. ¾�69-.�] кZ�U��DISm��P sµ�H �HDHI S� '��' �� <U,�TLк��6'�. 
ASK ,Æ�yKMS� 2� ,Än� ,1 �� &Ó 6� Ï÷± /� @A ��W.��>é�� >? N. c����6-.�  ?.�] ��69 K{кQ�À 
G���^.��.  ASK �4�� ���Jc�.,� �� �.,3C,1 K����U JKC �.,3C�f ���.��. *�Sm 
¨KM�к���� �.���� ��2"�'��k ASK qr fк JKC 8� N �%�qr Vк4� (founders)�k ¡к�� �� 
�+W.�Z. ^.�� JKC�f ^_ê2��, sµ�H к,�� �	0, ¨к�]�øкSm J,�� �	0 ,3�L. ASK �f sµË�hS�, 
�5��, ���H	 ;E���, W.{ }�. ���L,1 Õ�stJÈ!  �\ш��f!,3�L. ASK *KM��$ ' � �d¢8� � �ML�4 

�5��' ��6Y��� ^.��. ^.���f BRRB, TAR, RRSSD, TSN, KHR ?.  ËJÈ{ ,�. Õ�] ¯ к´�� ASK 

��&Ó r� *KM��$ '��&Ó r�� K{ï�� ~��f!',1�À, '��'?.�À G���@A.  

 ËD � ��h�] K{��f!,3к���� ��,1 8 ¨кQ�] DH�]�P �+K�,3�H. �,�����!  �@A ���KÑSÃ�4, 
���5��4 �JÈ�@A. �Shù���?., �кQP�?., ì�6'Kï�?. KÑ�]! /Jy~z.��� ¯ �+W.�,�6� 
CVLNMf v	*� ��к+�£  �<�	�k, :	2��� j� ,O�k � ��5 :��3. TL6Y> K{кQ, �.,3C,12  ��,3 
,3���Z.. �"� ��6'2 ��,�6�! CVLNM &Ó uA�P� 45 ���Jc�.,,1 &Ó 6� T�L�Mк���^.�],1 
*��S£ ^.�� ¡Sm�, ^.�� 67P�� �, ^.�� perfection� % "�y,1 ��]�Wg ,3Sm. �~�5 �Q,�,1 
*���®�� ,Äк�SE �.^.,�6� ^.�� /�S»�4�]! CVLNM. ^.�� �$ú�]!, ��SI��]»; �D�]�, �S���.�], 
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��.��&Sm�� CVLNM. &Ó 6�,1 ��?w� ^.j2к� KM�!�.,��.z.��. *�J ���f2�>stª�, �L@�SÙstª� 
~����_n��� к6¶>  �6¶>  +�+� ���6Y2  �,^åк?. �Sj�?. ��Æ�K! �?. �+�5�� ^.���[ -.r5�.  8 �&×ò;> 
,1�_n�� ~¦'?.,��6'). �� &Ó 6�,1 Algae, Fungi, Bryophyta �?�®�. ���. Physiology, 

Embryology, Taxonomy.. ~��� 8@+n�� ��[ CVLNM expert; ��L¬J�?. �+W.! �� ��6'Sm 
���Sm. ¨��Q-.�] ��<U�L! �6Y�@A ��к�.. �5�� к�-� �-. student :�ZQ jx\�	-QPQl�f. ��J69 
<�Sm�@A ��^.���f (CVLNM�f).                  (�zÝ��) 

Dr. KM. Ratnasree writes:  

 I am at Hyd. Will be leaving on 23 May. Smt. Sarojoni devi garu was blessed to have 

great sons who are carrying her legacy. 

 Proud to be student and colleague of Sri. CVLNM. 

David Nirikshana Rao writes:  

 Thank you & God bless you thalli Dr. Ratna Sri 

Dr. K Sarada Devi: Sure Sir. Thanks for your blessings. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

'��]c��4y�]!', ��-.> Sm ��к´ ��-.> �[! 

'��� G�� ~�!�]', '���� к���'! 

�к /�� ~@�5SmÁ , ~��Lк� ��ðA 8�H�@A? 

���stª� ¦'�, &ö �y,�6� &'KÑ, 

�� � ���stª� &Ó 6� &ö �y,�6� '��]c��4y�]!' ��-.> �[! 

<�KE B@+n��, &'2 ; &Ó Eº B@+n��! 

к,E ��; <�l ,к� к�<�2 � ��5�� ����@�, 

'��]>o=n± &Ó �o=n±' ��� ��Jк� /6û?.� � ?. ���[���@�, 

'8�^åü' ��6ô /W.5��?. K,к�]���@�, 

*���$ �SPWg ,3� &Ó 6�  ��-.> Sm �� '��]c��4y�]!' ��-.> �[!  

'W.�к�,1 KM�к,�' �ï5,1 ��Rº P����Lк�  

<=�h  ���L ¯ ���-.! S� ��� к���E ��-.> �]� ^À��к��6ô, 
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B ��5 KS��}H�M ��w²} �.³ к´�.к�,! 

:�����4-:���;<=�4-59 (CVLNM-2) 

 "8Ë69? ���. ��69�f �.,3@�? ,36¶nWg  ¯�@A. :�� *кQ���f ^_j©2 �6'��,3?! / ��]c��4y�]! 
��6û2 �À G��� G�6'��. к�?.�[�K�кQ�[2�L" ��Lк��À^.Sm �� ��6û2 . 1957 �L��� 1989,1 �À�L �� 
�.,3C �L�P ���] KM6>K�]!,1 ���[�Sк´ �@� �S�!  

 8¦×n ���Jc�.,<=n&�º  �� �����,1 *,��69 �S��]к,�, ¦Ì@�¥W.{ ��,�, K� �,�, 
K69>�KM,�, Wg 67,� 8²}�,1 ,3�M. к�sµ}� �@Ah?. ËJ{&|��� TSN, KHR, TAR, SMK, BRRB, 

RRSSD, SMK, �Sк� ~�! |Jstª�@A. ��6,к���, ��T��к���, ý�,к��� -.��ÏÐJ5�, 
����� ��,1 G���) %��69 �Sк´. �@A  ��fPb, g[2�fPb, ��F�4  �����, �F�4 к23�� 

g[�\fPb  � d��0	. �@A �� ��|�>sµÍ ��L��^.Z. �� ¯W.6Y �� �.,3C,1 ���]� ,Äк�SSm2  ��,� 
/W.5��?., <�{�?. G���^.Sm. *�S£ 8B ��L����Lh  �L��! �"� �+<���L! ����L.  � jx%¤ �k 

��� qf�¥¦<%	  �  �	2� <�	�k 8O,  � <�T< <�	�k8O ��к4 кf&'	c� 2�.  

 PUC,1 ���]�KM�� �.,3C�f �кQS2,1 ����^.���. Dr. G. Samuel?.�] ���Z�KM ¯ W.5�6Y2  
к�69>�TLк�� r�]�K��S�¥����L.  

 ��]c��4y�]! �4�� �z.&'h ,W.6Y ��Dj?]�]-DH�6ôSm-��Dj?]�] �r5 K{\ �	ß ��$! Wg J� 

G���^.��. PUC,1 G��?. ^.��� T$�U ��� �_,,� �À�L �.5�]�E  +TL�к�� �.,3C,1 �u�5�� 
~�.� ����,1 ¦þ�����^.���. JSm^.J ���Àz.��L�����. �	F�(� -.p�6��	� ^_�Lк ^.6E 6'5�; 
�L /�Lк�� �+кQst6Y2  G���~. ^.69<=n� к´Sm��À ^.j2�.  

 ��]c��4y�]! ~@�5�]Á?. к´�� �KMS£Kstª� ^.��. �	ß ��Dj?]�]-DH�6ôSm-��Dj?]�] �r5 
�69� ��w�l ���U�� PUC,1, B. Sc.,1 I Class,1 G¡!SmÃ �+n����. �� ���>S2���]�Å ^.��6� �¥����. 
^.��  +Z~ �6,�, ~���, ��.5�, K,к�]�KM �����stª�~. <=�h?. ��6�.�] �.к���� ��¦'�},1 
TLSm��®�^.��. ^.��к��� "#§ Kкш�f! �SmK����. �5 �, 
� K, >? 8�0d¢� шT�, ��d'	0 ш<8��� 
�}Ã�?. �+K�D,��.  

 DH�6ôSm �S��� <�6 4�,Än� �^.,�� K{кQ� ��À�j©2 �����.  ^.j2  ����?.Sm °� P,2S 
/�"�À�H,� ?.Sm к´�� �� ��¦'�},12  W.,ÖI �À^.Sm. ��к� ^.�� к�6Y�&� �� �  +,��L. �.к��6� 
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�KM��� ���S£ *@A?] <=�h^.`��2 Wg �H�6'Sm. ��L� DHSm! K6>кWg �TL�. �SPWg ) G��� 
/ш�S5�,3�L.  

 &'{ ��<�6 3�,Än� ¾�69 ��º�	± ,1 ��. ^.�KZ2 ^À�к6�ш�S�.�M ?.�]�69 K{кQ ��À�j©2 �����. 
&'{ ��<�6 3�,Än� 12� ��º�	± ,1 W.���S�D ~@�5,�� �DIS?. ��À�j©2 �����. K{\�	ß % �j2���69 
TL6ô>  �À�L, ASK \�]?]� ^.j2sµ.  

 -.2 ; (�E>), W.5��c, &×�>  �� ^À�Lк��À ^.�� ��]c��4y�]!. ��.�w r�]�P� ����.¬,� 
G���).  /Sm �$��®��, �$Sm /��®�� K{\ �	ß ����� KÑ6,� DH�6ôSm ��E ¿{±ò  �f �DIS?. ,Æ�y 
<Uк�E W.5,Äl K{кQ�  z�	2 ��Jк� ^_j2�,�U�@�. �u�5��� ¦þ"�� �кQ� ����^.��. *к�Q�?. 
�]ÆÇ,1 \�]?[^.��. �$²y��]»��f к´�� к�&�� &ö 6Y>  �L�L6 r�]���^.��. sµ� ��hS� кZ�� G��� 
^.j2�.                      (�zÝ��) 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear Anil sir, 

 What a writing on Sri. CVLN, the teacher whom l liked the most!  I am very proud to be 

his student  during my BSc 1970-73. He will concise the entire ocean like subject into a spoon. 

His notes so simple brief and understandable.. That is our great teacher Sri. CVLN. His 

diagrams on board are prints. During public exams the entire paper can be revised in one night. 

My regards to my beloved teachers. 

:�����4-:���;<=�4-60 (CVLNM-3) 

 Bк� ��y,3� �"� ¨к69 �+W.�Z. �5��, ASK, CVLNM �HDHI S� &Ó 6� ^.j2�. �HDHI �]�Å 
6ô5��L2 ���). *кQ�� ^_�6Y{ к^.�U Wg Zк,�, Wg 67,� ,3�M. <=n?. *,� G�����6�..J,�TLк��6��À 
�^���L! �@A. /�����JÈ�@A. ASK ��69�f �À^_`Þ! , ^.�� 6ô5�� �+KM! �����[ "��[ü ��� ?. , �.�.! 
�À�L ,1���ê2 -.�����-X -.! ?.� %,1K6 �L�M� �+K��." ��À^.��. ��]c��4y�]! ~��stª�� �� �. 
<=n?. ASK J� 6ô5�� ,1 "��[ü! ^.j2  �.2 �L,^.j©2  ���DIS����Lк� �����.� ? ^.j©2  &'?.�À 
�+W.! SmD��.!" �� к�LSmк��À^.��. �@+кQ�+n�� G�@�? ASK �� ¯ "��� ?.! ��W.)�TL���.! % 

B69�DH,´, K{��}�,Ä��Lк��.? /�<U,2,� к,^.��~!" ��À^.��. 

 -�. :�	<	 F�� JKC 8� � &'�fHpa ?. G�� �	0,~. �.,3C ^.�]���Jc^.��f *��]� 
<U,^.,� Ï÷±c B69�� ,1 T�]����S6. ASK "*����� ��^.��к�6� ��6'2 ��@A? ^.��� 
Ë�P�^.��,3��. ��� ?.��� <U,�@�h �. ^.�R-.! ��" ��Àz.�6. -�. :�	<	F�� ^_�6�À"8�69 &'&4 
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��� к���E � ^.��, Õ�� ��6Y����M. �-.! �� ��6Y����M. 8�69@A?" ����S6. "�� ��h�]�r5 
�� �,Ä���. ^.�� 8���f&Ó  ���? �À�L ¨<U�-.! ,Ä���"�����6. ��J u���, ��J T�L�M, ���T	 
���r5 G���~. �,�?[ / ��²� к� ^_`a2 �L. �Hх5 �\ðA ��69 �.�> Ø ��� z.х���JÈ5,� F§. -�. 8¨-[� 

��V�q2��C?.Sm. ��^.S5 �.S}�,�,2  /,�5�?. ����Sm. �5�B, ASK &' �х��,1 K��º �. 
����  +Z�,3�L. ?õS� ��\{�Sm5,� -�. 8¨-[� ��V�q2��C?.Sm "�5�� :fa к4 �£ F�� 

 �,�4 ��,xf8e �g�+��. ASK 2\u� ,©%#J cPb���. ��к4 �2m�ª 8��d'���S!" ����Sm. �~ 
J,TLк��6��À KM,к�]�PWg  ��L.  

 �-.�] ��L� JKC �.,3C�f W.{ �f>к� *�.ò Ë�E ?. ^Àz.Sm. �KM��� >?������ �Mш�%F�� �кQ� 
<U{�cW.�. -.u�S}�?. *�.ò Ë�E ?. �P��^.�]�f kS\K� �Sm. �.� �� �	ш�5?.�] ¡�[ ^ÀSm! 
"ý`
2 ^.��� *�.ò Ë�E ?. *,� ^Àz.Sm? ^.j2�f &H@A�,3�L. �к� �UDHI ,3�L. ¨�[ ý`
2 ^.��� *�.ò Ë�E ?. 
^À��TL���? �L�Ñ�, / к|�.Ã  (ASK) &'?. o={�±c �� ��к�  +,��L. K�w²,� ?.Z�f �@A,3�U <U,2,� 
�.<� ���JÈ�6� ý�]�[ к&HS2,1 �H�?] � ��h�w� ��=��± ��-.! .  �À�L ��69��69�Å �+; ���$! �À G�6'�L. 
"#D�J!" ����Sm &ÏÐS�D�?.. :P« �Mш�%F�	,¬!                (�zÝ��) 

Ganapathi Chavali writes:  

:�����4-:���;<=�4-61 (CVLNM-4) 

 G��� �.,3C,1 K�w²,� :Wg ?.�À <�KSm2  /o��L,1 �����U �ÀSm?. z�	2 ��J к� ���[^.j2�. 
���� 11D�., W.{ �J��JÈ�@A. �KM��� z�	2 ��J �� 6� ^.�� ¨к <=�h  &Ì�U� ,1 &��F���4 

 +P� *�LSm?. �@�h , îSm^.,1 <=6�>^.��. ���[�?! ^_�6�À /SºE �P� <=Sm?.�� <�2 62  <=n� 8�j;y	Pb 

TZ2  +�y�À^.j2�. ^.��^.�! / Sm�� ^ÀSm. ��]c��4y�]! ¦þ"��, k,12 �f ^_`Þ2 ^.��. sµ�H (�À�L, ASK) 
¦þ"����f ��69�f ���[^.j2�. �к -.��J{stª � �3( v�V /SºE �+�5�,�U�@�. ��>� <�2 � <=n� 
��]6'к�^À�U @��<=n� �$�_ ýSmJ� K,�T?. ,1KZ��P GZ2, �,2 �, ËSK �HкQ,�  ��?] T$�L! ��?. 
�,2K�T���, �&(�] T67�,,1 ��TLк��6ô \�6Y�6�../ �"#)Ê ^ÀSm. / Sm�� ^ÀSm. / �	0,� �.�M. 
��� ���Jc�.,� /��� ��� �k�."Wg �к��� ���H	 ;E���. «�..8Ë6û �KM��� �]6¶n��®Wg ) �,� 
"#§ K�.,�L �_�Sm ^À�L��^.Zc ��L! ��� �� �6Yк� �À�L ��L��,3�L. ��]c��4y�]! ��Dj?]�],1, 
�À�LKM6>K�]!,1..ASK ^_nк���u��H�+n����. �,�?[ KHR, TSN, SMK,к� к´�� �À�L �$Sstª���L. 
 @�@�KM 30 ��� �,� �.��L! ��@A �À�L DH�6ôSm ~��P<=69> . :�� �� �.,3C� J,�� 
�	0,3�L. �� W.{ } ËJÈ{ ,Än� TAR, CVLNM,� J,�TL��� ²}�,3�L. �,��69 /��69 ���ÏÐJÈ, ¯ 
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����stª� /¡y�H,�, ÏÐJÈ,�, ���ÏÐJÈ,�, к�>��Lх� �+KM�������f ¨кQ��®�� ,3Sm ��к� �кQ�. 
@+n�e, �@��ÀÍ! ��6� �"�.�Sstª�@A, �SKM�.�@A, �Sm�,3�@A �������. 8"�y &�rÍ 

к@�!  

 /�u�{  �4���]c67,1 '�zíк�S��' k�>� ?õ� �± g2 E �=�6E S£�,1 G���^.�� ���H	 ;E��� 

  M. Sc. T�L�MJÈ��KM��. �@� k�>,12  ^.�� S£��f<=n� ïEº g2 E ,1 S£� 100,1 �À�L���^.���. 

S£�,� ^À��®�� ^.�� S£�,1�À G���^.���. ËJÈ{ ,� Wg D)Ê5^.Sm.�к �.,Æ[W.��f ��^À�H�@A? ¨к 
�"� �+K���? 8���$ KM�!к� ¡�Lк�� ���]�l ?. ¨к D�6 ���H	 ;E��� T��MJÈ��?. �À�L 
T$�,3�L. ���H	 ;E��� 8к��u�?.� ÏÐ. �.2 �L,1 W.½.,� ^.�� &HÚÛ,1�f �кQ��ккQ�� 
���]Wg )Ê�����6. �Íìstª� "#§ Kкш�f!! ������$ �,��69 sµu�~  �S�K�,3�L. �$5�f2�E 
oU
;c ��W.��>é�� st62<=n� к´Sm�� �.\{^Àj к�&×n�º  �>�� ���U� �	0,����). 8 ~��� :�� ²}�,1 
���u��� ��L! �@A. 8 ¾кQ<���®��, 8 �5�f! <���®�� ��[ �Sm²}� �+K�D,��. к�6Y�& &'r5J,�,2    
B. Sc. ,1 ���.��. ,3кWg  � ��к>S)Ê5^.��. ¨к <=�h  �Sò� ?.�, oUC�U�� ?.�, ?ÔK� WX { o=�E ?.� 
G���,�U�^.��. / к�6Y�& &'r5J,�,32  M. Sc.  ¯ /W.�� �.� �[��{ ���Á,,1 �=n�69l>  ?. K����U 
'K�y°�' ���L���DI  � �!  G��^.�� ���H	 ;E���.  

 �À�L �.,3C,1 K����U� 26 ���Jc�.,´ -.> � B69��c ,1 K{кQ K{кQ�À к´Sm��À ^.j2�. 8@v  
�JÈ5 �c�� ¯ �À�L ,3P K{ш�,�D&Ó JÈ�6� �� �Ô�.Q,�?] "к´�	��., �����Lк�?' ��À^.��. 
^.��,3кWg  � �� G@v 5D� ý��@�Í *��]�f  +,��L! 

 "�L�M� �ÀSm?. ^_ê2 ��6'2 ��.. <U{<�E �.кWg  ��À �L�M� &'?. ��6'2 � ��M�." ��6ô���^.��. 

Dr. G. Samuel?.�] notes KÑ�]!?. �.�U� ^.�� CVLNM. sµ�H �.<� ���Lк��À ^.j2�. Dr. GS ��,� 
���± ?. ���[>� ����^.Sm. Dr. GS ?.Sm  ���H	 ;E���� <�{�?. PSm��M�  ¯ "How are you? &'�y?.Sm 
&'DH����.?" ��6ô K,к�]���^.Sm.  

 ���� ~��� �SPWg �����vü! 1957 �L�â 1961 �Sк´ PUC, B. Sc. ,1 ��к´, 
���H	 ;E����Å ��	 o={�± G���^.��. ^.�� -�. �X�Y  jx�к"#$ . M. Sc. J�.�J Bhabha Atomic 

Research Centre, �H�&×n (BARC),1 <�SmK{х�5JÈ, ¯ K�Õ ~S�} ��z.��. / ��,�I  ���Jc�.,´ 
sµ�H \{�4Sm! ,�?. ^_Z?.�.  
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 ���H	 ;E��� �"#JшJÈ{ �M. ����°Z. �uAкK{��D� G���L. J�к� z.�w�]к �&(��L,���� 
6¶n�6�&H� ��S����.�, ���
,3�� ��h��.�, sµ�B��.�L �f��� �.2 l S£��.^.,��.�% "�y,1 
��D,3�L. к²-.uA�KM, KD, �[к,� ���H	 ;E��� "#Jк�,1�À,3�M. ��69�DI�]��`Þ!  /W.5��?. K,к�]�P 

TкQ� /\ï5Ë���^.��.  

 ~@�5SmÁ ,к� &|���\.. ËJÈ{ ,к� W.{ }�.. �uA�.Sm,� к� ~z.��W.JÈ{ �� ���H	 ;E���. 

 ���H	 ;E��� f	�� �B�S�®(  �\�	<=f z>
�H�Z¯ z�M\%	F, 
к4,`	j	F z�	2	F 

�	-��f p� ��r
�� �����. 

Ganapathi Chavali writes:  

 First I must congratulate Dr. Nirikshna Rao garu, who had brought a beautiful narration 

about our author of Memories & Memoirs, Dr. K ANIL KUMAR. It is true that if you do not 

touch the narration about him, the Memories serial is incomplete. It is like Pappu without uppu. 

Thank you for your great personification. 

 Sri. KAK, to my mind, is much beyond as a teacher to us. He might have attained the 

spiritual heights of supremacy.  

 My sincere regards to our living Legend.  

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

 �S��]к,�,3�, �"�.�Sstª�, ��,Än� /�S» ���k��f /�^.,� �� DHSm@������ (Sri. 

KAK & Sri. CVLNM), / ASK?.�] �����. ��$��@���.,�, ����Jc�.5, ¯ �Î?]IWg JÈ��� % 

�HD�,1 ��J69 �Sy,stª� ����� ��D,�DHJÈ����6�, ?.�u� �kJÈy� DH�]�P ~ш�~х�5J 
z.�! á̂ ÀJ!  :� ��>� ��� ��6,� (Sк!���-., ¯ % �4By� �,��69 ¨к �5�f! ��������6� �H��L 
J�.,^.Sm ��y�[Í) J,KMк� ��L! ���). ��J69 кK6�,3�, �-.�S� ����� -.r5�� ��<U�Tк 
����L. T�L�Sm,Ä��]��®��. B �H�M��] �r5 ����� ��,� �|�U>,1 ¡��_n� ���k��[ 

�TL�JÈ�к. B ���k��f '�|�U> 'JD,к���� G���?.к!  

 David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 A beautiful 'PEN PORTRAIT' of Sri. CVLNM garu.  

 So true, so fascinating, served with '�S£�]��� <=Sm?.��' or '^À�� ^À�� GZ2Ë�K' fresh from 

'/��� ���!' 
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 I am reminded of the highly popular 'Andhra Jyothi Weekly' Serial of about 100 episode - 

'���.�\ кï,�' by ш�кS��P �J5�-a few decades ago, which was later published in the book 
form.  

 I believe 'Memories & Memoirs' by Sri. Anil Kumar Kamaraju garu would also 

likewise become a popular book & an authoritative document of A. C. College, Guntur, specially 

for period between 1957- 89! 

Needless to remind that teachers and students of that period and their progeny are spread across 

the whole globe!  

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes :  

 +91 99593 82777 writes : Beautiful  idea sir  

Ezra writes: 

 Sri. CVLNM gariki. I pursued botany only because of CVLNM garu. I am immensely 

thankful to him.  

Ganapathi Chavali writes:  

Sir,  

 It is true that Anand Bhavan is the only restaurant following the spread of karakara 

boondi on perugu avada, even now. Long live boondi on avada and long live your friendship, 

sir.  

 Sri. CVLN garu is a walking encyclopaedia in Botany and is an authority on subject. He 

never gave such a pose but is polite and humble, always cheering. His attitude to elders and 

students is at the same level.  

 Last year my forensics Ravindra and I had made it convenient to see him at his residence. 

In spite of that odd hour, while he was taking rest, he invited us with same affection. The 

respects his family members shown and their hosting with fruits are unforgettable. My respectful 

regards to each one of them, whose contributions I feel, in our growth.    

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

Dear friends,  

 This being the season of weddings I am forced to attend at least a few of them. Summer 

being unprecedentedly severe I feel it better we have some break now and we can resume our 

series thereafter. We are now in the field of GUNTUR GIANTS. It began with Karunasri, Sri. 

JMS, Sri. VMR and Sri. CVLNM. We have few more heroes to come, your favourites, with a 

brilliant record. AC. COLLEGE is a caravan that walks majestically and an ever flowing river. 

So I pray God to help bless and guide me. I am speechless as I attempt to thank our alumni, 

particularly those that have been responding every time. A big thank you to all. 

 I will get back to you definitely after the break. 

 WISHING YOU A HAPPY VACATION. 
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 Yours forever in the spirit of AC. COLLEGE THE UNIQUE. 

Prof. DC. Madhusudan Rao, MS., Rtd. Prof. Medical College writes:  

Hi Anil!  

 Nenu Madhu. Thank you Anil. I became 60 years younger while reading this. Pl. send 

other writings. Madhu 

(He is the childhood classmate of CVLNM and he is also our alumnus.)  

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 This is what I expect wish and pray everyone in the group to do. Write on your feelings, 

experiences with your classmates, roommates, classes’ teachers of your College days and how 

they moulded, guided and shaped you leaving indelible impressions. 

 That justifies the formation of the group. 

 I wholeheartedly appreciate congratulate and compliment Sri. KDNR for making this 

more interesting, inquisitive about events of his own life experiences in relation to our College.  

 KEEP IT UP. GOD BLESS YOU. Let others also follow the line. 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 Sri. J. Paulus is a very courageous stubborn administrator. 

 Once students announced strike. Sri. JP stood at the gate. He folded his sleeves-up and 

swinging his umbrella freely on both sides like mace-"gada", he shouted at the crowd and said 

"Come on! I am ready to face all of you. Come on!" The fellows ran away. I was the witness. 

 When I was a student in degree class Sri. JP noticed one boy copying. He was so wild, 

took the student's hair on the head in his fist and had hit it on the bench. I am sure the student 

punished and others that witnessed would not copy for lifetime. That is Sri. JP Sir. It was Sri. 

KDNR post that made me share this with you. Dear Nirikshan continue please. 

David Nirikshna Rao Kurakula writes:  

 Thank you so much Sri. KAK sir for the appreciation & encouragement! 

Having settled down from jet-lag, I am slowly savoring your 'Memories & Memoirs' chapter by 

chapter! 

 Just as you have rightly mentioned sir, let everyone in the group come out and share his / 

her experiences to show the magic of myriad colored mosaic of our Alma mater, Andhra 

Christian College, Guntur! 

 God bless you Sir, God bless you all!  

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 Good! Very good! Reveal and share the personal moments and exemplary life of our 

illustrious teachers not known to many. Our culture is not that of a corporate College. We carry 

with us the precious impressions lifelong. Their vocation of a teacher is to help us for our living 

while their life conveys message for our life. So AC. COLLEGE has two sides of a coin, living 

and life. WELL DONE. GO ON WRITING DAVID NIRIKSHAN RAO! This is gratitude 

which is noble and divine. God bless you boy! 
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Anilkumar Kamaraju writes: 

Dear Sanjeeva Rao,  

 We all know that you had very close association with many of our colleagues. We also 

know that you served in various capacities. We are happy that you are one of the most non- 

controversial personalities. Come on! Share your experiences which you are already doing and 

we appreciate. Continue this line dear GVLNS! 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes: 

 Simplicity, humility, integrity, individuality and scholarship all in one are in the name 

and form of Sri. J. Paulus, former Principal.  

'MEMORIES & MEMOIRS' - Annexure-1 

':�����4 & :���;<=�4' - :��j	A	 -1 

(Written by: -Q�° f���� �� к��к4�) 

 &HÚÛ  кï,1 K{ð�� кïк��� ¨к D�6û, D�6���	 кï �+<U��J�.�J  '��l>  S£à'к� ^_êb�KM���, 
�K�69 �Sк� 'J�ð�� ��6�  �� J�ð��' ��6ô ���.S� ��@A�P� '��J,�', <�{²к�,к� &Ó E 
�6>к���� �Õ, �Õ  �+&HJ� �.S5к����� ��-.?]-.! Sm. K{�L! J� �À�L ���&Ó JÈ��@A �@� K�. ��� 
к���E ?.Sm ����,1?. B ¯ ��J �.,Æ[K�....  

&'�fHpa  �±��к�,² p�³ (Mr. JP) F�� \���	*: 

 1965,1 �À�L 8�� �.,3
,1 ��S����f ������]�f, JP ?.Sm �J!?. <U{�cW.�  ���5Sm. �� ���� 
������± к´�.к�, K{�.ш�.�M ?.Sm ��L� ^_�6&×6Y> �� ���y�� ��6S£�¸ �f ¡�L��`a2 Sm. �KM��� �� 
���� ?.Sm sµ�����$Sm W.5�]ó W.�>E ?. K����L! ���Sm. sµ�����$Sm ?.� ����f 2 �f,1B6S2 
�$S�,1 JP ?.�] ��?.� �� ^_,��]!W.�� G�6Y�@A. (-�. <�Z¯,² n ;%a ? p�³ (Dr.TSP) ?.�] 
��?.� �� sµ�����$�[!)  

 "BSm �� W.5�]ó W.�>E ?.Sm к�$" ��6ô -.�S�?. к´�	�&×69> , �À�L 
,�2  K�]�æ Ï÷��$Q�, 
sµ�����$Sm ,1 / ���JcS� '�$Q� �l> ' ������  +Z�U�� ��]�J �� ¯��?. ��к� ��69���-.Sm. 
1965 - '66 - PUC - Bi. P. – 8th Section - Class No: 702. Wg l>  �.Eº �=n¹ ,1�  +,2� �.Smº <=n *�� ^_nKM 
���y�� ��&E, к��� ^_nKM� �.2 l ��&E, �f��� ,Än�2  �$> �+�� <�Sm, ËD � ~��., ¯ 6¶n« ���UP�� 
'���y�� �.Eº' ���L����� *�J69 /���Í! / -.��J{sµ Sri. GET �"S�5 ?.Sm ^.��º� ?. 
�M�� Wolf - Hall k�>� ,1 ���y�� WX �@��L. �K�6û2  :���% F�� Zoology Ï÷± ?. 
K����L! ���Sm. Stylish & Systematic!  / J�.�J �&H� �.,3C, �PeK6��  ^_ê2Wg ��Sm.  
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 /�	0,12  PUC ,1 ��SmQ, /u�S�?.�À st���U� ��6Y2  ����~. / ���JcS� (1966) 'к� /�' 
��EQ 68%, ��к� 67% �P�o@A. �,� B. Sc. ,1 ���.�L. <U{�cW.� JP F�S ��к� ��� ����Sm. 1966- 
'69 - B. Sc. - CBZ – 4th Section - Class No: 472. �a´ wa ^.��º� ?. Major C N µ�-[��� ?.�Ô���Sm. 
Strict & Serious! 0^.,C,1 ����E ,Äк�SE ��]�H NCC ,1 sµ"E �.�; G�� /o��E! 

JP ?.S�6ô ¾�,�<=69>  ��DJ�,1�f ^_`ab^À�69 ��6Y����.? �кQ���[ ��L! ���....             (�zÝ��) 

'MEMORIES & MEMOIRS' - ANNEXURE-1 

':�����4 & :���;<=�4' - :��j	A	 -1(Contd........) 

(Written by: -Q�° f���� �� к��к4�) 

 :fa к4 �£ F�� J� 'Memories & Memoirs'-9 ,1 "#§ Kк� ���U�6Y2 , <U{�cW.� JP F�� 

T$��º ��f *� ¯ -.@�?., �@� ����,1 *� ¯ �ë�@�?. к�<U���^.Sm.  +,2� K��+, *к�Q� -.Sm2  
�H�LSm /к�KT� S�DH �4J ��6Y (Closed Neck coat) r�]���^.Sm. &�6���!  ��\,1 ?Ô��DH 
JK�к G���@A. '��E k� �.�Kl' ,1� <U{�cW.� &�?.`a �L��� �.,3C�f ����� ����^.Sm. �+KM� 
 +?] �, �M� W.æ B@� /?] к�69>�TLк��À ^.Sm.  

 ��?w2ó ¦'�<=n K6Y> , �½.�] кB�� �]Wg Sm> � �69>� <U���,� G6��f�TD,D��, �H��L?. 
�U��K�к�����À �K�69кKM��� 8 ~���<=n�_n�� ��SIj�?. ��6'2 �D,I �� /��� ~��>  �5�f!?. 
�,&×6'> ). /�]Áк ~���,12  �J5�J "#D�J!  T$<U���^.Sm - J�@+n��, �.,3C@+n��! 8 �	0�.�	0 *�õo� 
&H;c �« ��� ����!�À ?.� /o�l -.> � �L ^_j2����^.Sm �.�L. 8 ~���,1�$ ^À,Ä\!  T$K,3� ~r�?. 
C~���Sm! ���L�[ �]6¶n��®� ^_�6�À <=���@AW.�� к`az.,к� K{ï� <U{�cW.� ?. /k���K&��º Sm! 

 JP ?.�]�f ��&Ó{ ,� ��6Y KM?.к� ����, @v��.� ¯ кZ<U ����� *��� ��K, к´S��� �k 

��>�6! K{\ ш�^.S� �ð�5k���f JP F�� <=���@AW.�� �L��� ��L! �����]�f J��f�>stª� к´S 
^.�� ìH��)���,6!  % ~����� к��^.�] ¯6,1� ^.�] ��69 (K{�LJ� ��C ��\{ к��� ,Æ�y 
���.�} ?.�],�2 ) *�LSm?. �K�6û2  &��º  �6Y>  ���<� '¿�.�]' �+<��^.��, ¿�.�[ Õ69� JP ?.�]�f  +P�<=6�>  
^.��, �� ��Ë��> Ø �e� '��V7- KR' �+W.���. �.�K�, JP ?.�]�6û2  ��,� �.,� �@+h  к������. 

 -.@�J����f ��� ��J�L ��J�]�K"[�U� �� <U{�cW.�  >? �±��к�,² p�³ - JP F��8e 

�����] ���Lc���",�,� ! 

 MAY GOD BLESS HIS MEMORY FOR ALL OF US!! 
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GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes :  

 When we were in I B Sc in 1959-60 the students with first 20 no.’s i.e., 201 to 220 were 

joined in BA class for language classes. Thus I had the good fortune of being a student of Sri. J. 

Paulus. When I used to go to the toilets behind Assembly Hall as staff member, I found some 

times JP, principal, smoking Indian cigars sitting on an old wooden box.  

David Nirikshan Rao Kurakula writes :  

 Thank you Sri. Sanjeeva Rao garu for your appreciation & encouragement and your 

own input on Principal JP garu! 

God bless!! 

ANITHA writes:  

Thank you very much sir always remain indebted to my teachers who influenced me sir also 

taught us Chem 

ANITHA writes:  

 I still remember the classes you taught us full of jokes and the class of 1 hr seemed to be 

just like 10 mts and I still remember the enthusiasm in their faces when you are teachingVVVV 

Sir Nirikshana rao garu! 

Ganapathi Chavali writes: 

 It is very nice to hear, no it is to see the great personalities of our College thru this 

column or medium. Pl continue.  

 We may see multifold unknown facts. Quite inspiring. 

Following is the Transcript of a Whatsapp video posted by C. Ravindrakumar:  

VC#7���V	 

�c�: �	��%� pV�% nd'� ¶ 

F�	: �	,q� �5	к,¬шT� �� 

� KÑ" ���� KÑ,� ���L�@�h �� WX { �Lh �À� ��  ¯6,1�f ^_`ab�L K{�4 

G��°� �Sm}�Sm} �.�JÈ,,1 G@�5�� кjкj,���J� G�@A 

KÑ,&',,�.. JZ2 ¨��,1 �,�2 Sm �H�Lh ?. /��к��6Y���) 

�KM���.. 

�À �øк KÑ,¾кQк� �Z� P^.,�� ��y��P ?	 

�.�_�� ��J,1� ~Sm,���H "#ZD �j©b~<U� "�� 
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W.{ }�H ¡JÈ^." ��LTL &'�MSm���~ - к�� �?]Wg \ - �� 

������ @+@v  Jj©к����@A KM��~,�K �.�5stª. 

….. 

��J,1 ¨к ���"#
 ¡� �,� ���@A K{�4! 

/�H�M D,�I   ��,�I  D���� к�<=�P� ¡�JZ2 "# 

¡�J @A@Ah  ¡Sm! �H - J@�� кS�Hy,,1� ���T	stª 

�$�, ,´DHTL� �H�]�HTL��L�H - /�H�M @��]��J�À 

k)D к�L� �4�=��H - /�� T,2� �.Z ^À{jb<=n. 

…. 

��J,1 ¨к DH,�î&', ��K� ¯ �Hх�� � *S�&�� �,� ��@A K{�4..  

ý,�@��., ¯ ?Ô�JÈ к��] ¿?]�P  

DH��+,1�L��� �$�L,� DH� P� к´�]� 

�H��TL���LSm �HT�6�H��, ��Hy 

�к6! ��,3�^.Sm B ����^.Sm! 

W.K�! BSm ���@�Æ�}�5,�D, ����M,� �.&Ó ,�.. 

sµ�H 

�� ^_,,3� �HD� �Lк���S �LD�r �S�� ��rL�w 

C~J st,2  Bк) J5
�P к|��P ���PWg )i; ��  

�õ��st,2  �,2 ?Ô� /K) âKMSm ¯� PËy � 

��y�, W.S&Ó JÈSmD@�! �S"#\�f �\ �H��@�! 

…. 

&H��@��M� �4Ë,1 KM69>���M 

��"�DH <�{� �,1� T�+��ÀË? 
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����H�L �J5���=�� ��Jк���! 

stª,K��Wg )i�)! B ��L""�y. 

�� �$�U�TL KÑ, к���, ���,3к �69>  ��JÈ, ¯ �P�� �� )a �|��  к��L���"Z� ?�®�� 
��K) � кSm}°��[х,�L K{��]�TL K{�4! 

K{�4... 

SRINIVASA REDDY from Karnataka: This is one of the touching compositions of Sri. 

Jandhyala Papayya Shastri garu and sung so touchingly by Sri. Ghantasala garu. Thank you. 

SASTRY from Delhi: к`az., ��69 �rLS "#§ K�.,� к�L,�H��L st�,����P���Lк� 
r�5^.@�,�VV 

'Memories & Memoirs' - Annexure- 2A 

':�����4 & :���;<=�4' - :��j	A	 · 2A 

(Written by : -Q�° f���� �� к��к4�¸ 

&'�fHpa -� II  ���8¹	� �I£º »� ³ ¼Dr. MGT) F�� \���	*½ 

>? :fa к4 �£ F�� J� 'Memories & Memoirs' 12-14 ¦'?.,,1 K{-.! ~�P� ~���,к� 
��L&�r�?. ��к��� ��� "#§ K�.,� � 

��к� �� �.,3C,1 G@v 5D� �P�o@A Dr. MGT ?.�[� �@A *,� "�]?]���6� � 

 1969 ß� ,1 B. Sc. 62% ��SmQ, ¯ W.���5�L� ß,Än 28 � �� ����?.Sm �ÏÐ� 
K{̂ Àш� ��z.Sm� W.�>E ?.�] ¦'S5,� / �	0,12  G@v 5?.,� ����.��À �&�r� G���@A� ���L�,�2  �� 
��y >? K 8e?d¢�� E ?.�]�f G@v 5D� ,3�L�  �K�69�f��. ��L�, �� P��кQ�L ���. T@A~���Z�     
����6Y> , �� JZ2���{,к� sµ�H ¾J!� 12 ��@A �� ���� 11 ��@A /� <U,2, J�.�J 
�À�øкQ���À �D<U,�2 ���� ���L�[ �� <�Sm ��w²} �.³���� / K�]�UÁ\,1, �K�69 AELC <={�U�+�� ���� 
S. W. d'EZQ�£ F�� V W.�>E ?. K�~,1 G�6ô �S}¼�P� �� ���� ?.�]�&69>  V ��к� �.,3C,1 
Graduate Demonstrator ?. �]кst�± ��z.Sm� % ~���,1 �K�69 /o�l sµ�À"E °� &×�
�� 
�.{ o�f2� �DBF) ?.�] �k�� �Sm�,3�@A� �"#��f, / �	0,12  �À�L, �� �a´ wa �À�! � W.Dj2  
"�W.�, �.{ o�f2� ?.�] �6Y,�2  �+�	K{кQ� G���^.jb�� �@� �.к����, �À�L o=n�� ��E ,1 G��?. 
�� ^.��º� ���£ C. N µ����� F�� ��L� �a´ wa '<U{o=;> V Prefect' ?. �]кst�± �����, Dr. 
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MGT F�S ��L� ��Ë�T��, /,� ^.�]�f �H�@�  +Z�L���� к´�� кZ-X P�� ��Ôк ��ш�� 
�) � Õ6��69 ^_�Lк @��M� ���@A K{}�êк, /�� �K�]ËJstª� к|K �� K62  st���?. G���À@A 
�L���>�� �,� 1969 /Dl> 25 �  �@�� ��Ë��> Ø �+���À��{ 6E ?.  Dr. MGT F�� ��Jк� ¯ 
�W.)�6¶y�� /SºE WX �@��L�  

²Ë���Z, �Ò2 ��DJ� ,1�f ^_êbWg �� � 

 �к Dr. MGT F�� ~�������! , ^.�],1 ���� ��,3�L ?.�, ¨к &,stª� /кS�} �к�]�.y� 
�J!^.�]��®�� �6�> P��6Y2  к�<U���@A� ¨кQ ��6,1 �+W.�,�6� MGT ?.S�6� Majesty! �."���  ^.�] 
к��� �Íì��� ^.�] ^.Tк� ��JS -.r5���� ��к� ���fc��E ^.{ �U� KING LEAR &Ó uA���Sm� 
"Have more than you show; Speak less than you know." "Nothing will come out of 

nothing." �TL�к� ��� �SKM�.� �$к�! ,��  

 �� J!  Textbook �.?.�À, к�6Y2  �Ñ�@�)�P, K{\ ����� <U{�6¶± <�C, �ï5 ¨к white paper 

<=69>  �S,� bind ��)���^.Sm� /  +,2  �.?]J, <=n *K�69кKM��� ��c ^.{ �L��À^.Sm� �к ^.�]�f ^À�[ 
��c  ¯ K�G���@A �.�L� ��]�Wg  ��ÀÍ ��À @ADH,´ G���@A �.�L� % ~��� ^.�[ �� �.2 �L,1 
����?. �+<U�, T$<U���Sm� �U��K�к���� �.2 �Lк� ����^.Sm�.�L� o={ó <�l  ¯ �,���>  �.,Ë� 
�.�L�� �-.! S� ���S£ ��Lк��À^.Sm� �P�, �ï5 �ï5,1 W.2 � �.S� @A?] �H��Lк� �P�, ��?] 
, �$> �+��c �Hх�,12 �f T$��^.Sm� �к �.2 l ,1 /ш���� ?. *�Sm�6'Sm?  

 �к Wednesday Assembly ¨к �KÑS� ��L���� Heads of Departments ���S£ 
�H��L?. Dais <=n к´�	�^.Z� ����E -.> � �H��L�S�,12 , Ë?]Z� ^.Sm k,12  K{\ �S�к� / 
P�S % P�S к´�	�^.Z� ��]?.I  9:45 �f MGT ?.Sm K{̂ À��L! �6� �½.JÈ! ?. �� � �ш»&h�� ���S� 
,3P �,&��^.jb�� ^.�] ��S� ,1� modulation, intonation, diction ,�L &69>  /�D2� ��J?. 
�.кWg )�� ���S£ /��@A���^.Sm� ¨�QкQ ^.S� ¨�QкQ ��ш� V �$> �+��c �f ���S�)Ê5~ V 
��6'2 ��^.Sm�  ��À �.к����, /�� ��z.,,1 ��.Ã JÈ,Än�^.�]�� ��6'2 �����^.Sm� �кQ�Rк K{ �5к 
~��� Bк� �+W.�Z� �@A ��,� ��@A�f  +Z�� ~��� V ��к� ,Än&Ì{�]��  	g�� ���� 
F�� T$�U �+<U�� ~��sµ��6� V MGT F�� K{\ &Hr^.S� 8 D�6,�[ �.,3C�f �P� ��=�î2  k,12  
J� ���� 6{�� T$�Lк��À^.S6� 

 % ~���, /u�S�?. �À�L �ÀSm�к���W.��, ����S� �ÀSm���^.Zc� �J5� �@� � 
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�+<��@A W.�stª��, K{��Dstª��, �¦'�.�²,Än��, ш���� �",Än�� " BY FAILING TO PREPARE, YOU 

ARE PREPARING TO FAIL!"                                                                                  (�zÝ��� 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear KDNR sir, 

 Wonderful writing on a great teacher & a role model to many students. .We remember 

him ever. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Moses Kommalapati writes :  

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes writes: KDNR hats off. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Anita Susan writes : Excellent narration sir @ 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: ¨к ��. *�C67, 

¨к ��� к���E ?.�],� ¨к ��~± ��w²}�.�M ?.Sm. @  

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 It's really humbling.  Ravindra Kumar sir! 

Ganapathi Chavali writes:  

 After hearing from Dr Nirikshana rao garu, I feel sorry that I could not have joined the 

College during the days of Paulus garu and Thomos garu like principals. However the narration 

of Dr KDNR garu is picturesque.   

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Anita Susan writes :  

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes: Very very good. 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes:  

Nireekshan Rao,  

 Excellent job! This is what I wish.God bless you. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Thank you soooo.. much sir!  

God bless!! 

  

'MEMORIES & MEMOIRS' - ANNEXURE- 2B 
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'��L�^.,� & ��L�4JÈ,�' - ��L&�r� - 2B 

(Written by: -Q�° f���� �� к��к4�) 

<U{�cW.� -� II  ���8¹	� �I£º »� ³ (Dr. MGT) ?.�] DH�]�P: (Contd...) 

^.�] ��h  �À�L �ÀSm�к��� K{ �5к K@�,� (�TL�к� ���) :  

 'At Home' - K{\ Christmas �=,�M,к� �H��L 'The Principal will be AT HOME (capitals 

mine, for emphasis) for the staff - both teaching & non-teaching at... on..' �� �67l K�<�^.Sm.  

'*� �� à' ��6� �[�,� ��69 ��h  G�6'S� ��J{sµ �.к����, 8 ¦Ì�"#,� ,3к����, к,�KM?	,�?., 
���� KÑS�к ^. ��S}�,1 к,�-.! S� �SÁ�!  / ���S¬�?. ����]�f <U{�cW.�c &�D`a,1  ��69 
~��L 8�.�6Y ���U, ¨�QкQ�] �DISк� �P� K,к�]�P, P��],1 ����]�f &�ë�JÈZP� K���fQ 
K�<�^.Sm.   

 'Express Permission' - K{\ �=,�M,к� �H��L 'No Staff member should leave the station 

without the express permission of the Principal' �� �67l K�<�^.Sm. @�� �SÁ�  - Express  ,� 
���± ?. ^_ê2 K�]y�� WX ���� �.��;  <U{�cW.� ?.�] �L��� ��6 @���. ?.�, �.J KÑS�к�?. ?.� 
¡�U��À K�]y�� - Expression - к� ��&�uA�P��� J�.�J  +Z�U�@A. 

 'Incessant rain' = *� +S<U,3� ^.�; ‘Inclement weather’ = ����Lк´, ^. ��S}�. �,��69 
K@�,�� ^.Sm K�<� �69l ,�L��� �ÀSm�к���^À! 

 'Married WITH ' JKM�; 'Married TO' ¨KM�. Wedding Invitations ,1 �r$�Sm, <�S2 �r5 
*к�Q���@A 'with' �� �.-.! Sm. �,� �.��!  �rL�Mк�, �Sm��f ^À�[�Sm <=ê2j©2  ¨�[ ����,1 
"SmDH ��� �SÁ� ��L! ���, 'TO' �� �.�U�KM�� ^.�]�h�]�f ~^.�� "SmDHJÈ��� �SÁ� �� 
�+<��^.Sm. �� <=ê2 �.Smº ,1, �� к�����!, <=ê2 �.Smº ,12  к´�� 'TO' ��À K@��� ^.���L.  

 ¨к ���^Àш� ,3к ���.S5� "�]?[ �Á,���  +Z�"[�����f  ���� /�� ~��.,� 
JK����]?. % к���,1�À �.��,� �+<��^.Sm. Time, day, date, venue.   

Eg: at 10:00 am, on Friday, the 2nd June, 2017 at ........(venue)........(Town/City)...(Pin Code). 

  

(�zÝ��) 
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SÕ��{к���E, â�.,�  

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 My dream has come true dear Nirikshan Rao. This write up is special as it is instructive 

and educational in approach. Like this you opened a new dimension what we have learnt for life 

time apart from syllabus. Hats off to Dr. MGT who inspired thousands and thousands of his 

students in several ways. Nirikshan go on my dear boy! God bless you. 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 A head of the department went to Dr. MGT and said, "We request you to preside. We 

want to invite your Mrs."  

 “What English you are speaking? Say "Your wife" or "Mrs.Thomas." It is wrong to say 

"your Mrs.", "My Mrs." 

 I met Dr. MGT with a note. I wrote "Few students will be going on a study tour." Dr. 

MGT said "What Anil! I don't expect you of all to write like this. "few" meant none. You should 

say "a few". The word "boomerang" I learnt from him in the year 1964 when he was addressing 

our College community. 

Zindabad Dr. MGT the teacher of teachers!  

Thank you sir! V 

Dr. MGT's influence upon his students is indelible & monumental!! 

God bless his memory!!! 

Ram Narayan Rao, Delhi writes:  

 Sir you are great by sharing your experiences teaching us so many things Sairam 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 That was the day when Dr. MGT was to preside over a function organized by me. A few 

minutes before the function I met Dr.MGT in his chamber. He was fixing a rose flower to his 

coat. Looking at me he said, "Did you inform Sebastian to attend? (Sebastian of Neptune 

Studio, 3rd Line, Arundelpet)". I replied "No Sir". Immediately he said, "You should know and 

look into every minute detail. That is the management." 

 Like this many must have learnt many things from our teachers. Share them. We love and 

enjoy every one that you mention. 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 While speaking to Dr. S. Anantham, the great I said "vagaries" mispronounced as "ve-in 

telugu". Dr. Anantham, expert in phonetics, said "No Anil! It is vagaries (va -as in telugu). 

How shall and can I ever in full totally express my gratitude to my illustrious teachers? 

Impossible! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

 �"� �E! �,��69 67TEc �Sm@+nWg ��S�<U-g! �@A. 
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Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:   

What is maturity?    

Shri Adi Shankaracharya lovingly explains. 

CHECK YOURSELF  

1. Maturity is when you stop trying to change others, ...instead focus on changing yourself. 

2. Maturity is when you accept people as they are. 

3. Maturity is when you understand everyone is right in their own perspective. 

4. Maturity is when you learn to "let go". 

5. Maturity is when you are able to drop "expectations" from a relationship and give for the 

sake of giving. 

6. Maturity is when you understand whatever you do, you do for your own peace. 

7. Maturity is when you stop proving to the world, how intelligent you are. 

8. Maturity is when you don't seek approval from others. 

9. Maturity is when you stop comparing with others. 

10. Maturity is when you are at peace with yourself. 

11. Maturity is when you are able to differentiate between "need" and "want" and are able 

to let go of your wants. 

12. You gain Maturity when you stop attaching "happiness" to material things!! 

 Human birth is a gift of God. Don't waste this precious life brooding over petty issues. 

Lead a matured life and realize your self. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: A precision scale to check oneself every now and 

then! 

Thank you so much Anil Kumar sir, for sharing these nuggets of wisdom! 

God bless!! 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes: Sir you are great by sharing your experiences teaching us so 

many things SairamV 

SUBRAHMANYAM, Vanasthalipuram, Hyderabad writes:  

 Sairam Respectful SAIRAMS and NAMASTES to the Most Respected and Beloved Sir,  

SAI DAY and Good Morning. 

 Recollecting the Good Golden days and writing article "Memories & Memoirs" is the 

inspiration of SWAMY VARU only. Hope, for any, other than our Beloved Sir is not possible. 

Sairam 

With kind and profound regards, 

'MEMORIES & MEMOIRS' - ANNEXURE- 2C 
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':�����4 & :���;<=�4' - :��j	A	 - 2C 

(Written by: -Q�° f���� �� к��к4�) 

<U{�cW.� -� II  ���8¹	� �I£º »� ³ (Dr. MGT) ?.�] DH�]�P: (Contd...) 

��� V�M� 
E"K *0�	:  

 K{\ ST)J J� ST�,12  K{J5²�?.�, K�	²�?.� *кQ�v  ¨к�	6 JK�к к�<U-.! ��. K{\ 
�S»к��� J� �U���,1 ¨к P�� W.J{,1�_n�� JK�к к�<U-.! ��. �|"��JyкJ�M�� �5к�! ,к� �M��� 
¨к K{ �5к ,²}Ë@A! Dr. MGT ?.Sm �.,3C,1 �KM��+кQ� к�<U-.! Sm? *кQ�v  *��Lк�? *�6¶{�c 
,1�À, st)� ?[� @�6?.�À K{u�� /кS�}?. к�<U��� SAINT GEORGE & THE DRAGON 

STATUE @���.�À!   '�+��<=n ��P -.uA��� ~"����- Victory of Good over Evil' K{\¿�¿��� % 

�,�� K{K�T K{х�5\ ?.�P�@A. GJ!� ��@�ш�  ¯&'6Y, &�ëz. % �,�� <�Sm,1 �M�� '"#Eò- George' 
��À K�� Dr. M. �I£º »� ³ ?.�]�f <�{S} кZ?]�P�M�6Y��� �� ¦'��. st)� �	± <=n ^_`Þ2 ^.�]�f 
к´�� ���>�?. к�<U�����L��® ���stª�, * +�! � Pedestal к69>���Sm. �.,3C st)� ¿Zº�� к6>����f 
^.���,��69  �+к�Q�� �.j2 ¯�À  % <�½.�� к69>���Sm. (DH�6ôSm st��к� �.,3¹ ,1 'THE THINKER' 
-.> T$5 G�@A �.�, �@A Jк�Q� *JÈ! ,1 G���, �DISк� ^_`Þ!  ?.� к�<U�T�L.) / �	0,12  ��6�5 ��À 
��P �$K��®�"E �.,3C ��.y}KM K�L,�� T$��^.��. /��к� �D� &6>  J,, �6û2  &�?.SKM 
K�L�, �H"�<=n <=nK��+ G���~. �P��, �[Sj �L�P SRMT W.��c� ^.� ,1 ��,�DH ¦'?.,�?. �P�� 
% �,���� <=�h  �[�� �k�� ¯ ¿?]�T�� ��к� &'?. DHSm! . <U{�cW.� Dr. MGT ?.Sm / �	"� � - K� 
�H?]�� �Sк� - �DISm��� KS5^ÀÆ����Sm.   

�3�	 ��8eH¾�£  V�M� 
E"K *0�	 : 

 % ���S¬�,1  K{х�5J /�D2 к~ 'WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE' ST�к� ��&�uA�P� ¨к 
��ì6� ��к� DH�Ô! �L! �@A. 1611 ,1 ��?w2ó ,1�f ��L�@A�T&��� THE HOLY BIBLE - 'KING 

JAMES VERSION'/'AUTHORIZED VERSION' ,1 ��� ¦'?.,�L ��Àк ��@A /�D2 ¦'�. 
K{�HхL, ¯ W.6Y, �3�	 ��8eH¾�£ к´�� ��z.S�, �Hх5�?. Psalm 46 �L /��À TкQ�, PкQ� 
��?w2ó ,1�f ��L�@A�$! , J� <�Sm�L ��|ш5�?. ���L,1 ���.�S� ¨к ¦'�� G�@A. /�� / 

�.,�,1 ¿{69ó -.��Î "#5ðAK\ '8e	¿ �SGH' �,��M,1 K����L! ��@A ��J{� ���]\{к �J5�.  1564 ,1 
"�yoP� ��8eH¾�£ к� 1611 ��69�f ���Lc ��]?.I  46 ���Jc�.,� ����)! Psalm 46,1 
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¾�69�L��� 46 � K�� 'SHAKE'-(though the mountains SHAKE with the swelling thereof), 

P��] �L��� ^_�L�fQ ,Ä�fQ��!  46 � K�� 'SPEAR' - (and cutteth the SPEAR in sunder - ¨�]
�� 
�=�Z2�� ,1 P�S 'E' к´�� G�6Y�@A). SHAKE+SPEARE = SHAKESPEARE!  ��L¬J�?. ,3�$! 

���6Y> , ��?w2ó ¦'�,1 K6Y>  -.uA���,�6�, �Hх5�?. classics T@A~, ��?.�� ���U��^.,�6� *���®�� 
KJV &×n¿� T�^.Zco@�!                                                                                                         (�zÝ��) 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

Nirikshan Rao,  

 Glad that you are going deep into subject like etymology, history and theology. I 

appreciate your spirit and research that must have gone into this write-up. 

David Nirikshana Rao writes: Thank you so much sir for the appreciation & encouragement! 

God bless!! 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

*ÀшT�%	 :	,¬* 

1.JZ2����{ ,�L �	ß T$�D,D6� 

2. ��Lк´,�\ �)� ¦'S5/�S! G��6� 

3.�+<U����6 ~�À �� ��� G���� 

4.�}�,� ,3кWg �6� 

5.�� ����.��f JDI  r��H G��6� 

6.8@� \�� ��]?]�TL��À ш�f! G��6� 

7.������ к��Sm �.�[� ËJÈ{ ,� G��6� 

8.K@A ��@A,1 ?õS~�T&�6� 

�Õ ��=�>ш��.5,�... 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: �� (Namaskaram Symbol) 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

ANCIENT INDIAN WORDS OF WISDOM 

WHEN TO BE SILENT - a few practical tips 

1.  Be silent - in the heat of anger. 
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2.  Be silent - when you don't have all the facts. 

3.  Be silent - when you haven't verified the story. 

4.   Be silent - if your words will offend a weaker Person. 

5.  Be silent - when it is time to listen. 

6.  Be silent - when you are tempted to make light of holy things. 

7.  Be silent - when you are tempted to joke about sin. 

8.  Be silent - if you would be ashamed of your word later. 

9.  Be silent - if your words would convey the wrong impression. 

10. Be silent - if the issue is none of your business. 

11. Be silent - when you are tempted to tell an outright lie. 

12. Be silent - if your words will damage someone else's reputation. 

13. Be silent - if your words will damage a friendship. 

14. Be silent - when you are feeling critical. 

15. Be silent - if you can't say it without screaming. 

16. Be silent - if your words will be a poor reflection of your friends and family. 

17. Be silent - if you may have to eat your words later. 

18. Be silent - if you have already said it more than one time. 

19. Be silent - when you are tempted to flatter a wicked person. 

20. Be silent - when you are supposed to be working instead. 

21. Be silent - when your words do not do any good to anyone including yourself. 

22. Also .... 

     Be silent - When you are with stupid people. 

"WHOEVER GUARDS HIS TONGUE KEEPS HIS SOUL AWAY FROM TROUBLES" 

David Nirikshana Rao: VV 

'MEMORIES & MEMOIRS' - Annexure- 2D 

':�����4 & :���;<=�4' - :��j	A	 - 2D 

(Written by: -Q�° f���� �� к��к4�) 

&'�fHpa -� II  ���8¹	� �I£º »� ³ (Dr. MGT) F�� \���	*: (Contd...) 

PET BIRD - TALKING PARROT: 

 Dr.MGT ?.�]�6û2  ?[� ш&h� �.?.�À, '��� �' ��6ô ¨к high pitched voice ��6û2 � ^.S���]� 

alert ����@A. <U{�cW.�c &�?.`a ?]��c - �S��� @�69 ,1KZ ^_`Þ! , ��{ )�� k,12   ¨к K�"S� к�<U�L! �@A. 
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/ K�"S�,1 ��6'2 ��  �.� P,�к G���@A. ��� '�,1' ��6� '�,1' ��À@A. 'DH± ��}¼��' �+¿ � DH± 
'��}¼��' �+<��@A.  

 / �	0,12  ��?w2ó ,Äк�SE �6,²�  q� O(  À��% (JSI ) ?.Sm Dr. »� ³ ?.�]�f <�KE ^.,�5)Ê�� 
,1 '�=��� ��U�=>��'?. G�6ô, / �.� P,�кк� ��� '\6Y2 ' �ÀS�����f 'JÈ�6�]' K{�J�� �����, 
»� ³ F�� / ��D\ к�<=69>  ^.�]�T��, / ��D\ q� O(  F�S  ��к� �+K��� &'?. DHSm! . 

 �.� P,�кк� ��6,� �ÀS��� ��6� *�J �Sm�, *�J �ÀSm� �.^.,1 ýÏÐ�T���! �~ »� ³ 

F��,1 KM�Q,�?. G���������f �@Rк ��P G@��S}! 

FIRST FAMILY:  

 'Á³�  ÂvÃ zÄ Pb 8� �', 'Á³�  � -. zÄ Pb 8� �' ��À K@�,� �À�L ^.�] �.,�,1�À ~����L, 
�ÀSm�к�����L. �.,3C,1, k�>�c ,1 ��Àк �o²�c ,1 % K@�,� JSTL?. ~�&��~.  K{\ /@A^.S� 
-.��J{� 6 D�6,к� Heyer Hall compound ,1� St. Matthew's Church,1 "�]?[ ��?w2ó 
/�.r�,к� Dr. MGT ?.Sm, к�6Y�& �sµJ�?. �P� ¾�69 �Sm�,1 к´Sm��À^.Sm. ^.�] �HDHI Sm 
<U,2,к�  �K�6û2  10-12 ���Jc�.,����~. ^.�]� TкQ?. �+{�c« ���U��  +P�, 'Á³�  ÂvÃ' ��6� �,� 
G���Z �� �+K�к)Ê �+<��^.Sm!   

FAVOURITE CINE PAIR:    

 Dr. MGT ?.�]�f ��fQ�À� ��?[ш�S�.�M - -.~\{ "�6?. �69�P� �U���,�6� *� ¯ ��>�6. 
^.Sm �69�P�  �,�к� W.6,�L к´�� ~�6ô /��@A���^.S6. ���6Y2 , Dr. »� ³ ?.Sm J� <=êb�f 
�H�@�, *��]� ���Lк��6'�	 ���.  +Z�к�H�@�, @�@�KM 50-60 z.�wl ��<=69>  G���S� �6jxy 

0�£ pa (RHP) ?.Sm ��к� �+W.�Sm. ^.�]�6û2  ¨к <=�h  <U��� G���@A. ¨к 8e?
E³ к�, ���S£ -.> � 
st�&Ec  ¯ 'THE ROBE'  ��À ��{ �� ^À)���Sm.  �,�?[ ^.�] �.,�,1 '8e?
E³ &��6	�' к� ^.5х�5J >? 

V. ��Å£ À�� (VLI) ?.Sm 'In the beginning' �� W.{ S�¥�T?.�À '@��M�� ��6'2 ��JÈ�����' 
���6Y> ?. �� � �ш»&h� /��]���@A!    

FAVOURITE  BREAKFAST: 

 @�@�KM ��� ���Jc�.,� C~�P� Dr. MGT ?.�] /�	D5 S��5� ËJ ¦þ"��, �Hх5�?. 
^.�]  '�=��� &Ì{; �.��> ' �6!  

 �H��L �	0 �.\{ ¨к P�� W.J{,1 ����� ����,1, W.,� Wg �U, �
òD  ¯�� <=69> , <=�h  
GZ2W.�, �HкQ,� ^À�U G���^.Sm. G����к,�2  J����®� / <=SmD��sµ ^.�] /�	D5 S��5�� 
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0�£ pa ?.�[ ��к� �+W.�Sm.  Dr. MGT ?.�]�f �.кS �.� ^ÀKM�� ��6� к´�� ��,� ��>�. �K�6û2  
�.,3C ^_
6��]�� ¦þ"��, �� O�Eò >? S.  �2�m  к"#$  (SMK) ?.Sm, �K�69�L��� '�.кS �.ü �{ü ' 

JK����] :6� ��z.Sm.    

MAGNANIMITY:  

 Dr. MGT ?.�] tenure ,1 ��L¬Jstª� Science & Arts Exhibition 8�.�6Y ��)���Sm. 

,�2  ¾J!� �L��� &�Lc,12  �$Q� <U,2,� ����^.j©b. Chemistry �f ��&�uA�P sµst� ¯ к�>K��º �. 
�� ¨кQ ��W.��>é�6� 25 ��@A. ¨к ß��E �.,3C ¾J!� -.> � к��� *к�Q�! �KM��� �� HOD Dr. 

&'�p,² V���P�³ (PPD) ?.Sm. ��h�]�hSm -.> � � ¨к 67� ?. ��z.Sm. �À�L � E� �к ���;K ш�E 

(JBS) ?.Sm ¨к 67�. ���.� �$K�]�"� ��V�( -Q�° V�Z�_ V�q2�� (VDP)?.Sm. Chemistry,1 8 
Branch �f ��&�uA� ���5�_n�� �6�>  ~<U��+K�D, @A6>  VDP ?.Sm. '����' ��6ô ���S� ?õS��?. 
<UZ��^.jb�.  �� 67� S£WX �@A�P� 'Chemical Volcano', Disappearing Beaker', 'Blushing Baby' 

��к� &'?. DHSm! !  

 ²Ë���Z. �� ¯ �P�� P�[Q )@A. �Òb ��DJ� ,1�f ^_êbWg �� ! 

 Exhibition "SmDHJÈ�� ¨к �	0, Dr. MGT ?.Sm ��,1 ¨к ����E st�&�]� (Name 

withheld) ¨к KSm� K�� ¯ ���Z���S�  +Z�U, ^À�6�À sµ�� � K�L,� ���À�U, ,��c �L��� 
&�6к� ����-.�. ��D\  +Z�U��� �� HOD Dr. PPD ?.Sm, Dr. MGT ?.�] �DISк� ^_ê2 ^.�]�f % 

~��� �+W.�Sm. Dr. »� ³ ?.Sm ����?. �� ��hк� �P�,"Who heard me say that?" �� 
���?.Sm. ¨к ²}� ����. �KM��� ��,1 @�@�KM ß��E Íl>  P. Ch . »� ³ (PCT) ?.Sm 
�H��Lк� �P�, "�À�L ~����L �E!" ������. �KM��� <U{�cW.� ?.Sm "If Thomas says so, I accept 

it." �) � �À��� K�� �@A. BS�Lк���@A �@A. (Both words similar sounding, but withheld,  - 

^.Sm ��� K��,1 sting ,3�L). "Whatever, Since I hurt you all so much,  I am very sorry!'. �@� 
^.�] <=�h  ���L!! 

 Dr. »� ³ ?.�] Funeral Service ,1 к`az., JSm�M� ш���� �"Z ì69��� ¦'D5� ��к� ��fQ�@A. 
/ J�.�J 2 �	0,к� ~"�^.� SRR �.,3C,1 ��?w2ó ,Äк�SE ?. K����L! �� >? �h�HJ ?.Sm (Dr . 

»� ³ ?.�] Õ�.¥���) ��L� �¥��@A�$!  ¨к ,Ä6E ^.{ -.Sm. / ����H� C~ ���f �� +n�� 
��5�� ���DZ?.��, �@A ��к� ��J|<U!� кZ?]�P�@A. 

 �<U?.I  T@A~� B ����]�Å �� ���� �����,� !                                                       (���K!�) 
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Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVV (Claps, Thumb up, Namaskaram, Bouquets)  

 ��5! -�. �	�,Æ ?.�] DH�]�P B кï��,�L �KM�� �H?]���z.�[! ��<U�P�@A �E ���K!� 
T$�?.�À.  

 �Sm@+n� �KMS£Kstª� -�. »� ³ ?.�] �5�f! ����, ��-.Q�.�� B кï��,@���. TкQ?. 
/~�Q�]�P���Lк�, ��&Ó 69^.�]�f ��S�T��stª� /��@��� кZ?]�P���Lк� Bк� ^À�^À, 
�����,�.VVVVVVVVV (Namaskarams, Bouquets) 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 Gold unearthed. Hidden treasures exposed and brought out. God bless you Nirikshan 

Rao for letting us know the hitherto unknown marvels. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 Thank you so much Ravindrakumar sir, for your instant appreciation & encouragement ! 

God bless!! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 Immensely grateful for your ready & unique appreciation coming especially from you sir, 

my favorite, favorite speaker Sri. K. Anil Kumar garu! 

God bless!! 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 As Ravindra kumar, a distinguished alumnus felt we may also feel that episodes on Dr. 

MGT are coming to a close. No, No. It is an endless saga of excellence and idealism. It is an 

ever flowing river of continuity to eternity. More and more will add on and on as times pass by. 

Nirikshan my appreciation once again. At the same time my love and thanks to Sri. 

Ravindrakumar from Chirala who echoes spontaneously and naturally all these most interesting 

narrations. 

David Nirikshana Rao writes: VVV 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes: VVVVVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VV 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao wites:  

*RUN YOUR OWN RACE...* 

 I was jogging this morning and I noticed a person about half a km ahead. I could guess he 

was running a little slower than me and I felt good, I said to myself  I will try  catch up with him. 

I had about a km before I needed to turn off. So I started running faster and faster. 

 Every block, I was gaining on him just a little bit. After just a few minutes I was only 

about 300 feet behind him, so I really picked up the pace and pushed myself. 
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 You would have thought I was running in the last leg of an Olympic competition. I was 

determined to catch up with him. 

 Finally, I did it! I caught up and passed him. Inwardly I felt very good. "I beat him". Of 

course, he didn't even know we were racing.  

 After I passed him, I realized I had been so focused on competing against him that I had 

missed my turn to my house. I had gone nearly six blocks past my turn and I had to turn and go 

back. 

 It then dawned on me, isn't that what happens in life when we focus on competing with 

co-workers, neighbours, friends, family, trying to outdo them or trying to prove that we are more 

successful or more important and in the bargain we miss on our happiness within our own 

surroundings? 

 *We spend our time and energy running after them and we miss out on our own paths to 

our given destination. The problem with unhealthy competition is that it's a never ending cycle.* 

 *There will always be somebody ahead of you, someone with a better job, nicer car, more 

money in the bank, more education, a prettier wife, a more handsome husband, better behaved 

children, better circumstances and better conditions etc. But one important realisation is that 

'You can be the best that you can be, when you are not competing with anyone.'* 

 *Some people are insecure because they pay too much attention to what others are, where 

others are going, wearing and driving. Take whatever you have, the height, weight and 

personality. Dress well and wear it proudly, you are blessed. Stay focused and live a healthy life. 

There is no competition in Destiny. Each has his own.* 

*COMPARISON IS THE THIEF OF JOY* 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 Very nice GVLNS. We learn a lot from these. Life after all is a continuous process of 

learning and unlearning. 

Good. 

Ganapathi Chavali writes:  

 It is a guiding line for righteous living and is a scale of standardV  

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 If DESIRES override DEVOTION.. FAITH is the first victim to Suffer..... 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 If our EXPRESSIONS fail to reflect completely our THOUGHTS..... it is not 

FAILURE... 

 If our THOUGHTS find all the words 

 For EXPRESSION.... then the THOUGHTS are undoubtedly POOR.... 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: ������� (Well said, Thumb up, Claps, Bouquet) 

Alexander Daniel Sunad writes : VVVVVV (Well said2, Thumb up2, Claps2) 
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MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-62 

 Life is an opportunity. It is for us to blossom basking in the divine grace. The life is so 

designed to grow and spread the joy everywhere we go and move about. It is sharing and caring 

indeed. The all dimensional growth is an indication of success. It is in this sense I said that LIFE 

IS AN OPPORTUNITY. Very few understand this as we are lopsided or unidimensional. 

ANDHRA CHRISTIAN COLLEGE has to its credit many who achieved these multifaceted 

aspects of life and made a mark in the history of the institution. 

 Very unusual that a man is traditional, orthodox, while at the same time ultra modern. It 

is amazing to note that one can be at his best in academics, dramatics, literature and music! The 

life is full of fun and a celebration. Time for humour is necessary, though seriousness of purpose 

remains unshattered. 

 Material success and spiritual growth are seldom together for which perfect balance is 

needed. A person with all these features and characteristics is one among us by name Sri 

Thigulla Srinivasan- TSN of the Department of Chemistry. 

 Sri. TSN stood outstanding in his studies. I remember that he got 1st Class both in his 

mains CHEMISTRY and also subsidiaries BIOLOGY in graduation. He also passed in 

distinction in his post graduate studies. As a student he was very brilliant. He served as a 

Demonstrator after his graduation. I was doing my Final Year Degree. Later he joined our 

College as a full fledged Lecturer in Chemistry and must have served for more than three 

decades or even four. 

  Sri. TSN is a very popular lecturer and authored books for undergraduate students. He is 

one of the elegantly dressed gentlemen. A friendly, jovial man and a good conversationalist. One 

certainly likes his company. 

 It is really providential that he spent precious moments with Sir CV. Raman, Noble 

laureate in Physics. Nice to have had a photo with him too. Lucky TSN has a reason to feel 

proud of it. Fortune favoured him a step further that made him spend most valuable time with 

Mother Theresa, again a Noble laureate. He did his M. Sc. from Vikram University under 

Prof. Dr. Christopher, D. Sc., FRSC, an internationally renowned figure in Chemistry. God has 

blessed him in all these rare opportunities. 

 Sri. TSN served as a Director, Dramatic Association of our College for a couple of 

years with Sri. Christopher of Philosophy as his Associate Director. He invited most famous 

cine artists to visit our College like Sri. Vijayachandra, Smt. Thulasi, Smt. Poornima, Sri. 

Dhulipalla, Sri. Sudhakar etc.  

 Sri. TSN served as a Director Social Service Association and he invited Smt. Konda 

Parvathi, a social worker and a patriot. She is the daughter of a great patriot Sri. Konda 

Venkatappayya Pantulu. Sri. TSN has to be credited for inviting Smt. Tenneti Hemalatha, a 

very very popular writer in Telugu literature. 

 Sri. TSN pursued spiritual journey and has attained a standard of his own. He was 

initiated by His Holiness Viswananda, a disciple of His Holiness Swami Sivananda of 

Hrushikesh. TSN, surprisingly, in spite of being a student of Chemistry, could write a book, a 

compilation of a few cantos from Srimadbhagawatham. 
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 Above all, a friend to be coveted. A very cheerful, creative TSN is as before quite 

healthy, caring for dresses, movies, music and literature. I being his close friend feel proud of 

him. May His preceptor and God almighty bless him and family forever.  

 TSN! You can relax and feel highly satisfied, complacent as you and all of us look back 

and recall your rich contribution to our dear College, for years to come. God Bless You, Sri. 

TSN. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

 °� 67*�=c� ?.�] <�Sm,1� JËj ^.�� �,2  ^.Sm JËj �4,�,� к,^.�[Í��L��À ^.j2�. 
DHSm�M ?.�]��h  -.�&��<�6 ¾�69 ,Än� P�S �S��¡ <Uк�E W.5,Äl ^_�Lк ¨к Í6'E st�.�; 
¿Zº�� <=n ¦'D�,1 ^ÀK �+6Y> ��� �[к�, <=nкKM�D, P�� D@A,1 6ô5�� к� ^_`Þ2  ^.j2�. �Sm��®� / D@A,1 
���+� ?.Z /�к ¨к�]�hSm ËJÈ{ ,� DHSm�M?.�]� �.� <=69>�T��� ���?] �, "��[, ?.� �6¶±. ^.� ÍE 
�H ^.��?" ��6Y���^.Sm. �K�69�Å �K�69 �� ËJÈ{ ,� к,�U�KM�� °� 67*�=c� K{-.! �� ���!  % 

~����À� DHSm! ���Lк�� ��M�к��6Y�6'�.  

 6ô5�� <U,2,���]�Å ���JcS� P��	2  DHSm�M?.Sm W.J DH�6ôSm,1 ^.�] ��69��h  P�� W.�w> 
���!  k"S��5�L. 

 �Ò2�.� / �	0,�L, �rLS ²}�,�L �� �.,3C� �,� B stÍ)Ec @���. 
J,TL��D,D6�, 8���.,3C,1 T�L�M��DZ?]� ��|�>� ��	-.�] кZ?]�62�<U-g! �@A. B�f^À �� 
к|J"§ �KÑS�к ���Lc,�. 

Ganapathi Chavali writes:  

 Sri. TSN garu is a lecturer with low tone, steady and stable in his lectures and 

expressions, appeared to be lullabies to a child, and gave us relief in learning with ease. It is true 

that the mother teaches the baby about the world around, through her songs, and makes the child 

that there is somebody with him and I am safe. Sri. TSN was successful in giving us the same 

feel.  

 He is a highly spiritual and ever smiling. As our friend Ravindra rightly said we had the 

access with him and were permitted freely to express our discomforts in pursuing comforts.  

K. Shouraiah writes:  

 Thank you for memorizing Sri. T S N 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

 Wonderful writing on one of my favorite teachers in Chemistry Department of our 

College. He made the subject simple & his notes very useful to students. Very active faculty 

member, good teacher & played active role in co-curricular activities of our College. 

Thank you sir. 
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Regards. 

V. Giri (Visakhapatnam) writes:  

 I am very fortunate to know about Sri. TSN garu, mavayagaru wn I am reading your 

article I felt as if I am there at that time.VVV 

 Anita writes:  

 A very simple, jovial, affectionate teacher. 

 Every one of my teachers in our College is unique and I am blessed and proud of my 

gurus. God bless them. VVVVVV 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-63 

 Work is worship. Duty is God. Excellence and perfection at work decide the level of a 

teacher or any professional for that matter. Fruits speak of the greatness of the tree. Our students 

stand for our stature. A true teacher not only impresses by his expertise in teaching but also his 

movements, body language, art of teaching, expressions and even gestures. Andhra Christian 

College is the divine educational institution blessed with a galaxy of teachers who shine and 

glitter forever among student community. 

 Short but gigantic in stature, soft spoken, gifted with a smiling face always seen fresh, be 

that first hour or last hour of the day and maintained same dress- full shirt tucked in, wearing 

shoe, well polished of course, and does any assigned duty, diligently, devotedly to perfection and 

a favourite of all students in and around Guntur and many from all districts in the state, may be a 

few from other states and abroad, is our dear Sri. Abdul Muzeer-AMR, Department of 

Chemistry. He and TSN are classmates and contemporaries, worked in our College till the end 

of their service. 

 Sri. Muzeer totally focussed his attention on teaching and known as the Best Teacher, 

particularly offering coaching to Medical and Engineering Entrance students. I know some 

making reservation for coaching under him well in advance, even a year. I also know many big 

guns, professionals, top officials who are particular to get their children taught by him. 

 Even for regular private tuitions admission is given on marks basis and sometimes 

recommendations from high levels are also common. Sri. Abdul Muzeer is a most successful 

man as a teacher. God has blessed him with an opportunity to work with Sri. RCR of Physics, 

Dr. TS. Rama Rao of Hindu College Department of Botany and Sri. Yesuratnam, Department 

of  Zoology from PBN College, Nidubrolu as a team. This combination was most sought after by 

students. All the four are highly accomplished and very popular. 

 We find Sri. Abdul Muzeer standing near Room No. 4 on the day of our College 

anniversary, in charge of cool drinks offered to students along with refreshments. He, Sri. TSN 

and Sri. SMK are second to none in this area. No complaint any time, no confusion any time and 

perfection is the end result each year. Sri. Abdul Muzeer is a friend of all. He talks less in soft 

voice, calculated, non-controversial person. 

 He was our senior and served as a Demonstrator when I was in Third Year Degree. He 

did his Masters from Banaras Hindu University. He is liked by all the successive Heads of the 

Department of Chemistry. 
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 I know him as a student and he, Sri. BRRB and I joined in the same year 1963 on June 

15th when Dr. Williams was the Principal.  

 I remember very well Dr. Ch. I. Varadanam garu in our College Assembly Hall during 

one of the sessions asking a few students seated in the front row to get up. Dr. Ch. I. V. proudly 

announced that all of his Chemistry main students secured first classes. There was a thunderous 

applause in the College Auditorium. Among them are Sri. TSN and Sri. AMR. 

 If I am to say so I would put it this way. In Telugu films two are most popular stars, each 

having fans in equal number, one is Sri. NTR and the other is Sri. ANR. I consider Mr. TSN 

and Mr. AMR as NTR and ANR in the film world of Chemistry. 

 Both are doing fine and are my close friends. 

 I wish and pray for their long healthy and spiritual life. 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear Anil sir, 

 I am so happy to go over what you have written about Sri. AMR. I was fortunate to be 

his student in B. Sc. where he taught Organic Chemistry. Mesmerising teaching! Subject made 

so simple. He is one of the BEST teachers in Chemistry in the entire AU area. 

 My regards to him & to you specially sir for writing on the GEMS (teachers) of our Alma 

Mater. Reminiscences & nostalgic. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Dear Anil Kumar Sir, 

 In my 5 year long student life in our College, though I did not have an opportunity to 

listen to Sri. Muzir Sir's lectures, on a few occasions I had a chance to hear Sir's mellifluous 

voice, so sweet and soft. Sir looks gentle to the core. 

 Your vivid portraying of Sri. AMR and comparing the duo, TSN and AMR with the 

stalwarts of Telugu Silver Screen is very apt!  

 I love your writing and presentation style. 

 My sincere thanks to you Sir for bringing back those days to our memory. VV 

Dr. K Sarada Devi writes: VV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 The name 'MUZEER' is the 'Magic Mantra' for EAMCET students for over 2 decades! 

That was before the days when the corporate institutions spread their tentacles in a vice like grip, 

suffocating the rest!  

 Getting an admission in Intermediate science group is one thing and getting an admission 

in Mr. Muzeer's tuition is an entirely different thing. If you get a seat with him, the rest is easy 

& automatic - be it the 'coaching quartet' for the Medical entrance (Messrs AMR, RCR, TSRR, 

ChYR) or the 'tuition triad' for Engineering entrance (Messrs AMR, RCR, PSS/ MVLNK). I 

must place on record my deep gratitude for the Quartet for coaching both my daughters, that too 

without charging me single paise!  
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 In spite of his high popularity, Mr. Abdul Muzeer (AMR) remains simple & humble! 

He was my teacher in my PUC and later my senior colleague in the Department.  

 While everyone talks about his exceptional teaching, Mr. Muzeer always speaks about 

his own exceptional teacher in High School- Mr. Subba Rao of Tuni, who taught him English. 

He fondly remembers how Mr. Subba Rao instilled in him the love for the language and its 

grammar. Needless to say, that Mr. Muzeer speaks & writes precise English. Before he got fully 

engaged in EAMCET coaching, he used to be a famous Inter-collegiate Science Quiz Master. He 

would always remind us to frame the questions in such a way that there is no possibility for a 

different answer! I think this precision in thought & speech made him the super teacher that he 

is. No wonder, he was chosen to be the Co-author of the Academy Textbook 'Collegiate 

Chemistry for Intermediate students' in English, published in two volumes.  

 Mr. Muzeer's physical appearance changed considerably recently. He is sporting a salt & 

pepper beard and wearing his pants way above his ankles, having returned from Haj. All along 

he is pious and devout individual. Whenever we ask any questions about Quran, his eyes would 

light up, and he would gently and pleasantly explain everything he knows! 

 Thank you so very much Sri. Anilkumar garu for presenting a picture perfect panoramic 

view of Mr. Muzeer and all others!  

 I like the NTR, ANR symbolism between Messers TSN & AMR. I venture to add one 

more symbolism for the Duo. Whereas one gives us a telescopic view encompassing vast areas, 

the other presents a microscopic magnified view of a specific item!  

 Interestingly the third letter in both their initials is not an abbreviation of a word in their 

names, but the ending letter of their first name itself!  

 Thank you Mr. Koteswara Rao Mandali & Mr. Ravindrakumar Chilakapati for your 

reminiscences! 

 God bless Mr. Abdul Muzeer! 

 God bless you all!! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Dear Nirikshana Rao Sir, 

 Your supplementations to Anil Kumar Sir's write-ups are simply superb. You both make 

a perfect complementary pair in bringing out the widely unknown dimensions of the past faculty 

members of our College to the fore. Not only that Sir, your interpretation and lucid style add a 

fresh flavour to your supplements. You please continue to write and enthrall our group members. 

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao : VVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: V 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 I am on top of the world by going through the echo-supplements so faithfully and 

lovingly written by Sri. David Nirikshan Rao. By virtue of the content and also style of 
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presentation they are very interesting. Aptly Sri. Ravindrakumar Chilakapati responds equally, 

gifted with expression in both the languages. It may sound audacious if I say that more than 

Shakespeare's writings, editions by Deighton, Verity, and Warwick are more popular and bring 

out the heart of the author himself. That way I am overwhelmed by these supplementations so 

nicely and sweetly written by Sri. Nirikshan Rao, Sri. Ravindra Chilakapati, Sri. 

Ganapathy, Sri. GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao, Dr. Anitha, Sri. Mandali Koteswar Rao, Sri. 

RRSSD, Sri. Ezra, Sri. Rajendra Kumar and Sri. Nirmal Kumar. May God shower His 

choicest blessings on everyone. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes: VVV 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-64 

YOU ARE A RAINBOW 

 The entire world is a stage. Men and women are mere actors as Shakespeare puts it 

wisely. The truth is known as years pass by and age advances. However the divine director God 

will be happy and bless if we play our role well to His expectations. 

 Life is a dream - realise it. Life is love - share it.  

 Life is a comprehensive totality. It offers myriad ways of manifestation and expression. It 

expects full blossoming in every way for all the gifts we are blessed with. Total integrated 

personality is the sign of a successful career. 

 How am I to reconcile with the fact that my childhood classmate turns into my colleague 

for a quarter century? 

 How am I to digest the truth that we in shorts and shirts have grown over a period of time 

wearing suits? Can I imagine that a student of my father late Sri. Kamaraju Bapayya garu, 

M.A., M.Sc. (Hons.), B. Ed., DLSC, who joined the faculty of AL. College Of Education after 

retirement becomes my colleague?  

 As I bring back to memory all these, I understand the truth that LIFE IS A DREAM. 

How years passed and the way we are blessed is amazing and at times incomprehensible. He was 

a boy, cute, chubby of ripe mango complexion (and his father, a doctor, a great philanthropist), 

has now shaped himself into an unbelievable stature with all attainments and achievements. 

Purely by  his honesty, credibility, sense of responsibility, accountability, reliability, sincerity, 

ability, sportsmanship and spirit of teamwork made him occupy all exalted positions 

everywhere- academic service, religious and social organizations-local and global.  

 Guess who he is? You don't need much time because he is the only one that fits into the 

narration above. He is our dear dear Sri. Goparaju Lakshmi Narasimha Sanjeeva Rao,- Sri. 

GVLNS. Rtd. Head of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics of our great Andhra 

Christian College. 

 GVLNS and I studied in Sri. Majety Guravayya High School, 6th Line, Brodiepet, 

Guntur. He carried a bag if my memory is correct with books to school. He also had for a long 

time earrings that boys wear (�+~Wg DH,� in Telugu). He also had vermillion or kumkum on his 
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forehead and most often wore slack or half shirts and chappals. But I also saw him in suits on 

special occasions. Goodwill to all and ill will to none is the life pattern of GVLNS.  

 We accost each other "YERA- ���" since we are friends from high 

school days. He served as a Demonstrator in Physics Department in response to the invitation 

from no less than CVP, Head of the Department of Physics. He also did B. Ed. in AL. College 

of Education during which time he was my father's student. He joined our College as a full 

fledged lecturer in the year 1966 and worked till 2003. 

 Every academic year begins with his green signal as he is associated with Time-Tables 

and had to oblige many faculty members. No anniversary celebration without his key role in the 

Prize Distribution Committee headed by Sri. RCR and Sri. KHR as a member. 

 He was the First President of Affiliated College Teachers Association-Andhra 

Christian College Unit. He served at a time when it was challenging and an uphill task. Dr. 

PPD was the Secretary, if I am not wrong.  

 He organized a general strike assisted by Sri. CJR and Sri. MVNS. Sri. GVLNS was the 

Executive Secretary of our Alumni Association and was instrumental in awarding silver medals 

to best students in academics. He organized several quiz competitions assisted by Sri. CVLNM. 

 Mr. GVLNS is a man of service. He worked closely with Sri. LRK in repair works 

undertaken in a big way when the College campus was hit by cyclone and solicited funds from 

Sri. JV now settled in USA, with Mr. KRCP and Sri. Stanley Isaiah as team members. 

 Sri. GVLNS rose to the level of the President Rotary Club of Guntur. Very interesting 

to note that he was the Secretary of Red Cross International Guntur Branch. We are glad to 

know that Sri. GVLNS was the Secretary of Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan, Guntur. He was the 

President of Theosophical Society and organized several service camps under its auspices. Very 

lucky he is, to have played Tennis with Dr. MGT and Dr. Hirams! GVLNS was associated 

with chess competitions and interested in crossword puzzles. 

 SANJEEVI! You have accomplished everything in life. You are a trusted friend. Good 

that you are enjoying your time relaxed after retirement playing with your grandchild. 

 We are happy as your colleague and a friend and the institution will certainly feel proud 

of you. 

 We wish you a long healthy peaceful spiritual life.  

 We joyfully and gratefully recollect our long association and our sweet memories for 

years to come. 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes: ����� 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-65 

LOVE ALL SERVE ALL 

 Service and love are inseparable, interrelated, interdependent and intertwined. Love 

without service is a slogan, political and meaningless. Service without love is mechanical, 

repetitive, conditioned, programmed, monotonous, boring and robot like. 
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 Hence love and service should go together and simultaneous.  Service is an opportunity 

and a great blessing. "I have come to serve and not to be served" is a famous, oft repeated, 

well known quote. “Hands That Serve Are Holier Than The Lips That Pray". It is for this 

reason that missionaries started education and health centres; and served by establishing schools, 

Colleges, orphanages, homes for the destitute, homes for the aged and hospitals. 

 We have one calm, silent, service minded gentleman filled with love, jumping at every 

opportunity of service nay even suffocate you with his love. At the same time he is very efficient 

in teaching both at home and College campus. He blends his teaching with values so that there is 

an extra element in his style of functioning as a teacher. He is a good friend, philosopher and 

guide in spirit and letter. He may be short in physique but tall in stature, ever willing never 

failing, trusted friend with a great sense of responsibility and commitment. He is none other than 

Sri. S. Muddu Krishna of the Department of Chemistry, who served loyally our College for 

nearly four decades. All principals and staff availed his services in every way. He is a trusted 

friend. Sri. Muddu Krishna is one of the most loving persons. Joined as a Demonstrator in 

Chemistry, he later served as a lecturer. 

 Sri. S. Muddu Krishna is innovative and creative. Good to recall that he started and ran 

the Tea and Newspaper Club in the Department. Sri. S. Muddu Krishna is a man of trust and 

responsibility which made him serve as the Treasurer of Andhra Christian College Teachers' 

Association for several years. He sat along with others under the tent when strike was organized. 

 He desired to encourage students in Debating and Elocution by awarding cash prizes, 

sponsored by Sri. Guttikonda Narahari Chowdary. So with the help of other colleagues he 

could organize annually Debating Competitions and present cash awards to our students. 

 The Department of Physical Education was also benefitted by his services. Sponsored 

by Sri. G.Anjaneyulu, a scholarship was instituted in which Sri. SMK took active part in 

announcing the names of the awardees each year. For the best outgoing Brahmin student from 

our College Sri. Subba Rao garu sponsored scholarship and the interest accrued on the corpus 

fund was presented in which Sri. GVLNS and Sri. SMK worked hand in hand. This project has 

a corpus fund of about Rs.50,000/-. 

 Sri. SMK won the heart of Dr. MGT, the then Principal who suspended classes on the 

day of the wedding of SMK and personally attended his marriage accompanied by Dr. PPD. 

 SMK along with TSN spoke felicitating Sri. Sudhakar who was chosen by the USA 

Govt. for his best presentation on Dilute Solutions in Chemistry. He assisted Sri. BCP in 

Scholarship Programme and the steps taken in this project fetched huge amounts that enabled the 

College to increase annual scholarships. 

 Sri. SMK is very friendly with everyone. He served as the Co-convener for the "50th 

Anniversary of our Independence Day" with Dr. TAR as the Convener. 

 One thing interesting is that Sri. SMK was in charge of our College Dinners Vegetarian 

Section. 

 Sri. SMK was presented and honoured by the Hon’ble GOVERNOR, Govt.of A.P. for 

his valuable services to the RED CROSS SOCIETY. 

 This is all his biodata. But as I know he was almost a shadow of Sri. GVLNS. A 

wonderful, inseparable combination and together worked and accomplished many things. 
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 You would also interestingly notice that Sri. SMK looked after the treasury finances and 

accounting in all fields of his activity. This speaks of volumes of trust he enjoyed among all 

wherever he worked. 

 But every one hesitates to meet him because on one account or other he reminds of your 

dues. So he is Chithra Gupta of our College. 

 Mrs. SMK untiringly and continuously serves him, taking care of him like an eyelid. The 

SMK Couple is blessed with two sons the like of whom are very very rare. The two boys are full 

of love, concern and service to him. They address all the friends of SMK as "mamayya" that 

Sri. SMK is now at Bangalore with his son, daughter in law and grand child. His wife is ever 

vigilant to serve him as he has some health issues. 

 Muddu Krishna, we love you and we pray for you and your family so that you will have 

a long healthy spiritual life. 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes :  

 I am very happy to see the great ness of SMK. SMK is a very courageous person and he 

used to deal with many arrogant and rowdy elements who are one foot or more in height than 

him when occasion arises. 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao  writes:  

 SMK never left a class before the bell is rung. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

���E �E, 

 ��JS -.r5stª� K{�?.�� /S�¥�P, �� к`az.,,1 J�^_n� ~��>  ���,��@A�P� 
�,��69 sµ69 �5к�! , DH�]�P % ~r�?. / JS�^.�]�f / �rLS²}�,�L DHSm! к�  +�$! , % JS�^.�]�f 
�$ú�]!��Jstª� ��Àк ~���,к� �²S S£KË�$! , BSm к`az.,�L Õ�� @�@�KM  �4�� �z.&'h ,� 
�.��L! ��K�69�Å ��� ¾����69 ��ì6�,�?. B "#§ K�.,�L % ST�� KS�KS @���. ��к�@A�$!  

���L! �� % ���, JST$ J� �����, @���. ^.�]^.�] ��L&�u�,�L �y�]�TL��6ô ��]���Sm 
<=�h,�, �����Sm ËJÈ{ ,� ��@A�L! �� �����S� �����]�Å �� ��J|���ÁK62 D, �^.5"stª� 
<�{���L&�u�,к� �0�M?. �À�L ¦'~�L! ����L. ����],1 ¨к ��T,���� �[��\! �P� B 

u��.^.ÏÐкк� �^À �� "["[,�.  

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 �69���� /W.5�J, ���L���� -.��
к ��^. P�J�, DH��+���� ��f! ¦'��, D�6 ���� 
W.�5 &Ó r�..  �Õ ��  �2�m  к"#$  ���.> S�6�!  
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 ^.�] KÑ�]!  <�Sm 
	\-.\�	,  �2�m  к"#$  (SMK). JËj©,к� J���{ <��[ ��69 <�S�6'Sm. ��] % 

'��D��DH�6' *кQ�� �L��RP��@A? P��KM��� �$Q,12  67TE ��69<��[�6� ���?] �  ��H�� <�6 <�Sm 
�+W.�S6, �@� ��69<�Sm?. �.z.S6!       

  �2�m  к"#$  F�� �� ��Ë��> Ø 67TE, J�.�J ����E �e�. ðA��w �.2 �=n��, W.{ �f>к� �.2 �=n��, 
�H?]���,�6� D�6 �6'> ,�U�@�!  �H�Lh ?. ���S� 'D�6 ���.> Sm' ��À <UZ��^.jb�! 

 W.�� �+K����6� /��к� ��J <�{\. -�к�£ PPD ?.�]�f ��L�DH ��È5��. -X �J к���Sm}¼Ã  
<UZP�6Y2 , /��  �2�m  к"#$  ?.�]� <U,��$!  G���^.Sm. *�_��� &'r5J,� �K�?]���^.Sm. 

 ��,� ���Jc�.,� ��®� <�6,1, >? � E� �к ���;K ш�E (JBS) ?.�] ¯ к,�U K{кQK{кQ 
Wg S���� G���^.Sm. JBS ?.�] J���{, >? � E� �к  �A��  ш�E (JMS) ?.�]� '����5 ?.S£' 
��6ô /W.5��?. <U,��$! , ^.�]��h  *�� ~���,� �ÀSm�к������ �+&H �Sm.   

 ��P к�� �²} D, C~J�.  +,2^.Sк �H�@�, ��,�DH D�6,�[ ,3P, �DS ���ÅS!� &|��� ¯ 
к,�U �"�,12  W.,ÖI �À^.Sm. -.��J{� -.) z.�\�Lï �.S5к���,�, 6ô5��L2 , ���" ��^. Kï�.,�. 
^.�]�f �	0к� 36 D�6,��6'�Í ��<U���@A! ��Lк´,�\)iª� ¦'S5 @RSк�� ^.�] ��|�>�.   

 'f���Ç' �� ��L� /W.5��?., ��.�. <U,�-.! Sm. &×�Dj�Sm �L��� DH�6ôSm ����S�6� 
��69���� ËJÈ{ ,3, �¥���L,3. �@A ^.�] W.KM5,��]67 ! 

 ���6Y> ,  �2�m  к"#$  ?.�]�f �K�69�f 18 KM69>� �	0,3 ! (*��Lк�6� ^.Sm oU&{��] 29 � KM6'> Sm) 

 @��M��  �2�m  к"#$  ?.�]�, ^.�] �¡�}¼�, ��hSm к���Sm,�L, ^.�] к�6Y�&',�L 
@�~�TL?.к! 

 @��M�� >? :fa к4 �£ ?.�]� @�~�TL?.к! 

 @��M�� B ����]� @�~�TL?.к! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

Anilkumar Kamaraju writes:  

 Sai my blessings too to Sivaram on his birthday. 

K V Raju writes:  

 I am in Miami. I greet him (Sivaram) if u can give me his phone number my mail id 

is vraju.karumuri@gmail.com 
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Sri. Anil Kumar, 

 I have been waiting for your write up on Muddu Krishna since you started this memoirs 

journey into AC. College. 

 Our age has a spl privilege of GIFT of forgetting. LOSS OF MEMORY - EVERY 

SENIOR CITIZEN COMPLAINS OF. U R the rarest exception.. 

 We are fortunate share the benefit gift of your computer memory. But surprisingly you 

remember the minutest details of most distant people even, leave alone dearest & nearest like 

SMK. 

 AMAZING. IT IS ONLY THAT THE ALMIGHTY GOD WE REVERE MOST gave 

that polish by grinding it ever shining. 

 You did that lot lot of seva & deserved it. 

 I join a little later as I am summoned for lunch (at Miami  time now is -45pm) 

Muddukrishna used to be like my younger brother since the time he was a student at AC. 

College. 

 He used to come to me for his personal problems & involved in mine even without any 

appeal or request. His readiness to rescue people in need of any sort is highly appreciable. One 

should emulate this quality. It endears him to one and all. I was with him at AC. College during 

1961-62 and during 1996-97. 

 During the period I was in Guntur I used to be an invariable guest to his house and vice 

versa. 

 He was chief of purohits at my sons marriage and played a key role during the last rites of 

my wife and all functions and ceremonies in between. He proves indispensable in all academic, 

service and spiritual activities. He used to be very loyal to the principal whoever he may be. 

 A good TEACHER ENDOWED WITH REVERBERATING VOICE and clarity of 

expression. We only wonder how he found time for official, extracurricular, academic work. 

Home guidance in Chemistry amazing patience, involvement in all religious activities and also in 

Red Cross, SS Seva works etc. He has a talent of mustering support from all quarters. 

 He is an ideal leader in his family imposing discipline in his house. 

 No compromise in making his sons Sai & Sivaram to wake up at 4 am finish bath and sit 

in pooja room to perform daily family rituals. Thus he paved a way for their comfortable future. 

 I know some students who were taught by SMK, came up very well still remembering 

him with reverence. 

 A good teacher a great social service works endowed with command on spiritual ritual 

events. 

 And above all an ideal family head, an ideal son to his ailing parents, kind brother & a 

loving caring husband. 

 God blessed him enough.  

 AND WE PRAY THAT HE COMES OUT OF HIS PRESENT AILMENT SOON AND 

CONTINUE TO INVOLVE IN ALL THE ACTIVITIES OF HIS CHOICE. 
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 Thanks to Anilkumar garu for surfacing all the tenets and virtues of our SMK. 

Sir,  

 You are a born writer, orator both in English and Telugu. As Ravindra garu mentioned 

mee memory "another gift of God" is superb. Even after so many years u r able to describe each 

and every moment of your stay at College. I knew you continued ur association with most of the 

staff and visited the College whenever there is an opportunity. Sir, u r enabling us to know the 

multifaceted personalities of our senior staff. I knew SMK garu as a good committed teacher. 

/W.5��?. K,к�]���^.Sm. I think sir used to wear white coloured dress only. I am an admirer of 

your command over language. 

 �H�Lh к|�Ãк� �À��6� ��,� ?õS��. �KM���к´�� &×�DHj�Sm �L��� �g � ���U �� �D 
Æ[��,� к�Lк�Q�6ô G�6'��. �H�Lh к|�Ã  ��6�   Sincere Hard work к� ��Sm<�Sm. �� ��69,1 
<=êbj©b "�]?]�KM��� J��J ��L ~��L �.S5к�����  TкQ?. KS5^ÀÆ����^.��. �À�L SMK � 
*KM��$ "�H�Lh ?.�[ �zí@�J��" �� <U,��L! �6'. 

--MVLNK-- 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes:  �H�Lh  к|�Ã  ����?.Sm ��JÈ�.�� ��Lк��6'�� ���L�[ SMK 

�)�@A. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 But in the records it is 'Sangadigunta'. Mr. SMK himself told me this. His dad's name 

being Sethu Raman must be a pleasant & divine coincidence! 

A. ��SшT��. D/O � к"È$  ��C ��� �� 
�� �����: VV 

KÑ"5,Än� °� K. ��� к���E -.E ?.�]Q -.)�.�...VV 

 B "MEMORIES & MEMOIRS",1 ��� ��J �5к�! ,,1 ">?  �2�m к"#$  q£"?.�] DH�]�P 

K½]�$!  �M��KM��� �� ��� ¯ /���� кZ?]�@A. ^.�] DH�]�P B��KM��� Z�-.! �	 �� ��]Æ��$!  

�M���@���. ^.Sm Last week  ��к� phone ���U �� �D Æ[��,�L ~���]�P��Sm. VVVVVV 

"-.�Ë �yS}",1 A. �."[ш��]. D/O �.�к|�.Ã  �.�M. 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes:  

 He wears traditional dress of silk robes like a typical Brahmin temple priest. He sits and 

does pooja meticulously, scrupulously and religiously, whispering even Vedic chants. You find 

vibhuti on his forehead. We don't feel like disturbing him. He receives special attention and the 

whole ambience turns into a spiritual mood. That is the other dimension in the person of Sri. S. 

Muddukrishna.  
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 He is one hundred percent ritualistic and traditionally conventional. His two sons are 

Xerox copies of him. I should admit by confessing that I am not ritualistic and that bound by 

tradition may be because of my Brahmo Samaj background. This sometimes displeased SMK 

with me. But we are best friends. 

Sai writes:  

 Thank You for introducing me Mamayyagaru. ~Sai 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

 This boy is the son of our SMK. He is a very nice affectionate boy of service. His service 

to his dad is very rare and exceptional. 

 I pray God to bless his SMK and his family. 

Sai writes:  

 I think the only reason why people hold onto memories so tightly is because memories 

are the only things that don't change when everyone else do VV 

KHR writes:  

 Silver rupee coin in your pocket every day given by father. I cannot forget the affection 

showed to me by your father and mother. As a continuation of that friendship we could again 

become colleagues in A.C. College where we had nice time. Good wishes to your family. Thank 

you once again. Be in touch with.  

Yours   

KV Raju writes: 

 KHR is my oldest friend (since 1952). First in 1952 me and KHR are classmates in 

Tanuku.  

KHR writes:  

Dear Anil, 

 I am very much honored and humbled by the hyperbolic praise lavished on me which I 

feel don't deserve. This is the best compliment and praise received in life from a friend whom I 

love and value most. According to the saying "Tell me about your friends, I can tell about you," I 

am blessed to have loving, noble, service oriented, deeply religious friends. 

 With heartfelt sincere thanks.  

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-66 

The 3 in 1 

 Three ‘D’s decide a successful life. They are the indicators of an accomplished life. The 

three are essential for personality development. They are Duty, Discipline and Devotion. These 

three Ds in perfect combination, unison and harmony make a person ideal, worth emulation by 

others. They make you popular, reputed and famous. Absence of one of these three is not a total 

success or wholistic. We have among us one perfect, ideal role model person who embodies, 

personifies all the three like an amalgam. He is simple and humble, soft yet strong, silent yet 

capable of conveying his firm views. He believes more in action than words. He is to be 
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followed and not merely spoken to. Long association will help us to know his heart as very few 

words come out of his lips. He is Sri. Kondepudi Hanumantha Rao of the Department of 

Physics of our great institution, Andhra Christian College.           

DUTY: 

 Sri. K. Hanumantha Rao is highly devoted to duty. This encompasses both regular 

teaching at home and College premises and in the laboratory and also examination work, extra 

curricular activities or any such other tasks assigned to him. When once a duty is given to him, 

we can relax as it will be done to perfection. No publicity, no pomp & show and exhibition. He is 

a silent worker to the core. In a classroom he is very serious and outside the classroom, if he 

prefers you may receive a smile from him at the most. If he chooses to talk then one is lucky. His 

sparkling eyes speak and he walks the talk. It looks as though he weighs every word that he 

utters. Students love his teaching very much. There will be full attendance listening to his 

lectures in rapt attention. He is highly knowledgeable with skills of excellence in the art of 

teaching. I watched him in close quarters as a teacher and I have come to this conclusion by 

intense, long and focused attention and observation.  

 As a student from ZP High School from Tanuku, West Godavari, he stood first and won 

the gold medal. Naturally he must have been a pet student to all the teachers there and considered 

by his parents as an ideal student. Sri. Hanumantha Rao did his graduation at Govt. Arts 

College, Rajahmundry, later did his M. Sc. (Tech.) in Andhra University. No surprise that he 

secured First Class in both UG and PG. His classmate at the High School happened to be Sri. 

MVLN Koteswara Rao and Sri. KV Raju was his classmate at Rajahmundry Arts College. 

Both of his classmates are highly accomplished and popular.  

 As a lecturer in our College he served as a member or chairman in almost all committees 

like College Anniversary Committee, Prize Distribution Committee,Vegetarian Dinner 

Committee. He is very much sought after because of his sincerity and commitment. Sri. G. 

Krishna Das one time served as a Chairman of the Dinner Committee with Sri. Hanumantha 

Rao as a member. Menu was decided by Sri. RS. Pardhasaradhi of the same Department. 

Menu included ?	�D4S T67� (gongura chutney), ^_�� �H�h,� (butter balls), �H,�.Q�, ¯ �
òD 
KM,��L (majjiga pulusu with drumsticks). All the days are full of fun and frolic. The non-

vegetarian food is expensive when compared to vegetarian. So after dining, non-vegetarians 

return empty handed while vegetarians carry with them a packet of sweets. This made some non-

vegetarians to jump into vegetarian section. 

 Mr. K. Hanumantha Rao continued to stay in the practical laboratory even after the bell 

is given but some students reminded him that it is time to go to the next class. Then 

Hanumantha Rao ran and is late to the class. This was noticed by then Principal Dr. N. Isaac 

who stood near the steps of the main building. Looking at Hanumantha Rao principal said 

“/D���, �����f K�]?�6Y> JÈ���Sm" meaning "stop sir, where are you going, why you are running?" 

Then Hanumantha Rao replied “�E, �� �.2 l S£� ��&E 4,1 G�@A �E, �À�L ,�� ,1 G���, �кQ� 
,3� �)5�@A �E" meaning I have class in Room No. 4 Sir, I forgot the time as I was engaged in 

the lab, that led to the delay” Principal Isaac said “��к�  +,�����, BSm P��],1 8@v  K�B� G��� 
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G�6'S�. ���L�[ �$> �+��c � ,Än&{�w�f K�<U���z., BSm ��W.E> st�� �f ^_j2���"  meaning I know, that 

you are held up with some work in the lab so I directed students to go to the library. Does not 

matter, you may go to the department. Sri. Hanumantha Rao took it as a compliment.  

 It was the time the College had Sri. Rehmaan as a Special Officer and Sri. B.  Chandra 

Paul as the Principal. Serious and sincere attempts are made to introduce new courses but the 

university insisted that the College has to deposit 6 lakh rupees for sanctioning the courses. Sri. 

B. Chandra Paul, the principal was not willing to approach management in this regard. 

However, by effective persuasion by Sri. Hanumantha Rao the Principal agreed to convince the 

management. Principal remarked “I shall swallow my pride and meet the management because 

of you.” The attempt was successful by the grace of God and eventually they got new courses 

sanctioned. This, no doubt is the achievement of Sri. Hanumantha Rao.  

 Once Sri. Hanumantha Rao, accompanied by Sri. Stanley, met TJPS. College 

Principal and after listening to the purpose, that Principal of TJPS. College, happily said “If 

there are ten people like you all Colleges grow and develop.” This is a big compliment to Sri. 

Hanumantha Rao's commitment.  

 One day the Special Officer wanted to know how many Heads of the Department were 

present in campus at 5 pm. The peon went round and reported that only two Heads of the the 

Department were present in the campus. One was Sri. T. Srinivasn and the other was Sri. K. 

Hanumantha Rao. The Special Officer visited the Department and remarked “I know, only you 

two will be present in the campus at this time” and laughed. What better compliment can anyone 

expect? These facts are stated not for publicity or belittle anybody. Truly it is the spirit of 

Hanumantha Rao who never wanted to be pointed at, for any reason, by anybody in respect of 

duty. This, Sri. Hanumantha Rao, feels that gave him deep satisfaction. 

(To be continued) 

KV Raju writes:  

Anilkumar garu, 

 I wonder how you could trace KHR and we're classmates! I am proud of being a 

classmate of such a worthy great teacher, religiously oriented and a disciplinarian.  He is the only 

classmate of mine in Guntur. And I too could work with him. As a special officer my priorities 

were slightly different from teaching. That responsibility being totally different to what I was 

doing for the past three and a half decades, I had to spend more time on that JOB. 

 I bore a special place for KHR in my heart and but he never exchanged any thing beyond 

a smile of familiarity. I knew that he commanded high respect even at Sarada Nikethan High 

School and College. He generously donated for various activities at that institution too. 

 He has been a silent, result oriented worker. He was the HOD and approaching me for 

sanctions that too along with several colleagues. I was cursing myself that I was missing chances 

of exchanging my feelings as a classmate and reminding him of   a few occasions of our 

combined study. Sri. Ranganatham & Sri. Brahmajeerao are also close to me. 

 If my memory is not that bad, we all went to a movie ‘Zimbo’ in Syamala Talkies, 

Rajahmundry. He never gave me a chance to memorize those days. Even later when we meet 
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near Sankar Vilas nothing more than a familiarity look which made me to construe that he did 

not appreciate my approach on the problems of AC. College. 

 Dear Hanumanthrao, my loving memories of your association in the Colleges and during 

my visits to your Hostel at Rajahmundry are fresh in my memory. God bless you long life & joy 

of your grand daughters. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 The first word that comes to my mind when I think of Sri. K. Hanumantha Rao (KHR) 

garu is 'C O O L'. Always clean & neat, wearing a 'Mona Lisa' smile! As for me, I have never 

ever seen him sweating. He taught me Physics practicals in my PUC (1965-66, 8th Section Bi.P. 

No. 702). 

 Mr. KHR moves about with a cool confidence, unlike some who are overconfident or 

arrogantly confident. I believe, his cool confidence is borne out of his sincere and selfless efforts 

coupled with the firm trust that God will add his blessing to all such endeavors! 

 His reading aloud loudly, clearly, relentlessly and unfalteringly, the names and the details 

of around 1000 academic prize winners on College Anniversary days, still rings fresh in my ears. 

Just think of the childhood 'Tongue Twisters' - when we start repeating the same words over and 

over again, we soon falter, remember '*S� ,��], KT� ,��]' will in no time end up as '*,2  ,�Z, KT� 
,�Z'! 

 The starting of the Self-financing courses in our College, like the Computers, BBM, 

Micro-Biology, Biochemistry...is indeed a colorful feather in Mr. KHR's cap! I very well 

remember the inauguration of the air-conditioned computer Lab, converting the front portion of 

the old Watts Building (housing the Physics and Maths Departments)!  

 As Prof. Anilkumar garu aptly described, Mr. KHR is truly, 'simple & humble! Soft 

yet Strong'! 

 God bless Sri. K. Hanumantha Rao garu, his son & family! 

 God bless Prof. Anil Kumar garu!! 

 God bless you all!!!  

~ David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

 KHR is interested in Jiddu Krishna Murthy-JK lectures also. Once we arranged a 

lecture by some other person on JK. After that when invited to give observations KHR spoke 

extempore for 15 minutes giving many points left out by the speaker. That is the greatness of 

Dear Hanumantharao! 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-67 

DISCIPLINE: 

 Sri. K. Hanumantha Rao is uncompromising. Very soft, tender, smiling KHR becomes 

so serious, ferocious and harsh in examination hall while doing invigilation duty. I know many 

instances when he was threatened and man-handled but he was very firm and strict. So, when 
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KHR is there in the examination hall one can sure of no copying, whisper or consultation. He 

never moved out of the examination hall and constantly vigilant at work. He was never seen 

seated on the chair. Sri. HanumanthaRao is diligent, highly intelligent and totally committed to 

work. 

DEVOTION: 

 Sri. HanumanthaRao is a follower of Sri. Ramana Maharshi of Arunachalam. He 

believes in monistic philosophy or Adhwaitha. Sri. Hanumantharao is a voracious reader of 

Spiritual scriptures and Texts. He is very familiar with Upanishadic Literature. In response to my 

suggestion to attend lectures by Sri. Munnangi Punnayya Panthulu garu at MGH School, 

Brodiepet, Guntur at a time when the College declared holidays because of agitation for sanction 

of steel plant to Andhra Pradesh, we both attended talks everyday. Then we could come to know 

what are ‘ephemeral’, ‘temporal’, ‘eternal’, ‘momentary’,’ mundane’, ‘sentient’, ‘immortal’, and 

‘ever effulgent’, ‘vibrant’ and ‘radiant’ SELF. This brought a turning point in both of our lives 

on our journey along spiritual path. The quintessence of spiritual pursuit is to know 

“THYSELF” or put a question to one’s own self “Who am I?” as per Bhagawan Ramana 

Maharshi. In other words it is a sort of spiritual enquiry of finding out and experiencing “The 

Kingdom of heaven within you.” And then you will be free. In other words “Ye shall know the 

truth and the truth shall set you Free.” 

 In conclusion I wish and pray for long healthy, spiritual life of enquiry, experience and 

realisation to Sri. K Hanumantha Rao in the years to come. He happily settled at Bangalore 

with his son Mr. Kameswara Rao, enjoying the company of his two cute grand children. 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-68 

Reminiscences of my Alma Mater 

By Dr. (Mrs.) V.P.Celiamma 

Former Reader, Department of Philosophy 

 At the outset I thank God Almighty for the gift of life granted to me to take part in the 

memoirs initiated by Mr. Anil Kumar about my alma mater. 

 Boarded train at Eluru station with my father, Rev. Viswanadhapalli David who was 

bringing me to Guntur for admission into Andhra Christian College. As the train approached 

its destination,   I saw the College tower miles away from Guntur Station. I was told it was AC. 

College tower. On entering the College campus, I found the buildings were majestic and the high 

tower which was seen far away stood as a citadel symbolizing the high aspirations of youth 

entering its portals. I took admission into PUC (Pre-University Course) with Biology, Chemistry 

Physics and Logic as my subjects. Pre-university courses were newly introduced that year. 

Incidentally, the same year, a new coinage ‘Naya Paisa’ was introduced in the Indian monetary 

system.  For this reason, the senior students as well as the staff humorously nicknamed us ‘Naya 

Paisa’ and used the term to call us whenever we appeared. 

 We have very good and efficient lecturers in PUC. Though some of us came from Telugu 

medium schools, we could easily understand the content of the lessons. For English, we had Sri. 

V. Bhaskar Rao garu, Son of V. Subba Rao garu, Principal, Hindu College. He took time to 

explain everything in the lessons clearly. We used to enjoy his class. He taught Prose and Poetry 

in PUC and a section of Paradise Lost Book IX in I B.A (Bachelor of Arts).  For Telugu, we had 
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Sri. M. Nageswar Rao garu (MNR). He was a dominating personality with a towering voice 

which attracted rapt attention from the students. He used grammatical Telugu even to reprimand 

someone.  Zoology was taught by Major CN. Frederick garu (CNF). He used to explain 

everything so clearly in the same tone without raising his voice. He was a good teacher. Botany 

was taught by D. Krishna Murthy garu (DKM) (subject to correction). With a loud and strong 

voice he attracted students. Chemistry was taught by J.Venkateswarlu garu (JV), very calm to 

look at but very efficient in teaching the subject. Physics was taught by Herman garu. He was 

stylish in his speech and deportment with immense clarity in his teaching. He was also the 

warden of Wolf Hall at that time. Dr. GS. Herbert is our logic lecturer. He is very good at 

teaching and making the subject attractive to us. I enjoyed this subject so much that later on 

shifted from sciences to arts in order to study Philosophy. I B.A, I switched to the Group PEP 

(Philosophy, Economics and Politics). 

 For Bachelor's degree, we had MNR garu, J. Madhavarama Sarma garu and VVL. 

Narasimha Murthy garu (VVLN) for Telugu. Madhavarama Sarma garu is a well-known 

Telugu Pundit. He was very well versed with Telugu literature. He used to make the class very 

interesting.  VVLN garu is a very jovial person and used to make the class quite interesting.  It 

was unfortunate that he taught us only for a short time. For English prose, we had RJ. Purna 

Chandra Rao (RJP). He used to be very friendly with students, very jovial and a good teacher. 

Part of Milton’s Paradise Lost Book IX was taught by Dr. S. Anantham garu (SA) who 

specializes in Phonetics. He mastered the subject and took pains to correct the wrong 

pronunciation of English words. L. Radha Krishna Murthy garu taught modern poetry. His 

teaching was very interesting. The tempo of his voice is unparalleled while he recited the poems 

like‘Christabel’ etc.. English dramas ‘Twelfth Night’ & ‘Antony & Cleopatra’ were taught by 

Dr. MG. Thomas garu (MGT).  This was so interesting that we never knew when the time 

expired and the bell rang. A vivid description of him and his teaching was alluded to by Mr. 

Anil Kumar (who was also a ‘Naya Paisa’) to say anything more is superfluous now. 

 For Philosophy, we had Prof. GL. Benny (GLB), Head of the Department of 

Philosophy. He was serious and dignified.  He was a great scholar with excellent command on 

the subject. He was my role model and my mentor. I am ever grateful to him. He taught us Ethics 

and Logic. Indian Philosophy was taught by Rajagopala Rao garu (MRG).  He was a very 

good teacher and he authored many books. He taught in such a way that the subject is ingrained 

in memory.  He is a very kind person and has much care and concern for his students. Dr. B. 

Jyothi Raju garu (BJR) taught Ethics. He used to be very friendly with students. He was a good 

teacher and he later became the Principal of AC. College.  

 Politics was taught by Sri. G. George Warren garu. He always made the class lively 

and interesting. He had good command over the subject. All three papers in Politics were taught 

by him. His teaching was coupled with jokes. Even now (so many years later), we remember the 

subject along with all the jokes. He used to give nicknames to the students. When he called the 

students ‘��[ü’, they enjoyed it as a privilege. If he finds someone restless in class, he used to 

say-‘��[ü ��L� J�����6� oU
;c ,�� ,1 K� ��M’. Our Politics class is right opposite to 
Physics class. Some students used to say, there is GKD garu to kick him back because Warren 

garu and GKD garu are of the same size. At one time a student, who was otherwise intelligent, 

got low marks. Warren garu while handing over the answer book recited a song from a Telugu 
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movie which goes as – ‘8Ë T@A~ K�,� <=n��DSDZ?��L, 8 T�L�M �,� ��K <U,2  %� кZ?��L, 
T�L�M, ¯ K� 8Ë �|���H�� ��,�’. While the entire class laughed, the student himself 

took it light and enjoyed. The students were no less responsive. They wrote poems on him on the 

class board.  On entering the class, he sensed something happened.  But as usual, he continued 

the class without paying attention to what was written on the board and left the class not taking 

notice of it. They wrote ‘�,2� ^.�� ��y �fzíS ����H, ^.��, �Hк�Q B� ��º�&×n� ?wJ D, 
^.��, ----�.0 �.�.0 �����5 ��69 ^_�_�, �.0’. They mailed it to his home address. The next 

day he came to the class smiling –‘arre I read the poem and enjoyed, I also gave it to my sthree 

rathnam (wife). She also enjoyed it’. He elicited obedience and respect from the students.  

 For Economics, we had Dr. K. Raja Ratnam garu (KR). He was a great scholar and an 

efficient teacher. He was the warden of Heyer Hall. Rural and Industrial Economics was taught 

by Sam Roy Jesson garu (RSRJ) who was very thorough.  His memory was admirable; he used 

to draw statistics without consulting any notes. We had General Education taught by V. 

Madhusudana Rao garu, Head of the Department if Chemistry and Krishnadas garu of 

Physics. Both are great teachers and presented the subjects with clarity and efficiency.  We had 

composition and translation classes taught by MNR garu (Sri. M. Nageswar Rao). Sometimes 

his remarks were difficult to understand. One of our classmates did not follow his instructions 

and translated on her own. He commented on that saying –‘ �������L^.��H �,� ^_�]� J,,� 
^À�H �$T�,� ?	T�]�TL TL��~’. 

 My tenure as a student at AC. College was so memorable. Each lecturer that taught us 

has some specialty, some special characteristic to remember. The students were not identical lot 

either. Each class was a challenge to the teacher as the students were active and dynamic as well. 

As the lecturers are well equipped with the subject, they were able to maintain perfect order in 

the class. 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes:  

 Greetings to VP. Celia garu who happens to be schoolmate of Sri. MVLNK. What a 

memory, just like that of KAK and KDNR! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

V woW!  

What an entry!! 

What a memory Celia Madam (VPC) garu!!! 

Hearty welcome to our group!!! 

All these days I was worried that the reflections thus far presented were somewhat lopsided 

tilting more towards the Science faculty of yesteryears- English & Telugu excepted - given the 

fact that Sri. Anil kumar garu & other responders like me are from Science subjects.  

With just one stroke you set the scales even!  

All the Arts Stalwarts were presented lifelike at one single place as if in 'Madam Tussaud's'! 
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Your narration is like a cup of fresh Bru coffee in the morning, energizing the entire day! Keep 

writing Madam! 

God bless you! 

VVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVV 

Rekha writes :  

 Awesome presentation. Hats off to all gurus for the memory they haveVVVVVV 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

Celia madam was my classmate. We were the first batch PUC students. So also Rani Sarala of 

Physics Department, CVLNM of Botany and Riyaz Hussain of Chemistry Department. 

Celia shifted to Arts while we joined B. Sc.  

 Later Celia joined faculty in the Department of Philosophy. Their classes were held 

either in the main building or annex building. There were few instances of conversation between 

us though we met every day, greeting each other with hearty broad smiles. I often met her in the 

company of BSP madam and Rani Sarala madam and exchanged few jokes.  

 However Sri. Christopher of Philosophy Department is close to me as we worked for 

the Dramatic Association for many years. Dr. Jyothi Raju and I had many long conversations 

on topics of mutual interest. Dr. Jyothi Raju’s mother in law Naomi teacher of Stall School 

and my mother were classmates in the same school. Mr. Rajabhushanam of Philosophy is quite 

close to me and we met every morning at Non Resident Student Centre or Canteen. 

Rajabhushanam is the first cousin of Dr. TAR.  

 Nice to go through the write-up by Celia herself with all the minute details which speaks 

of her excellent memory as she mentioned the names of Sri. Herman and Sri. Herbert. God 

bless you Celia and your family and join us in sharing our memories. 

Dr. K Sarada Devi writes: VVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVVV 

Sri. KHR on Sri. KAK 

My reminiscences about Anil: to friends. 

 In the galaxy of alumni and staff of Andhra Christian College, Anil occupies a unique 

place by his multifaceted traits besides teaching, oratory, ability to conduct debating contests, 

organising cultural activities, functions etc., of the College and above all his love towards the 

College and reverence to Gurus. 

 His presence among our friends- myself, CVLNM, TSN, SMK etc., is electrifying and 

hilarious in the evenings that we used to spend. Anil has a charming, loveable personality with 

bright complexion- ‘�&( K���’, and with mid parted short curly hair. When he wears a suit and 

tie, he is envy to even male fashion models. 
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 By his oratory skills, he is the most sought after speaker on various platforms, right from 

political, social, cultural to religious. He was selected by Rotary International to tour US and 

deliver lectures. His speeches were widely acclaimed and were covered extensively by US 

tabloids. 

 In the process of facing the public on platforms and to make himself excel, he studied 

various subjects extensively including philosophical scriptures-like upanishads etc, which stood 

by him in his later activities. What his God-given amazing quality lies in his photographic 

memory by which he can reproduce verbatim, whatever he reads or listens. Anybody can master 

a subject but cannot deliver it as he does. The way he puts the subject is unique. His oration is 

flowery, decked with rising and falling resounding, metallic voice with pauses here and there and 

flowing like an unstoppable river, which makes listeners spellbound making them forget 

surrounds and time. 

 It is not an exaggeration if I mention an event to substantiate the power of his lecture. 

When Anil’s class was going in Ravi College, for EAMCET batches, students from other classes 

used to lift their benches from their classes to sit in his class to listen to him, even though Botany 

is not their subject class. Such is the Charisma of his lecture.            

 As God willed him to play greater role nationally and internationally, not confining him 

to College alone in Guntur, he is plunged into the vertex of Bhagavan Sri. Satya Sai Baba’s 

grace and became a votary of his philosophy. He is originally a Bramho who has no belief in 

idolatry. But as the destiny would have it, he found god in human form of Sri. Satya sai. Under 

his loving care and grace he could convey his speeches, philosophy, messages and miracles by 

way of translation to devotees even without slightest deviation. He is blessed to be near a living 

master for a long period and to continue his activity even after.  

 May Bhagavan Sri. Satya Sai Baba bless him and his family with health, peace and 

longevity to carry on his work assigned to him and fulfil the goal of his life. 

Loving Friend  

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear KHR sir, 

 So happy while going through your writeup on my beloved teacher Sri. KAK. When I 

was doing BSc 1970-73, I was fortunate to be his student. His class was in the afternoon 1st 

hour. Our classmates ran fast to his class 10 minutes before & enjoyed the entire hour- subject, 

language & jokes coming spontaneously from him. For all of us the one hour moved very fast. 

Announcements in Anniversaries, events conducted by Sri. KAK are marvellous & memorable. 

 Thank you Sri. KHR on your wonderful writing on my dear teacher. 

KHR sir, message your mobile number. 

Chilakapati Ravindrakumar writes:  

���E �E, 

°� �[Ï÷���E ?.Sm B<=n ^.{ �U� % '"#§ K�., DHT	�' DH�]�P �À�ÀË ^.5х�5��TD,�L �E!  
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B�]Sm�MS£ /�JS�?]к�?. к´�� ¨к�]�øкSm ��KÑSÃ�?. *�]?]�^.Sm.  

 +SP� KM�!к�,��69 B DH�]�P *�Sm �BÆ��P�� �À�L T��� <�C,3^_n�� G���)ÊÍ�� /ш?. 
^_JÈк�JÈ�6'�L. 

���Q|JÈ, ¯, 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 >? K d¢3�� ���	 (oU,��o� �w�E & -.> Ø ; k� ^.��º�) ?.�] ��L¬Jstª� "#§ K�., KS�KS,1, 
�Å�]!zÝ�È,� WX { o=�E \����j<=� � �I£º ��6J (GGW) ?.�] ~�� K�]"#§ ��, ^.�] "�;c, �Hх5�?. ^.Sm 
'��[' �� <UZ��!  ~@�5SmÁ ,� stTL���,�?. ¦'~��� ^.�[?.�, �øTL�к��À ^.Sm�.�� T��?.�À ���к 
��D\ DH�Ô! P��@A. ^.Sm ��к� �+n��;> 67TE  �.�L. �) � '69-'70 -.> � 6ô�	2 , ¨к�	6 sµ�� � ¦þ"��, 
���� /?]�KM��� (�� ¯ ��6^.j©2 , -.��?]� к´�� &l ,1 ����Sm), ^.��� ?.Sm ��L� <UZP, '��[' 
&l ,1 �� ��� <=n� &'�c <=6�>  �	6, �� '����KM <=6¶> '  G�6Y�@A. ���+�  +P� <=6Y> ! � ... ���6Y> , �к� 
 +Z��L к@�, '����KM <=6¶> ' ��6� - J�,W.к�,�, �кQ,� , �L��� - G��� P�� ��>� &';c!' �� 
~��]���Sm. �� ¯��?. ^_ê2  +P�<=6'> �L! 

 ��к�  +Z�U  �� �.,3C ,1 �[�,� �HDHI �[ �HDHI Sm ,Äк�SEc, �.�Kl ,1� 8 �$> �+�� �_n�� 
'��[' �� <UZ��^.Sm. ^.�],1 ¾�69^.Sm ��6J ?.��® �, Ë?]Z� )�hSm -�к�£. É}~Ê UÉÃ jË	�vJ 

к"pP��	 F�� (BJBK), >? 8¹	�B�� 8eÈÌ £ jxj� (KKB) F��( . ~zÝ�sµ��6� / �HDHI S£ WX Z69к� 
�=n�c ,Äк�S�[c! / �HDHI �],1� K{ �5кJ 8��6�, �&×ò;> <=n ^.�]к��� K6Y> , /к6Y> к��À &Ó r�� z ®Z, 
W.KM,��]67 ��]�H ~@�5SmÁ ,к� ���^Àj,� - �6¶��>�� �)��, /o�l K�L,Än�� - ���L&'6Y,1 
G���sµ! 

 ^.��� ?.�] �¡�}¼ - '^.��� /�67' (W.KM,E �S!,��� ¦'S5, ��,� <�Sm2  �,� �SmDH� 
K� �)ÊÍ -  &×n¿� ,1� <�JÈSm ¦'S5 �,Ä) - ��P ��f! D, ��! á. �S! ��., �S}� J�.�J /st 
<U,2,���]� <=�P <=�h���U, ��P?. �=69� ���U� ~u��� ������!  ^.��� /�67�f @��M����L�� 
��f!, ~z.�-.,3 ���Lк� �4,�.S}�. J� C~ ��J� �Sк� Wg �>� �.,�,1�  J� ��D|��,1 K{\ 
/@A^.SKM �u�5��� '��! á, ���"�' 8�.�6Y ���$!  ^.�],1 @+n� P�J��$, -.��
к ��|��L 
<=�WX �@A���Sm.  

 God bless the memory of Prof. & Mrs. GG. Warren! 

 God bless Prof. Anilkumar for giving us the platform!! 
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 God bless you all !!! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVV 

KV. Raju writes:  

 Very appropriate, befitting narration of our world famous orator and author in both the 

languages (English and Telugu), with equal proficiency and encylopaediac information from his 

computer memory. 

Awesome. VIVEKANANDA REBORN! 

 His popularity in the outside world other than AC. COLLEGE is much praiseworthy. 

Wherever he goes his Feet become target of many irrespective of age, efficiency, social/official 

status or other considerations. 

 Any body would be flat on hearing his speech. BE AN ACADEMICAL, SOCIAL, 

MORAL OR ANY SECT OF SPIRITUAL topic, he marvels audience as though a speaker never 

born earlier. Multifaceted in all aspects of devotional side, maintaining perfect all time 

relationship with whoever approaches him and able to call him by name even  decades after be in 

his place or on the other end of the globe. 

 A RARE GEM CHOSEN BY SWAMY JUST AS PUTTING SQUARE PEG IN THE 

SQUARE HOLE. 

ANIL KUMAR GARU IS UNCROWNED   INTERNATIONAL Ambassador OF BHAGAVAN 

Sri. SATHYA SAI BABA'S ADHYATMIK  SAMRAJYAM. 

Sai, S/o Sri. SMK writes:  

 That is absolutely True. There is no exaggeration in the above statement Mamayyagaru 

VVV. You are Gem of Gems V 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

�.0 ?.Sm -.)�.� �E. *�J &'?. �.z.Sm. ��<=n� G�� <�{�� BSm B ^.5��,1 к��y�]���Sm, 
¨,к&Ó �$!  �.-.Sm. к|J0§ ��L. *��Sm �� DH�]�P ��J ~-.! S�?., ~KM,�?., ~�S�?. �.�U�6Y2  ��к� 
"#§ Kк� ,3�L. Bк� *,� к|J"§J,�  +,W.,1  +Z�6�,3�L. �@A -.�Ë ��L&�r�� 
��HyJÈ����L. *� ¯ &{ky���?. �.-.Sm. @��� PS�.,� K@A,�?. G�TLк��6'�L 
"#§ Kк�H�TLк��6'�L. BSm, B <U,2,�, ��L�,� /�H�.�	?.5, ¯ �Lх ��K�, ¯ G���,� 

W.{ �]��L! ����L. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-69 

 I first met him in the staff room.That well built personality, soft spoken, duty minded, 

non-controversial, plain and straightforward person is Sri. RAJA RAYMOND SINGH 

SUNDAR DAS-RRSSD of the Department of Botany. He is a sports man and a jovial man. 

Even at times of anger he regulates and controls it without much shouting. He is just mindful of 

his work. But at the same time never shirks any assignment or duty given to him.  
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 His love for students is immense and gratefully remembered till this day. He comes to the 

class thoroughly prepared with a lecture notes. He is always positive in his attitude and so less he 

passes negative comments against anybody. His positivity made him friend of all. Within a few 

days we have come so close and started calling "8�. ��� "and "8�. @��L" and never deferred 
on any issue in all the quarter century of my service in our institution (to be exact I served for 26 

years).  

 RRSSD is a man of principles and deep convictions. He never played politics any time 

for anything. RRSSD’s services are most essential to control students at the time of elections of 

our College Science Association and he RRSSD is more needed while counting of votes. He is 

fully committed to his duty and no deviation or diversion or digression. Though strict and serious 

at work, yet he smiles and enjoys jokes.  

 His relationships with everyone are cordial and friendly. He and JA (Sri. Jaladi 

Abraham) did their PG at AJMIR. JA and RRSSD combination is of the pattern of life and 

nature. We have day and night, summer and winter, though seem to be paradoxical there is an 

inner string of harmony and synthesis. JA is fully emotional; RRSSD is calm, cool and quiet. JA 

is expressive while RRSSD is impressive in communication. JA is very strict and many of his 

students even today fear him and openly, lovingly acknowledge that they have learnt subject 

from him. RRSSD makes you do what he expects without losing his temper. JA and RRSSD 

can't be dealt without reference to each other, as they are inseparable.  

 RRSSD acts like a buffer when there is discrepancy showing up. Particularly when the 

two parliamentarians of our Department JA and Sri. M. Prasada Rao-MPR confront and 

challenge each other every day morning, RRSSD serves as the speaker and silences closing the 

issue open for debate and discussion. In a lighter vein let me share two incidents and I want you 

to take it easy. 

 A lady joined newly in our Department who happened to be our student. That lady 

innocently and politely said looking at me "I was your student Sir". Somehow, I could not 

immediately recollect. Our RRSSD, a man of good humour, remarked "�к� Õ`�2 ��Lк� 
"#§ Kк�H�6'�.� ?" and mentioned the name of a fair girl of the same batch and said to me "^.`��2  � 
DHSm! �6'�.� " meaning you do not remember these but you remember those mentioning the name 

of that fair girl. It may not be fully true if not totally incorrect. 

 Our BSP madam used to joke saying "��� к���E ?.�]�f <U?�y�� (S�DH) G���Z. Kj©2  
,3кWg )��, кj©2  ,3кWg )�� ��.�,3�L" meaning for our Anilkumar complexion is important, 

does not matter if teeth and eyes are missing. All had a hearty laugh.  

 At another time while we were climbing the steps leading to our Botany Department 

some girl student asked me to certify her record. I just said "Please come later". RRSSD, who 

was just walking behind, humorously remarked "��� к���E ��]>o=n �+��5,�6� ��� �S!J,� 
G���,��y�" You need to have some qualifications to get your record certified by Anilkumar."  I 

amuse myself thinking of those jokes. 
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 When we went on a hunger strike RRSSD arranged LADDUS for us on successful 

conclusion of hunger strike. RRSSD’s hair style is special, as his frontal hair is so dressed and 

raised like a dome-"buff". I just asked him recently about his hair style. He loudly laughed and 

said "those days are gone." 

 Mrs. Sadguna kumari, his wife, was our student and served in our Department as a 

lecturer for a year and later joined Govt. service. She retired. Both of them are spending peaceful 

and spiritual life. He has three sons and all of them are happily settled. 

 It was his youngest son who was not even 3 or 4 yrs then when I visited RRSSD 

residence. Looking at this boy I said "Do you need to dress? You can as well be free." You know 

what he said in reply, "BSm �.,3C�f �,�?[ ^_`Þ2 ^.�.?" meaning "do you go to College in the same 

way?" All sons are happily married and well settled and if I am not wrong all of them settled 

abroad. 

 RRSSD is deeply religious. He clarified many of my doubts on the Holy Scripture. 

Whenever I went on a lecture assignment to Christian institutions I received some coaching from 

him that enabled me to deliver very successful lectures on scriptural teachings. 

 Dear Das, I wish and pray for long, healthy and spiritual life and may God bless all of 

you, your children, their families and grandchildren with peace, prosperity, sacrifice, love and 

devotion. I earnestly wish that you all grow in unstinted faith and earnest selfless unconditional 

divine love for GOD.    

 GOD BLESS YOU 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

 RRSSD is the only person from our Department who became the Principal of our College 

after serving as the Head of the Department. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

�E,  

 ��к� *� ¯ ��>stª� �� 
�	2�P�³  �q� �� DH�]�P TкQ?. ^.{ �U �Ò2 �� �.,3C,1 �� 
&Ó 6� ��W.E> st�� ,1 к´Sm��� ��L�4\ кZ?]���Sm.  

 >? 
�	2�P�³ F�� ��к� (&Ó 6� st)� ^.j2к�) o=n�Z�E (1974-75),1 '/,3I ' �+W.�Sm. �.2 l 
��,� D�"S�?. -.?]��, ��к� J?]��J ���T	 ����^.Sm. W.�� �SÁ�)Ê5,� �+K�6sµ �.к���� 
������Ec  ¯ W.6Y ��yZ� >? �	)���h�³ F�� /r�S5�,1 (���=�&E 1973) &Ó 6� 6ôE (�+�_n�, 
stª�$Sm, &×�DHj�Sm, ý67) к� ¡�U��ê2� ���S¬�,1�L, / J�.�J ��6�wy���� ~@�5SmÁ ,�L ¨к �	0 

o��º  69{« к� ��D� "#DS2�4�� ¡�U��ê2�KM�� �� &Ó 6� st)� &'5� �D<U,2,�  ��T	���?. 
�кQ� �H���L!  8�.�6Y2  ���U� ����.¬,,1�L (���6Y2  �� &'5� ,1 ����� ��À ËJÈ{ �� / 

?.� ����[ �+�@A� ^.�+n���L�) �� ¯ *� ¯ T�L�M?. G��6� ��к� DHSm! . ��-.> Sm *KM��$ ���]�l 
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?. G�6'�[�.� *���$ *��]� ��K����@A,3�L. �@� :j�w	 F�	6� ��J{�, BS��6Y2  �K�69�Å '���'. 
��Jк´ :j�w	 F�� ��®,�<�6,1 ",D� �.���.�M stÍ�]�� �H�cK� �$Q� *�LSm (�KM�� 
¦'�QE ��,;c ðA)Ê6E G�� �Á,�к� K{кQ�) ��6û2  ����j©2  G���^.Sm. / ��69�f ^_�Lк sµ�<=n� 
(&'?. х�Ò "#?. ¯ G�� ��69,1) �� к�6Y�&� �@+hк� G���@A. :j�w	 F�� G����À� ��Ju���� 
���L��À ����,1 �KM�KM�$ к�<U�$! ���^.Sm. *кQ� ^.�] к�6 K� ���� ��K��Wg )Ê 
^.���.  

 �к 1975,1 T�L�M �H?]�TL���  35 8j2  J�.�J �� �ku�5), ËJÈ{ ��, ��S>Eº ��õ�6¶�� 

\�VK к�����! ~^.k��f �À�L, �� ¯W.6Y, �� ��	 ËJÈ{ �� ��C� 
���к���C k"��®�KM�� 
(sµËSm�MS� к,��Lк���@A к´�� @�@�KM 33 8j2  J�.�J) �@� ~^.k��f k"��® \�]?] ^_j2&Ó JÈ�� >? 


�	2� P�³ F��� T$P sµËSm�MS� '��,�L DHSm! K� ��.?'�� ��ш)�$!  ������?. KSm?]�� 
'��-.QS� ��-.> S£! sµ� B ��È5,�' ��6�, к,�5} ��6K� ^_,�K,, / �.\{^Àj, ��к ^_,�JÈ�	2  
'��[, �L�M� �Lu�кE �M к�$, �L�M� S~ ~ к�$' ���KM��� �� ��h�] �Hх�,12  *�J /���� 
 ���~�P G�6Y�@v  ýÏÐ�T���! *кQ�+n�� к�, ~� G�6'�. 35 8j2  �L@�SÙ ~�.�� J�.�J, �r5,1 
¨кQ-.�]к´�� кZ�� ���.ш��.� ���S¬�,1 к´�� KÑS�~@�5SmÁ ,�L <�S2 ¯ �k 

DHSm! <=6Y> ���6��6� �@A �[�,� �� DHSm@��M,к� ��J{sµ -.r5�!  

 B��,� DHSm!  <=6Y> к����Sm �E?! ��6� "B &'5� � *,� ��]�Wg  ����5? B@A �4�; 
&'5�. ��W.E> st�� ,1 /�	0,12  B &'5� *�J ���f>³ ?. COSIP Wg { ?.� �l ,1 W.�]>�U<�� ����@A! ��W.E> 
st�� ,Än&{�w /SI�_n¹ ��z.Sm. 
<%�������C F���f *�J?. ��/K�[� ��z.Sm!"  ����Sm. 

 <=n?., ^.�] �.E �+ná�E  ¯ "�� �DIS T�L�Mк��� <U,2,��5" ��6ô ��yZ� K�]T�� 
���6� �SPWg ,3� ��L���. 

 �� ��P 
�	2�P�³  �q� ��� ��	-.�] �,� DHSm!  ���L��À ���.z.�� кZ��P���Lк� 
r�5^.@�,� �E! �� DHSm@��M,���]�Å ���Lc,�.VVVVVVVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 "��P ~@�5�]Á, ��P 67TE � ���. ��P 'Z��E' ��P '���кE' � ���!'  �@A T�]J{ �+<�� 
\SmDH,3� �J5�!  
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 B (��	2� к4 �£ *�кp,² F��) ��6,� T�L�MJÈ�6� BSm ��P ~@�5�]Á ��J! ásµ �.�L, 
��P 67TE (&Ó 6� ,Äк�SE) �� �6�>  K6¶>Ü5TL�!  

 B 67TEc K62 , �Hх5�?. ��J| ���Á  (�� �. d¢. 8� � ) K62  B <�{� �W.S�. ?.± &×2 l �4 
�E! 

 >? 
�	2£ P�³ F��Z¯ ��к� ���. ��-.DHJÈ�� ��P -.��ÏÐJ5�! ���+� 6¶n� ¡�U�� 
^.{ -.! �L.  

 �к 89. nÍ. >? �I��Pb :j�w	 (JA) ��-.> �] ~�������! , ��6,12  кSmк���sµ �.� ���L 
к,y�� ,3�@A. -.> � �]K{"��6�69³ ?. ^.���� Wg �.6',� ��z.Sm. ����] ���,�L WX �@�Sm. ð+nS5 
-.�-.,� ^.�] ��" ��¦'^.,�. ���Sstª � *�J69 ^.�]�_n�� *@A�]�TD,Sm. ^.��кQ����� ����� 
�����!  

 '&{ó' ,��69 - �L^_��  ¯ ���S� ,3� - ^.�] 06Y> , �H��L ����� Kjb �ï5 ���� ���L ¯, 
st�]��  +,2� Kj©b, �� кjb�H�@� G���)! 

 @��M�� ^.�] к�6Y�& ��H5,�L @�~�TL?.к! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

�E! 

 B �L��� �� DHSm@��M,� :j�w	 F�� DH�]�P ~��,� (T�^.,�) ��,� к�J��,�?. 
*�LSm T$�L! ����L �E (>? -Q�° f���� ��C 
£)!VV 

RRS Sundara Das:  

 Dear Anil, Thank you very much for bringing back all those sweetest of memories. God 

bless you. Dear beloved Ravindra, Ganapathi, Sudhakar, Vinayak, Narasimharao et al I can 

never ever forget my wonderful students of your batch. 

 Work is worship for the teachers of Botany Department  and students are their own 

children and so you still fondly remember us. Thank you and God bless you. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

���E �L��S @�l �E! 
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 �� &'5� ����] <�S£2  ¨к ^Àj sµ� WX S&���� �� DHSm@��M,� �SPWg ,3�L.  �,��69 67TE-
�$> �+�� �],3��c �� �.,3C�[ -X �JsµÍ��<U-g! �����. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

���E >? f���� ��C F�ª!  

 �,�?[ 
�	2� P�³ F�� DH�]�P к´�� BSm ^.{ �� ���� J�S?. �.^.,� *�LSm 
T$�L! ����L..�E!VVV 

David Nirikshana Rao writes: 

This is an add-on supplement to Sri. K. Anil Kumar's 'Memories & Memoirs – 69’ 

"� �UÁ\ ¾�6 �@Ah?. �L�����L, JÈ�к� ��M �k¥�|@A�  WX ��L�L�M." ~ �&H 8:7 

 Whenever and wherever I get an occasion to introduce Sri. Raja Raymond Singh 

Sundar Das (RRSSD), I would invariably introduce him as 'The Millennium Principal' of the 

Andhra Christian College, Guntur! 

 Remember, there was then a debate as to when the new millennium (1000 years) would 

start. Most people said it was the Year 2000 as digit 2 appears at the beginning first time in that 

year. But there were some who said, the new millennium starts with the year 2001 (Citing the 

analogy of currency bundles, the new bundle starts with serial number 2001 and not with the 

note bearing 2000! Those were the Y2K days! 

 But there was no such problem in the computation of sir's tenure as the Millennium 

Principal! He assumed charge on Dec 13, 1999 and retired on Jan 31, 2001. Just enough days on 

either side, giving no scope for any such predicament! A thousand years before him, our College 

itself was not there and a thousand years from now on, I strongly believe, this world as we see it 

now will not be there either! That leaves him the holder of that exclusive epithet!  

 In fact, Mr. RRSSD was not in the line of prospective Principals to start with. Yet, divine 

providence willed that there should be no competitors, when the crucial time came! He is never 

tired of mentioning his humble beginnings as he came to Guntur from Bhadrachalam, and how 

by the sheer grace of God attained the pinnacle! 

 For me, to study in our College is a privilege, to serve there is a blessing and to become 

the Principal is indeed an extra special favor from the God Almighty! Any one, two or all of 

these positions, in my opinion, are divine appointments, NOT MERE happenings! Of course, 

how one makes use of these blessed privileges - for God's Glory & well being of the mankind - is 

altogether a different story! 

 Mr. RRSSD is my Botany teacher. In fact, sir's wife Mrs. Y. Sadguna Kumari madam, 

(they were not yet married at that time), was also my direct teacher. She is a 'GOLD 

MEDALIST' in Botany, fresh from Andhra University! Sir used to sport Hindi film star 'Dev 

Anand' style hair! Sir excels and enjoys teaching Genes, RNA, DNA, ADP, ATP...even till 

today. You have to see the joy on his face, the glitter in his eyes, when he speaks on matters even 

remotely related to genes! 
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 He started his term as the Principal, by appointing private auditors to set the College 

financial record straight, paying them from his own pocket. He did not move into the Principal's 

Bungalow, for just 14 months and thereby saving huge money on the much needed extensive 

repairs. He maintained a pure heart and clean hands! 

 After retirement, he fully involved himself in God's service. Bible Study & Preaching the 

Gospel are his prime occupations. As far as I can remember, he preached 350 plus messages at 

different places! He wrote 4 books and distributed them free of cost! Every year he honors a 

minimum of 50 financially poor pastors.  

 I clearly recall the day when he had a massive heart attack on a tiresome pre-Good Friday 

at Rayapudi village and his heart stopped altogether by nightfall - his ECG drew a straight line - 

and revived again at Lalitha Nursing Home, Guntur, about a decade ago. Several of us were with 

him and are witnesses to God's miracle in his life. And within six months, Madam also had a 

brush with death! Now both them are living witnesses to the grace & mercy of God upon their 

lives. I leave the details to them, so that interested students & well wishers would listen to those 

directly from them! 

 I can not conclude this piece, without mentioning what a godly woman Smt. Sadguna 

kumari madam is! She is devout, humble, soft-spoken & always prayerful!  I, for one, strongly 

believe that madam is the source of inspiration and blessing to the entire family!  

 God bless Sri. & Smt. RRSSD! 

 God bless their three sons - David, Praveen, Robert - and their families! 

 God bless Prof. Anilkumar for giving so many of us the platform!! 

 God bless you all !!! 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  


�@�&'# ��w²��{ �M. �L���.h l DH�]�P ��,� &'?. �.-.Sm ш¦'ó. ��,&'DH�@A. "#Eò ^.��� ?.�] 
DH�]�P �.z.�M. ��,� �� ¯��?. G�@A �����! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

V*�_��� �����,� �E ! 

B ����� ��к� K{ �5к� !!VVV 

RRS Sundardas writes:  

Dear Nirikshan, thank you once again for your truthful expressions for me specially for 

revealing our God's service we are doing. Thank you for presenting my wife as she was and is. 

She is as you said, is very fervent prayer warrior. God bless you and your family.  

David Nirikshana Rao: VVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

���E >? -Q�° f���� ��C 
£! 
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 �z.&'h , �f�Jsµ �.,3C� Õ��� *���]��  +Z�� *�� /��f!кSstª� ~���,�L B@+n� 
��L¬Jz ®Z,1 ��@A�L! �� B�f^À �� к|J"§ �KÑS�к ���Lc,�.   

 >? 
�	2� P�³ F�� �4,�,� �@�{ T,�,1 G�����, ^.�] <�Sm �� к`az., T�]J{ KM6,,1 
'vÃf�	 &'�fHpa'?.  PS-.Á )?. Ë?]Z G�6Y���, ��-.> �] DH��+ ��&�rstª� �D��JÈ� e, 
DH�]�P BS�� ~���,� ��,� /��f!�, /ш��.5�� ?ÔZW.).  

 �к sµ�à >? K 
2�u � к4 ��� F�� �=)�� ð+�]-. (/�c) �.,3
, 8,´Sm,1 2000� 
���JcS� /Dl>, �=<=>�&E ��-.,,1 "�]?]� �]o={�E ��Ec к� k"��®� ����,1 �À�$ / ��Ec к� 
k"S��6� "�]?]�@A. ^.�] ¯ K�]T�� ,3�L �.�, ^.�] <�Sm *�]?]�H����L� ^.�[ �� DHSmK\��� 
 +Z�U�@A. / ����,1�À DHSm�M?.Sm <U{�cW.� ?. G���S�� ~��� �KM��   +Z�U�@A.  

 ��-.> Sm <U{�cW.� ?. ��K69>� /�]Áк K{ÆÇj�� �.S5к���,1 BSm K{-.! ~�P� <=ná̂ À� /��6S2,1 
�� �ku�5) (&Ó 6� st)�), �� <U{� ËJÈ{ ��, �� к`az., K62  �K�]ËJstª�, �^.5"stª� 
<�{��¥����,��� /��6E \�VK к´�� J� �-.�S� ���,�@A�P� ~��� �À�_SmDH�L�L. / ~r�?. 
J�к� к`az.,K62D, �¥������ �5к!� ���� ���.ш� кZ��P���Lк� *KM�$ *�J?.� 
�� ¯�U�L! �6'�� ËJÈ{ �� \�VK.  

 ����� ~zÝ�.,� % ^À@Aк@���. ^_,�DH T$�6'��f �.S}stª� �� /,stª� D4� « к�, 
��.��к�,к� (���y� >? ��I�  F��8e, �JSm,к�), J� ������ ^_P��P /��f!D, ��&Ó 69 ^.�]�f, 
%JS� ^.�]�Å % ~zÝ�.,�L ��@A�L! �� B,��69 <=�h,���]�Å ^À�^À, �����,� 
�E.VVVVVVVVVV 

RRS Sundardas writes:  

 Dear Anil thank you once again for making me humble on hearing the admiration of my 

beloved students. Thank you dear Nirikshan for making Emerson's enhancement effect come 

true on me. Yes dear Ravindra my successful tenure as principal was initiated by the audit of 

our beloved Ganapathi that has made a huge difference. Yes I and my wife are on an extended 

beautiful 13 years of life all because of God's grace. We both are doing God's service and 

happy.We enjoy immensely with our 6 grandchildren. One more very important hidden truth is 

 since the year Ganapathi became CA  he has been filing IT returns for many of our College 

teachers at free of cost. I noticed that he derives immense pleasure in doing so. Thanks to you all 

right from the bottom of my heart and God bless you. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

MVLN. Koteswara Rao writes:  
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 RRSSD is my good friend. We are colleagues in AC. College. I know his father-in law 

Daniel Garu who ran a garage. I know his wife Sadgunakumari who was Botany lecturer in 

AC. College before working in Government College. His co-son in law Rajendraprasad 

(Principal of AL.  College retd., lecturer in AC. College, Department of Education before the 

Department became AL.  College). His brother is my student in College. All his sons had 

coaching at my house. He is a batsman in our College staff cricket team. He is COLLEGE 

STAFF TENNIS CHAMPION for several years. He is simple, non controversial, not interfering 

in unnecessary matters. He does his work sincerely and silently (teaching, religious affairs, any 

job entrusted to him). Even after he became Principal, he used to come by same scooter parking 

it with student vehicles. He used to come in same simple attire .<U{�cW.� ?. *6Y��69 ¦Ì�"� 
,3к���� G���^.�� "�L��S" @�l. 

 MAIN QUALITY ADMIRED BY ME IN RRSSD: 

G���J,1 -.r5stª��J �Sк� k)?. C~�T6�  

RRS Sundardas writes:  

 Dear MVLNK, thank you very much for your kind appreciations. I will be ever grateful 

to you for the great help extended to my brother and to my three sons. All the wonderful times 

we shared and enjoyed always bring immense joy. God bless you with long life and happiness. 

KV Raju writes: 

 RRSSD is also known to me. I too admire his silent cool attitude.  Besides my 

acquaintance with him in AC. College, very many times we met in the Women’s College portico 

when he was dropping his wife, Mrs. Sadguna kumari,who  happened to be my colleague too. 

Mr. Rajendra Prasad happened to be a cooperating friend to me since about 1978 or so. 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Today 15 July is the birthday of Late Sri. Mandali Brahmanaiah garu. A very popular Physics 

Lecturer,  a great human being & a person loved, liked & respected by the family of AC. 

College. He is my GURU, advisor & role model. He is remembered EVER by all of us. May his 

soul rest in peace. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

 Sri. Brahmanaiah garu is known to me as an NCC Officer along with Sri. GBR garu 

of Mathematics, who taught us General Mathematics during 1970-72.  Nice to remember him on 

his birth day. Thank you, Koteswara Rao garu. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 89. nÍ. Capt. jx� o0��% (MB) F�� ��к� oU
;c &Ó uA�T,3�L �.� NCC �o��E. ���+n� 
S£K�, <=n ш|\,1� ��S�, ��J,1�À �Sm�$! , ��J,1�À �~��$! , J���{ �,Ä ~@�5SmÁ ,�L <�{Ë�$! , 

 ��$ TLSm?.I  �M�6ô, ����]� TLSm?.I  G���^.Sm.  
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 Capt. G. j
�5шT�? � (GBR) F��, Maj. C. N. µ�-.�� (CNF) F�� �� ���]�l ?. 
G���^.Sm. �) �,  Capt. jx� o0��% F�� ��J{� J?]��J ^_�L,�&'6Y ����^.Sm. NCC <=�[± 
�H?]�� ������f �.�+�c ����]�f - 
,�2  ��E> *�LSm?. �M�� 'D}K\ ~,�l' �L��� D�K,1  +<U���� 
^À��, ^À�� stª�$E &Cò,� �K�69�Å DH�Ô! �L! ���ü! 

God bless the memory of late Sri. Mandali Brahmanaiah garu! 

MEMORIES & MEMOIRS-70 

RAPID ROUND 

 Here under are a few questions for which I solicit answers from you and you are given a 

few days time. All members of alumni group are welcome to participate in this rapid round. 

1. Name the lecturer who is both a lyricist and music director? 

2. Mention the name of our faculty member from the Department of Telugu, who writes and 

delivers the talk with in=depth study and insight? 

3. Guess our friend who won several medals, trophies and citations in dramatics both at the 

district and state level? 

4. With respect and modesty, you may tell the name of a person who struggles to express in 

English though he belongs to Telugu Department? 

5. Share with us the name of a gentleman from the Telugu Department who became the Head of 

the Department of Telugu at JKC College, Guntur? 

6. Short yet endowed with profound knowledge and scholarship, and mingles with juniors and 

seniors alike, hailing from the Department of Telugu. Who is he? 

7. There are two, bearing the same name and one left belonging to Telugu Department Who are 

they? 

8 A friend from the English Department later became the principal of MGH Jr. College, 

Brodiepet, Guntur. Name him? 

9. A grand, highly accomplished, popular teacher from Loyola College, Vijayawada joined our 

College as a lecturer in the Department of English, with a metallic voice, full of resonance. 

Recall his name? 

10. A lecturer from the Department of English later served as the director of Indian Postal 

Service. Do you remember his name? 

Your answers speak of your memory besides your love for them. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:   

Q 4. Sri. MNR, Head, Department of Telugu used to teach us in I Year B. Sc. (1972-‘73) 

(English Medium only) Telugu Text in English. As a student my knowledge about the faculty 

members other than my direct teachers is very limited and meager. I may be wrong. 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes: Ravi, MNR for Q 4 is right answer. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVV 
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94416 55888  writes: Q 8 M Devaraj, Q 7 Showri in Telugu and Showri in Economics. 

Correct? Q 5 Rama mohan Rao or Roy, Q 1 T Kotaiah? 

David Nirikshana Rao writes:  

Q 2. Sri. JMS, Q 3. Sri. TRKM, Q 6. Dr. NKB,  Q 9. Sri. NDRP, Q 10. Sri. VLI  

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes: 

Answers to Rapid Round (Memories and Memoirs-70) 

1. Name the lecturer who is both a lyricist and music director? 

Sri. T. Kotayya  

2. Mention the name of our faculty member who writes and delivers the talk with in-depth study 

and insight, from the Department of Telugu? 

Sri. Nelaturi Kishore Babu 

3 Guess our friend who won several medals, trophies and citations in dramatics both at the 

district and state level? 

Sri. Thurlapati Radhakrishna Murthy 

4. With respect and modesty you may tell the name of a person who struggles to express in 

English though he belongs to Telugu Dept? 

Sri. MaNa Rao-MNR 

5. Share with us the name of a gentleman from the Telugu Dept who became the head of the 

Dept of Telugu at JKC College, Guntur? 

Sri. Kadiyala Rammohan Rao 

6. Short yet endowed with profound knowledge and scholarship, and mingles with juniors and 

seniors alike, hailing from the Dept of Telugu. Who is he? 

Sri. T. Bhaskar Rao-TBR 

7 There are two, bearing the same name and one left belonging to Telugu Department Who are 

they? 

Sri. G. Rammohan Rao & Sri. K. Rammohan Rao (Changed into Roy Later)  

8. A friend from the English Department later became the principal of MGH Jr. College, 

Brodiepet, Guntur belonging to the Department of English. Name him? 

Sri. Maddela Devaraj 

9. A grand, highly accomplished, popular teacher with a metallic voice, full of resonance from 

Loyola College, Vijayawada joined our College as a lecturer in the Department of English,. 

Recall his name? 

Sri. V. Luther Isaac 

10. A lecturer from the Department of English later served as the director of Indian Postal 

Service. Do you remember his name? 

Sri. Saidulu (Served in post 60s) 
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94416 55888 writes : VVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VVVVVV 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS -71 

PEARLS AND GEMS 

 The following distinguished, eminent and prominent principals of our College after 

retirement served as principals elsewhere. Some alumni rose to the position of principals and 

exalted positions by virtue of their seniority and merit. Please mention relevent answers to the 

questions below. 

11. A very efficient, most popular principal of our College after retirement served as a principal 

of a Govt College at Macharla. You should remember his name. 

12. One of our principals after retirement served as a principal at Nedurumalli Bala Krishna 

Reddy College at Vakadu, Nellore Dist. You cannot forget his name.         

13. A principal of our College served after retirement in 2 Colleges as a Principal. Who can that 

be? 

14. Principal of Govt. College for Women at Guntur is our Alumnus. Do you know? 

15. Our faculty member served as a principal of Sri. Gorla Hanimi Reddy College at Guntur. I 

know that you know. 

16. Principal of the Hindu College, Guntur was our faculty member long ago. He is very popular 

and a great scholar. Let me see how you recall. 

17. Two Principals of JKC College, Guntur happened to be our former faculty members. Do you 

remember their names? 

18. Our Alumnus is the Director of Global Hospitals, Hyderabad. He is internationally famous. 

Some of you might have met him or seen him. Who is he? 

19. One alumnus served as Union Minister for Parliamentary Affairs known for his good English 

and delivery. You certainly know him. 

20. Two CMs of Andhra Pradesh happened to be our former students. I am sure that you know 

one but think who the other one is. 

21. One rose to the highest position in Indian Railways, another occupied a top position in 

Income Tax Department and one happened to be an IAS officer. Mention their names as they are 

our pride and honour. 

22. The only Chairman of Guntur Municipality from our College, very well known personality 

details need not be said as you know who he is. 

23. The mayor of Guntur Municipal Corporation was our alumnus. You are familiar with his 

name as he repeatedly visited our College.      

24. Who is Dr. Chaturvedula Narasimha Sastry? He is a great scholar, writer, speaker both in 

English and Telugu. I am sure that you know that he is our Alumnus. What is his pen name? 

25. Who is Abdul Sattar and what he is known for? And mention the name of his successor?   
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 Trust I am not taxing your brains and taking your time. But yet, it is so sweet to think of 

our gems and pearls who are illustrious and highly accomplished in their lives. 

Please wait for answers soon.  

94416 55888 writes :  

Q 24. CNS Amarendra, his daughter is alumnus, Q 25 Urdu lecturer, successor SAB- Sayed 

Ali Basha, Q 14 Sasibala 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Q 14. Dr. Sasibala, D/o Sri. LRK, Q 15. Sri. Narala Channa Reddi, Chairman, Department of 

Botany, Q 17. Sri. Y. Rosaiah & Dr. S. Anantham, Q 18. Dr. KS Ratnakar, Q 19. Sri. Kotha 

Raghuramaiah, Q 20. Sri. NT Rama Rao & Sri. K. Rosaiah? Q 21. Sri. Stanley Babu, Sri. 

Nuthalapati Rajasekhara Rayalu & Sri. JD Seelam, Sri.. JR Sundara Sekhar, Q 23. Sri. 

Chukka Yesu Ratnam, Q 24.  Amarendra 

David Nirikshana Rao writes:  

Q 11. Dr. T. S. Paulus –TSP, Q 12. Dr. John Bob Williams –JBW, Q 13. Dr. MGT / Mr. JP 

Q 18. Dr. K. Ravindranath, thanks to Google.  Q 20. In fact there were 3 CMs of AP who were 

our alumni. 1.  Sri. Kasu Brahmananda Reddy, 2. Sri. Bhavanam Venkatrami Reddy and 3. 

Dr. Nandamuri Taraka Ramarao.  21. Sri. T. Stanley Babu & Sri. N. Raja Sekhara Rayalu-

interestingly both were our Zoology lectures, both hail from Chirala, both were residents of 

Wolf- Hall when they received their honors. In fact, I quite well remember how Sri. Rayalu 

jumped with joy on the hostel open air stage, on receiving the news! 22. Dr. Pinapati Prabhu 

Das,  

Q 20. Additional information on CM-Sri. Bhavanam Venkatram Reddy: He was working as a 

lecturer in the then Department Of Law (AC. Evening College) when the surprising 

announcement came. He was not a member of either house of legislature. Later he became an 

MLC.  

He is close to Mr. Ganji Satyanarayana Reddy (GSR) of the Department Of Chemistry! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-71 

PEARLS AND GEMS - Answers 

 The following distinguished, eminent and prominent principals of our College after 

retirement served as principals elsewhere. Some alumni rose to the position of principal by virtue 

of their seniority and merit.  

11. A very efficient, most popular principal of our College after retirement served as a principal 

of a Govt College at Macharla. You should remember his name. 

Dr. TS. Paulus garu 

12. One of our principals after retirement served as a principal at Nedurumalli BalaKrishna 

Reddy College at Vakadu, Nellore Dist. You cannot forget  his name. 

Dr. JB. Williams garu        

13. A Principal of our College served after retirement in 2 Colleges as a Principal. Who can that 

be? 
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Dr. MG. Thomas garu, one at Guntur Reddi College, and another at Chilakaluripet. 

14. Principal of Govt College for women at Guntur is our Alumnus. Do you know? 

Dr. Mrs. S. Sasibala, daughter of our Sri. LRK garu 

15. Our faculty members served as a principal of Sri. Gorla Hanimi Reddy College at Guntur. I 

know that you know. 

Sri. N. Channa Reddi garu and Dr. MGT garu 

16. Principal of the Hindu College, Guntur was our faculty member long ago. He is very popular 

and a great scholar. Let me see how you recall. 

Sri. Vallabhajosyula Subbarao garu 

17. Two Principals of JKC College, Guntur happened to be our former faculty members. Do you 

remember their names? 

Sri. Y. Rosayya garu and Dr. S. Anantham garu 

18. Our Alumnus is the Director of Global Hospitals, Hyderabad. He is internationally famous. 

Some of you might have met him or seen him. Who is he? 

Dr. Prof. KS. Ratnakar 

19. One alumnus served as Union Minister for Parliamentary Affairs is  known for his good 

English and delivery. You certainly know him. 

Sri. Kotha Raghu Ramayya garu 

20. Two CMs of Andhra Pradesh happened to be our former students. I am sure that you know 

one but think who the other one is. 

Sri. NT. RamaRao and Sri. Bhavanam Venkata Ram Reddy 

21. One rose to the highest position in Indian Railways, another occupied a top position in 

Income Tax Department and one happened to be an IAS officer. Mention their names as they are 

our pride and honour. 

All the three are from Zoology Department Sri. Stanley Babu garu, Sri. N. Rajasekhar Rayalu 

garu and Sri. Williams garu our TAR childhood friend from Chintalapudi of West Godavari Dt. 

22. The only Chairman of Guntur Municipality from our College, very well known personality 

details need not be said as you know who he is. 

Dr. P. Prabhudas garu 

23. The Mayor of Guntur Municipal Corporation was our alumnus. You are familiar with his 

name as he repeatedly visited our College. 

Sri. C. Yesuratnam garu    

24. Who is Dr. Chaturvedula Narasimha Sastry? He is a great scholar, writer, speaker both in 

English and Telugu. I am sure that you know that he is our Alumnus. What is his pen name? 

Amarendra 

25. Who is Abdul Sattar and what he is known for? And mention the name of his successor? 
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He taught Urdu and known for GHAZALS and his successor is Sri. Bhasha garu.   

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

MVLN. Koteswara Rao writes:  

 Sri. J Paulus Garu, after retiring as Principal of AC. College, became Principal of 

College at Pedanandipadu. 

 Sri. J D Seelam, a former student of AC. College, was an IAS officer first. Later he 

joined Congress Party and became Union Minister. He is a student of mine. 

 Mr. Jayaprakash Reddy, former student of AC. College, is a very popular cinema actor 

now. He is a student of mine. 

 Mr. Sobhanbabu, one of top heroes in movies is a student of AC. College. He is also a 

tuition student of Sri. CVP Garu.                         

 The great Viswanadha Satyanarayana Garu is in the faculty of AC. College. 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes:  

Dear MVLNK, thanks for the information. It is forwarded to all in AC. College Alumni group. 

My greetings to you. 

MVLN Koteswara Rao writes:  

 Kongara Jaggiah one of the great actors is a former student of AC. College. 

 Sri. BJ. Premsagar, lecturer in AC. College became Principal of Tadikonda College and 

Chilakaluripet College. 

 Sri. D. Subrahmanyam garu, lecturer in AC. College is first Principal of Sir CR Reddy 

College, Eluru. 

 Mrs. Vasanthi, cinema actress, studied in AC. College. 

 Besides these, there are several politicians who are students of AC. College, some of 

them have become MLAs and State ministers.  

/�r{ ��®ã�!  � к`a z., DH�6ôSm �L��� "*���	 �k�L¦'�M,�, ����]�Å �����H,�" 

Kamaraju Anilkumar writes: 

 We are enriched with your participation. Go on sharing your thoughts, experiences with 

faculty and students of our College. 

God bless you. 

MEMORIES  AND  MEMOIRS-74 

��T	-.    ��   ��CT8¨	-. 
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 �� �.,3
 ,1  <=�h,�  ��к� ��,� k-.5�� K������Sm. J,�TLк�� ��w ��w 
��M����TL� �~��T�TL� *KM��+n�� *��]�_n�� *кQ�+n��!!!!!  �@A �"#!!!! *� ¯ ?õS��?., 
 ~���?. ��M���6'��[ �.� ~�S» �.�L к,,1к´��..!!! �@A D���P T����� <�2 ¹!!!! 

 / ����,1 <=�h,� °� J. PAULUS  garu �� <U{�cK� ?. G���^.Sm..��J ��@A /�<U,2,� 
 /��� /o��L ,1 к,��Lк����Sm. 

 "What is the matter” �� ���?.Sm. ^.j©b ��DC� T$<U�P ����Sm."�E! �� <�S2 ¯ ¨к 
�$> �+�� кï  �.z.��. �@A ��DC� ,1 K���@A. ���[ ��,� �UDHI ?. G�@A. к�<=�2 �� �+�5����f ����à 

�E." 

 �) � B <�Sm2  �+K���� ����Sm <U{�cK� ?.Sm. ^.j©2  Mercy, Emili ����Sm. @���f �� "[<U 
?.Sm ����Sm "What are your initials?” ���y),� ����Sm "K. Mercy, G. Emili.”  

 ^_�6�À "[<U ���@A���Sm "Here, only it is said  Mercy and not K. Mercy, and Emili and not 

G. Emili. How do you say they are you names? You may go now.” *�J ����$ú�	!    "[<U 
?.�]@A /,1P�T���. 

 ¨к ,Äк�SE ?.Sm "[<U ?.�]� кZ�U J� renewal orders T$<U�����. ��. ~Z�àc ?.Sm �]6¶nE 
���к�H�@� �P�� /SºE. @���f "[<U ?.Sm �,� ����Sm "Who gave you orders?” ,Äк�SE ����Sm 
"��."[¿ .~Z�àc�"  "[<U ���u��� k�5-g úSк�?. �M�@A "Then you may go to him.” / ,Äк�SE 
�^.кQ��5��..JSm^.J �.,�,1 /�� Ï÷± к´�� ���5S�L�����$ �@A ^À�[ ~��� . 

 ��.*�. Isaac ?.Sm �� <U{�cK� ?. G���^.Sm. �À�L �� <=�h,� °� /E.�U./E. oU
;c 
��W.��>é��, K�w²,12  S£à 11 ,1 ��À�
,3�� ,1 �M����. ��� ��L� <=Sy�_�� ����5,� ��к>E 
:"#; ?.�]� ���?] � 8��6'�	  �+KM� �S@�?. ����Sm. �к �À�L ¾�,� <=6'> �L "��-.! ����. BSm 
/?.,���. We will have to know your work in theory classes, your work in Practical classes, your 

attitude in the department, your relationships with staff in general, your relationship with 

students, your local stand in the town” ��к� @Aк�Q  ¯Tк “��[ �E! " �� \�]?] ����-.! �L ����@A 
8Ë,3к.  :"#; ?.Sm 8@A  �Z� �+K�Sm. T$@�h ����, /D���, ��6Y�6'Sm. �@A ^.�] �>)� ��L��^.Z. 
 RCR  ��	 K{ш� ^Àz.Sm. /�� ¨�.st maternity leave application  ¯ ^_ê �  :"#; ?.Sm 
8��6'�	 �+K���� ����Sm. "/D���. T$@�h ����. ^_)� ����" �,� �+KÑ!  �.,� ^_jb&HTL� �Sm. 
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/st �Òb �Òb ���DH �Sm. “T$@�h ����” ���u��� ��$! �À �M�6Y�@A..% ,1?. /st ¿�º�L 
к���к´�� �)Wg JÈ�@A. �@A �� :"#; ?.�] �>)�. 

 �� <U{�cK�c к� mannerisms �M���). D����!   +Z�UWg JÈ�@A. 

 ��. �U.�� ?.Sm "in a way or other” ‘After all” K@�,� ^.��JÈ�6'Sm. 

 ��. :"#;  ^.�� ��6 ð��;c �f ��,� ��.Á ,��6'). Ë�yZ� &×n69�f K�<U���,�L����� 
 /�� "ð��;c ����" ��6'Sm. /���f ��K� ���!  "I am sorry. Bк� -.�] �+W.�Zc��L! �����. ð��;c 
����". �@A /�� uvS}¼. ���S¬� &69>  8 ‘ð��;c’ �+KM! ����	 ��� D�ÏÐ�TL��^.Z. 

 &×n69�f WX �y�6Y����. /���f ��K� �P��@�  +,��L��^.Z. 

 *�. T��� ����º  ?.Sm �.,E �Smh к��6ô J, <=n�f )iD�[�$!  ��Zк� �H��Lк� �f�@A <=�~ <=n 
�6Y �6Y "SmKM �Sm. /���f �>  K,к�L. ���Lк�À �È> �+��c ��6'�[ �.� �$> �+��c ��Sm, �>)� 
&�L,� shtyle ��6'�.��. 

Bк� �P� � ��] ��� JSm^.J. 

Dr. KS. Ratnakar writes:  

 Memoirs cannot be written without great memory power; more important is the art of 

communication. Prof. Anil Kumar is endowed with both. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 V Please keep writing sir! 

 We, specially such of us that know the said sirs really enjoy recalling the funny 

instances.  

 I have a small request sir. Whenever you mention Dr. N. Isaac's words, you better 

include an audio clip. You are an expert in imitating his voice.  

 I have yet another request sir, 

 Mr. SMK is an expert in imitating Dr. Ch. I. Varadanam's voice. Why don't you both 

make an audio clip of an imaginary conversation between those eminent & unforgettable men of 

bygone years!  

 I am sure, it will bring to life the fond remembrances and funny side of them to life & 

preserve them for future generations! 

 God bless you sir! 

Dr. KM. RatnaSri writes:  

Sir, after going through your write up 74, immediately my memory went back to our Department 

where you used to imitate the voices and gestures of our great teachers supported (prakka 
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vayidhyam) by Prameela madam. We all used to have a very good time. Thank u sir for bringing 

back our Department's memories. 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes:  

 8@v  Sк S�.,�?. W.J�	0,� J,TLк��6ô /����?. G������f % K{�J��. % J�.��f 
 G�к� к´� ����, ����.� ~zÝ�.,�, T� �Q�.,�, /��69 ^_n�^.,�, �K�69 -.��.� ¸,�, ���k,�, 
<�{�, /W.5�J,� ��� K�TL����� ���S�.. ���L�[ �� K{�J��. 

8�� ;�� �h	к, �L (���  к���E ?.�]�f � ��ÏÐJÈ��� �,� ^.{ �L! ���Sm� 

 :fa к4 �£ F�� AC. �.,3C C~J� к�� ^_,�KZ C~J� �J5�J ~,�^_n�@A. @�ш ~@�z.,12  
��Àк �.�.> Ø ,,1, K���J W.�Sm,�L �����?. /к�]���� �5�f! :fa к4 �£ F��. K{K�T�,1 ��Àк 
@�z., �uAKJÈ,�, K{�HхL,� Õ�] ��h  /°S�T��,� ¡�Lк����Sm. %�� �"{stª �, �D^.� @��� 
��Àк ~u�,�?. -.�&×69>  �J5�J  �"����?. ��z.Sm.  

 AC. �.,3C �@AZ� JS^.J ÕSm K{��?]�P� ��Àк ��,12  �À�L W.,ÖI ��� "�]?]�@A. P����] &', 
~�.l <U,2,� �HT�62 ¯ *,� �H�]<U-.! �	, K���J K{�.o��,�L к´�� �@� ~r�?. stª�S<U-.! Sm. ¨к 
D�6 �.,3C ~@�5SmÁ ,к�  &Ó uA�P ^_�L^_�6�À ?.�\{ ^_n� �.> ¸�� G��J -.Á ),1 &Ó uA�P �&H(S 
K�]��Sm. ¨к D�6 MBA <U,2,к� �JÈ,�, �$к�! ,� �+<U� ��Ôк D�6,1 ~��æ �k��,1 �@+n�J 
�U@�� � �� ~���]� ~KMeк�]o��Sm. % �r5�À % �Z2,1 K,� ���^Àz.,12  K{�Hх,�L G@�h��P 

K{��?]�P,  �Æ�} /oU{�.,1 15 ^À, ��@A @�z.uA�ÀJ, ¯ ����� �	0,� ���^Àz.,� �S�ÏÐ���Sm. 
 �st�]�.,1 Õ�] K{��D� "SD� �.�> Ø� ,3�L. ��Àк :�	W. @�z.,12 �$, Australia ,1�$ -.) 

�к�! ,�L KS���K ���$!  K{��?]���Sm.  

 % ~r�?. �J5��J �5�f!?. ��� к���E ?.Sm �.}¼���Sm. �,��69 �5�f! �� �r5 G��6� 
�� ��|�>� �� �+K��TL�. 

 �D^.� ��� к���E ?.�]�f ���. *�� 8j©2  /�	D5�, /�Hó K{-.@A���,� W.{ �]Á�L! ����L. 

MEMORIES  AND  MEMOIRS  -- 75 

REMINISCENCES OF MY ALMA MATER 

By Dr. (Mrs.) VP. Celiamma 

Former Reader, Department of Philosophy 

 As I understand, the College aimed at the development of total personality of the student 

i.e. to develop the moral, intellectual and physical capabilities. Adequate encouragement was 

provided for the attainment of these goals. 
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 There were moral and Bible classes on Tuesday 1st hour and Thursday 1st hour. Students 

had to be present for either of the two. There were literary and debating associations- all students 

are divided into several associations. Each association was named after one distinguished and 

great personality like ‘Jawaharlal Association’. All girls were in one association named ‘Sarojini 

Naidu Association’. All were to attend in Room No. 6. Those who were interested used to 

participate but all were to be present. My classmate and friend Mrs. K. Vasantha Kumari was 

one of the regular participants in debating. This was meant to train the student in the skills of 

oratory. 

 There was dramatic association-students used to enact dramas on the Assembly Hall 

stage-Dr. JB. Williams garu used to say, it is our stage that discovered NT. Rama Rao and 

Jaggaiah as actors” At a later period Shobhan Babu, the actor was also a student of AC. 

College. 

 NCC was also encouraged. There were so many battalions under some staff members as 

NCC Officers. Maj CN. Frederick garu, Rajagopala Rao garu (MRG), N. Channa Reddy 

garu (NCR) etc. were officers. Both boys and girls used to attend NCC camps at various places. 

For us, girls battalion M. Brahmaniah garu (Physics Department) was the NCC Officer. Special 

interest was taken to encourage sports and games-our students used to participate in 

intercollegiate sports and games, often used to get prizes. 

 Every year the College used to celebrate Christmas Worship program and function on a 

grand scale with rich and beautiful decoration. Both girls and boys used to participate in the 

Christmas Pageant and there was candlelight service. Each hostel- Strock Hall, Wolf Hall, 

Heyer Hall, Gunn Hall used to celebrate Christmas on a specific day before leaving for 

Christmas vacation. It was a festive period. 

 The day of College anniversary was very memorable day. The beautiful decoration of the 

Hall and the illumination around is quite attractive. Crowning all this was the subject wise prize 

distribution recognizing the merit of the student. There were academic prizes, prizes for debating 

& elocution, dramatics, sports & games etc. certificate of merit was awarded which bears the 

symbol and motto if our College (they were treasured things to cherish). R.Chalapathi Rao garu 

(RCR), Department Of Physics used to take care of arrangements for the prize distribution.  All 

of this was followed by very entertaining cultural programs. 

Assembly: Weekly assemblies on Wednesday 1st hour was admirable and unique feature of our 

College. All the two thousand students sit on identical chairs and girl students in the balcony. Oh 

it was a glorious sight to look at. There was pin drop silence throughout. The staff sits on the 

dais. As the staff were entering on the dais to sit, students used to clap. The clapping was 

rhythmic clapping at a time. Three claps then a pause then three claps. It was a unique way of 

clapping, a specialty of AC. College. When the principal enters all would stand. He went directly 

to the podium to address.  

 Our Principal Dr. TS. Paulus, MA LLD was a very unique personality. He was very 

dignified and pleasing; at the same time a stern disciplinarian endowed with high moral 

standards and naturally a great administrator. He attracted great attention and admiration from 

the students. Mostly our assemblies were addressed by the Principal and occasionally some 

distinguished outsiders also used to address. The Principal’s addresses at the Assembly were 

combined with admiration and admonition for the students. Most often admiration was more- for 

instance, he said on a certain day, the director of public instruction came to the College and 
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asked “Dr. Paulus, when did you close the College?”  The principal said “Why, the classes are 

going on and we did not close the College”.  When the principal told this all the students were 

happy. He congratulated the students for their discipline and good behavior. He used to say 

wherever we go we must carry the stamp of our College. That is others should know that we are 

from Andhra Christian College. He used to say you are not boys and girls, you are gentlemen 

and ladies. He used to tell us how we must behave when we go out. Once it happened that he 

entered our classroom as we were waiting for the lecturer (who was on leave). I remember he 

spoke to us about the difference between moral, amoral and immoral. 

 I want to mention in this regard that a rare opportunity given to two of my classmates to 

address the assembly- Mr. Anil Kumar (the initiator of this project – Memories and Memoirs) 

and Mrs. VS. Ranjini. The occasion was that the Andhra University sent a proposal that our 

College students must appear for their examinations in some other College. When this was 

informed all students were gathered in the assembly hall- I don’t remember who gathered us. 

These leaders spoke powerfully exhibiting their oratory skills against the proposal. They cited 

the disadvantages, elaborating how difficult it would be for us to go and write exams elsewhere. 

All of us took a procession –students were already on the road. The Principal’s car came and 

stopped in the portico. He came to the gate walking. He clapped and called back the students. 

Immediately as if under a spell all the students returned. They gathered in the Assembly and the 

Principal said that shortly he was attending a senate meeting in the university and he would talk 

and convince the senate not to take any such measure against the students which would 

inconvenience them to write their exams in an unaccustomed place. Then students returned to 

their classes. He was such a great man who elicited such respect, admiration and obedience from 

the students. I used to have some proud feeling in the corner of my mind that the Principals 

subject was also Philosophy. 

 Every year we used to get our College magazine containing good and standard articles 

from the talented students and staff. We used to go by College calendar which we got every year 

specifying the dates of commencement, of holidays, special meetings, examinations & other 

particulars. 

 I had good friends in my student career. But now I am in touch only with a few of them, 

K. Vasantha Kumari (wife of Dr. K. Madhusudhan Rao), Mrs. PSM. Vijayamma were my 

group mates (BiPL) and friends. PSM. Vijayamma did her B. Sc. and is now staying in the US. 

Vasantha Kumari shifted to arts group History English and Politics (HEP). Vasantha Kumari 

was very affectionate; she often used to invite me to her home while I was in the hostel. Rani 

Sarala used to join us for logic classes in PUC. Later she became my colleague and a good 

friend. We were three girls for BA Philosophy classes. 

 We used to be very friendly – I lost contact with Bharathi. I still maintain good contact 

and friendship with Mrs. Ana Margaret, wife of Dr.T.  Rajendra Prasad, Ex-Principal of B. 

Ed. College. 

 Strock Hall- Coming directly from home, hostel life was new to me. Warden of the 

hostel was Miss. BC. Leelavathy Madam who also came that year. Always clad in white, she 

was a stern disciplinarian. Outwardly, she appeared to be harsh but at heart she was loving and 

caring mother. She worked with commitment and devotion for the betterment of the students. 

She insisted upon punctuality- we had daily devotions morning and evening. Every morning 

before we go to College, there was cleanliness check of the rooms by the warden. She had 
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special interest to develop garden. Every evening after coming from College, we have to spend a 

few minutes (about 20-30 minutes) in the garden, then tea bell. She used to insist upon the 

students to have hair bags and laundry bags. There also were various associations in the hostel–

morning and evening study hour. For everything timely bell was given. As she was previously a 

teacher of domestic science, she took care of food served in the hostel. Students (senior) used to 

run the mess. Very beautiful decoration and orderly arrangements used to be made for the 

functions- Christmas and anniversary.  

 On one occasion Dr. MGT was so much impressed with decoration and arrangement, 

flower garden, he commented- ‘none can paint Lily whiter’; which means it is superb. An 

unforgettable farewell was given to us (seniors) by our junior students in Strock Hall. Our 

farewell party was very memorable; one thing that stood out was the parting song and the 

farewell address by the very talented Mrs. BS Indira Devi. She moved all of us to tears as she 

gave each one of us a special title. Prior to my appointment as a lecturer in the College, she 

worked as Telugu lecturer for a short period. 

I consider myself very blessed to be a student of the College during that time which was deemed 

to be the golden period for the College. We were taught not just by great teachers but remarkable 

human beings who shaped our personalities.                                                         (to be continued) 

MEMORIES  AND  MEMOIRS-76 

��T	-.   ��T	c	-. . 

 -�. À�I� F�� ^.�� K�� ¨к69 �M�@A. �À�L ���кQ�� ~�,3�L. 8@A �@A �� ��D���. 

 "BE THAT AS IT MAY" - ��6� �@A �,�?[ �M���, 8@A *,� �M��� �� к´�� ��� �SÁ� 
 ���L���TL�. 

 ���£ µ����� F�� ��к,1 ¨к �U��� �M�@A. ��6,1 ¨к ýKM G�6Y�@A.. Kj2,1¨к ¿DH�M�@A 
.<=��M,� ��J?. к@AZ�6Y2  ��<U�T�L. �~���, <=�h?. ���Sm. ��w *��U�U �4��.à ,1 �) � 
ËZ6�w /o��E  &'&H ,�?. �M�6'�.��.. 

 �к jx� 0E��% F�6{ZQ &Ó `a ш�кSm��. I will throw you out of the window! ��] �Sm 
²}�,1 ��K� Wg JÈ�@A. *� +�J ��@A�f �k�� ��z.�v  / �k�L¦'�M��! �4��.Ey ,1 ,��M?. 
к�K� ��.��. 

 �к RCR , RSP-RS Pardhasaradhi. ��к� �.�.�fe2,� ��H,�!  �S»�Ë-.! Sm..z£�³&' 

 "�к�c· �� � �M���L.. 

 K�T к69>  <=n� ,�e� ^À�Lк�� ¨к �� ¯!  K�T� K6Y> к��L ��	 ��\� ¨к K{кQ�f �M�P, J, ��â 

 ��T�6Y2  к@A,3 st@A,3 / À�I� F�� �S�JS� DH�Ô! �$! �À G�6'Sm. ��; ��±c ����6KM��� ��,�DH  
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^Àj2�À ��@A-.! Sm. �к /o��L,1 ��\ D����S� �Å ���6� T$��Z.. ���L,1 K�w²,KM���. к��w�,1 
��J �Sк� "#�] WX 6>  <=n�f ,3�?. D����S� �Å ���6� T$6'> ��f ~��� ?. �M�6Yo@A. �@A DS DS 
TKM���MJÈ�@A. 

 �к -�. d'. PQ�P��	 ?.��® � T$KM�� ^À,��f к�w�� TL69>  ,3кWg  � ����]^_nKM T$KMJ� 

��6'2 � �Sm. /�� ��M� �@Ah?.�À �M�6Y�@A. �@A PSm��M� ��@��� ,3к �H�U �H�U ��M�,� 
���,1  +Z���,3�L.. 

 ��  ��� ��C ?.�]� D���T���. /��@A ¦'�w ш�wS�. ��\,1 к�w�� � D���T���. @��� 
�M��,�?., ¨к K���� WX 62 �,�?. TL6�>�U �S��\,1 <=6Y> к��. �Hх� JÈ��TLк��6'Sm. �@A ^.�] 
~u���. 

 ��] >? ��IFMp��� �C, oU,��oU ?.�]� DHSm!  +TL������. 

 ��,� WX ��M /��. �,&�ºKM��� DHSm!   +TL������. 

 �.j©b �ÑKMJ��À �M�6'Sm. ��6,,1 u��� к�K��JÈ�@A. ¨кKM��� ��к� ����.S�?. 
 ��<U�T�TL�. 

 �@A >?.��FMpa ��C F�� �st�]�.к� ^_j©! �� ���S¬�. -.> � S£à ,1 W.�w>. >?c����6-.�  

 ?.Sm ���� ��S�}. 8����S�6�-��FMpa ��C F�� ¦'Sæ к� �+�@A� j�2�Î -. DH�]�P �w�=E� 
�+�5����f  �st�]�. ^_j©! ���Sm . ���S£ ��M�к����Sm. 

 �KM��� ��к� ��	  ���^Àш� DHSm! �-g! �@A. / ���� ,1 -�. ,²�³� pÏ�³ F�� <U{�cK�. 
¨к �	0� ��=�î2   k� ,1 K{��?]�$!  ¨к ��6 ����Sm. "�À�L Ï÷��E k� ��P �.E ,1 ��L! ����L. 
��� ?.���,� K{кQ��P ^_ê2Wg ��). ��J �$S� ,1 к�кQ,� ^_`ab) . / JSm^.J �� ��5E 
k� �$> �+��c � T$���L. ��к�  ��� к�K�,3�L. Couldn’t you say Good morning? What 

difference does it make between you and the remaining that passed by?" �@A �À�L ��,� ��,12  
�+KM! �6'�L. ��w  �Hх5�?. �$> �+��c �f TкQ?. ��5�Ec �+<U��6¶�2 �@A.. 

 �À�L ¨к -.�] �� �	��J�³ ?.�] DH�]�P ?ÔK�?. �����L., &'6� -.> � S£à ,1.. /���f 
��� K�L,� �TL�. He is house oriented. ^_�6�À �� V�)� ���G 8����S�6� �� ��� к���E 
?.Sm street oriented. �к T$���� ���S£ ¨к6� ��M�,�. �� V�)� ���G �M�6��À k�5�. &'6� 
-.> � S£à �[ кj. �� "�; �f K{кQ^.)�5� ,�?. �M���^.Sm..�"#��f ��к� K{��?]�T6� JK� 8K�L,� 
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�.�M.. �À�L *KM��� J,��к��6'�L...K{B,� �S^_n )Êj©b /DH B /�� <U{�cK� 
��M �Sm...Ë�yZ� ��>¹ B��f /�^_Sc�w ��²� ,1 <UZ��@A �À�À.  

 /JSm^.J �.,�,1 /�� <U{�cK� �)Ê5��]�f �À�L �,3
,1 ,3�L..�� ¯ V�)� ����Sm.. 
“/�� <U{�cK� ���5Sm. BSm ,3Sm”. K{\ /��Sc�w ��²� к� :fa к4 �£ @� ��>¹ ����M�� 
�� �. *,� к|J"§J,�  +Z<�@A �� �.,3C�f?  �@A ���fP�� ��L�^.��f /��@���f? K@� K@� 
J,����6� / �D��JÈ���f к|J"§J,� �+KM���6� JK�. 

 �^.Z> �	0�  8 ��,1 �)����[ u���?. ��6'2 ��JÈ����o6� *�J <=�h^.�] �H�@+n�� 
*��^À, ��@A G��� ,ÄкQ ,3к  u+nS5� ¯  ��� ���Jc�.,� ��-.?]�L! �����6� ¨�[ ¨к �.S}� �� *�U 
�.,3
 ��  ��.Kr� ?. �+K�D,�L. �+KM! ����Lк´��.. 

JZ2 Sm}� ¡S��6'Sm. �� �.,3C �}� ¡�[@A �.�L… 

/��� ¦'�� �^.ê, ��."�� JK�. Je2  ��[Ë���@A? 

�J5 K{}���"Z, <�{���"Z. 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS -- 77 

~David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula 

B L E S S E D * G O S P E L * D A Y ! 

--------------------------------------------------- 

�I J* 8e? d'�  � J * µ� -[ �� � * 0 � £ 

JOHN CHRISTIAN FREDERICK HEYER 

(July 10, 1793 - Nov 7, 1873) 

FOUNDING FATHER OF A. E. L. CHURCH 

GUNTUR (A.P), INDIA 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

"� \ �� JÈ � "#§  K к �H �� �U � �L 6 / ° �.� � к S � DH �L." ~ -.stJ,� 10:7 

 ��]?.I  175 ���Jc�., �f�J� �@� �	0� ( ß,Än 31, 1842 ) �I J 8e? d'�  � J µ� -[ �� � 0 � £, 

 +,�DH K{",к�  �Z ��®ã�!� Ë��_�]?., ¦'SJ @�ш�,1�, /�ï{ K{@�& �.�> ØKM, DH�6ôSm K6>}�,1 ���DH 
<=6'> ��. %�� "Sy� @�ш�,1 "�y�P, �st�]�.,1 ^À@��J ~�5 ��5�U�P, �кQ�� W.�>E ?. K����$! , 
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�st�]к� ,´ïS� ��ìKM ¾6>¾�69 Ë��_�]?. ������ @�z.��f  �Å��L!  )Ê�L�L D4�]�� S²} 
�L^.S!�L ¡�L������. 

 ��E, J� ��J|¦'�)iª� "Sy� ¦'�)Ê �.к���� 7 �JS ¦'�,� - o={��, ��?w2ó, Ï÷î{, 
?w�к�, ,�69�, ���Q|J� ��]�H  +,�DH - ¦'�,� �ÀSm�к������. % ¦'�,�� K�]���  &×n¿� D��ð��� 
,1JÈ?. �ï5��� �������f�, &,�?. �L^.S!�L K{к69�T����f� *� ¯ ш�����]�, ш��� ¯ 
��5�U�����! 

 @��M� ^.к5� K{",12  K{&,�?. ~�!�]���,�6� ^.Sm ~@�5��JÈ,Än G���� *� ¯ �Hх5��À 
~����� DH�]!�P, DH�6ôSm,1�$, TL6Y> K62  �Hх5 ?.� ��,,1�$ W.{ ïËк W.�z.,,� 
W.{ S�¥�����. �,� DH�6ôSm,1 K{ï��?. W.{ S��stª� ��?w2ó -  +,�DH W.�z., (Anglo-Vernacular 
School), @A�@A��¥�|�A��+�@A, 1885 ��69�f K{�U@A�?.�P� z	A� 86{|
�� к}~n�F (Andhra Christian 

College) K�]}¼\ �+�@A, �À69�f 132 ���Jc�.,�?. ~@�5S�D�,1 ~��>  ���,�@A��L! �@A. 

 0�£, ������,1 J� ¾�69 Ë��_�] ��J{,1, K{", /�	D5 ���5,�, ^.Sm K�� ���Á,� 
D���P, �st�]�. \�]?] ^_ê2, K{�U@A�?.�P� '�IJH w&'RJH �;f���H,Æ' (Johns Hopkins 

University) ,1, J� 54 � 86 ^_n�5 ~�5 ��5�U�P M. D. ��?w� WX �@���. ������к� \�]?]�P�, J� 
�����, �4�� Ë��_�] ��J{,,1 �L^.S! ��@A�T�� ¯ W.6Y?., ^_n�5K�]TS5�L к´�� 
��-.?]�����. ��À�jb J�.�J st��к� Ë��_�]?. ������ @�z.��f �P�� Dr. Anna S. Kugler 

?.�]�f '�M� 6¶n�' ^_n�5 K�]TS5,�L �K�?]�����. /st�� 1885,1 DH�6ôSm,1 W.{ S�¥�T&��� �LK{�U��  
/�	D5 ����Á  'к4 \( £ w d'7 , a' (KUGLER HOSPITAL)! 

 ��J69 ì�stª� �L^.S! ����L  +,�DH K{", �ï5 K{ï��?. ���U� �6��6	°. -�к�£. �IJ 

8e?d'��J µ�-[��� 0�£ �L ���S£ /W.5��?. 'Â 2 £ * 0 � £' �� <UZ��^.Sm. /�� 
DH�6ôSm,1  �Z-.�] ���DH<=69>� �	"�n� ß,Än 31 �  �@��, K{\ ���JcS� 'z	A� qÏ����к ��Å�J 


	�	' (Andhra Evangelical Lutheran Church) ÜкQ ' " �y @A �� ' ?.�$, '
� � �� Pb �	' 

?.�$ "SmKMк��6'�. 

 DH�6ôSm �DS� ,1�, W.J &-.> �± *�LSm?.�L�� K{�L! J� 'Â2£ 0�£ �Ðl���a 

��Å�J PQ���	' ,3@�  'V��ÑÒÎ .  <�� <Ó��7 \��� 	�� PQ��� �' (Father Heyer 

Memorial Lutheran Church / St. Matthew's East Parish Church, Gunn Hall Compound) 

��]y�T&���H�� �Á,�,1, ¨к P�� <=�к�69�6û2  Â2£ 0�£ �^.�� �M���^.��. / ��69 �S���,1 
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к´�Ô�� / @��]� ��$! , Wg J� �M���^.jbк� /�� ��
�89?
�� �L D4�]�� �L^.S!�L 
��¦'�U�L! ���^.��! / ' �L ^. S! * D| �� ' ÜкQ "#§ K�.SÁ�?. �@� /�S},1 ��]y�P� @�^.,���� 
/�L�� ¨к "#§ Kк P��� ��]y�T&��, �À69�Å к�&��JÈ�@A. (�@A /�� ���ðA �.�L. Â2£ 0�£ 

���ðA USA,1, <=�c,3���� �.�> Ø�,1� o�{�+�c K6>}�,1 G�@A). DH�6ôSm ��6û2  G��?., /�� 
^.��� '�+кQ ��J к��w�' (Wooden folding Chair) �À69�f� % /,���,1� /,>E K{кQ�, ¨к ?.2 l 
�[l ,1 к�<U�L! �@A.  

\ fк: % к��w� /�.r�� ��zÝ�� (Not a Relic) �.�L. @��� KÑ
�TSm, /�.uA�TSm! �@A �[�,� 
'Â2£ 0�£' �L^.S! ���к� K{J5² ��S»�stª� "#§ <Uк (Reminder) ��J{sµ ! 

 �,� 175 ���Jc�., �f�J� P�� ¾кQ?. W.{ S�¥�T&��� z	A� qÏ����к ��Å�J 
	�	 

(Andhra Evangelical Lutheran Church - AELC) K{�H�M к|K�L &69>  �À�� 6 �U�±c - 1. East 
Guntur, 2. Central Guntur, 3. West Guntur, 4. East Godavari, 5. West Godavari & 6. Visakha 

Synods - 750+ Parishes - 2500+ Congregations - 1000+ Pastors - 20,000,000+ Members  ¯ 
z.х�K z.х,�?. ~�!�]�P, /�U�� х���,1�À �J5�J <=�h@+n� ,´ïS� ��ì�?. ~,�U,�2  ¯�@A. 
K{�L! J �ï5�,� - Moderator Bishop : Rev. Dr. Kollabathula Frederick Paradesi Babu. 

 "O K  	 <= f �IÔ  V к  � gQ d' 8¹ �� , z > �T 2 к �   \� ��." ~ q�Ð<�4 10:7.  

 % ^.�.5��f �SÁ�, ~z.��� @���. @��M��� �\��JÈ�?. ¡S�&��� �5�f! <�Sm�L "#§ Kк� 
���L��?.�À, /°�.��¾�L! ��� �.�À�.�L. / �5�f!, *,� �\��JÈ�?. ¡S�&��º �v , / J�.�J, 
@��M����Z ~z.���, K�]���� JÈy� �k�� ¯ 8 8 �\�f��,� ��z.�v   +Z�U��, / �w\?. ��� 
к´�� ���U�KM�� @��M� /°�.��� WX ��L ���  +Z�U��^.Z! 

 '�L^.S! @A��/?.�=�� �� ' ���S¬�?. �\��JÈ�+n� 'Â2£ 0�£' C~J ~zÝ�.,,1 ����69� 
к�2 K! �?.  +Z�Uк��� ���, /�� C~ ���&69>  �$ú�]!� WX ��L@��. ��� ���DZI� sµSк� 
ш�f!��T� ,3к��� �L^.S! ��� ��@�h �! ����?. ���,3кWg  �, ��yк�?. ������� �L^.�]!к�,к� 
W.{ SÁ��KÑS�к ���.S� ��@A@�h � ! @��M� �ÏÐ� KSm�@�� !  

" ) к4 PQ �C f � к%  � j�  �b	 *, ) &^ f �� � к4 �4 F � �� � �� f �IÔ  V к  � gQ d' 8¹ f,  

� �� V� � �� � Á �  � �� ш? 2Î  F < �	 c� 8¹ �� c�, � �� � nT 
  � �� : �� 
 ��	 c� -.." ~ 

Heb 13:7 
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"Remember your leaders who have taught you the Word of God. Think of all the good that 

has come from their lives, and try to trust the Lord as they do." ~ Hebrews 13:7 

H A P P Y & B L E S S E D * G O S P E L * D A Y ! 

* ��%  w 01 p��%�  � >? 8¹	-QVW-. 0�� 	<��C к O� 0"2���* 

By TSN (T. Srinivasan, Retd. Lecturer in Chemistry) on Sri KHR 

 A Godavari boy graduated from Rajahmundry (with MVLNK-MVLN. Koteswara Rao) 

as classmate in High School at Tanuku) and post graduated from Andhra University, Vizag is our 

dear KHR-K. Hanumantha Rao.  

 KHR joined AC. College in 1965 as a lecturer. He is my very good friend, philosopher 

with high frequency of ideals committed to morals and ethics which is not the order of the day. 

For this reason he is misunderstood by others as he stuck to his principles. I call him ‘jxjxÕ’. 

 We have mainly two categories of people. The first are those that help the undeserving 

also. The second are those that help and yet defamed mercilessly by the beneficiaries. KHR, a 

perfect gentleman, belongs to both the categories; helps the undeserving and also those that hurt 

him. 

 He is a good lecturer, known to be an expert in teaching about the cause of the physical 

sensation of sight i.e. ‘Light’ in Physics. He is a man of few words with light humor, sensitive 

thoughts, relating to the divine too. He never hurts intentionally though others may hurt him. He 

simply swallows with a pinch of salt. He never asserts himself.  

 May I say that he is tall like Sri. Jiddu Krishnamurthy whom he adores and a deep man 

being the follower of Ramana Maharshi. I cannot express totally about him as he never allowed 

to be understood. May be another expressive KHR is needed to say anything about him.   

 I am proud to have him as my friend. I think this friendship is exceptional. 

 KHR is inimitable to my understanding. KHR is as soft as cheese and as hard as a 

Diamond at times and hence I’ve never gone deep into our friendly relationship.  

 Nobody knows much better than this to my knowledge. 

 Am I RIGHT (or LEFT)? 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 Hearty Welcome Sir, Sri. Tigulla Srinivasan (TSN) garu, my teacher & Sr. colleague. 

Thank you for presenting yet another dimension of Sri. KHR garu! 

Keep writing sir! 

Sri. MADBHAGAVATHI KRISHNA THATHVIKUDU 

>?  2Ö\�× к"#$  Z�KTк4�� 

By TSN (T. Srinivasan, Retd. Chemistry Lecturer) on Sri SMK 

 Sri. SMK- S. Muddu Krishna is my good friend, colleague at AC. College for more 

than 30 years.  We belong to the same department (of Chemistry). He was a post graduate from 

BHU; undoubtedly, a good lecturer in Physical Chemistry. 
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 One of his most famous students, R. Sudhakar, is now National Scientific Advisor to 

the Govt. of India in the Department of Defence; as I know, he can get into a taking off plane 

(as permitted by Govt.). 

 According to his favourite Principal of AC. College, he is a short man and dangerous (as 

he takes everybody known, to his command). He is a very helpful man, admits mistakes 

unabashedly, forgets and forgives divinely. 

 This Sangadigunta Muddu Krishna (as he is miscalled) is in fact Seturaman Muddu 

Krishna, a pure Tamil Brahmin. He is a very dashing fellow; even a Traffic Police on duty 

cannot stop him at the ‘Red Signal’ while he is coming to the College on his 2-wheeler @ 100-

110 kmph.  

 In his name SMK, S stands for Shrewdness, Sacrifice (devotee of HH Satya Sai Baba) 

M for Morality (in returning many acres of land to the owner or Dr. PPD after death) and K for 

Kindness (insurmountable). 

 He won the hearts of many like Sarva Sri. KAK-K. Anil Kumar, CVLNM-CVL. 

Narasimha Murthy, KHR-K. Hanumantha Rao, GVLNS-GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao, Dr. TAR- 

Dr. T. Alexander Rajabhushanam, MVLNK-MVLN. Koteswara Rao and not to say about 

students. 

 He is the main pillar for a great organization at Guntur, Brahman Seva Samithi, 1/12, 

Brodiepet, serving humanity at large.  

 May God and his Guru bless him long life and health & wealth. 

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear TSN sir,  

 Wonderful writing on one of my teachers Sri. SMK. I worked with him in many co-

curricular activities of our College & learned  how to do the best. 

Regards to both of you dear sirs. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 Excellent mnemonics on the initials of Sri. SMK! 

 Sir, you rightly mentioned the speed of his two wheelers - not just his light blue Bajaj 

Priya scooter but his green Raleigh bicycle earlier - they were simply unstoppable! 

 As regards his student �R. SUDHAKAR - the one and only student I know - who was 

conferred D. Sc directly, while he was still studying his B. Sc, based on his IQ! He was forthwith 

recruited by the Govt. of India in the Defense Department! 

 God bless Sri. SMK, Sri. TSN, Sri. KAK sirs! 

~ David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Dear Nirikshana Rao Sir, 

 As usual your supplements are rocking. They add additional flavours to the Memoirs, 

whoevers' Memoirs they be!  
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 Thank you Sir for making this series interesting. 

 VVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes: VVV 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-78 

 �.,3C ,1�f ���DH<=6'> к Wg �]>�� �DI�]���� ��,��,� ~�K�� ¯�@A. /o��L ^_nKM ���TLк� ^_`Þ!  
/ ����M�� *��L�� �SÁstª�@A. <U{�cK� /o��L �H��L, -.> � S£�  �H��L �$> �+��c )iDS6� 
к�<U�P�@A. ���y),� <=n��P ^_)69�� S£à ��P  % �	�5� T$�L! ���Sm.  

�@A D���P� �&'(),� ���. *DS6� ¨к�] �H"#,<=n ��Ôк�]� *�fQ�TL��6� ���c ,� 
¾�,�<=6'> Sm. <=�h@A 8@v  "SD&Ó  ¯��� �SÁstª�@A. 

 ¨к D4� « ^_jb?.�À ��	 D4� « �,�?[ �ë�.Sm?. D�JÈ,� ^À��� -g2 D�c ����� <=�h?. �[к,� 
~�<U�L! ���). 

 8Ë69 ��� � ��Lк��6Y����.? 8@v�.�L кSK �{ ,�-S�DHS�DH,~ K�TLJÈ���Sm. <=�h?. 
"^å� �E" ��6Y���Sm. @���f ����] <�S2� ���S£ кZ�U ¿DIS?. �Sm�L! ���Sm...%~r�?. &'5� 
JSm^.J &'5� ,� �P� K{��]»�L! ���Sm..�����® � S�DH,� T,�2 ��6� к´�� к�<U�L! �@A.. 

8Ë69 ��� � ��Lк��6Y����.?.Bк� +Z��@A 8�H�@A к�к? �^À �� �.,3C,1 �=n�c 
�-g �U)Ê�� *��к,�. -.u�S} *��к,к� Ë�P (�.5�Kl ,1�À) K{��S� "SmDHJÈ�@A. ¨к69 ����� 
�	0,� �.2 �L,к� /6�к� JK��L ��]. �H��L �	0 ��=�¿2  k� ,1 K{J5Sm� ,� K{��?]���Z �st�]�. 
,1 ,�?.. �À�L �SmKÆÇ, ^.�]�f GK��5-.,� �.�U<=6�>^.���. ��hS£ ��)�69�f �P� ��w 
�.)�TLк��À^.Sm..�]kSc�c к´�� ��)���^.���. 

 *,Ä²� �	0� Kк�(�@�?. �M�6Y�@A. �69�� S£àc ,1 "SmDHJÈ�@A. / JSm^.J �õ�69�� 
&'6� ��W.��>é�� î�*l�U ,�� ,1 "SmDHJÈ�@A.. ,� ��± /SºE W.{ &2 � �.к���� �� �+W.��>é��c ,1 
/�] ��]� ^.Sm���Sm. *���� к�,���Sm. &'6� ��W.��>é�� st6Y2  *кQ���Sm. Wg e�L ^.jbк�6� �U> Ø;> 
?. �M�6'Sm. ���S£ st62  �f�� �M���Zc�@�. �õ�69�� "�]?[6KM��� 8"���c �f��к� �.к´��L. �]��>F 
�+<���Sк� ���S£ �f�@� �M���Z. 

 ^.�[ ^.! T$��Z�U�@� / �HT�6. st62  �?]IS ËZ6�w /o��Ec &'&H,�2 ?. >?� �	 � �J� 


<%����� �� F��, >?� z£z£�³. 
�	2� P�³  F��, >?� É.�ª�6Ta� ���;#�	 F��, >?� �6. 
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:j�w	F��, -�. ,². :�Fº o�£ ���;#�	 F��, >?� 86. 8e?qÌ� Á£ F�� �,&�� ¨кQ KMSmDH� к´�� 
st6Y2  *кQ����^.Sm �.�L..��к ,1K, ,�� ,1 �62  ,Ä�fQ�KM..Ïè��ÏèB,� �M���^.Sm. �+;,  �.� �=�; 
���� @A6>,� ^.Sm.. >?� N � �a �J. 
	�� ��C F��, >?. �	�.�a�J 8¨,¬шT£ ��C F��, >?. d'��a

�J. ���H	0 ;���  F��, >?. 8S. 0�� ��  ��C F��, >?. �³.  �2�m к"#$  F��  D}��к �KM}H,�?. 
�5���]���^.Sm.   

 st62  <=n��P ?Ô�JÈ <=�h�����,2  �� ��J �]��>F ��'�c ��)���^.Sm. .�к ?�ZP�^.�] 
D�JÈ,к�, W.6,к�, �KM�,к�, �[к,к�, �SmKM,к� �� � G���L. �@A �� �=n�c �-g �U)Ê�� 
*��к, к`a ��S���. 

 % �²}��L��� ~@�5Sm� ,к� WpSm,�?. K{"#C~J�,1 K{"#-.��5�,1 W.,ÖI �����f <�{S}?. 
¦'~���Z. JK�к ���Sm ���к�,�?.к´�� JS^.\ �.,�,1 S£WX �@A G�6'Sm. 

W.{ S�¦þJc�� *� ¯ ^_n���?. "�]?[@A. <=�h^.�]� /k���P �\ïL,�?. ?õS~�P W.{ S�¦þK��5��H 
?.~���^.Sm. % Sк�?. ��. ,²y}�.�M ?.Sm (K{�Hх �|# �	D P�fJcк�,�$ �� KÑS� ~@�5�]Á), ��. 
/����.�M ?.Sm (K6>}�,1�À K{�Hх �Sò�$ �� KÑS� ~@�5�]Á), ��. PDHSmW.69 ��?[ш�S�.�M?.Sm 
(K{�Hх ш�! á P�fJcк�,�, �� KÑS� ~@�5�]Á) ~�����^.Sm. 

 K{�HхL,�L к,��L�����, ^.�]�L��� �$��]! �ø����,  ��²�c 8�.�6Y �����,1 
�_nKM}�5�� WX ���� ��69~ ~@�5SmÁ ,к� K{�?.Jyк�?. �À�]��62�MJÈ�@A. �@� %^_�� sµ�À"�y�� 
��6�, �@� K�]W.,�� �S��} ��6�..  �6'2 6,� 8���� "SD,3�L, ÏÐ��к�  ��M,3�L.. 
^.?]�^.��H,�, ~&Ìr�H,� ��"sµ…  *,²�L2  �)Wg ��к �� � к,�UWg )Ê^.Sm. к�,�J 
^_n���5,�, @���.,� �TL���®�� к�<U�T�M. �@A �� /�r{ ��®ã�!� к`az., ���Q|\, ��K{@���, 
~��>J.  

 �À�L D��<U� 26 ���Jc�.,� % �-g �U)Ê��c  ¯ ��,�  ���ÏÐJ�?. W.,ÖI �À^.���. ~@�5�]Á 
���к�,� GK��5�, ���� �� TL6ô>  \�]?[^.Sm. ���L�,2  �� �L@�SÙ ��L��� �²SS£K�,1 
<=�@���Lк�����L. �L�rLS "#§ K�.,�L K�TL����� ���6Yк� ��к� *� ¯ /��@��� ��L! ��@A. 
���L,1 W.,ÖI ��^.�]�f к´�� �,�?[ G�6Y���Lк��6Y����L.  

-g2 ?.�c 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes: VVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  
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�E! 

 B /��69 *��к, �HT�6Y2  ��yZ� �Ò2 / �	0,12  ~��]�K��z.). r�5^.@�,�. 

к`az., C~J�,1 K{\ ~@�5�]Á�f ��L���,1�f �.�,�U� ¨к K{u�� ì6>� % ~@�5�]Á �."�Å��,�. : � 
�JS к`az.,,1 ~@�5SmÁ ,���]�Å  ¨�[ �$> �+��c �4��� G��?. �K�6û2  �� к`az.,,1 ��J{� 
�=n�c, �ë5���67l к� ^À�[�Sm ��ì�,�, *��к,� G���~. / J�.�J к´�� ���кQ�� �,� ^À�[�Sm 
��ì�,�, *��к,� G��6Y2  �À�_SmD�L.  &�ëшñ /�� ~@�5SmÁ , ����.,�, ���5,� ^À�[�Sm?. 
G�6'��, ����� ��ì�,� ~��~��?. G�6� *к�Q� (��69>�KM) ��@A ~@�5SmÁ ,к� K��M,� ,¥�P 

��L��� ��W.@A��� ���.ш� G�6Y���, ��[ �.S}���J� �� <=�h,� �,� ^À�[�Sm ��ì�,� 
8S�6Y ��z.Sm. : �, к`az.,к� ��&�uA�P� ���5,B� к`az.,,1 ~@�5SmÁ ,��S£ к,�U 
�,"��,�, �,2Sm,�, �sty,� D6'{  ������Lк� ���.ш� G���@A�.�L. K{кQ�À G�� �ÏÐ`a 
к`az.,,1�L, / K{кQ�À G�� KMSm�È, к`az.,,1�L 8@v  ¨к �,"��//�@vj� "SmDHTL��� �� 
к`az.,,1 ��J{� K{z.�J�?. JSDJÈ,� �S�ÏÐ�K&��JÈ���~. '"�n/�u�{  G�5��',��69 ���S¬�,1 
JK� �� к`az.,,1 -.Á �к ���5, B� -.u�S} �sty "�]?]� ���S¬� 1970-'75 �r5�.,�,1 
,3�L. ���Lк� �.S}� ¨�[ �$> �+��c �4��� �.к ~��~��?. �=n�c, �ë5���67l �-g �U)Ê�� ,� 
G��6sµ!  

 8stª��, к���²}к� ��Sm<�Sm?. �� к`az., �,�6� �����]�Å DS��.S}�. / к���²} 
�L��� ��69 �L��� �À69 �Sк� *���	 �."�Å�, K�]W.,�� S�?.,,1 �� KÑS� ~@�5SmÁ ,� ��Sm� ,�?. 
K{�U@A�?.���Sm. �� к`az.,к� ��	��Sm "["[,�.VVVVV 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes: �@A ��] )iª� ����� K{\r��. ��ñKÑS�к r�5^.@�,�. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Sir, you've beautifully captured the ecstasy and euphoria of the 'Science Association' election 

scenario! The same applies to the 'Humanities Association ' as well for students of Arts 

subjects! 

 I can still feel the strong 'cunega' scent of the colored pamphlets with the names of the 

contestants on one side and the 'Time Table' grid on the other! 

 Later came the trendier & costlier versions with fragrant 'Butter Paper- Handkerchiefs'! 

Students used to contest on 'Panel basis' for the offices of President, Vice-President, secretary, 

Treasurer & Lady Representative! 

 Botany Department invariably used to be the 'Counting Center', no matter to which 

Department the Director belonged.  It's because of the strategic impregnable location, not 
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yielding even a glimpse of the counting hall to unauthorized persons from any side, once the 

'bent bottleneck' staircase is blocked. The top of the staircase - corner of Room 16 - used to be an 

ideal podium for the announcement of the all important results! 

 Notable student leaders that later evolved into people's leaders are Sri. JR. Pushpa Raju 

from the 'Science Association' & Sri. Nakka Anand Babu from the 'Humanities Association'! 

 Thank you once again sir for placing on record how our dear College honed the 

leadership qualities - oratorical & organizational - skills among the students! 

 God bless you Prof. Anil Kumar sir, 

 God bless you all!! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: 

 Thank you Sri. Ravindrakumar garu for bringing out the healthy, balancing effect that 

existed between the Science & Humanities associations!  

 God bless!! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Dear Nirikshana Rao Sir, 

 Once again you have proved that Anil Kumar Sir and you make a unique pair of 

narrators. Your supplements add colour and flavour to Anil Sir's narrations. Those who would 

enjoy every moment of their stay on the campus only could give such vivid narration of past 

events. Hats off to you both! Please keep writing and enthrall all of us. VVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes:  

Nirikshana Rao you are absolutely right. All principals elsewhere made a mark because of the 

training they received when they were here. Harmony is unique in our institution. God bless you. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

Dr. K Sarada Devi writes: VVV 

MEMORIES  AND MEMOIRS-79 

 Principal office is very busy. A meeting is convened at 11. 00 A.M. The list included all 

seniors and heads of the departments with one or two exceptions like the humble self. Additional 

chairs occupied space left in Principal chamber. 

 A very fair, white clad, smiling, very popular, brainy gentleman appears there wearing 

black rimmed glasses. All know that he is the chief consultant on all administrative matters and a 

close, most trusted man to all Principals of our College. He is tall, not totally bald with thin wavy 

black hair and very fair in complexion.. He has a solution for any problem whatsoever it is. He 

also trained two of his colleagues to step into his shoes. He presented the agenda of the day. He 

is none other than Sri. Ponnapalli Subrahmanya Somayajulu garu- PSS, Head of the 

Department of Mathematics. Sri. PSS is always seen in the company of his predecessor Sri. 
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Myneni Lakshminarasimha John--Sri. MLNJ and later Sri. LRK and Sri. PSS are the 

inseparable chums. 

 Sri. PSS happens to be the Chairman of our College Anniversary Committee for several 

years; stalwarts like Dr. PPD as the Chairman Refreshments committee, Sri. RCR as the 

Chairman Academic Prizes Committee, Maj. Frederick as the Chairman of Discipline 

Committee, Mr. KAK as the Chairman of Cultural Programs and Announcements, Sri. 

Basaveswar Rao as the Chairman of Badges and Registration Committee and Sri. N. Channa 

Reddi garu as the Chairman of Reception Committee, Sri. LRK incharge of the Stage and 

Seating Committee that are specially constituted for the event. Decoration Committee has also 

looked into all the details of decoration at important points like entrance, portico, premises in 

front of the dais, and the dais too. You should see how busy are these chairmen and their teams 

meeting every day planning and discussing every minute detail of the tasks assigned to them. 

They are free to co opt members, if necessary. As the day approaches, well in advance, three 

days ahead, chairs are put. poles on either side, festoons and buntings, flags present a spectacular 

view befitting the occasion. All move, galop, run, and are very busy in making arrangements. No 

one can disturb any one. No time to chat, stand and stare. Assembly Hall is engaged with boys 

practicing music and drama rehearsals. Physics Department is very tight with work, arranging 

books, packing them for prize distribution. 

 Sri. RCR, Sri. MVLNK, Sri. KHR, Sri. GVLNS are most familiar faces and have 

shaped themselves as experts in this field. It is certainly a big job indeed that includes 

preparation of lists of awardees classwise, arranging them classwise, subject wise, and others 

such as elocution, dramatics, etc and transferring all these prizes to tables on the left side of the 

dais. Mrs. Rani Sarala is also actively associated with this committee on academic prizes. 

Sri. LRK is seen sitting on the chair near the dais getting the stage ready with the help of Sri. 

Krupa Rao and Sri. Johnny our College electricians. It is a laborious, time consuming work. 

Sri. LRK does it every time, all alone, spending his money for lunch, snacks to those that 

assisted him in this job. 

 Another very difficult, herculean job is that of Refreshments Committee. Dr. PPD is the 

only unsurpassed and unequalled leader who can manage excellently well, in a most orderly, 

systematic manner. The Department of Chemistry is gifted with highly talented, totally 

committed team of experts. 

 Sri. Abdul Muzeer and Sri. T. Srinivasan are in charge of cool drinks and Sri. S. 

Muddukrishna and his team are in charge of refreshments packets. Room No.4 is the place where 

all cool drink bottles are kept in crates, arranged class wise (boys and girls separate, prize 

winners apart, VIPs in front rows) and we see Sri AMR and Sri TSN holding lists and tick one 

after one as they are sent to respective classes. Sri SMK though short, but tall in stature and is a 

perfectionist. He in Room No 5 keeps baskets of packets as per the required number, class wise 

and labelled. He with his team has a list and he checks and cross checks before the baskets are 

handed over to volunteers. The list will carry tick marks soon after they are delivered. 

The Program Committee headed by the Principal and Sri. PSS are found supervising, advising 

and guiding each committee. 

 The stage management and the decoration are grand and gorgeous. Front row for chief 

guests, principal and his wife-the first lady of the College, and other dignitaries and senior heads 
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of the Departments. Protocol is strictly followed. The whole premises is very colourful and 

packed. We find NCC officers moving maintaining order ensuring discipline. We also see 

disciplinarians like Maj. CNF and Capt. GBR, Capt. MB, Mr. RRSSD, Mr. BRRB, Dr.TAR, 

Mr. JA moving actively so that there will be pin drop silence during the proceedings. 

 Chief Guest arrives at the gate and the announcement is made and the guests of honour 

accompanied by the Chairman, Anniversary Committee, Principal, Heads of the Department’s 

come in a procession as the College band group plays. They go to the Principal Chamber for 

light refreshments and there after they occupy their seats on the dais as per the names mentioned. 

The entire gathering remains standing until they are seated. 

 The welcome address, scripture reading, prayer, principal’s report, chief guest address, 

prize distribution-athletic and academic take place in exact precision to the dot of time. 

Cultural programs include music, dance, monoaction/drama-whichever decided by the 

committee and the program concludes with the singing of National Anthem as all join in chorus. 

Here I should mention the high order of discipline maintained, silence that prevails, solemnity, 

dignity, decorum to the expected standards, perfection in distributing refreshments and cool 

drinks to roughly about 4000, gents and ladies separate, reading of the list of prize awardees by 

RCR and KHR, athletic prizes by David garu, all take place with no gap in between. 

 This is both a celebration and a training to the future generation of leaders and 

administrators. Managerial Skills, leadership, display of talents, wide exposure and experience 

will go a long way in the lives of students that help to grow as responsible citizens, leaders and 

administrators of this country by and large. 

 Here with no pride, in all humility and gratitude, I will be failing my duty if I do not 

mention the support and the encouragement given to me by Dr. MGT our Principal. For all 

meetings and celebrations Dr. MGT made me the master of ceremonies/moderator. I can never 

forget those days of ecstasy, thrill, excitement, and dynamism. All staff, mostly come in suits and 

add to the festivity, gaiety, luster and glamour to the occasion. Dr. MGT made me the Director 

of both Literary and Dramatic associations at the same time. When the Vice Principal said-why 

two?-Dr. MGT reply was-I know Anil kumar can manage both. When Sri JP was the Principal 

he sent me to lead our College teams for participation in all intercollegiate competitions. Andhra 

Christian College made me a hero out of a zero. 

 May we remain highly indebted to our College for all the gifts of grace and benediction!   

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear sir, 

 What a narration on the College anniversary.We were students when the iconic figure Dr. 

MGT was principal. He is a great teacher, administrator & a role model to the students. We 

enjoyed our College anniversaries as students. The programme started at 3 pm with refreshments 

and cool drinks. After handing over empty bottle only, one will get a refreshment packet filled 

with food items equal to a meal containing plum cake, 2 sweets, 2 hot packets, 2 seasonal fruits 

etc which will not allow us to feel us hungry till the end of.the function. It is a festival to all the 

students. 

 Most interesting items are mimicry, fancy dress & announcements from giants like Sri 

KAK. Anniversary means COLLEGE FESTIVAL. 
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 Very Nostalgic. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 V woW!  

 Fantastic verbal picturization of the fabulous event 'College Anniversary!' 

No detail, no individual, not even electricians stocky Krupa Rao & puny Johnny were 

forgotten!  

 'Seal of Anil Kumar sir' strikingly visible! Hats off to you Prof. Anilkumar sir! 

 Thinking of 'College Anniversaries', after the MGT era, I just want to remember the 

services of two important staff members who are no more with us.  

 One was the 'Fireworks' incharge. His thumping gait, the flashing smile showing the 'rice 

grain' small tooth in the middle of the upper front teeth were unmistakable. It was Sri Kota 

Christopher (KC) of the Zoology Department! 

 For the Centenary Celebrations, he brought men & materials from Kakinada and gave us 

a coordinated spectacular show! 

 The other was short & stocky figure, always laughing & regaling his entourage, the 

Director of the Dramatic Association in later years Mr. Mylabathula Devadanam Christopher 

(MDC) of the Sociology Department! 

 He was a multi talented master who quarried diamonds like singer 'Ramana'!   

 He also made a mark as an exceptional English teacher for students appearing for 

competitive examinations! 

 God bless the memory of Late Sri KC & Mr. MDC! 

Ezra writes:  

Sir, he was Mylabathula Devadanam Christopher (MDC). Thank you sir,   

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

Thank you dear Ezra. I was not sure of what D stands for, that's why I put a question mark there. 

I don't have anyone here to cross check. Thank you for setting the record straight! 

God bless!! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-80 

 The College Assembly Hall is full. That happens to be a Wednesday when we usually 

have our weekly assembly sessions. We find some, moving actively, waiting to receive guests. It 

is the time to begin with the ringing of the bell. Guests arrive at the portico and received by a few 

staff members. 

 Ushered into the Principal chamber. 

 Principal Dr. TS. Paulus the great and unique personality starts walking majestically in a 

royal way which is usual and special with him accompanied by guests. They are youngsters 

about 8 or 10 among whom three are girls. They are seated on the dais in the front row. Next 

rows are occupied by Heads of Departments and senior staff. After scripture reading and prayer 
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Dr. Paulus presents guests to the assembly. We understand that they are students from 

California, United States of America. All are the natives of that country,  on a visit to our 

country. They are sponsored by Lutheran Church in America. LCA. They are briefly 

introduced; some are in degree, one or two in medical school and one or two in PG courses. 

Being young they are smart decent, good looking, active, and informally dressed. 

 Each one spoke briefly about their courses of study and the  purpose of their 

visit..English,with American accent is not fully followed by everyone but they are heard in 

attention. Now comes the most interesting part. They sing individually and also in a chorus while 

some accompanied them on guitar. The presentation and the rendition is very special that I 

remember till this day. They sing one line twice and make all 4000 gathering sing together. The 

hall is full of resonance and divine vibrations. What a spectacular view it is and melody in 

music! Like this it continued until all picked up a few lines and manage to sing. The smiles and 

dynamism attracted every one. Later they visited class rooms and their friendly nature and the 

rapport endeared them to everyone. They are the members of SCM-Student Christian Movement 

and YMCA. Deeply religious at an young age, their sincerity is appreciated by all. Like this a 

few teams from USA both boys and girls, mostly students, used to visit our College each year. 

Believe me, that gave us a feel of international community.  

 Later we watched closely Dr. Swavely and his wife coming to our College very 

regularly. Dr. Swavely served as the Bursar of our institution. Christmas season is visible from 

their activity, elegance, particularly when we have our College christmas program. Neatly 

dressed in dark suit with a flower pinned to the coat and his wife wearing a gown with a small 

gold colour bell hanging like a pendant fixed to her shoulder walk into the Assembly Hall in the 

evening around 7.00. Mrs. Swavely plays on piano. The solemn occasion with the singing of 

Christmas songs by the entire College community and listening to the sermon is worth 

remembering for life time. This is the culture of our College. After this the entire College 

community gently, slowly, prayerfully move to the open space in front of the Physics 

Department carrying candles. It is dark around, choir group clad in whites, on the dais and all the 

rest stand in lines on the ground still remain fresh in my memory. This is the rich legacy of our 

College. 

 Rev. Kleiner served as the Bursar of our College. A very tall thin gentleman, walks 

briskly to his office and dressed in a most formal way. He was approachable amenable and the 

College has international stature. 

 Rev. Rebley moved quite freely with everybody and engaged a few Bible classes. 

 Rev. Dexter, taught English to a few classes. Rev. Dexter carrying a small briefcase with 

him, elegantly dressed, smiling and greeting everyone is a pleasant sight to everyone, 

Ms. Glatz is liked by one and all. She was in charge of girls, guiding them at every step. She is 

so popular that made Sri Kola Isaiah garu name his daughter after her-Susan Glatz. 

Rev.Nabert served as the Chairman of our College Governing Body. A very smart man and Sri 

JP commented at one time “Is he an actor or a pastor?” 

 Cali Cloth was the new brand introduced to the market for the first time. Rev. Nabert 

wore that day yellow coloured Cali Cloth-made suit with a red tie; excelled any Hollywood 

actor. The College style is because of these missionaries. 
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 Rev. Schmitthenner served as the President of AELC and in that capacity he paid many 

visits to our College. He was the President when the College was in financial crisis due to the 

delayed release of grant. He came to the rescue of the College. 

 My mother Smt. K. Sarojini Devi knows personally Dr. Kugler, Ms. Hicamp, Ms. 

Nagle (of Stall School). All of us are born in Kugler Hospital. 

 I should make a special mention of Rev. JF. Neudoerffer, Chairman, South Asia, LCA. 

Many faculty members are benefited by him as he was instrumental in sending them to USA 

either for studies or a brief visit. 

 Rev. JF. Neudoerffer is a brilliant orator, effective, resourceful speaker and a great 

missionary. A simple word like “go between” was the theme for his one hour talk. Imagine his 

creativity, brilliance and genius. A very handsome man, wonderfully dressed to the occasion. He 

wears light color slack shirt and dark coloured pants. He wears a matching tie. It is a feast to the 

eye just watching him. I heard many of his talks. His posture, gesture, pause, modulation, 

emphatic expression, clearcut ideas, nice presentation, scholarship, authority and authenticity are 

unparallelled. Someone told me that his father also associated with our mission. That special 

occasion of ground breaking ceremony of Andhra Luthern College of Education, I happily and 

joyfully recall when we had a public meeting on the open air grounds. A wonderfully spacious 

dais with the Chief Minister of the State, Govt officials, AELC officers on the dais, and all 

former Principals of our College sat in front of the dais in a row. It reminded me of all ex-PMs 

sitting in the front row during parliament sessions at Delhi. Dr. Neudoerffer stole the entire 

show. What a speech he made explaining the role of AELC and the space liberally given to 

Municipal authorities to lay a road adjacent to AL. College Of Education. He mentioned  the 

spirit of catholicity, universality and unconditional love of church for the emancipation of poor 

and needy of this part of the country. His oration captivated everyone in that august assembly. 

 At the entrance of our College main building close to the Assembly Hall is a plaque fixed 

which says that the Assembly Hall is a gift by the children of USA out of their savings. 

 Andhra Christian College is founded on the grounds of sacrifice, devotion, dedication, 

commitment to the true Christian spirit of love. The contribution of missionaries is 

immeasurable, incalculable, unimaginable, incomprehensible, inestimable, unparalleled and 

totally divine and deeply religious and selfless. 

 YOU ARE THE GREAT MISSIONARIES AND VISIONARIES AND THE WAY 

YOU BUILT THIS EMPIRE IS THE PROOF OF YOUR SACRIFICE AND YOUR FAITH IN 

JESUS, THE LORD. YOU ARE BLESSED AND YOU ARE THE CHOSEN CHILDREN OF 

GOD.!!!!!!!! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VVVVVVV 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes: God bless you Nirikshan Rao. You responded within seconds 

of this Memoir- 80 on our missionaries, the visionaries. Thanks once again. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

�E! 
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Dr. KS. Ratnakar  Director, Global Hospitals, Hyderabad:  

 I'm happy Sri Anilkumar is appreciated for his memoirs on AC. College. I am not only 

his brother but also alumnus of AC. College. I do not know how many are aware Mr. 

Anilkumar is completing 75 this October. I wish AC. College in their auditorium organises a 

meeting with release of his Memoirs and felicitate. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: V Beautiful proposal sir, befitting the Diamond V 

Birthday of Prof. Anilkumar garu! 

 I wholeheartedly support this.  

 I believe, who would not??? 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: I think it will be PLATINUM V BIRTHDAY ! 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: V��� '�', ¯ к´�]� ��� к���E ?.�]�f BSm 
��@A�P� �¥����,� �KMS£K�! 

Bк� �� �¥�����,�  SÕ��{ к���E �E! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VV 

S. Muddu Krishna writes:  

 Yeah, it will be a wonderful opportunity to meet all of you fellow members VV. It will 

be more memorable event to be a feather in our memories and memories. I want convey my 

regards to Dr. Ratnakar for highlighting this Auspicious Day. VV I feel to have a vegetarian 

dinner with all of you. I recommend Mr. Ganapathi as Chairman for this activity. Thank You 

VVV 

Dr. KS. Ratnakar writes: Sai Ram. I pray it fructifies 

I propose, KAK GROUP as WhatsApp group for this kind of activity some of his friends/ 

wellwishers may become administrators. 

IS HE A KING OR/AND  CONQUEROR OF DESIRES? TELL ME THE TRUTH 

c<=��Eх�f :к�	к 
"�'�8e �P�<�  �x���<Eк �ªVк�7� 

By TSN ¼T� Srinivasan¸ on Sri KAK 
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 This expression is only a fistful of water from an endless ocean. 

 Honestly speaking he is my role model, colleague, well acquainted person, friend – no, 

more than a friend and happened (fortunately to me) to be my student also. 

My reminiscence goes back to 1960 or even earlier. Even at that young age he had (according to 

Sri. YSR. Chandran, Principal, Hindu College, Guntur) a metallic tone creating sensation on 

the stage. YES!!! He is first a ‘stage king’ and then a king to his queen (amongst many who 

wanted him) OH!!! OH!!! 

 His voice resounded in those days (oh even today) in all Colleges of this great city \��VC�� 
i.e., Guntur though he worked at AC. College. Is it only Guntur? No. It is in entire undivided 

Andhra Pradesh! No. In India, Swatantra Bharath!! No. In the entire GLOBE at large. It was, it is 

and it will be. That is his power, bestowed by his beloved GURU. He is the second son of highly 

educated parents and grandson of great social reformers. 

 What can I say more! To say more, I have to be an author of Encyclopedia, Brodiepet, 

Guntur, AP, India, Asia. Can I? True! in his case, teachers shine because of students. A cheerful 

man, enjoying even hardships, which is his art of life that is inimitable, unimaginable, 

inexpressive. He is a director, actor (in and out) and a singer (��r�<=@Ah  �J5�) and above all 
these things, a great devotee (in spite of insurmountable loss sustained in this physical, mundane 

world) that history should record in golden letters. 

 He is a much sought-after man on the globe. To him, going to Britain is visiting 

Brodiepet, Guntur.; America is Arundalpet, Guntur; Canada is Cobalt Pet, Guntur and how to 

say? Words fail. He travelled wide across the globe in response to invitations from all over.  

I pray my God and Guru, to bestow on him his deserved position in the future. 

May his endless efforts as a roaring lion in VEDANTA forest of Spiritual seekers continuously 

awaken, arise and cause VIVEKA and ANANDA in the heart of listeners and followers.  

Who is HE? He is none other than *KAK-KAMARAJU ANIL KUMAR*! 

Thus spoke--- 

My Head Master-Mind 

��J�.5Ë K,�к� 

�|�� ����� 

-.r� �+)5 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VVV 

Dr. K Sarada Devi writes:  

Sir, what a sumptuous meal of memories and memoirs. Thank you so much. May God bless you 

and keep your wonderful brain for hundred and more years VVVV 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes:  
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Thank you so much. It is always less than what we got in our life from our College 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

Dear TSN Sir, 

 Your write-up is a rich tribute on your student cum colleague and a most sought-after 

speaker at many school and College anniversary functions then and a Sri Satya Sai Missionary 

now!  

 I know a good number of people of my age group who listened to Anil Kumar Sir in their 

school days at anniversary functions and got inspired and quote from his speeches even today in 

their 60+ age. Such is the impact he created in the minds of his young audience in those days; a 

very effective communicator, indeed! Your description of Anil Kumar Sir as the "most sought-

after" is most appropriate.  

Thanks for sharing. 

Regards, 

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

PEN PORTRAITS! 

TRUE TO LIFE!! 

GOD BLESS!!! 

GVLN Sanjeeva Rao writes : VVVDHSm!  ��L! ���) 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVVV 

 Swarajyalakshmi writes :  

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VVVVV 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVV 

REMINISCENCES OF MY ALMA MATER-PART 3 

By Dr. (Mrs.) VP. Celia 

Former Reader, Department of Philosophy 

 After my BA at Andhra Christian College, I joined Sri Venkateswara University, 

Tirupathi for my post –graduate studies in philosophy. After completion of my post-graduation, I 

joined as a research scholar for PhD under the direction of Prof. Mrs. Sarasvati 

Chennakesavan in the same university. I passed my written examination after one year. I 

discontinued my research work when I got a job as a lecturer of Philosophy in AC. College. I 

taught both philosophy and sociology, and later I got my MA degree in Sociology from The 

Andhra University by private study. 

Principals:    Sri J. Paulus, Department of English gave me the opportunity to serve in the 

College. He was the head of the department of English when I was a student. He was a great 

scholar, academician and encyclopedic in mind. He was punctual and work-minded. He was so 

simple; he even used to collect answer books after the exam along with clerical staff. 
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          Dr. M. George Thomas (MGT) – In his time he introduced many changes. His attention 

was first directed towards campus beautification. New gardens came into existence, like 

triangular garden, garden near ladies waiting room and fencing of College campus with green 

plants. Staff also planted some plants. He made the campus green and beautiful. He insisted upon 

dress code of the staff. There was also staff excursion at that time. 

          In his time the College song was written by Sri Papayya Sastri (JPS) on the advice of the 

principal. ("�@A  +,�DH, KÑ,  ¯6, �@A ^_,�DH, �.T&'6, �@A T�L�M,� ^_�",Ä2 �� K@A,stª� 
K�U����6��(). For this tune was composed by the talented musician Sri Kotayya of Telugu 

Department. Dr MGT also developed staff choir. Previously, there was student choir. As the 

students keep changing year after year, there was no permanent choir for the College so the need 

for permanent choir was fulfilled by the staff choir. The English choir was directed by a famous 

musician and organist Dr. Virgil John. We staff presented a Christmas program on the All India 

Radio. Christmas season was very enjoyable and enthusiastic those days. 

          Dr. N. Isaac, Department of History was a great scholar and a well known archaeologist, a 

very simple man practicing Gandhian principles. He was interested in social activities, arranging 

functions and student camps. 

          Dr. C. Devadanam is from Department of History. He is simple, unassuming and highly 

intelligent. He held two Master's Degrees and a PhD from USA, a great scholar, kind and 

considerate. He is the one who sent me to do my PhD at the Andhra University Waltair under the 

faculty improvement program of University Grants Commission (UGC). I am ever grateful to 

him for that. 

          Dr. G. Samuel, Department of Zoology is a good academician. He obtained his PhD from 

USA. He is a stern disciplinarian and a very good administrator. 

          Dr. P. Prabhudas, Department of Chemistry got his PhD from USA. He is sociable, 

dynamic and is very good at maintaining public relations. He was very efficient in organizing 

College functions and parties in an orderly manner. In his tenure, College centenary function was 

celebrated for which honorable president of India Gyani Jail Singh was the chief guest. The 

chief minister of Andhra Pradesh Sri N.T. Rama Rao an old student of the College was also 

present and addressed the gathering. 

          Dr. B. Jyothi Raju, Department of Philosophy was an alumni of Andhra University. He 

got his PhD from USA. He was my teacher, very intelligent, helpful and approachable to all. 

          Sri B. Chandra Paul from English department. He had a very good name as a teacher he 

was a good administrator. He was magazine board chairman. He was a talented man. His wife 

Mrs. Susan Pramila was my good friend. After retirement BCP garu and I worked in Bethel 

Bible College. He taught English and I taught religions and philosophy. I had good opportunity 

to learn many past events of the College from him. 

Invigilation:  When I joined as a lecturer in the College, I only entered into the company of my 

teachers. One significant absentee was my teacher Dr. Benny. By then he became the principal 

of B. Ed. College. Whenever I had some problem, without hesitation I used to go to him for his 

advice and help. Invigilation provided me also with unique opportunity to be acquainted with all 

the senior staff other than my own direct teachers. 
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          All the girl students were allotted in a single room for examinations. Only senior men staff 

were assigned as invigilators in that room. The presence of a lady lecturer was inevitable there. 

As I happened to be the only lady lecturer in the beginning years of my service, I used to have 

invigilation everyday (later Mrs. Sadguna kumari of Botany Department joined the College 

who was also a very good friend of mine). We used to have very fruitful, intellectual and 

informative discussions about various subjects during the invigilation work. It was an 

opportunity to converse, discuss and learn from them. In my discussions with Dr. MGT, I had to 

change the direction of my thinking pertaining to a topic related to my research work. Sometimes 

invigilation work was also jovial. Once invigilation work was allotted to me with Dr. 

Varadanam for both the morning and evening sessions. As a youngster, I was doing all the work 

actively without giving any trouble to him. Towards the end, he told me “you did entire work 

now, afternoon you take rest and I will do all the work”. In the afternoon, the examination was 

started. He made me to sit on a chair. He took the additional papers holding the top corners of the 

papers both sides with both hands he started walking in long strides from one end of the room to 

the other speedily, forgetting to notice the students when they stand for additional paper. I had to 

get up to give the additional paper. Then he would say “I am sorry”- And again he would ask me 

to sit. Almost throughout the session it happened like that. Both girls and I enjoyed the session. 

          During the invigilation, we had the practice of taking coffee in the middle of the session. 

Men staff often used to order for coffee. When I wanted to send Souramma the lady attendant 

for coffee, Dr. MGT called her back and handed over the money to me and said, “It is privilege 

of men”. My teachers thus used to treat me with consideration and kindness. I used to approach 

them whenever I wanted some advice. 

Hostel:         After joining the College, completing my research work at the Andhra university, I 

was appointed as a warden of Strock Hall by the then Principal, Dr. Prabhu Das. It was a 

turbulent period. My experience as an inmate of the hostel, as a student and as a resident staff 

helped me to fetch some past discipline. In this pursuit, the help and assistance rendered by Mrs. 

P.M. Vasathankumari of Botany department (wife of Sri. Paul Satyakirthi) was invaluable. She 

was also a former student of Strock Hall. Together, we strained so hard to help the functioning of 

the hostel in a proper way. 

 I have good friends among the College staff. Dr. (Mrs.) Leelavathy was of immense 

help in times of need and is a good family friend too. Dr. (Mrs.) Ratnasri a friend, very helpful 

and encouraging. Mrs. Suvarna Kamala and Mrs. Rani Sarala are known to me since student 

days. I have very intimate relations with them. Mrs. Elim Jeevan Jyothi, Mrs. R. Rajkumari , 

Mrs. Ruth, Mrs.R. Sulochana Devi, Mrs. DM. Sujatha and Mrs. Ch. Indira Devi are very 

good friends. I cherish the memories of good friends and well wishers in the College. 

          Though the occasion that inspired Mr. Anil Kumar to initiate the project “Memories and 

Memoirs” is a sad one on the sudden and sad demise of Dr. Alexander Rajabushanam, I feel it 

is a fitting tribute of a friend to a friend. Here is an instance of true friendship. I know Dr. 

Alexander Rajabushanam was a talented person very intelligent and innovative. He is an 

excellent orator. Whenever he was in charge of decoration committee of the College, decoration 

used to be superb and reveal some specialty. Whatever he took up to do, it reveals his total 

involvement, commitment and efficiency. He was a member of our church (St. John's Church). 

He beautified the Church campus and insisted upon orderly conduct of every event. For all 

appearances his house is simple but very comfortable. I once happened to visit and his wife Mrs. 

Vijaya Sheela took me to the roof of his house. I was stunned to see the garden there. He was 
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growing vegetables, green leaves etc., I just wondered at his master planning. He was not 

ostentatious type but always there in need. He helped me in fixing a rented house at Waltair 

when I went there for my research studies at Andhra University. I am grateful to him for that. 

          Dr. Alexander Rajabhushanam’s death not only was a loss to Anil Kumar and friends 

but also to the church community as well. I appreciate and congratulate Anil kumar, a 

distinguished and multi-talented alumnus (though the occasion is sad) for giving the alumni an 

opportunity to go back, recollect and reflect upon the youthful years in our College. 

Thank you Anil Kumar. 

Grace and Peace, 

Priya 

 GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes: VVVV 

MVLN. Koteswara Rao writes:  

 It is a pity that VP. Celia Garu forgot  longest known person, in AC. College, who was 

her classmate in SSLC at the High School, Chintalapudi in 1955-56, a colleague in AC. College 

for decades and who coached her daughter at his house. 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes : MVLNK  

Mandali Koteswara Rao writes:  

Dear madam Dr. Celia, 

 I am so happy & very nostalgic while going through what you wrote about your 

experiences in our College & about the Principals under whom you worked & also excellent 

writing on your colleagues at that time. 

Regards madam 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: 

  @ Going through the third & latest (I don't want to call it the last edition, I wish madam 

to keep on writing whenever possible) edition of Dr. Celia madam's reminiscences, I felt like I 

was reading an abridged version of  'Profiles of Principals' written by late Dr. Kola Isaiah garu, 

starting right from the very first principal Dr. LB. Wolf. That book was a keepsake & memento 

presented to all the dignitaries who visited our College from time to time. I don't know whether it 

is updated & still exists in print. I can definitely foresee Prof. K. Anil Kumar's 'Memories & 

Memoirs' will soon become a companion volume to the 'Profiles of Principals'! 

 The following are my random thoughts connected with Madam's writings. Yes, I 

remember how Dr. MGT started the Staff Choir. It was during the 'Jai Andhra' movement days, 

when Curfew was clamped in big cities, Colleges & Hostels were closed. At such a time Staff 

Choir was started, not to break the rich tradition of having the College Christmas. Practice 

sessions were conducted right in the the Principal's bungalow itself. Dr. MGT ably took up the 

role of the 'Music Conductor', taking a baton in his hand. Dr. Chegudi Virgil John, a Physician 

& a Maestro on Piano used to play and teach music. His deft fingers dancing on the keys of the 

Piano was a treat to watch!  I was in that choir singing 'Tenor' along with Mr. BRR. Dr. TAR & 

Mr. BSK Roy,  and Mr. Villinder Kumar used to sing the 'Bass' part. Christmas Carols used to 

be sung in 4 parts with slightly varying tunes, all at the same time - Soprano, Alto, Tenor and 
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Bass - producing a rich, resonant & unforgettable melodious music! For several years the Choir 

used to sing only English Carols with Just one Telugu Number. That invariably was the one 

written, music-composed and taught by the legendary Pastor late Rev. AC. Kinsinger - ' /k 

�k���sµ - �� KS�&H,� = �k� �Sm��) - �� )Ê�L "�y @A�� - �,Ä2 ,´��!'. The 
remembrance of that carol and the English carol ' To Jesus from the ends of earth, three wise 

men came this day' would still give goose pimples all over my body and I feel like I am on the 

choir dais of our College, even now! Late Mr. NDRP's  solo carol 'O Holy night, the stars are 

brightly shining' sung soulfully used to be the highlight of the College choir!  It culminated in the 

soft lullaby 'Silent Night, Holy Night' as the candle light worship service came to an end. I will 

write about the Christmas Pageant some time later. 

 Thinking of Dr. Ch.I.Varadanam garu, apart from his exceptional scholarship in 

Chemistry, there abound umpteen jokes about his forgetfulness & unintended innocent remarks 

that exploded into double meaning jokes at times!  I recount here a couple of  fair jokes about his 

forgetfulness here. 

One day he was walking very fast holding his bicycle with his hand. A friend enquired him as to 

what the matter was. 

 Dr. Varadanam replied, 'I am in a hurry, to reach the College before the second bell 

rings!'. 

 Then the friend told him,' Why don't you ride the bike, instead of walking it ?' 

 "Oh! I forgot about this!", replied he and rode on. 

 He reached the Department gasping and enquired the attender Fakruddin, who came to 

receive him, 

 " 8�^åü �к�� @�h�, �l>  &×� �6'> �.?" 

 ",3���5" 

 "��] �=к�± &×,12 ?" ���?.Sm �S@��� ?.Sm. 

 I also vividly remember the retirement felicitations arranged by Dr. MGT in the year 

1969 to more than a dozen members of the staff who retired earlier including veteran teachers 

like JPS, JMS, GKD ... Dr. Varadanam was one among them. The function was held in the 

quadrangle in front of the Recreation Hall. Because of the large number of retirees, it was 

getting late, almost close to midnight. Dr. Varadanam was the last to respond. Everyone was all 

ears to listen to what he would say, rather what he would unintentionally say to make an epic 

joke! To everyone's utter disappointment, he spoke faultlessly. 

 Wait, it's not all over yet! 

 All of a sudden, came this closing statement from him," You have presented me a nice 

golden ring with the College emblem engraved on it,  

I  W I L L  *N E V E R  R E M E M B E R*  Y O U !" @@@. 

 Thus the roof came down with wholesome laughter! 
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 Thank you Dr. Celia madam for giving me the occasion to recount these memories of 

mine, God bless you madam! 

 God bless Prof. Anilkumar sir !! 

 God bless you all!!! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-82 

 They know everything. They are the custodians.They are known for their loyalty. 

Nothing can escape their notice. They even question anybody if they doubt and suspect. It looks 

as though it is difficult to manage without them. Their eyes are like cc cameras of any defence 

services. They are first to come and last to go 

 Every spot is clean and neat because of them. They have that spirit of work. We never see 

them idle or gossip. They expect nothing not even a word of thanks. They are serious at work. 

They would even demand the presence of any one and ask them to stay for some time more until 

all are accounted. They have seen all faculty as students and so none can oppose them. 

 When the Department of Natural Sciences was bifurcated it was Sri N. Channa Reddi 

garu, the first Head of the Department of Botany who requested these two to be posted to the 

Department of Botany. Such levels of confidence and trust they enjoyed among all they worked 

with. Poor outwardly but very rich in performance and discharge of duties. They are diligent, 

honest, sincere and experts in their field. They are Kotaiah and Lakshmaiah of the Department 

of Botany. I wish to call them Helpers and never ATTENDERS. Kotaiah wears dhoti and a shirt 

with sleeves folded up, narrow folds, as if ready to wrestle. Laksmaiah wears a shirt and pants. 

They do their duty with love and commitment. We are proud of them. Then we have a stage 

artist who can recite poems from Kurukhetram, Pandavodyogavijayam endlessly. I ask him to 

recite a few when I find time. He is Manikyarao.Then we have another deeply religious man 

whose voice I hear every morning in the early hours reading a few portions from the holy 

scripture as both of us are from Arundepet. He is Benhur. His brother works in the office. 

Benhur is absorbed into our office later on promotion. Prabhakar is another youngster who not 

only did his routine work but also typing both in the Department and office. Prabhakar is well-

mannered decent man. 

 Now he is in the office. Manikya Rao’s daughter also worked in the Department.  

 It may be a jumbo jet or Boeing or Mercedes- work as a whole composite unit. Every 

screw, nut, bolt matter. If any fail, you can not move an inch. My gratitude, sincere thanks and 

appreciation to each and every one of them. 

 Fakruddin and Nagaiah of the Department of Chemistry are unique. We take hours to 

do any experiment preliminary and confirmatory tests in Qualitative Analysis. Nagaiah and 

Fakruddin do it in a second. All batches of students are inevitably benefitted by them. Hats off to 

their genius and expertise. 

 College is enriched by their contribution. God bless them. 

 Then Yesu, Subbarao, Narasimha Rao, Gopaiah, Lazarus, Maremma, Avvamma, 

Zoology Department helpers Sangeetha Rao, Isaiah can not be forgotten. Prior to them 
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Prasada Rao worked in the Zoology Department. They are noble, good and efficient. I pray 

God to bless them and their families. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

�E, 

 �kк~ °�°� � DHSm!  ��-.Sm BSm.. �� ��6�5, ,²y�5, &×�!E, �."#�.�M ?.S2�L, �JS 
�k�к�,�L K{-.! ~�P, ^.�] ���,�L ���� ���U, K{�L! \�P. &Ó 6�,1 ¾�6 K{-.! ~�P� 

�k�к�,� �H�M��],1 P��^.��®� &×�!E ?.Sm 6ôE ,,1�L, ��]��� ����.¬,,1�L '&×�!E' '6¶� 
к����+y��c' ��69 �,��69 K{�Hх /�D2 PJ{ ���^Àz.,�L J� r��5�LкS} W.{ Õ}5J ¯ K{��]»�P 

�,�]���^.Sm.  

 BS��@A 100% ^.�!��. *��] �|\!r�.y�� ^.Sm *� ¯ ?ÔK�?. Wg �U���S�6�,1 8��J{� 
��@���,3�L. ^.�]�Å, ^.�] ���,�L DHSm!  ���U� Bк� "["[,�.VV 

GVLN Sanjeeva Rao writes : VVV 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes:  

 C~J�,1 8@� -X ¾yк��@A -g ��к��@A �.к´��L. ���Á, �S��}к� ���Sm &'rL5,3. 
���.ш,,1  ��� ?.� ���S£ ����L,3. 8@A 8K�~ ��K6'> ���@A �.�L. *,���-.���@� �Hх5�. 

KV Raju Former Demonstrator in Chemistry (1961-62) writes:  

 I too know Nagaiah, the tall person since 1961. Honest, alert and sincere. Courteous 

whenever I visited the College since 1962 onwards. 

 Dr. Varadanam made Fakruddin KNOWN with his  second belloh! joke. Fakruddin 

used to be traditional, honest, humble, yet dignified.   

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 V Well said sir, "Every screw, nut and bolt is important for the smooth functioning of 

even a sophisticated machine!" Thank you, for devoting an entire chapter for commending and 

recording the services of the 'Helpers' as you rightly prefer to refer to them - Attenders in the 

Science Departments & Peons in the Office and other Departments. They deserve it, especially 

those that set the trend for their followers.  

BOTANY: Apart from the already mentioned sincere services of Kotaiah, Lakshmaiah, 

Manikya Rao, Benhur & Prabhakar, I would like to mention the services of Raju, who took 

up the additional responsibility of setting up & lighting the candles on the ALTAR in the 

Assembly Hall every day, just before the morning devotions started and preserve the candle-

holders thereafter. (Mr. RRSSD provided the candles.  Raju continued the job long after sir 

retired).  

ZOOLOGY: In addition to those mentioned hithertofore - AL. Prasada Rao, Isaiah, 

Sangeetha Rao - I remember the specimen suppliers - names unknown to us but well known to 
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Heaven -  POOR BLIND Man, led by his half-blind wife, coming to the College very early in the 

morning with a fresh catch of cockroaches, rats etc. 

 CHEMISTRY: Besides Fakruddin, Nagaiah, I would like to recall the valuable services of G. 

Ratnam, G. Devasahayam, GSP. Vasantha Rao and others that followed. Of special mention 

must be the dress of Devasahayam - every bit neat & clean, always immaculately clad in his 

gold color 'Pondur Khaddar' shirts & pure white 'Glasco' dhotis! 

PHYSICS: Unfortunately I don't remember the names, but the specific individuals are very 

much in my eyes. The short, stocky man with soda bottle eyeglasses (was he old Prakasa Rao?) 

& the short, lean man with a husky voice, also wearing thick eyeglasses! Thankfully, the present 

Principal Mr. MES .Vijaya Raju, the first ever Principal from the Physics Department can see 

to it that their names are duly incorporated here. 

OFFICE: Gopaiah, Subba Rao, Lazarus, Narasimha Rao & the Present Prakasa Rao. 

Personifications of duty & devotion! Unlike the science attenders they don't have any 

attachments with students, yet their sincerity is no less commendable. I dare say more 

praiseworthy. I always remember how Subbaiah, the tall & bent man standing near the 

attendance register, raising his hand to say 'salam' to 250 odd members of the staff, many of them 

not even noticing him.  

 God bless all these Past helpers - some must have gone unsung -  & the Present helpers as 

well! 

 God bless Prof. Anilkumar for recording these precious memories about them for 

posterity!! 

 God bless you all for your patient reading!!! 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVVV 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: �� 

 +91 99593 82777  writes: Nicely written about the helper staff 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: VV 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-83 

Reminiscences of my Alma Mater 

By Dr. (Mrs.) VP Celia 

Former Reader, Department of Philosophy 

Sri MVLN Koteswar Rao: 

 A thousand apologies to my old times good friend Mr. MVLNSRK. I knew him since a 

very long time. Truly he is the longest known person to me from AC. College. Not that I forgot 

him, it happened unwittingly so. I thank him for his reminder. The fact is that I included two 

missing letters “S.R” in his name itself is an evidence that I did not forget him. He used to fill the 

entire page with his full name in large script during school days. He was very sharp, active and 

intelligent. I know him as a very successful lecturer in the College. I used to treat him as a 

younger brother. I remember he used to go to camps along with his father, who was a Tahsildar.  
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His Mathematics classes were said to be very lively and interesting. His teaching style is unique 

in that he can explain complicated concepts in very simple, jovial and engaging terms; the real 

mark of an exceptional teacher. This is the testimony I heard from my daughter who was his 

student. 

 I know his two sisters, Vazramani and Gayathri and also his wife (sorry I forgot her 

name) while they are studying in the College. I paid a visit to his place once and met his mother. 

His son reminded me of MVLNK of school days. Hope he will accept my apology. My best 

wishes to MVLNK and his family. 

Mr. K. Rajabhushanam: 

 He is my colleague in the department of philosophy, a talented lecturer whom students 

liked. He is friendly and always maintained good and cordial relations with all staff members 

even after retirement. He is very knowledgeable in various matters, religiously oriented, helpful 

to people in times of need. He always shows concern for me and extends his help in times of 

need. He often makes friendly visits to inquire about my well being. I am very grateful for that. 

My best wishes to him and his family. 

Sri K. Kishore Babu: 

 He is an eminent lecturer, with a strong and commanding voice in the Department of 

Politics whose students used to be highly appreciative of his teaching. I first know him as a 

friend and classmate of my brother Augustine Raj Kumar at Andhra University. Therefore I treat 

him as my younger brother. He also reciprocates that same relation.His wife Sujatha is a good 

friend of mine. His elder sister Nancy Kalyani was a classmate of my younger sister Grace 

Rosalind in AC. College. Ruth his younger sister became our colleague as well. The entire 

family including his parents became very close to me. They always extend their kindness and 

goodwill to me. 

 My greetings and thanks to Sanjeeva Rao garu (GVLNS) , Nirikshana Rao garu, 

Ravindra Kumar garu (I unfortunately could not meet him yet) and Mandali Koteswara Rao 

garu (son of Brahmaniah garu, our NCC officer who was very good and kind to me) for their 

kind words of appreciation extended to me for my memoirs. 

96862 44996 Sai S/o SMK writes : If I am not wrong this should be 83 Mamayyagaru 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes: Thanks to Sai Muddu. This is MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-

83 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes: VVVVV 

Sai writes : VV 

GVLN. Sanjeeva Rao writes :  

 But Celia ji u have not mentioned what SR stand for in MVLNK name 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes:  

 V Thank you Dr. Viswanadhapalli Peace Celia (VPC) Madam for your latest edition. 

Your unwitting forgetfulness has given rise to an unwitting, yet accurate additional title based on 

his full name, to Mr. MVLN-SRK! The world knows that SRK stands for 'Shah Rukh Khan', 

the Bollywood Superstar! And now our MVLNSRK is the Maths Superstar for his students 
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scattered all across the globe! Dr. MGT used to call him 'Nawab of Pataudi' of our College 

Cricket team. I always greeted sir as the 'Evergreen Star' basing on his physical fitness, 

intellectual & emotional capabilities. Madam, you now unwittingly gave the best title! 

Mr. Kanapala Raja Bhushanam (KRB), Retired Lecturer in Philosophy is a decent, dignified 

& devout individual. He is a good evangelist too. His healthy and cheerful, nonagenarian mother 

in law, Madam Kommoji Kanakavalli (Retd. Dy. DEO) is a living proof of his exceptional 

love & care for the aged! Incidentally, Mr. KRB's mom & late Dr. TAR's mom were siblings! 

Mr. Konduri Kishore Babu (KKB), Retired Lecturer in Political Science is head & shoulders 

above all, not just in physical height but even in intellectual capabilities! As I mentioned 

somewhere earlier, he is one of the very few Lecturers who can call any student 'ArE', and they 

don't get offended. He & his siblings in our College, Mr. Sam Jaya Kumar, Mrs. Ruth are all 

great teachers. In this connection, I would like to recall to memory his sincere and strict parents 

late Sri. Konduri Matthew & Smt. Lalitha. Late Sri. K. Matthew was also a Dy.DEO. One 

curious thing about him I noted was that he was a pure non vegetarian before retirement and a 

exclusive Vegetarian (Only Ridge gourd) after retirement. I remember Mr. KKB telling that his 

father used to give the first wedding card of his children to that particular vegetable seller, who 

visits his home round the year! 

God bless Dr. Celia Madam! 

God bless Messers MVLN-SRK, KRB, KKB!! 

God bless Prof. Anilkumar!!! 

God bless you all !!!! 

MEMORIES AND MEMOIRS-84 

By Dr. KM. Ratnasree, Former Reader, Department of Botany 

 The Department of Botany was blessed with a beautiful, smiling and pleasant (BSP) 

Madam B. Susan Prameela. She is one of the senior most women staff members of our College. 

She commanded respect from all sections of College community. Botany family including 

students had a special regard for her. 

 Madam Prameela was God fearing, soft spoken, friendly, modest, simple, well dressed, 

with pleasing manners, maintained cordial relations with everybody. She was admired, loved and 

even adored by one and all who have come into contact with her. 

         Prameela madam was my teacher. She took pains to make each and every student learn 

practical skills. Her handwriting and drawings on the black board made me alert that led to self 

improvement as a teacher in later days. Affectionate teaching of Prameela madam, serious 

approach of Sri J. Abraham, and frequent field trips on the campus led by Sri MVN 

Satyanarayana Rao motivated me to learn Taxonomy, which I am disinterested in my pre- 

university class at Eluru. 

        I was fortunate to be a staff member of Andhra Christian College from 1974. With my 

entry into the Department, number of lady staff members rose to 3. Prameela madam used to 

guide and encourage me as I was a bit tense in the beginning of my career. She was my role 

model. Any work assigned, was done with utmost care and always sincere to her duty. Madam 

preferred taking a few Intermediate classes (a tough job) along with degree classes. She always 
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entered into the class with a blissful smile, a bunch of twigs, flowers, or self made models in 

hand .She made the lesson interesting by using them as teaching aids. Madam also took pains to 

draw diagrams on charts beforehand, showed motherly concern to all the students and was 

fondly named by them  as ‘*����CT� >? K V�)� ���	’. 

         Prameela madam was gifted with multiple talents. She was an artist, good at chalk piece 

carving, had expertise in vegetable carving. I heard (as I am on study leave) her vegetable 

carving skill was a special attraction at science exhibition held in our College during eighties. 

Her exhibits won prizes from Haritha priya (private organization). As already mentioned by Sri 

K. Anil kumar, Madam can imitate the gestures of different persons with voice modulation. Her 

spontaneous punches of humour added fervour to the day. Her hobbies also include gardening, 

craft work and  cooking .. 

             Madam was a sports woman. Prameela madam bagged more prizes than her youngsters 

during annual women sports meet of our College. She can play Throw ball, Badminton etc., and 

good at Running. 

              She is generous, kind and compassionate to the needy. A visually handicapped person 

used to visit madam every month for help. Madam incited others also to lend a helping hand to 

the poor and needy. 

              She is courageous, strong willed, can face any hardship with dignity, shared lighter and 

happy moments with all of us. Each one has to face moments of frustration, despair in life. The 

common notion "face is the index of mind" is proved wrong with respect to Madam. She never 

lost her smile, temper, or exhibited any signs of displeasure in times of hardship. I can 

respectfully salute her for this rare gesture. Finally I can say her talent, dignity, deportment, 

endeared herself to everyone both in and outside the Department. 

          Prameela madam was a precious gem gifted by God to Sri B. Chandra Paul and her 

daughters who are happily married and well settled. 

   To me, the vivid description of a noble woman in the Holy Bible, Book of Proverbs 

Chapter 31 is a perfect personification of Madam. 

Ravindrakumar Chilakapati writes:  

�E, 

 -�. �<�>? ���G >? K V�)� ���	 �L *�J &'?. кjbк�к6�>,�  /~�Q�]���S���! 
~@�5SmÁ ,�?. sµst�]?[ ���.ш�,3� �� 67TEc ÜкQ ��� ��J �5�f! ��,�L, �4�]!� ��,�L, 
�JS ��}�,�L % ^À@Aк @���.  +,��L��D,D6� ��,� �� ¯��?. G�@A. ���Lк� @v��� ���L! �� 
<=�h,���]�Å ��	��Sm r�5^.@�,�. VV 

Dr. Sasibala writes:  

 I am sure it's going to be a well stacked compendium of memories and memoirs. 

Sai Ram Sir.. 
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 Your sketch of memories is making AC. College 1000 times more beautiful than what it 

really is. No doubt, AC. College was a beautiful piece of Academic Mosaic of towering 

personalities of excellence. 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: V  

 A Passionate Pen-Portrait of 'GRACE PERSONIFIED', Madam B. SUSAN 

PRAMILA Garu! 

 God bless you thalli Dr. K. Mary Ratna Sri! 

 Keep writing! 

 Whenever I see or hear about you, I always joyfully remember my dear 'friend' (although 

a generation older) & your loving dad, Sri KANCHERLA JAMES garu, Retd. District 

Panchayat Officer, an Alumnus of our great College!  

God bless his memory!! 

Alexander Daniel Sunad writes: VVVVVVVVV 

O���G 

 �À�L *�J?. �Å�]!�T�L? ��6,� ��,�M.  DH��+ ���� <�{�, к|J"§J, /�.r�, /���� 
GWX ��DHJÈ��@A.. "�� "�к�,�  "�y ����Sm. ��] �^å! &{JÈк� �����M. /6, W.6, ��6 
�À�]��@A  �^À к@�!  �� �ÀSm�, к´Sm�, �Sm� ��M �À�]��@�. �¦'^À@Aк,<=n ���U� K{��?.,к� �P�� 
�����, K{\�����, K{ш��,�, кS �jr��L,�, � /°�Lc,3, ST�,к� �^À �$��]!, <�{S} �� 
��~z.���.  

 8@�шsµ?]�� *��L�.Z���� ��Å�]!� ��6� ��¦'D5sµ�� WX D��L? ��?]2ó *кQ��ÀSm�к�����M? 
G���S} *�Sm �À�.�Sm? ��  ���?] � �� ���u��� ~� "�KM��� ��Lк�����, /�r{ ��®ã�!� к`az., 
��. " ��кj©b �+�y?],26�, ���S£ T$�6�, �À�L �UDHI K�6�  ���4,3. �S�-.u�S}sµ. *кQ��@A 
^.?.� 69, ¦'� ��6� �� ��.*�. "#Eò  ð��l ?.�] K{-.�� �� �� DH��+, TKM����f  +Z�U�@�к@�! 
��?]2ó,  +,�DH ¦'�,,Ö  �¥SmP -.ÏÐJ5�,1 K{̂ Àш� �,^.6Y2  к�Zк,�   st,к��,�  °� �,��]! 
�	ш�5 ?.�] ¥².  

 ��À�.�Àк ��,к� <=�h,Än�  °� "�y,��к  ��r� �.�шSy ?.Sm, кSm}°� "�u�5, W.K�5 
z.�U! á ?.S2 ¯ ^À@Aк�L K�TL��6� �� к`az., ��LD��� ��Lк��6'�L. 

�� <U{�cW.�c ,��69 ^.Sm *кQ�� �M��S� ��Lк��6'�L. *��]�f ^.�[ ~��È> ,�. 

 ��.69*l Wp,l ?.�] ½w~, �S�� �À�L T$��À,3�L %��69�Sк�. 
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 ��. ~Z�àc ?.�] k�5�,  +Z~ �6,� ��$�5�. 

 ��. "[. Wp,l ?.�] W.���J5�, ��.��&SJ ������. 

 ��. *�
 ð��l ?.�] ¦'�, / �>)�, &Ó r�� ~u���, GK��5� ~��5�� ��JS-.r5�. 

 ��. :"#; ?.�] ��^.JJ�SJ к�>-.r5�.  

 ��. �U. @��@��� ?.�] "#Ã ���K� /ш�S5кS�.. 

 &�ë�HхK{"#§ z.Z  ��. <U. K{�H@�l ?.Sm ����� K{\¦'��JÈ,�. 

 ��.
. z.�45� ?.Sm к���²} к� ��Sm<�Sm..���fJ¦'�� к, /�S»�4�]!. 

 ��  ,Äк�SEc  ��L¬JÈ,�. ^.�] W.½.,� ���. "#§ Kк�H���).. 

 �.,3C ~z., W.{ �D}�.. * +n� / 6�E.. /  ¯6,�.. /����,�.. ��=�¿2  k�.. ,Än&{�] ¿Zº��.. 
~��?. ��W.��>é��c �f  ���JÈ,� ��]Ã�K�,~�.�L. 

 ��P ���L,1 G@v 5D�,1 ���.�L. �.,3C,1 4000 ��@A�f <=n?. ~@�5Sm� ,� ���L,1 1500 
��@A ���y),� G�� �.,3C.  �>)� �f ���Sstª� K�]�S�, ���Lc. ��Jк��� *к�Q��.�6� 
�KM��� &'DH��@�Í! 

 �� ��y ?.Sm °��\ ��	
� @�~ -.> �2 F �$Q,12  / JSm^.J �� �.,3C ,1 T�L�Mк����Sm.. 

��/�y�, ��,1 T$�U DHSm! K69>  ��. Wp,l ?.Sm ��� ���!  /st T�L�Mк��� �	0Z� J,�TLк�� ��. 
~Z�àc ?.Sm G@v 5Do  ����Sm.. 

 JSm^.J �� ���� ?.Sm �.��.0 &'K�5 ?.Sm �� 8*� �.,3C ,1 10 ���Jc�.,� 
,Äк�SE ?. K����L!  °� 
*�.&×�� ?.�]�f ���y���> Ø�� ,1 �k�K��^.Sm. 

 
*� &×�� �oKJÈ,� �� ��69�f ��,� K�.5��,�  ����Sm. &'K�5 ?.�]� *� ¯ 
?õS~���Sm. /�� S£��[ ����^.Sm &×�� ?.Sm. 

 sµ�H �,�DHS�H к�D2E k�U�6� ,1 KM69>�^.Ssµ.. 

 �� ���� ?.Sm **� �.,3C ,1 ���]�KM��� ��,� ��@A /��?[^.S6 "�кQ &'DH�@�"../�� 
/ш�S5Wg )Ê5^.Sm... ��J?. Ë���] ���Á, ¯ �sµк�) G��@A �� к�6Y�&�. 
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 %���� ��к� ,¥�P� �Å�]! K{\�>,к� �� �.,3C �� ,Äк�SEc �.Sк�,�..²} ²}� к} к}o 
�.,3C ���Q|¡ ��-.Q�.,� ��,1 ���� G���). 

 ��./,Ä�.c��E ��*+�} ¡�{stª� �Lñх���f DH�] ���U�@A.  /^À�� �²S S£K� @�Z��@A.  

@�� ¯ W.{ S��stª�@A % st¾�wl stÍ)Ec 80 ��Æ�K! �?. �D��JÈ�� �.)�����. 

 �� ��w²} �.�M �����,�  ��L�stª�S<U�K��z.).. 

�к ��,� K{�HхL��, ��к� �HхL5�� P,кW.69 SÕ��{к���E.. �.,3C <=n /��к���<�{� �^.5"� 
�K{sµ��. DHSm ��f! �SmK����. ����69� к�KÑ56�	2  <U��*� o=n� ,1 �Æ�K!� ��z.��..S~�f �� 
/°�Lc,�.  

��. ��J, Ë�>E *"#{ , Ë�>E �Sy� к���E, °� 
~*�*�. ��C� �.�M, °� *�~*�*� ��6�ш�E �.�M 
?.Sm,  ��. ��Z�� ?.Sm, °� �[Õ �.0 ?.Sm,  °� ���Z ��6�ш�E �.�M ?.Sm, ��. SJ�°� ?.Sm, �� 
D}K\-����>± ��õ�6¶�� ?.S2 �����,к� �� �|J��S�к  r�5^.��H,�. 

 % ���wl ��-.?]�T���. B ��L�^.,� K�TL�����. �@A �S�JS K{̂ .�� �.^.Z. ���Sm 
W.,ÖI ����. 

 �.,3C�f ���� ��."�B@�. 

 @��M�� ����]� @�~���,� ��-.�. W.{ �]Á�L! .. 

 ш,�M! 

<�{� ¯ B,   

�.��.0 ��� к���E 

MVLN. Koteswara Rao writes:  

��,��� ¯��  

�À�L *KM��v  �+W.��L ::"��M �.S} "�Ly��� , 

� ���ÏÐJ ËJÈ{ ��6� �� ��| �>�� ":: 

David Nirikshana Rao Kurakula writes: V  

 Sir, your attitude of gratitude for your Alma mater is truly priceless and peerless! 

So thrilling to go through this on this special day! 
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 I trust your own teachers and your direct students -Secular and Spiritual- will forever 

remember the powerful rushing wind i.e. Anilkumar sir is and has always been! 

 Continue to be a channel of blessing to the countless! 

 God bless you  & your family sir! V 

Kamaraju Anil Kumar writes to Ravindrakumar Chilakapati:  

 ��,� /����?. G�@A. �к� J|<U!��@A�P�@A. �� ËJÈ{ ,к�, zÝ��¥,��È,к�, KÑS� 
~@�5SmÁ ,к�, ~z.� �J K{�L! J �u�5Kк�,к� �� ¯�.�� кZ?]�P� % stÍ�wl stÍ)Ec @��M� к|K, 
�kK{-.�� ?. ¦'~�L! ����L 

 �� �.,3C�f ��Dj кS£�S kS\. �� DHSm�M, W.� K@�y,к� ���Q|\. KÑ05,Än� 

Ë���wl к� /��� к|J"§ �KÑS�к ���  �ÏÐJ /u�5\yк ��."��. � �,k,к� ���� �|��� ¯ 
/°�Lc,�. ¾ �! ��f K{�L!  ���f % �U�wl �f ��D`a²J,�. 

 G�6'�L. 

:fa к4 �£ 

�À�_�]?]� 1970, ��69 �L��� �À69�Sк� �+SD� PSm��M� ¯, �J5�$J��?., ������L,�?. G�� 
8����S K�L, /¡y� ��LI Sm,� >?. 8 �L :fa к4 �£ F��8e �~�� ��f!KÑS�к 
�|J��S�к "�y@A� �¦'�.�², ¯�� 

            ~ P,кW.69 SÕ��{к���E   
25 ���> &E 2017         
KM6>K�]!      
 


